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Note on Transliterationand Dates

In this book I generally follow the transliteration system of the Interna

tional Journal ofMiddle East Studies (IJMES) for Arabic and Persian words.
I use the circumflex rather than the macron to represent long vowels, how
ever, and I make two minor modifications in the transcription of the Ara
bic definite article (al-) for purposes of phonetic verisimilitude. First, I
show the assimilation of the lam of the definite article by the Sun letters
(t, thy d) dh, ~ z, s, shys, d, t, z, I) m), as in, for example, Pi ta'bir ar-ruya.
Second, I indicate elision of the definite article with a preceding vowel
(hamzat al-wa$l), as in MablJath 'an al-quwa n-nafsaniyya. (Note how the
long a of quwa becomes short in such constructions.)

In regard to dates, I follow the standard practice of providing first
the hijri date according to the Muslim lunar calender (which began in
C.E. 622) followed by a backslash and the Common Era equivalent.
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Preface

This book explores the interaction among allegory, allegoresis, and phi
losophy in the thought of the premodern Muslim philosopher Avicenna
(Ibn Sina, 3701980-4-28/1037). This is a question of some complexity, and
each of the four parts of this study tackles it from a slightly different
perspective.

Part One focuses on historical issues. Chapter One offers a prelimi
nary sketch of how Avicenna's writings fit into the context of the general
history of Islamic allegory, on the one hand, and the study of the interac
tion between philosophy and allegory, on the other. Chapter Two intro
duces Avicenna as a historical figure.

The three chapters of Part Two turn to details of doctrine and their
respective modes of representation by examining the degree to which
Avicenna's cosmological, psychological, and epistemological theories find
parallel, if diverse, expression in the different formats of philosophical ex
position and allegorical narration. Experts on Avicenna's philosophy will
find some material in these chapters familiar (as in Chapter Two), but I
consider it important to provide this overview for audiences less well
versed in premodern Islamic philosophy. Avicenna's psychology and noet
ics receive especially full attention because of the degree to which they
influenced strains of theological, mystical, and literary thought in subse
quent Islamic cultural history.

Part Three illustrates the philosopher's allegorical practice by offering
a translation of the MiCrajNama (The Book of the Prophet Muhammad's
Ascent to Heaven), a short treatise in Persian generally attributed to Avi
cenna. A discussion concerning the authenticity of this text may be found
in Appendix B, .where I argue in support of this attribution. I recognize
that a final decision on this question is probably premature at this stage of
our philological recovery of Avicenna's texts, but whatever its origin the
MiCrajNama indisputably reflects Avicenna's philosophical views and of
fers a good example of principles and techniques typical of his hermeneu
tic approach. From this perspective, the issue of the authenticity of the
treatise is less relevant here than its usefulness in providing a representative
sample of methods of allegoresis characteristic of the philosopher.
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Parts Two and Three thus introduce the reader to pertinent features
of the philosopher's theories and styles of exposition, as well as providing
an idea of how they function within a specific sample text. This, in turn,
paves the way for the two chapters that constitute Part Four. The first of
these explores the function of Avicenna's allegories within the framework
of both his theory and his practice of allegory. The second examines modes
of description and the metaphorical structure of his narratives with a view
toward placing them, again, within a general context of the history of
Islamic allegory.

Attached to the monograph are four appendices. Appendix A offers a
theoretical overview of allegory; Appendix B surveys the question of the
authenticity of the Mi(rajNama; Appendix C lists its known manuscripts;
and Appendix D provides the text of Avicenna's version of the mi(raj nar
rative divested of the philosopher's own commentary.

There are many who deserve thanks for helping me complete this
project. Sari Nusseibeh, then of Birzeit University, first introduced me to
Avicenna's allegories, while Birzeit University provided an initial stipend
for summer research that enabled me to consult manuscripts and texts of
the Mi(raj Nama and other works by Avicenna.

In the course of this project I had the pleasure of using the British
Library in London, the Statsbibliothek in Berlin, and the libraries of the
Hebrew University in Jerusalem, the American University in Cairo, Har
vard University, Princeton University, the University of Chicago, and
Saint Louis University. I am grateful to the staffs of all of these libraries
for their friendly treatment of a visiting scholar. Special thanks goes to the
staff of Olin Library at Washington University for their ongoing help and
support.

My research was generously funded by a summer research grant from
the National Endowment for the Humanities in 1987. Washington Univer
sity also granted me summer research support in 1988, 1989, and 1990 and
has been throughout extremely supportive of my research activities. My
appreciation goes to both of these institutions.

Finally, I wish to thank the many friends and colleagues who read and
commented on parts or all of this study, in particular, Cornell Fleischer,
Ahmet Karamustafa, and the late Steven S. Schwarzschild, all of Washing
ton University, Everett Rowson of the University of Pennsylvania, and
Wolfhart Heinrichs of Harvard University. My deep appreciation goes as
well to Fatemeh Keshavarz-Karamustafa, of Washington University, for
meticulously checking my translation of the Mi(raj Nama, and to Beata
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Grant, also of Washington University, for smoothing the style of a large
portion of my text. I am especiallygrateful to Professor Hermann Landolt,
of McGill University, who was kind enough to send an unknown scholar
a copy of Heravi's new edition of the Mi(ra} Nama and who took time to
read my manuscript very carefully and to offer many useful comments.
Finally, I wish to thank the editors of the University of Pennsylvania Press
for their diligence and support. All the above have made valuable contri
butions to my project and have saved me from numerous errors; lowe
them a large debt of gratitude. The views espoused in this work or any
errors of detail are, of course, my own responsibility.



Part I

Introduction



I Avicenna and Islamic Allegory

Islamic allegory represents a vast body of literature. It encompasses diverse
genres-romance, "visionary recital," exegesis, debate (muna~ara), and
fable. And its encoded "messages" stem from such varied disciplines as
philosophy, mysticism, theology, political theory, and social and political
satire. Despite this diversity in form and content, Islamic allegory is the
product of a cohesive literary tradition. Writers of allegories belonged to
a cosmopolitan class of Muslim elites who shared a common, often mul
tilingual, educational background in the religious, intellectual, and literary
sciences. One has only to note the frequency and ease with which indi
vidual scholars or writers moved throughout the Islamic world, as testified
to by the peripatetic lives of such figures as Muhyi d-Din ibn 'Arabi (d.
638/1240)or Ialal ad-Din Rumi (d. 672/1273),or to consider the significant
degree of cultural interaction in which, for example, the Ottoman, Safavid,
and Mogul elites engaged, to appreciate the extent of the cultural homo
geneity that reigned throughout the Soc-year period (from the 4th/loth
to the rzth/rxth centuries) in which Islamic allegory flourished.'

Composers of allegories were eminently aware that they participated
in a unified literary tradition. They were intimately versed in the major
contributions of their predecessors and frequently were influenced by, re
acted against, or interacted with earlier works. As a result, the tradition as
a whole displays a high measure of literary and intellectual self-conscious
ness and intertextual reference.>

Few figures contributed as significantly to this tradition of allegory as
the prominent Muslim philosopher, Abu 'Ali l-Husain ibn Sini (Avicenna,
370/980-428/1037). He stands close to its historical starting point, and he
exerted an enormous influence on its later development, both as the crea
tor of an authoritative philosophical system and as an important practi
tioner of the genre. Indeed, his literary activities encompassed all aspects
of allegory. He composed several prominent narratives (Ifayy ibn Yaq~anJ

Risdlat at-tair, Salaman and Absal) that are significant in themselves and
exerted a profound influence on later proponents of the genre." He wrote
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interpretive allegory or allegoresis, including the Mi(raj Nama and short
commentaries on selected verses or chapters of the Qur'an." Finally, Avi
cenna's allegories were themselves the subject of exegesis, receiving fre
quent attention from later philosophers, theologians, and mystics."

The Study of Premodern Islamic Allegory

Despite the existence of a coherent tradition of allegory from relatively
early times, there has been a profound lack of modern scholarly study of
Islamic allegory. No general historical survey exists, even in the form of a
straightforward bibliographical description, that endeavors to chart the
linguistic, temporal, and geographical parameters of the field. General liter
ary historians, such as E. G. Browne and Jan Rypka for Persian literature or
E. J. W. Gibb for Ottoman poetry, note the allegorical nature of individual
works and at times provide interpretive decoding of allegories, but they
do not address the concomitant historical or theoretical issues in any di
rect fashion. Even such recent contributions as the volume edited by Ehsan
Yarshater, which contains commendable chapters on various genres-epic,
lyric, romance-and essays on individual major figures-Ni~ami, Sa'di,
Hafiz-s-docs not discuss the genre of allegory per sc."

Although the present scope of our knowledge renders any attempt at
a comprehensive survey premature, it is nonetheless possible to identify
prominent landmarks around which future research should be organized.
One such landmark is The Book of Kalila and Dimna by Ibn al-Muqaffa'
(d. 139/756). This is a narrative of seminal significance, for it introduces
into Islamic literature a genre of beast fable that has already attained a high
degree of self-consciousness and sophisticated self-reflection. The book be
gins with three introductions that narrate the history of the work and of
its transmission from the time of its supposed composition by the Indian
sage Bidpai until its. translation from Pahlavi into Arabic by Ibn al
Muqaffa'. Significant from the perspective of the history of Islamic alle
gory is that these introductions are replete with directives about how the
book was formulated by a philosopher for the benefit of intellectuals
((uqala/) who should seek in it the secrets of wisdom (al-IJikma). Although
Kalila and Dimna largely falls into the genre of political and moralistic
allegory, a rationalist tradition of "double meaning" is obviously well
represented here."

Another landmark of allegory is The Treatises of the Brethren of Sin-
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cerity (Rasa/illkhwlin a$-$afli)), a philosophical encyclopedia composed by
an anonymous group of intellectuals of Isma'ili tendency who wrote in
Basra in the latter part of the 4th/loth century." In their fifty-one Treatises,
the Brethren cover with the veneer of Islam the philosophical syncretism
of late Hellenistic times, with Pythagoreanism receiving strong emphasis.
The result is a concatenation of allegories and allegoreses in miniature.
Deserving of literary study in themselves, the Treatises are also one product
of a lively intellectual tradition in which currents of hermeticism, gnosti
cism' the occult, and extremist (ghullit) Shi'ism intertwined in the jrd/orh
and 4th/loth centuries. Difficult as they are to explore and unravel, these
currents almost certainly made important contributions to the formation
of allegorical thinking and writing in the Islamic world. 9

The contributions of Avicenna constitute the third major landmark in
the early history of Islamic allegory.

Mter Avicenna the history of Islamic allegory becomes more com
plex, with different subgenres evolving in various languages (Arabic is in
creasingly superseded by Persian and Turkish). In general, three thematic
trends can be identified. The first, intellectual in tenor, continues to focus
on philosophy and theology. Prominent here are the works of Ibn Tufail
(d. 581/1185-86)and Shihab ad-Din as-Suhrawardi al-Maqtul (d. 587/1191),
both of whom were heavily influenced by Avicenna; Ibn an-Nafis (d. 6871

1228), himself influenced by Ibn Tufail, represents a theological perspec
tive.!? The second trend highlights practical morality by exploring the
broad ethical concerns of romance, a genre devoted to examining the pro
cess of personal maturation. This strain is typified by such romance writers
as Nizarni (d. 600/1203) and Arnir Khusrau (d. 725/1325).11The third trend,
whose influence becomes increasingly pervasive, is mystical (fufi) in in
tent. Here the mathnavis (narrative poetry) of the great triad of Persian
mystical poets, al-Hakim Sana'i (d. 525/1130-31),Farid ad-Din 'Attar (d.
between 617-27/1220-29), and Jala! ad-Din Rumi, come to mind, although
they represent only the beginning stages of this literary current.'? Of
course, these three themes are often intermixed as well. Al-Ghazali (d. 5051

1111)and Ibn 'Arabi stand out as examples of fufis whose allegories or
allegorizations contain heavy doses of philosophy and theology, while
'Abd ar-Rahman Jami(d. 898/1492) is a poet who wove the anagogic con
cerns of mysticism into the ethical considerations of romance. After the
7th/13th century, the history of Islamic allegory becomes so incorporated
into the mainstream of Islamic literary history that concise description
becomes difficult. Worthy of note, however, are the later allegories in Per-
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sian of 'kifi (d. approximately 853/14-49) and Fattahi (d. 852/14-48-49),

and in Ottoman Turkish of Lami'i (d. 938/1531- 32) and, of course, of
Shaikh Ghalib (d. 1213/1799 ) .13

In addition to presenting an overview of major thematic trends, the
study of Islamic allegory also demands that we establish an analytical struc
ture that demarcates clearly the different approaches to, and degrees of,
allegorical composition and interpretation. Such an enterprise must nec
essarily take into consideration the generic frames adopted (fictional nar
rative, exegesis, paraphrase, gloss), the literary techniques employed, and
the variations of hermeneutical intent implied. At this point in time, little
such analysis exists. Critical examination of specific techniques or indi
vidual examples are rare, and such studies that do touch upon the subject
have generally been undertaken by specialists of Islamic philosophy, the
ology, or mysticism who have displayed more interest in doctrinal content
and historical background than in aspects of literary approach or with the
question of how doctrine and aesthetics interact. A.-M. Goichon or Dimi
tri Gutas's investigations of Avicenna, J.T. P. de Bruijn's study of Sana'i,
even Helmut Ritter's magnum opus on 'Attar, all excellent in themselves,
treat only incidentally the allegorical dimensions of the .texts with which
they deal. For such scholars, allegory is a literary device that is duly noted
and then passed over as they concentrate on the historical parameters or
intellectual doctrines of the texts with which they work." For their part,
although literary historians have occasionally listed, summarized, or de
coded allegories, they generally provide little analytical insight into the
literary dimensions of the technique. As already noted, few literary critics
have directly addressed the subject. 15

Given this situation, it is not surprising that basic questions of ana
lytical structure or critical terminology still need investigation. What is
"Islamic allegory?" Is it justifiable or useful to employ western critical
categories such as allegory, which bear such loaded historical and cultural
connotations, in connection with Islamic literatures? If there is "Islamic
allegory," what are its essential techniques, methods, or themes? How do
they relate or correlate with those found in the history of "western" alle
gory? What are the respective histories and interrelationships of such
terms as tafsir (commentary), ta)wil (interpretation), ramz (symbol),
ma(na (meaning), hayan (clear exposition), or ishdra (allusion) in the
genres of literature in which they occur? What different types of herme
neutical approach exist in the Islamic allegorical tradition? 16

The theoretical question of the extent to which it is proper or useful
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to employ western critical terms for works of Islamic literatures is a general
problem that can be resolved only by a comparative use of such terms in
ways that are sensitive to the limits of conceptual analogy.17 I use the term
allegoryhere in reference to the Islamic tradition because I believe that the
concept and, more important, its praxis have their own indigenous histo
ries. My aim is not to distort our understanding of this historical tradition
by indiscreetly applying concepts borrowed from western literature but
rather to employ them carefully in order to explore literary techniques and
historical permutations that developed in the Islamic world. 18

Philosophy and Allegory

The use of allegory by philosophers has a distinguished history stretching
from Plato to Sartre. Allegoresis,the interpretation of already existing texts
according to extrinsic philosophical or dogmatic criteria, has an equally
illustrious history, as any consideration of the writings of the Stoics, Philo,
Augustine, and others reveals." Yet whenever a philosopher produces al
legories, the question arises as to how these "fictional" writings should be
understood in relation to the author's "more. technical" analytical dis
courses. In the case of Avicenna, this problem is complicated by the entan
glement of several issues that have served to cloud scholars' understanding
of the basic questions involved.s" The first is the famous al-hikma l-mash
riqiyya (Eastern Wisdom) controversy. Avicenna in several places states
that his Peripatetic tracts represent only his exoteric views of philosophical
truth. He then promises to explain his "real" ideas, which he terms Eastern
Wisdom, in other works that, if ever written, either have been lost or have
survived only as fragments. Discovering the exact nature of this Eastern
Wisdom preoccupied even such a prominent later philosopher as Ibn Tu
fail, and it has been a topic of controversy among modern scholars since
C. A. Nallino's well-known article appeared early in this century."

The second complicating issue is the relationship of rationalism and
mysticism in Avicenna's thought. The question of the nature and extent of
the philosopher's mysticism has been a subject of discussion since A. F.
Mehren published a group of Avicenna's texts under the unifying title
Traitis mystiquesd'Abou 'Ali Hosain b.Abdallah b. Sina ou d'Avicenne.Later
scholars have used these texts, which include the philosopher's allegories,
to contend that Avicenna either had or developed a mystical-$ufi-strain
in his thought. 22
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However intertwined or analogous the conceptual dichotomies of
exoteric-esoteric and rational-mystical might be with that of philosophical
literary in regard to attaining an ultimate understanding of Avicenna's
thought, there is no reason to believe a priori that they are connected. In
deed, much confusion can be avoided if these issues are at least temporarily
held separate. From the perspective of this study, the exoteric-esoteric
question is a matter of rhetoric, the rationalism-mysticism dichotomy be
longs to the realm of doctrine, and the relationship between philosophical
and literary modes of discourse is a problem of narrative expression. While
it is impossible to avoid reference to the first two issues, our goal is to
focus on the nature of the last dichotomy until we reach a point at which
it may be used to clarify the previous two.

Logos and Muthos

In order to refer to what we above called the philosophical versus literary
dichotomy, it is useful to borrow two terms from Platonic studies, logos
and muthos.23 Logos pertains to the operational narrative principles that
underlie the structure of technical philosophical tracts and promote their
claims to validity: apodictic proofs based upon discursive reasoning (al-
falsafay more specifically for Avicenna, al-(ilm al-jikri) leading to rational
demonstration (burhan), a type of analytic discourse characteristic of Peri
patetic philosophy since the time of Aristotle. The term muthos is used to
denote the multilayered referential textures characteristic of aesthetic dis
course organized to portray "the combination of incidents of the story" so
as to produce an "imitation ... of action and life" (to use Aristotle's phrase
from Book Six of the Poetics),in other words, artistic narrative based on a
particular conception of mimetic plot structure." The best Arabic equiva
lent for muthos, because historically it has come to connote both the nar
rative causality and the mimetic simulation of muthos, is I;ikaya(imitation,
tale, story);" Within the context of Avicenna's corpus, his philosophical
works, with their technical terminology and rationalist style of argumen
tation, generally follow the literary form of logos, while his allegories are
examples of a certain strain of muthos, Plato's "likely story," narrative re
presentations of aspects of the cosmos and the place of humans in ir.>

Since the time of Plato philosophers have questioned and indeed dep
recated the value.of muthos. To the extent that muthoi are obvious poetic
fictions, Plato himself banishes them and their creators, the poets, from
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the Republic of the Philosopher King. The only muthoi he allows are
stories carefully formulated and vigilantly regulated by philosophers for
the common folk's moral benefit and civil guidance.F While degrees of
emphasis vary among later philosophers, it may be generally said that the
Platonic conception of the value and function of muthos remains a promi
nent strain in the history of philosophy until Kant. It is certainly evident
in the writings of such Islamic philosophers as al-Farabi (d. 339/950), Avi
cenna, and Ibn Rushd (Averroes, d. 595/1198).28 In light of this apparently
inherent distrust of muthos, the fact that certain philosophers resort to its
use to construct "likely representations" of philosophical truths can appear
paradoxical. And later philosophers have frequently either politely ignored
such narratives as temporary lapses from disciplinary decorum or, alterna
tively, strenuously sought to interpret them in order to restore their right
fullogos-style form. However low the stock of philosophical muthos may
be among some philosophers, it can become a source of unending specu
lation for those devoted to the genre of philosophical commentary. 29

From the perspective of the sociology of knowledge, the commitment
of philosophers to logos as their preferred form of narrative discourse con
stitutes a fundamental element in what Ibn Khaldun (d. 808/14-06) would
call their (~abiyya, or "feeling of group solidarity." It comes to represent
an allegiance that identifies them to each other and to outsiders as mem
bers of their profession. Not surprisingly, this philosophical (a$abiyyahas
tended to make experts in other fields nervous and defensive.>"Less no
ticed by literary historians, however, is that this disciplinary loyalty toward
logos is also prevalent among historians of philosophy-a fact that is not
surprising since most are scholars trained as philosophers. The displace
ment of muthos by logos has thus become a central motif in the modern
study of Classical Greek philosophy, constituting a fundamental theme in
Werner Jaeger's Paideia, while the decline of logos becomes for Gilbert
Murray a prominent symptom of Hellenistic culture's "failure of nerve." Ob
versely,E. R. Dodds's The Greeksand theIrrational is considered exceptional
as a work of philosophical history largely because it expands the traditional
purview of philosophical historiography to incorporate some (otherwise
fairly normal) aspects of life labeled, significantly, "irrational." 31

From the point of view of general cultural history, there is no reason
automatically to accept this disciplinary allegiance of philosophers. In fact,
three possibilities logically govern the relationship of logos and muthos in
regard to the representational truth-value that each may claim. Logos may
be more truthful than muthos, equally true, or less true. From a schematic
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viewpoint classical philosophers from Plato to Descartes (including Avi
cenna) have espoused the first position; Kantians and phenomenologists,
with caveats, the second; and Romantic writers and artists (including
Nietzsche), the third.P The "general public" has traditionally maintained
an apathetic neutrality on the matter, while the more sophisticated adher
ents of revealed religions would discount the truth-value of both logos
and muthos, relegating them to a position below divine revelation. Gen
eralized as it may be, this scheme is useful to bear in mind when one
addresses the question of how logos and muthos relate in the writings of
a philosopher who engages in both literary forms. First of all, it helps
clarify hermeneutical presumptions. A philosopher or historian of philoso
phy with an "analytic" turn of mind naturally tends to deprecate or ignore
the value of muthos; one who esteems what Kant terms "aesthetic judg
ment" will indulge and perhaps even emphasize it. Furthermore, it is im
portant to be aware that differences can exist between the announced
theoretical stances of philosophers concerning the relationship between
logos and muthos and their actual literary practices. A philosopher such as
Plato criticizes muthos in the hands of the poets but employs it in his own
writings, although to what purpose is-characteristically-still a matter
of debate." Such, we shall see, is also the case for Avicenna. But before
proceeding to examine in detail how Avicenna's logos and muthos writ
ings interrelate, let us introduce the man himself.

Notes

I. For an analysis of the historical cohesion of this period, see Marshall
G. S. Hodgson, "The Unity of Late Islamic History," Journal of World History 5

(1960) 878-914-. A wonderful example of the cultural unity of this period is the
career of Ibn Batura (d. 770!I368-69), who traveled and worked throughout the
Islamic world and beyond; see Ross E. Dunn, The Adventures of Ibn Batuta: A
Muslim Travelerof the I4th Century (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of Cali
fornia Press, 1986).

2. To cite but a few of the many possible examples, note the influence of
Avicenna on Sana'i (d. 525/1130-31), the influence of both on Ialal ad-Din Rfimi,
and then the influence of these three on the much later Ottoman allegorist Shaikh
Ghalib (d. 1213!I799).

3. For the Arabic texts and French paraphrases of Hayy ibn Yaq~an and at
Tair, see A. F. Mehren, Traitis mystiques d'Abou 'Ali Hosain b. c.Abdullahb. Sina,
4- fase. (Leiden: E. J.Brill, 1889-99). Other Arabic editions of one or more of the
treatises are Ahmad Amin, ed., Hayy ibn Yaq~an) li-bn Sina wa-bn Tufail wa-s-
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Suhrawardi, Dhakha'ir al-'Arab 8 (Cairo: Dar al-ma'arif, 1959) and Hasan 'A~i,
at-Taftir al-qur)aniwa-l-lugha$-rujiyyafi falsafat Ibn Sina (Cairo: al-Mu'assasa al
jami'iyya li-d-dirasa wa-n-nashr wa-t-tauzi', 1983); 'A~i provides a useful collection
of texts for the study of Avicenna as allegorist, but must be used with caution: the
treatise, al-Tlm al-laduni, pp. 184-202, that 'A~i attributes to Avicenna, for ex
ample, is ar-Risdla l-laduniyya,usually attributed to al-Ghazali (although this at
tribution is disputed), whileFi kalimat a$-rujiyyais Kalimat ai-tassawwuf;usually
attributed to Shihab ad-Din Suhrawardi, The original text of Salaman andAbsal
is apparently lost, but Nasir ad-Din at-Tusi paraphrased the story as part of his
commentary on Avicenna's al-Isharatwa-t-tanbihiu;see S. Dunya's edition, 4 vols.,
Dhakha'ir al-'Arab 22 (Cairo: Dar al-ma'arif, 1960) 4:49-56; see also Til rasa)ilji
t-bikma wa-t-tabZCat(Istanbul: Matba'at al-jawa'ib, 1298!I881) II9-25, which also
provides Hunain ibn Ishaq's Arabic translation of the Greek version of the story,
pp. II2- 19. For English translations and "Corbinian" analyses of these three alle
gories, see Henry Corbin, Avicenna and the VisionaryRecital, Bollingen Series 96

(New York: Pantheon Books, 1960, repr. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press, 1988). Another analysis is T. Sabri, "Avicenne, philosophe et mystique dans
le miroir de trois recits: Hayy B. Yaqzan, l'Oiseau, Salaman et Absal," Arabica 28,3

(1980) 257-74. For a translation and analysis of at-Tair, see P. Heath, "Disorien
tation and Reorientation in Ibn Sina's Epistleof the Bird: A Reading," in M. M.
Mazzoui and V. B. Moreen, eds., Intellectual Studies on Islam: EssaysWritten in
HonorofMartin B. Dickson(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1990) 163-83.
Editions of Avicenna's "Ode on the Soul" are in Carra de Vaux, "La kacidah d'Av
icenne sur l'ame," JournalAsiatique, oth ser. 14 (1899) 157-73; and Fathalla Kholeif,
Avicenna on Psychology:A Study of His Poem on the Soul (al-Qa$idaalJainiyyah)
(Beirut: Beirut Arab University, 1974), in Arabie. For English translations, see
E. G. Browne, A Literary History of Persia,4 vols. (London: T. Fisher Unwin,
1902-24, repro Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1969) 2: IIO- II, and A. J.
Arberry, Avicenna on TheologyLondon: John Murray, 1951) 77-78.

4. For editions of the MiCrajNama, see Chapter Six, note I. 'A~i's at-Taftir
al-qur)ani contains texts of several of Avicenna's short Qur'anic commentaries
(Ayat an-nur, Thumma stawd. ila s-sama', Sura: al-acla)Sura: al-ikhla$)Sura; al
falaq, and Sura: an-nas) 84- 125.Ehsan Yarshater's Panj Risdla, ta$nif-iShaikhRa)is
Abu 'Ali Sina, Silsila-yi intisharat-i anjuman-i athar-i milli 27 (Tehran: Astad-i Da
nishgah, 1953), contains Persian versions of Avicenna's commentaries on Sura-yi
tauhid, Sura-yifalaq, and Sura-yi nds, 37-63. Also relevant are Avicenna's interpre
tations of various Qur'anic verses in the second part of Avicenna's Pt ithbat an
nubuwwat, ed. and intro. by Michael Marmura, Philosophical Texts and Studies 2

(Beirut: Dar an-Nahar, 1968) 48-61, and Avicenna's exegesis of Ayat an-nur in al
Isharat wa-t-tanbihtu;2: 388- 94.

5. Avicenna's student al-Husain ibn Tahir ibn Zaila (d. 44-0II048) composed
a commentary on ,lJayy ibn Yaqzdn; see Brockelmann, GAL I: 593 and GAL S.
I: 817; Mehren, Traitesmystiques,fase. I; and A.-M. Goichon, Le recitdeHayy Ibn
Yaq~an commencepar destextesd'Avicenne,(Paris: Desclee de Brouwer, 1959). Cor
bin published another commentary, in Persian, which he attributes to Avicenna's
disciple and companion, Abu 'Ubaid 'Abd al-Wahid al-Iuzjdni, in his Avicenne et
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le reci:visionnaire, 3 vols. (Tehran and Paris: Institut Franco- Iranien, A. Maison
neuve, 1952-54); see vol. 2 for the Persian text and vol. 3 for the French translation
( = English translation, pp. 279-380). IJayy ibn Yaq~an also strongly influenced
such allegorists as Shihab ad-Din as-Suhrawardi and Ibn Tufail, and through the
latter, Ibn an-Nafis; see below pp. 5-6. 'Umar ibn Sahlan as-Sawaji (fl. 540/1145)

composed a commentary in Persian on at-Tair, which Otto Spies and S. K. Khatak
have published in Three Treatises on Mysticism) by Shihabuddin Suhrawardi Maqttd,
Bonner Orientalistische Studien 12(Stuttgart: Verlag W. Kohlhammer, 1935)45-89
(see also Brockelmann, GAL I :595, and Mehren, Traites mystiques, fase. 3), while
as-Suhrawardi himself translated the treatise into Persian, see as-Suhrawardi, Opera
metaphysica et mystica III, ed., S. H. Nasr (Tehran: Institut Franco-Iranien, 1970);
see also Wheeler M. Thackston, Jr.'s translation, The Mystical and Visionary Treatises
of Shihabuddin Yahya Suhrawardi (London: The Octagon Press, 1982); for Louis
Cheikho's edition of al-Ghazali's version of the tale, see al-Mashriq 20 (1901)
918-24. At-Tusi's account and commentary on Salaman and Absal have been re
ferred to above, note 3. The "Ode on the Soul" has been commented upon many
times, see Brockelmann, GAL I : 594, GAL S. I: 818,and Kholeif, Avicenna on Psy
chology.The precise nature of the immense influence that Avicenna exerted on later
thinkers in the Islamic world has only begun to be charted.

6. Browne, A Literary History ofPersia; Jan Rypka, History ofIranian Litera
ture (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1968); E. J. W. Gibb, A History of Ottoman Poetry, 6

vols. (London: Luzac & Co., 1900-1909, repr. 1958-63); Ehsan Yarshater, ed.,
Persian Literature, Columbia Lectures on Iranian Studies 3 (n.p.: Bibliotheca Per
sica, 1988).

7. For Ibn al-Muqaffa', see EI2, 3: 883-85; for a survey of the various printed
editions and the many later translations and reworkings of Kalila and Dimna, see
EI2, 4: 503-506.

8. See EI2, 3: 1071-76; Ian R. Netton, Muslim Neoplatonists:An Introduction
to the Thought of the Brethren ofPurity (Ikhwan a$-$affiJ)(London: George Allen &
Unwin, 1980); and Seyyed Hossein Nasr, An Introduction to Islamic Cosmological
Doctrines (Boulder:Shambhala, 1978)25-104; disappointing, considering the inter
est of the topic, is'ArifTamir, Ibn Sina ft mardbi' Ikhwan a$-$afa) (Beirut: 'Izz ad
Din, 1983).

9. A good preliminary overview of this tradition is Francis E. Peters, "Her
mes and Harran: The Roots of Arabic-Islamic Occultism," in Mazzoui and Mo
reen, eds., Intellectual Studies on Islam, 185-215.This field deserves more detailed
examination from a literary as well as doctrinal perspective. Some starting points
are the alchemical treatises of Ibn Umayl (fl. first half of 4thiioth century), on
which see EI2, 3: 961-62, and Manfred Ullmann, Die Natur- und Geheimwissen
schaften imlslam, Handbuch der Orientalistik, vol. 6, part 2 (Leiden and Cologne:
E. J.Brill, 1972)218-20; and such Isma'ili treatises as l(itab al-cAlim wa-l-ghulam,
concerning which see W. Ivanow, Studies in Early Persian Ismailism, znd rev. ed.
(Bombay: Ismaili Society, 1955)61-86, and H. Corbin, "Un roman initiatique Is
maelien," Cahiers de Civilization Medievale 15(1972) 1-25, 121-42, and idem, "L'in
itiation Ismaelienne ou I'esotcrismc et le verbe," EranosJahrbuch 39 (1970) 41-142.
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10. Ibn Tufail, lfayy ibn Yaq~an, in Ahmad Amin, ed., lfayy ibn Yaq~an li-bn
Sina wa-bn Tufail wa-s-Suhrawardi, trans. in Lenn Evan Goodman, Ibn TufayPs
Hayy ibn Yaq~an: A PhilosophicalTale (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1972; znd
ed., Los Angeles: Gee Tee Bee Press, 1983); as-Suhrawardi's allegories are pub
lished in Opera Metaphysica et Mystica II, ed. Henry Corbin (Tehran: Institut
Franco-Iranien, 1952) and Opera Metaphysica et Mystica III, ed. S. H. Nasr (see also
note 5 above); for Ibn an-Nails, see M. Meyerhoff and J.Schacht, eds. and trans.,
The TheologusAutodidactus of Ibn al-Nafls (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968).

II. A recent treatment of this theme in Persian may be found in Julie Scott
Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press, 1987), esp. pp. 131-79.

12. See J. T. P. de Bruijn, Of Piety and Poetry: The Interaction of Religion and
Literature in the Life and lViJrksof Hakisn Sana)i of Ghazna, De Goeje Fund 25

(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1983); Helmut Ritter, Das Meer der Seele: Mensch) Welt) und
Gott in den GeschichtendesFariduddin ~rrar (Leiden: E. J.Brill, 1955); a good study
of Rumi as allegorist is still a desideratum.

13. See Rypka, History of Iranian Literature, 284-85; and Gibb, History of
Ottoman Poetry, vols. 3 and 4 respectively. Further information about each of these
writers may be found under their respective entries in The EncyclopediaofIslam and
the literary histories and studies mentioned above in note 6. See also the introduc
tory section in Chapter Six below.

14. Dimitri Gutas, Avicenna and the Aristotelian Tradition: Introduction to
Reading Amcenna's PhilosophicalWorks,Islamic Philosophy and Theology, Texts and
Studies 4 (Leiden, New York, Copenhagen, and Cologne: E. J. Brill, 1988), esp.
pp. 299-307; Goichon, Le ricit de lfayy ibn Yaq~an; see also note 12 above. These
are only a few typical examples; a complete bibliography of such secondary studies
is, for reasons of space, impractical.

15. Thought-provoking as points of departure are Meisami, Medieval Persian
Court Poetry, and J.Christoph Biirgel, The Feather ofSimur;gh: The "LiciiMaqic" of
the Arts in Medieval Islam (New York and London: New York University Press,
1988).

16. For an attempt to begin to address this last question, see Peter Heath,
"Creative Hermeneutics: An Analysis of Three Islamic Approaches," Arabica 36
(1989) 173-210; Nasr Hamid Abu Zaid, Falsafat at-ta)wil: Diriisafl ta)wil al-Qur)an
'ind Muhyi d-Din ibn 'Arabt (Beirut: Dar al-wahda, 1983), is excellent, while pro
vocative is Jaroslav Stetkevych, "Arabic Hermeneutical Terminology: Paradox and
the Production of Meaning," Journal ofNear Eastern Studies 48,2 (1989) 81-96. The
translations proffered here for these terms are general; it is precisely their specific
history of use among different authors, genres, and periods that requires investi
gation; an initial model in this regard is Louis Massignon's Essai sur les originesdu
lexique technique de la mystique musulmane, znd ed. (Paris: Vrin, 1954) and, of
course, his monumental study of al-Hallaj, The Passion of al-Hallaj: Mystic and
Martyr of Islam, trans. H. Mason, 4 vols., Bollingen Series 98 (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1982). Also useful as tools are such concordances as A.
M. Goichon, Lexique de la langue philosophiqued'Ibn Sina (Avicenne) (Paris: Des-
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clee de Brouwer, 1938), and Su'ad al-Hakim's impressive lexicon of Ibn 'Arabi's
technical terminology, al-Mu'[as« a$-rufi: al-Hikma fi lJudud al-kalima (Beirut:
Dandara, 1981). Another useful point of departure is the genre of Qur'anic exegesis
(both tafsir and taJwil), Long neglected, the study of tafsir has received renewed
attention in recent years; useful studies include Ignaz Goldziher's classic,Die Rich
tungen der islamischen I(oranauslegung, De Goeje-Stiftung 6 (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1970 [repr. of the 1920 ed.]); Paul Nywia, Exegese coranique et langage mystique:
Nouvel essaisur le lexique technique des mystiques musulmans (Beirut: Dar el-Mach
req, 1970); Helmut Gatje, The QurJan and Its Exegesis: Selected Texts with Classical
and Modern Muslim Interpretations (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of Cali
fornia Press, 1976); Gerhard B6wering, The Mystical Vision of Existence in Classical
Islam: The QurJanicHermeneutics of the Sufi Sahl At-Tustari (d. 283/896) (Berlin and
New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1980); Andrew Rippen, ed., Approaches to the History
of the Interpretation of theQurJan (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988); and Y.Goldfeld,
"The Development of Theory on Qur'anic Exegesis in Islamic Scholarship," Studia
Islamica 67 (1988) 5-27.

17, For brief discussions of this problem in regard to other critical terms, see
on "romance," Peter Heath, "Romance as Genre in The Thousand and One
Nights," two parts, JAL 18 (1987) 1-21; JAL 19 (1988) 1-16, esp. I: 8-10; and on
"courtly love," Meisami, Medieval Persian Court Poetry, ix-x.

18. But for a brief theoretical overview of allegory, see Appendix A below.
19. Cf. Jon Whitman, Allegory: The Dynamics of an Ancient and Medieval

Technique (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1987) 14-57; Philip Rol
linson, Classical Theories of Allegory and Christian Culture (Pittsburgh: Duquesne
University Press, 1981) 3-86; and Tzvetan Todorov, Symbolism and Interpretation,
trans. Catherine Porter (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1982) 97-130.

20. A brief overview of Avicenna's life and thought may be found in M.
Mahdi, D. Gutas, et al., "Avicenna," EncyclopediaIranica, 3,1: 66-111; see also EI2,
3: 941 -47 and Chapter Two below. Essential are Avicenna's autobiography and the
biography written by his student and close companion, Abu 'Ubaid 'Abd al-Wahid
al-Iuzjani, edited and translated in William E. Gohlman, The Lift of Ibn Sina: A
Critical Edition and Annotated Translation, Studies in Islamic Philosophy and Sci
ence (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1974). An excellent recent ex
position of Avicenna's life and philosophical method is Gutas's Avicenna and the
Aristotelian Tradition; also important are Jean Michot, La destineede Phomme selon
Avicenne: Le retour itDieu (ma'ad) et Pimagination (Louvain: Peeters, 1987), which
includes a useful annotated bibliography; and Louis Gardet, La penste religieuse
d'Avicenne (Ibn Stntt), Etudes de philosophie medievale (Paris: Librairie Philoso
phique J.Vrin, 1951). Dated, but still helpful, are Soheil M. Afnan, Avicenna: His
Lift and Works (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1958), and Arberry, Avicenna on
Theology. For a discussion concerning the question of the date of Avicenna's birth,
see Dimitri Gutas, "Avicenna's Madhhab, with an Appendix on the Question of
His Date of Birth," Quaderni di StudiArabi 5-6 (1987-88) 323-36.

21. Gutas provides basic bibliography for this controversy as well as a syn
opsis of his own interpretation of it, in "Avicenna," EncyclopediaIranica, 3,1: 80-83;
he also translates Avicenna's own statements regarding this subject in Avicenna and
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the Aristotelian Tradition, 43-72. For Ibn Tufail's interpretation, see Amin, ed.,
Hayy ibn Yaqzan, 57-66; see also C. A. Nallino, "Filosophia 'Orientale' od 'Illu
minativa' d'Avicenna?" Revista degli Studi Orientali 10 (1923-25) 433-67; Gardet,
La pensie religieused'Avicenne,23-29; Ian R. Netton, Allah Transcendent:Studies
in the Structure and SemioticsofIslamicPhilosophy)Theology)and Cosmology(London
and New York: Routledge, 1989)174-78; and Chapter Seven below.

22. Mehren, Traitis mystiques.See also Parviz Morewedge, "The Logic of
Emanationism and Sufism in the Philosophy of Ibn Sina," in two parts,!AOS 91,4

(1971)467-76 and 92,1 (1972)1-18; Part I surveys the opinions of previous scholars
concerning Avicenna's mysticism. Also, Gutas, "Avicenna," EncyclopediaIranica,
3,1:79-80, with bibliography supplied on p. 83; an overview of Avicenna's role in
the development of ciifan (philosophical mysticism) may be found. in Toshihiko
Izutsu's article "Ishraqiyah,"EncyclopediaofReligion, 7: 296-98.

23. The usage is standard; we shall, however, be using these terms within the
particular context of Avicenna's thought rather than Plato's. A survey of how the
term muthos is used in Plato as well as modern interpretations of the role it plays
in Plato's writings may be found in Kent F. Moors, PlatonicMyth: An Introductory
Study (Washington: University Press of America, 1982), esp. pp. 1-25; see also
Anne Freire Ashbaugh, Plato's Theory of Explanation:A Study of the Cosmological
Account of the Timaeus, SUNY Series in Philosophy (Albany: State University of
New York Press, 1988).

24. Aristotle, Poetics,1450a.l, in Jonathan Barnes, ed., The CompleteWorksof
Aristotle: The RevisedOxford Translation,2 vols., Bollingen Series 71:2 (Princeton,
N.r: Princeton University Press, 1984) 2320~2I. All citations from Aristotle come
from this edition.

25. EI2, "Hikaya," 3: 367-78. For the philosophical use of a term derived
from the same root (mu!Jakat), see Avicenna's Fi sh-Sbi'r, trans. in Ismail M. Da
hiyat, Avicenna's Commentary on the Poetics ofAristotle: A Critical Study with an
Annotated Translationof the Text (Leiden: E. J.Brill, 1974), esp. the Introduction.
Also see al-Farabi's Poetics,in A. J. Arberry, "Farabi's Canons of Poetry," Revista
deglistudi orientali17 (1938)257-38; al-Farabi, al-Farabi)sThe PoliticalRegime (al
Siyasaal-Madaniyyaalsoknown as the Treatiseon the PrinciplesofBeing), ed. Fauzi
M. Najjar (Beirut: Imprimerie Catholique, 1964) 85-87; and the corresponding
passage in Richard Walzer, al-Farabion the Perfict State:Abu Nasr al-Farabi)sMa
badi)ara)ahl al-madina alfat/ila (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985)210-227, 276-85;
see also Chapter Seven below.

26. Plato, Timaeus, zob-sd, trans. by F. M. Cornford, Plato'sCosmology:The
Timaeus of Plato Translatedwith a Running Commentary (London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1937)23. The translation by Benjamin Jowett contained in E. Hamil
ton and H. Cairns, eds., Plato, The CollectedDialogues(Princeton, N.r: Princeton
University Press, 1961)uses the word "tale," while Ashbaugh prefers "versimilar
account" in her Plato'sTheoryofExplanation, 139-40, note I.

27. Plato, Republic,Book Ten, 595a-607a.
28. See, for example, the Poeticsof each, translated excerpts of which are

gathered and commented upon in Vicente Cantarino, Arabic Poeticsin the Golden
Age: Selectionof TextsAccompaniedby a PreliminaryStudy (Leiden: E. J.Brill, 1975),
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and Mansour Ajami, The Alchemy of Glory: The Dialectic of Truthfulness and Un
truthfulness in Medieval Arabic Literary Criticism (Washington, D. C.: Three Conti
nents Press, 1988) 53-67.

29. Cf. the historical comments of Ernst Cassirer:

But philosophy could never admit such a bifurcation [between myth and
logic]. It was convinced that the creations of the myth-making function must
have a philosophical, an understandable "meaning." If myth hides this mean
ing under all sorts of images and symbols, it became the task of philosophy
to unmask it. Since the time of the Stoics philosophy has developed a special,
very elaborate technique of allegorical interpretation. For many centuries this
technique was regarded as the only possible access to the mythical world. It
prevailed throughout the Middle Ages, and was still in full vigor at the begin
ning of our modern era.

An Essay on Man: An Introduction to a Philosophyof Human Culture (New Haven,
Conn. and London: Yale University Press, 1944) 73-74. Cassirer uses the term
myth here in the specific technical sense that he outlines in his "Philosophy of
Symbolic Forms"; from our viewpoint, however, his description is also relevant as
a portrayal of the relationship of logos and muthos.

30. Hence the "defenses" of poetry in English literature by Philip Sidney and
Percy Shelley; a premodern Arabic example is the debate on the relative merits of
grammar and philosophy between the grammarian Abu Sa'id as-Siraf'i and the
logician Abu Bishr Matta as recorded by Abu Hayyan at-Tauhidi in his I(itab al
CJmta(wa-l-mu'tinasa, ed. Ahmad Amin and Ahmad az-Zain, 3 vols. (Beirut: Dar
maktaba l-hayat, n.d.) I: 107-29; trans. D. S. Margoliouth, "The Discussion be
tween Abu Bishr Matta and Abu Sa'id al-Sirafi," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
(1905) 79-129; see also Muhsin Mahdi, "Language and Logic in Classical Islam,"
in G. E. von Grunebaum, ed., Logic in ClassicalIslamic Culture (Wiesbaden: Otto
Harrassowitz, 1970) 51-83.

31. Werner Jaeger, Paideia: The Ideals of Greek Culture, trans. Gilbert Highet,
3 vols. (New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1943-45); Gilbert Murray,
Five Stages of GreekReligion, jrd ed. (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday Anchor Books,
1955) 119-65; E. R. Dodds, The Greeks and the Irrational (Berkeley and Los An
geles: University of California Press, 1951).

32. A useful analysis of the tensions among these positions, particularly in
the realm of literary criticism, is Murry Krieger, "'A Waking Dream': The Sym
bolic Alternative to Allegory," in Morton W. Bloomfield, ed., Allegory) Myth) and
Symbol, Harvard English Studies 9 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1981) 1-22.

33. For the Neoplatonists' interpretation of this question, see James A. Coul
ter, The Literary Microcosm:TheoriesofInterpretation ofLate Neoplatonists, Columbia
Studies in the Classsical Tradition 2 (Leiden:E. 1.Brill, 1976); for the situation in
western medieval Platonism, see Peter Dronke, Fabula: Explorations into the Usesof
Myth in Medieval Platonism, Mittellateinische Studien und Texte 9 (Leiden and
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Cologne: E. J.Brill, 1974), esp. pp. 13-67; see as well the sources cited in note 23
above; more generally, note Jonathan Rec's discussion of Descartes's contradictory
remarks concerning fables or the topos of "metaphysical fictions" in modern phi
losophy in PhilosophicalTales:An Essayon Philosophyand Literature (London and
New York: Methuen, 1987) pp. 12 and 45-55 respectively.
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2. Avicenna: Courtier, Physician,
Philosopher

Avicenna lived in a world rich in opportunity. After enjoying a brief era of
strong central authority and cultural florescence in the first part of the
3rd/9th century, the 'Abbasid empire had begun to experience political
decentralization. Given the enormous expanse of the empire, central con
trol from Baghdad was unwieldy at best, and it was not long before it
became politically unfeasible as well. The governing families of provinces
far from the capital (Aghlabids in Ifriqiya, Tulunids in Egypt, Tahirids in
Khurasan) naturally wished to achieve the greatest possible freedom of
action, and they strove toward a state in which they loyally acknowledged
the theoretical authority of the Caliph but kept real military and economic
power in their own hands. From here it was a short step for autonomous
dynasties to emerge and begin to compete both with the central authori
ties in Baghdad and with one another. By the time of Avicenna's birth in
Afshana, near Bukhara, in 3701980, the Caliphs had openly acquiesced to
the new political realities. Although they assiduously guarded the power
that remained to them and sought to increase it whenever possible, their
practical authority was restricted to the area around Baghdad itself. Mean
while, the great powers of the day-the Saffarids, Sarnanids, Buyids,
Ghaznavids, centered in various parts of Iran, Mghanistan, and Trans
oxiana, and the Fatirnids in Egypt-rose and fell. Previously extraneous
regions became seats of empire. I

Although political decentralization took its toll in periodic economic
destabilization and military devastation, it actually did much to foster the
blossoming of culture. Local monarchs sought to emulate the cultural pat
terns of 'Abbasid court life. Such rulers were perfectly aware that the at
tendance of eminent poets, noted scholars, and learned theologians at their
courts added an aura of cultural glory that reinforced their shaky claims to
political legitimacy. Hence, they were more than willing to promote the
life of the mind, even if they themselves devoted their main energies to
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ventures of the sword. Some monarchs, or their ministers, were genuinely
interested in religion, science, or the arts, and they assembled courts
whose brilliance emulated, or surpassed, the glory of the 'Abbasid Caliph
ate at its height. Moreover, even minor rulers required bureaucrats able to
collect their taxes, keep their books, and handle their correspondence. In
such an environment Avicenna did not have to worry about finding a re
ceptive patron, although he did expend many years searching for a sym
pathetic one.'

Avicenna's era was marked by a religious heterogeneity that matched
its political diversity. Long established rivalries among schools of theology
or jurisprudence continued even as once minor intellectual and religious
trends ripened to fruition. While Mu'tazili, Ash'ari, or Hanbali theolo
gians debated, or Hanafi and Shafi'i law students came to blows over the
respective merits or faults of their systems, new movements arose that
were to exert enduring influences of enormous proportions. Mter centu
ries of relentless ferment, Shi'ism finally witnessed a major political victory
in the rise of the Fatimid dynasty, while a series of gifted theoreticians and
proselytizers developed its theology and promoted its popular appeal. On
less overtly political levels, mysticism and philosophy emerged as spiritual
and intellectual forces of immense potential. Disparate versions of reality
and competing visions of human perfection abounded, each vying for ex
ponents and adherents. In short, the age was replete with possibilities for
the militarily ambitious, the politically canny, the artistically talented, and
the intellectually astute." This was the atmosphere into which Avicenna
brought his own personal magnetism, extraordinary energy, and bril
liant mind.

We shall never know as much as we would like about the details of
Avicenna's life, but the material that exists offers lively, if fleeting, glimpses
of his character and intellect. There is the biography composed by his
student and companion of twenty-five years, Abu 'Ubaid 'Abd al-Wahid
al-Iuzjani. More exceptional (for autobiography was as rarely practiced in
the premodern Islamic world as it was in the medieval West) is Avicenna's
own account of his early career, also preserved by al-Iuzjani. Whatever
their factual reliability-and there is little doubt that they require careful
interpretation-these two accounts provide more information and insight
into the philosopher's life and personality than is customarily the case.
One has only to compare the scanty primary information concerning the
lives of other major Islamic philosophers, such as al-Kindi (d. cir. 258/870),

al-Parabi (d. 339/950), or Ibn Bajja (d. 533/1139), to feel grateful for the
material regarding Avicenna that has survived."
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Equally important as a source for tracing the philosopher's intellec
tual development are his writings." Several major and minor works were
lost due to the intermittent vicissitudes of his personal life, in which the
vagaries of war, political reversal, and personal patronage played a con
stant role. Nevertheless, a sufficient amount of Avicenna's corpus has been
preserved to reveal a clear picture of his philosophical views and habits of
thought. 6

Avicenna's life may usefully be divided into three chronological pe
riods. The first, consisting of his childhood and youth (from 3701980 to
392/I002), includes his education and training, his initial entry into court
life in Bukhara as a young adult, and his first major compositions. The sec
ond period, between 392/1002 and 405/1015, is one of constant movement.
During this time Avicenna traveled from Bukhara to Gurgan] (3891999[~]

402/1012), then to [urjan (402/1012-405/1014), and on to Rayy (404/1014

15) in his continuous search for a patron who would provide financial and
physical security and a comfortable working environment. Although this
quest for a propitious court position was unsuccessful, Avicenna's writings
and professional activities established his reputation as a physician and
philosopher. Finally, he found more agreeable positions of longer duration
at the Buyid court in Harnadhan (405/1015-415/1024) and the Kakuyid
capital of Isfahan (415/I024-428/1037). 7

One must go, however, beyond this succinct chronological scheme,
and seek to understand Avicenna by examining the multifarious activities
of his career, or more exactly, careers, for Avicenna engaged in many ac
tivities other than quiet philosophical contemplation. Judged by almost
any standards, Avicenna's life was one of exceptional achievement, as
eventful and exciting as the times in which he lived and as diverse in its
varied undertakings." Both his autobiography and his philosophical writ
ings reveal that he was well aware of his own genius and displayed a sense
of self-worth that in anyone of lesser intellectual qualities would be con
sidered arrogance; he was a man who obviously had little patience for
fools." Even to begin to appreciate the philosopher requires that we ex
amine his undertakings in each of his several careers of courtier, physician,
and philosopher.

Courtier

Avicenna passed the greater part of his life in the world of royal courts, an
environment permeated with competition and intrigue in which careers of
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dazzling splendor not infrequently suffered sudden, disastrous reversals.
He himself experienced sufficiently drastic changes of fortune, including a
few very near escapes from death, that his intellectual brashness was no
doubt tempered early on by a keen awareness of his own mortality. Sur
vival among the rulers of his time demanded the tact, sensitivity, and de
corum of the professional courtier, and Avicenna was trained in these skills
from birth.

Born into a family of minor functionaries, Avicenna was clearly raised
for a career at court. By the end of his life he had served several of the
petty princes who then held sway over different parts of western and cen
tral Iran, supporting himself either through the system of court patronage
or by assuming various bureaucratic positions.!? Like many an itinerant
scholar or poet of his time, Avicenna searched throughout his life for a
magnanimous, lenient, and reliable patron, so, judging from this perspec
tive, it is not surprising that he experienced a burst of creative energy in
the last fifteen years of his life when he finally found such a benefactor in
the person of the Kakuyid ruler of Isfahan, 'Ali' ad-Daula Abu Ia'far Mu
hammad (d. 433/1041-42), by whom the philosopher was obviously fa
vored and to whom he dedicated several works. 11

Despite his reputation as a physician and scholar, for most of his
adulthood Avicenna earned his living chiefly as an administrator. During
the last twenty years of his life he crowned his official career by serving as
vezier to two rulers, the Buyid prince Shams ad-Daula (d. 412/1021) of
Hamadhan and the afore-mentioned 'Ali' ad-Daula.P This latter was a
position of some consequence. One source states that up to two thousand
men used to attend Avicenna at his arrival to court, and that 'Ali' ad-Daula
"favoured him greatly, and had entrusted into his hands all the affairs of
the kingdom and left all matters to his judgement and discretion," so that
"in all matters of state importance there was no third person between him
and the King." 13

While Avicenna sometimes shirked the dangers of court employment,
with its ancillary intrigues (as when he refused the ministry that Shams
ad-Daula's son, 'Ali, offered to him), he also took some pride in his accom
plishments as a courtier. This is probably one cause for his irritation when
a philologist in Isfahan called into question his mastery of literary Arabic.
Like any court savant, Avicenna prided himself on being a polymath,
and as a well-rounded courtier he could hardly allow his literary skills in
the standard language of correspondence .and court administration to be
impugned. 14
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Avicenna's fame as a philosopher may have played some role in secur
ing employment at court, but only in a general fashion. "Sage as chief
counsellor" is a prominent theme in Sassanian and, thereafter, Islamic
theories of kingship, in which it is expected that every ideal ruler would
have a wise chief minister at his elbow to provide guidance and advice.
And, indeed, engaging philosophers as ministers was not unheard of in
the Islamic context; in the oth/rzth century, both Ibn Bajja and Ibn Tufail
served as ministers to rulers of the North African Muwahhidun (Almo
had) dynasty. Living in an age that witnessed the resurgence of the use
of the Persian language and of Sassanian court customs (many of which
were Islamic by this time anyway), this political ideal was no doubt alive
in the minds of Avicenna and his contemporaries. And it was later applied
to the philosopher himself; as Nizami-yi 'Arudi remarked, "since Alex
ander the Great, whose minister was Aristotle, no King had had such a
minister as Abu 'Ali [Ibn Sina]." 15

Avicenna's royal employers were, however, induced to appoint him
minister more for reasons of pragmatism than due to any deep concern for
imitating past monarchs or complying with the finer shades of political
theory. Judged by any standards, the philosopher was a highly trained,
intelligent, and capable person whom a ruler could reasonably expect
to manage affairs of state knowledgeably and successfully. Moreover,
as someone brought in from outside, Avicenna was totally dependent
upon royal favor and thus could be counted on to be relatively trustworthy.
That troops once rebelled against him suggests that he was also valued
for his abilities in the essential-if perennially unpopular-art of fiscal
administration. 16

Physician

If Avicenna ended his career as a minister, he began it as a physician. Not
finding medicine "one of the difficult sciences," he claimed to have mas
tered it by the age of sixteen. 17 A year later he won recognition at the
Samanid court at Bukhara by treating its ailing ruler, Nub ibn Mansur
(d. 3871997); some fifteen years thereafter his medical fame gained him
similar employment at the Buyid court at Rayy. Avicenna was more than
a renowned practitioner, however; throughout his life he engaged in medi
cal experiments, wrote essays on specific topics, and composed a volumi
nous medical encyclopedia, al-Qftnun ji t-tibb (The Canon of Medicine),
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that became a standard advanced textbook in the Islamic world and, later,
in the West for the next half millennium. 18

Philosopher

Although Avicenna became a proficient courtier and renowned physician,
his first love and chief passion remained philosophy. His political appoint
ments resulted more from professional necessity than from any deeply
seated personal ambition (or so perhaps he would like us to believe), while
his medical activities were only part of his overall studies in natural phi
losophy (to use the term current in the West until the roth century).!"
However deep other interests may have been, the intensity of the emo
tional fervor and intellectual commitment that Avicenna brought to phi
losophy is indisputable.

Engaged in what Dimitri Gutas has aptly termed his "undergraduate
education," the young Avicenna "did not sleep completely through a
single night nor devote [him ]self to anything else by day" for a year and a
half as he pursued his philosophical studies." A similar period of intense
"graduate" study occurred at Bukhara, in the famed library of the Samanid
monarch Nub ibn Mansur." In the same vein, al-Iuzjani records Avicen
na's subsequent habit of engaging in philosophical writing and instruction
after a full day of court business, followed by a few hours of evening re
laxation. He also recalls an occasion on which his master devoted an en
tire night to answering a set of philosophical inquiries that had arrived
by courier that very day from a group of scholars in Shiraz so that his re
sponses could be sent off the next morning. 22

Avicenna's obsession with philosophy was such that neither bad times
nor good deterred him from writing. He composed the outline of the
whole of the ash-Shifa/ (The Healing) and completed its "Metaphysics"
and most of its "Physics" at the pace of fifty pages a day while living in
hiding from his former royal patron, 'Ali ibn Shams ad-Daula. Finally ap
prehended and imprisoned in the castle of Fardajan, Avicenna feared the
worst." Nevertheless, he continued to write during the four months he
spent in prison, where he composed a summary of his philosophical sys
tem, al-Hiddya (The Guidance), dedicated to his brother; the allegory
Hayy ibn Yaq~an; and a short medical treatise on colic, al-Qulanj.24 This
period of intense writing coupled with personal difficulties (412/1021 -415/

1024) holds great interest for us, for it is here that Avicenna completed the
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most important sections of his masterpiece, ash-Shifa/,and composed at
least one, perhaps more, of his allegories."

Avicenna's physical worries ended with his release from prison, and
when he finally moved to Isfahan he found in 'Ala'ad-Daula a patron after
his own heart. As al-Iuzjani states, 'Ala' ad-Daula warmly welcomed the
philosopher to Isfahan:

And from his court [majlis]he received the respect and esteem which some
one like him deserved. Amir 'Ala' al-Daula designated Friday nights for
learned discussions [majlisan-na~ar] in his presence, which all of the different
classes of learned men attended, the Master among them, and he was not
outclassed in any of the sciences.

The ease and comforts of this final portion of his life did nothing to blunt
his penchant for philosophy. On the contrary, he entered an extremely
prolific period in which he composed several major, mature philosophical
treatises, as well as pursuing varied astronomical investigations at the be
hest of 'Ala'ad-Daula. 26

The enormity of Avicenna's philosophical achievement and the mag
nitude of his historicalinfluence cannot be overstressed. It is not surpris
ing that later generations called him the Chief Master (ash-Shaikh ar

RaJzs),for he revived and restructured philosophy in ways that shaped its
pursuit for centuries thereafter. Avicenna encountered his received tradi
tion, the Hellenistic synthesis of Neoplatonism and Aristotelianism as re
worked in the Islamic world, at a crucial moment, when its analytic rigor
(notwithstanding the magnificent efforts of al-Farabi) was vitiated and
popularized by his immediate predecessors and his contemporaries, and
when its intellectual validity was easily questioned by those working out
side of it (theologians, mystics, and philologists). 27 Avicenna has justly
been called "the first Scholastic," for he forged what F. E. Peters and Di
mitri Gutas have termed "the Aristotelian tradition" into a unified system
of unprecedented cohesion and brilliance, in fullest detail in his master
piece ash-Shifa/, but also in numerous other major and minor treatises,
compendia, and essays. For the next nine hundred years in the Islamic East
and almost half this period in the West, philosophy was seen through the
prism of the philosophical curriculum that Avicenna created." As the 6th!
rzth century Nizami-yi 'Arudi observed:

For four thousand years the wise men of antiquity travailed in spirit and
melted their very souls in order to reduce the Science of Philosophy to some
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fixed order, yet they could not effect this, until, after the lapse of this period,
that incomparable philosopher and most powerful thinker Aristotle weighed
this coin in the balance of Logic, assayedit with the touchstone of definitions,
and measured it by the scale of analogy, so that all doubt and ambiguity
departed from it, and it became established on a sure and critical basis. And
during these fifteen centuries which have elapsed since his time, no philoso
pher hath won to the inmost essence of his doctrine, nor travelled the high
road of his method, save that most excellent of the moderns, the Philosopher
of the East, the Proof of God unto His creatures, Abu 'Ali al-Husayn ibn
'Abdallah ibn Sina (Avicenna). He who finds fault with these two great men
will have cut himself off from the company of the wise, placed himself in
the category of madmen, and exhibited himself in the ranks of the feeble
minded. 29

But if Avicenna's passionate love of philosophy is beyond doubt and
his accomplishments in it can only provoke admiration-if not awe, given
the many distractions of his life-it still remains to be explained why he
found the discipline so bewitching. Gutas has pointed out the philoso
pher's intellectual independence, and it is true that Avicenna was very
much an audodidact who held a very high opinion of his own philosophi
cal instincts and abilities. The activities of his life underscore the degree to
which his pursuit of knowledge was self-motivated. He quickly surpassed
his teachers in philosophical perspicuity and knowledge, and he wrote
continuously throughout his career, constantly producing works great and
small. Moreover, with the exception of al-Farabi, Avicenna held his fellow
philosophers in low esteem, especially "the simple-minded Christians of
Baghdad." Al-Juzjani remarks how when Avicenna encountered a new
book he rarely read it all the way through:

Rather, he would go directly to its difficult passages and intricate problems
and look at what its author had to say about them. Thus would he seek to
ascertain the level of his knowledge and the degree of his understanding. 30

In other words, Avicenna was concerned less about what new ideas he
could learn from colleagues than where he should place and evaluate their
insights within the spectrum of his own philosophical program.

But to the passion, constancy, and intellectual independence that
mark Avicenna's preoccupation with philosophy must be added the basic
doctrinal stability of his own system, which underwent little essential
change during the course of his life. In a celebrated passage in his autobi
ography, the philosopher states:

So when I had reached the age of eighteen I was finished with all of these
[philosophical] sciences; at that time I had a better memory for learning, but
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today my knowledge is more mature; otherwise it is the same; nothing new
has come to me since."

However exaggerated this statement may be and whatever its rhetori
cal intent, scrutiny of Avicenna's works largely substantiates it. Gutas is
doubtlessly correct in asserting that it applies more to the general structure
or "fundamental points" (ural) of Avicenna's philosophical system rather
than to particular points or "corollaries" (juru'); nevertheless, by the time
the philosopher reached the age of eighteen, or at least attained intellectual
maturity, the parameters of his philosophical system were firmly in place.32

This explains the philosopher's great productivity as a writer. Throughout
his life Avicenna continually produced different refractions of this single
systematic vision of reality, scrutinized in encyclopedic detail in the monu
mental ash-Shifa/, summarized in handbooks and compendia such as an
Najat) 'Uyun al-biema;or al-Hiddya, and investigated as individual topics
in monographs or treatises-the afterlife, for example, in al-Atf,lJawiyya,
prophecy in Pi ithbat an-nubuwwat, dreams in Pi ta'bir ar-ruya, or the
soul in Pi l-quwa l-insaniyya wa-idrakatiha or Pi kalam (ala n-nafs an
natiqa.33

The philosophical framework that resulted is characterized by struc
tural features-comprehensive inclusiveness, hierarchical system, and mi
metic verisimilitude-which upheld and guaranteed its integrity as an
all-encompassing system. Yet any intellectual system that aspires to com
prehensiveness does so at certain costs, for it must gloss over structural
tensions fundamental to its cohesion as a system. From such tensions arise
the criticisms and revisions of later philosophers. But they can also lead to
processes of self-revision or recalibration on the part of the system's crea
tor. We shall see that in Avicenna's case one such revision was the creation
of allegory.

Notes

I. For a political survey of this period, see the later chapters of Hugh Ken
nedy, The Prophet and theAge of the Caliphates: The Islamic Near East from the Sixth
to the Eleventh Century (London and New York: Longman, 1986). For political and
cultural overviews, see Marshall G. S. Hodgson, The Venture of Islam: Conscience
and History in a World Civilization, vol. 2: The Expansion of Islam in the Middle
Periods (Chicago and London: University of Chicago Press, 1974), as well as the
relevant chapters of R. N. Frye, ed., The Cambridge History ofIran, vol. 4: From
the Arab Invasion to the Salj"uqs(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975),
and P. M. Holt, Ann K. S. Lambton, and Bernard Lewis, eds., The Cambridge
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History ofIslam, 2 vols. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1970). Quite
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1953-54).
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bya Mahdavi, and Osman Ergin (see Bibliography) still have their uses, but they
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fragments of the al-In$af (The Judgment) were destroyed when Sultan Mas'ud of
Ghazna (d. 433iI041) sacked Isfahan (cf. Gohlman, Life, 38-41,52-53, 80-81).
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Part II

Allegory and Philosophy



3. The Structure and Representation
of the Cosmos

Avicenna possessed an extraordinarily systematic vision of the structure of
the cosmos-and of how it should be studied. Appreciating this fact is
crucial if we are to understand his intellectual accomplishments; but it
must also be kept in perspective. His passion for cohesiveness and com
pletion led to the preoccupation with detail and demonstration that char
acterizes his logos writings: everything must fit, everything must hang
together logically.1 This being the case, it is not surprising that many later
students of Avicenna, attracted by these very attributes of system, detail,
and logical coherence, tend to view his philosophy through the prism of
his logos texts and become equally obsessed with matters of demon
stration and detail. This mind-set, understandable as it may be, can distort
our apprehension of the general direction and purpose of Avicenna's
thought. It is possible to become so concerned with the ways in which
specific arguments are rationally demonstrated, or so preoccupied with the
study of the historical origins of ideas adopted from previous thinkers,
that one loses sight of the fact that such details are intended to support,
not displace, Avicenna's comprehensive vision of the nature of the cosmos.
This kind of logos-oriented perspective also often fails to take into account
the more universal existential forces behind the creation of new philo
sophical systems, forces that stem from a desire to organize or reorganize
our understanding of the cosmos and give meaning to our place within it.
It can also obscure the inventive nature of system-building, losing sight
of the fact that it is a creative act of synthesis that combines old pieces of
philosophical puzzles with new in order to produce fresh, seminal intellec
tual configurations. In such an enterprise, it is the overall scheme, the
matrix of interwoven plots, that is essential for the system-building
philosopher, while the particular details drawn in to support and substan
tiate this scheme remain subsidiary. Close attention to particulars is merely
part of the process of working out the internal bursts of intuitive philo-
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sophical revelation that inspire the development of the system as a whole.
Indeed, the distinguishing mark of a superior philosopher is the ability to
balance close attention to detail with a panoramic vision of a large-scale
intellectual system.2

In studying Avicenna's system, therefore, one must not become so
involved in matters of logical minutiae as to forget the relation of the part
to the whole. On the contrary, one must first delineate the general intellec
tual concerns, motives, and intuitions that underlie Avicenna's pursuit of
philosophy to show how they are typically organized. Only this path leads
to a clear understanding of the relationship among the various logos and
muthos formulations to which the philosopher resorts in order to repre
sent his system.

The central plot of Avicenna's allegories is the human soul's achieve
ment of perfection, as represented in terms of heavenly ascent. But this is
only one part of a grander vision that shapes Avicenna's overarching intel
lectual system. This vision has two main parts: the cosmogonic unfolding
of the universe from the single source of creation according to a Nco
platonic emanational scheme, and the return, or reincorporation, of the
fulfilled and perfected individual human soul to its intellectual and
ontological point of origin. This episteme represents the comprehensive
architectonics of Avicenna's vision of the structure and operations of the
cosmos. In order to participate fully in it, we will first trace the movement
of cosmogonic unfolding that constitutes its first part and then investigate
various representations of its second movement, the theme of spiritual
return, of which the allegories constitute separate renditions.

The Structure of the Cosmos

Avicenna divides the cosmos into three connected yet essentially disparate
parts. At the fount of existence stands the "Necessary Existent" (wajib al
wujud) , which in many ways constitutes a synthesis of Plato's "The Good,"
Aristotle's "Prime Mover" and Plotinus's "The One." The Necessary Ex
istent derives its name from the fact that, according to Avicenna, existence
is an essential component of its essence. Only the Necessary Existent "ex
ists" unconditionally. It is the "First Principle," One and Eternal, admit
ting neither multiplicity (kathra) nor change (taghayyur). It is also "Pure
Intellect," simultaneously Intellecter, Intellect, and Intelligible ((aqil) (aql)
ma(qul), Lover and Beloved ((ashiq)ma(shuq),Enjoyer and Enjoyed (mul-
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tadhdh, ladhidh), and as such All-Knowing, Wise, Good, Benevolent, and
AlI-Powerful. As the only cosmic entity that has "real" existence, it is the
primary and, ultimately, the only, Cause of all things. 3

For Avicenna the Necessary Existent assumes some of the character
istics of a deus absconditus-removed from creation, Alone, Immobile,
Knowing. Simultaneously, it is the source of the full expanses of the con
tingent universe. The Necessary Existent is pure, actual Intellect, whose
knowledge includes the potential existence of a cosmic "virtuous system"
(ni~am li-I-khair) that the very act of intellecting brings into existence.
Thus are generated the second and third divisions of the universe: the
abstract immaterial substances of the celestial spheres and the material
bodies of the sublunary world."

The first of the celestial Beings to emerge from the Necessary Existent
are the ten Intelligences ((aql, pI. (uqul). The First, or Universal, Intelli
gence emanates directly from the Necessary Existent itself and then gives
rise to three other existents. "In that it intellects the First [i.e. the Neces
sary Existent], the existence of an Intelligence below it is made neces
sary.?" In such fashion the Second and other, lower Intelligences continue
to be generated until the final emergence of the Tenth Intelligence, also
known as the Active Intelligence (al-(aql alja((al) or the Giver of Forms
(wahib as-suwar),6 In addition, each Intelligence generates a Soul and a
heavenly body as a result of self-reflection. When the Intelligence "intel
lects its essence, the sphere [falak] with its Soul [nafi] and its body [jirm]
and the body of the sphere existing because of it [whether stars or a planet]
are made necessary."? According to Avicenna, celestial Souls and bodies
are homologous to the human soul and body." Just as the human soul is
the principle that animates our bodies, Souls are the principles that move
the heavenly spheres." The cause of this motion is the love and adoration
that the Souls feel for the Necessary Existent. This love generates within
each Soul a desire for self-perfection that, in turn, sets each heavenly body
into eternal motion.!" In the philosopher's own words:

When [an Intelligence or Soul] attains the feeling of pleasure by intellecting
the First Principle [i.e., the Necessary Existent], because of what it intellects
or apprehends of it, whether in an intellectual or psychic manner, it becomes
distracted from every other thing or consideration. Nevertheless, there emer
ges from this process something lesser in rank, namely, a yearning to emulate
[the Necessary Existent] to the extent possible. The impetus for movement
thus becomes necessary, not as being movement per se, but rather according
to what we have said [i.e., as the entelechy of the Soul]. This is yearning,
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which is a consequence of the love and feeling of pleasure arising from it and
the urge for perfection [which results in motion] arising from such yearning.
It is in this way that the First Principle moves a heavenly body.'!

This tri-partite system of emanation (Intelligence-Soul-Sphere) con
tinues in this way through nine levels. By the time it reaches the level of
the Tenth Intelligence, however, the energies of cosmic emanation are so
dissipated that it is unable to produce another complete Soul and sphere,
and its emanational force splinters into multiplicity. In place of another
sphere, matter emerges, first in the simple forms of the Four Elements
(Earth, Water, Air, Fire) and then in the compound forms that constitute
the earth as we know it. At this point terrestrial life comes into be
ing-plants, animals, and humans-each ultimately deriving its animation
and powers of activity from the World Soul emanating from the Active
Intelligence. It is only humans who retain the fragmented forces of Intel
ligence in themselves; only human beings rely on rational thought rather
than blind instinct to determine their course in life." The hierarchy de
scribed above can be schematized as shown:

Necessary Existent

First or Universal Intelligence-Universal Soul-Heaven of Heavens
Second Intelligence-Second Soul-Heaven of the Zodiac
Third Intelligence-Third Soul-Sphere of Saturn
Fourth Intelligence-s-Fourth Soul-Sphere of Jupiter
Fifth Intelligence-Fifth Soul-Sphere of Mars
Sixth Intelligence-Sixth Soul-Sphere of the Sun
Seventh Intelligence-Seventh Soul-Sphere of Venus
Eighth Intelligence-Eighth Soul-Sphere of Mercury
Ninth Intelligence-Ninth Soul-Sphere of the Moon
Tenth, Active, Intelligence-The World of Generation and Corruption

The Four Elements
Minerals

Plants
Animals

Humankind

This framework constitutes the mise-en-scene for Avicenna's cosmol
ogy. Cosmology, however, is founded upon cosmogony, a dramaturgy of
creation and fruition, with at least the potential of final fulfillment. In
Avicenna's case the conceptual impetus that motivates his cosmogony is
the Aristotelian principle of entelechy, which is based on the dichotomy
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of potentiality and actuality. Entelechic instincts motivate the unfolding
of the universe. Each Intelligence actualizes its inherent creative potential
by emanating a lesser Intelligence, a celestial Soul, and a heavenly body.
And because each Intelligence is a perfect essence in regard to its innate
capacity for fulfillment, this process of actualization occurs necessarily. Ce
lestial Souls generate heavenly spheres and bodies for similar reasons, just
as the potential of heavenly bodies is actualized by their external revolu
tions. Each stage of emanation, starting with the Necessary Existent and
ending with the sublunary realm, results from the internal need of its
agent, which Avicenna calls love or passion ('ishq), to fulfill its innate
potential. 13

The generation of Intelligences, Souls, and spheres is therefore the
result of a process of cosmic teleology, in which each level of the hierarchy
achieves perfection by engendering the next. Humans, in turn, complete
this cosmic circle by initiating a process of fulfilling their own teleological
potential for perfection. If the universe is conceived as a static structure of
downward devolution from the ultimate perfection represented by the
Necessary Existent, humans perfect themselves by undertaking a process
that Avicenna terms "The Return" (ai-ma'ad) .14 This undertaking has
three stages: recognizing one's true purpose in life, learning how to fulfill
this purpose, and finally actually fulfilling it. IS

The scope of this system is breathtaking, and it is not surprising that
Avicenna's attempt to justify it resulted in a plethora of detailed argument
and syllogistic demonstration. For our purposes, however, we need only
be familiar with its general outlines. In essence, what we have here is a
highly organized and carefully considered version of the Neoplatonic de
scent from divine perfection, self-sufficiency,and permanence to terrestrial
imperfection, privation, and transience. This descent is not irreversible for
humans, however, and it is the potential for rectifying it through the as
cent of the individual human soul that constitutes the core of the plot of
"The Return." 16

Avicenna's cosmology rests upon several fundamental assumptions.
The philosopher postulates that the cosmos is a unified whole (a compre
hensive inclusiveness or unity) that is arranged in a highly orderly and
seamless system (a hierarchical multiplicity) that is real, true, and eternal. 17

Although only this system's lower realm of generation and corruption can
be perceived empirically, its overall configuration and most of its particu
lars can be apprehended-if usually imperfectly-by a human intellect
possessing, innately or through training, the skillsof philosophical reason-
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ing. The knowledge of the cosmos thus obtained can then be cast into
language and communicated to others. It is important to remember, how
ever, that these portrayals can either take the form of strictly logos or
muthos modes of discourse, as individually developed by each philosopher
or philosophical tradition, or be cast in some combination of the two, such
as the allegoresis of the Mi(rajNama.

Two points require emphasis in this regard. First, each mode of
depiction or explanation-logos, muthos, or some combination of the
two-is by necessity partial and secondary, since no linguistic rendition
can claim parity with an immediate intellectual apprehension of the true
nature of the universe." And second, because each representation serves
specific didactic purposes, supplementing one with the other can provide
a more complete picture of the structure of the universe. Since the adum
bration of the cosmos offered above is derived from Avicenna's logos
versions, it will be useful to examine its particular structure and purpose
more fully.

The Logos Study of the Cosmos

The purpose of philosophy, according to Avicenna, is to "ascertain the true
nature [lJaqaJiq]of all things, inasmuch as it is possible for human beings
to ascertain it." 19 A precise correlation thus holds between fields of knowl
edge and categories of "things," the latter being either particular existents
or universal essences. Indeed, the first requirement of philosophy is to
delineate a typology of being so that the "true nature of things" can be
recognized, its fundamentals comprehensively represented, and finally, its
details and corollaries systematically investigated.?" "Things" exist either
as a result of our wills and actions or regardless of them. That is, either
they stem from individual or societal choice, desire, action, or production,
or they are part and parcel of the external cosmos, with an existence inde
pendent of our own.>' The study of the first category, the results of human
endeavor and activity, is the realm of practical philosophy, while the sci
entific study of the world at large is the domain of theoretical philosophy.

Anthropological in focus and pragmatic in nature, the aim of practical
philosophy is to "perfect the soul, not only so that it knows but also so
that it knows what should be done-and then does it!"22 It has three main
branches: ethics, whose goal is to perfect the social virtues of humans as
individuals; household management, which investigates how best to or-
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ganize and govern particulargroups, such as the family or household unit;
and politics and legislation, whether civil or religious, whose subject is the
perfection of general groups, of society as a whole." The study of external
reality, the cosmos as a whole, is the task of theoretical philosophy. Its
goal is "perfecting the soul so that it knows, only.">' As Avicenna says,
"While the purpose of practical philosophy is knowledge of the good, the
purpose of theoretical philosophy is knowledge of the true." 25

Theoretical philosophy has three fundamental (~liyya) parts, the nat
ural sciences, mathematics, and metaphysics, each of which corresponds
to the specific class of objects examined. Natura! science investigates the
empirical, material world: "existents subject to motion, conceptually and
constitutionally [t~awwuran wa-qiwaman] and connected with the ma
terials of particular species."26 Its major branches include the study
of (I) motion, that is, physics, (2) the four elements, which are the ba
sic constituents of the sublunary world, (3) generation and corruption,
(4-)meteorology, (5) minerals, (6) plants, (7) animals, and finally (8) the
soul and sense and sensibilia.F

Mathematics analyzes existents separated from motion and matter
"conceptually, but not constitutionally," that is, numerical or geometric
entities and relationships, such as oneness and multiplicity, largeness and
smallness, squareness and roundness. These are initially apprehended as
joined to material existents but can be abstracted by the imagination be
cause, "by definition, they are not necessarily connected to a body of sen
sible matter nor to what is in motion."28 Its four parts are arithmetic,
geometry, astronomy, and music."

Metaphysics explores the nature of the immaterial, intelligible world:
existents separated from motion, and matter "both conceptually and con
stitutionally.":" It consists of the study of (I) definitions of terms, (2) the
first principles of sciences, (3) the Necessary Existent and its attributes, ,(+)
the spiritual substances (celestial Intelligences and Souls), and (5) the sub
ordination (taskhir) of material and spiritual substances to the celestial
substances (in other words, the subordination of the physical universe and
both the material and spiritual dimensions of animate creatures, including
human beings, to the celestial Souls and Intelligences). 31

In addition, Avicenna enumerates the subsidiary (jar'iyya) sciences
that are corollary to these fundamental branches of theoretical philosophy.
Related to the natural sciences are medicine, astrology, physiognomy, the
interpretation of dreams or visions, talismans, geomancy, and alchemy. In
regard to mathematics, the subsidiary divisions of arithmetic are addition,
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subtraction, and algebra; those of geometry are surveying, mechanics,
leverage, weights and measures, instrumentation, and mirrors; those of
astronomy are astronomical tables and calendars; and those of music
are strange or unusual instruments. The lesser sciences of metaphysics
are eschatology, prophetic revelation, and saintly inspiration and miracle
working. 32

As a work that examines the nature of prophetic revelation, the MiCraj
Nama belongs to the lesser sciences of metaphysics, which entail, as we
can see from Avicenna's description, such things as:

Knowledge of the manner of prophetic revelation and the spiritual substances
that effect revelation. And how revelation is effected so that it becomes visible
and audible after having been spiritual. ... and what the Faithful Spirit [ar
ruJ; al-amin] and the Holy Spirit [ruJ; al-qudus] are, and that the Faithful
Spirit comes from the ranks of the Fixed Spiritual Substances [the celestial
Souls] while the Holy Spirit comes from the ranks of the Cherubim [the
Intelligences] .33

Finally, Avicenna brings up logic, which he considers to be both a
part of philosophy and its instrument. His divisions of logic are (I) the
introduction or Isogoge,(2) categories, (3) interpretation, (4) syllogisms,
or prior analytics, (5) demonstration, or posterior analytics, (6) topics,
(7) sophistical refutation, (8) rhetoric, and (9) poetics. 34

For Avicenna, this scheme embodies a full course of philosophical
study that attempts to mirror the structure of the cosmos itself A ho
mology thus pertains between this cosmological scheme and Avicenna's
philosophical curriculum. Physics is the study of the sublunary sphere of
material existence. Mathematics abstracts concepts from matter, a process
that enables humans to begin to think rationally and thus gain admittance
to the intellectual realm of the Ten Intelligences. Finally, metaphysics con
cerns itself with the upper spheres of the cosmos, the celestial Intelli
gences' Souls, and spheres which exist as abstract, immaterial entities,
leading ultimately to consideration of the nature of the Necessary Existent
itself. Naturally, in order even to undertake the study of the cosmos, one
must be prepared intellectually; hence the utility-indeed, the necessity
of studying logic.

The number and detail of the individual fields of study mentioned, as
well as the cohesiveness of their interrelationships, all demonstrate Avicen
na's intense conviction as to the validity of this epistemological scheme.
Like the cosmos, philosophy is deemed inclusive on an a priori basis;
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therefore, all types of knowledge, even those (such as astrology) whose
validity Avicenna himself rejects, fall within its purview. As he says, the
aim of theoretical philosophy is to prove

the connection of the earthly to the heavenly [the planets and heavenly
spheres], and the heavenly to the Active Angels [al-mala/ikal-(amila,i.e., the
celestial Souls], and the Active Angels to the Representative Informing An
gels [al-malaJikal-mublighal-mumaththila, or the Intelligences], and the con
nection of the whole to the [divine] Command [al-amr], which is One, like
the glance of an eye.35

Avicenna's intellectual independence and self-confidence were based
on his conviction that knowledge is inherently comprehensive and system
atic. He believed that he had grasped the basic principles of the workings
of the cosmos and that, theoretically, all he had to do was to fill in the
details and then report his findings to others." In fact, matters were not
so simple. For in order to comprehend his discoveries, others must first
share the intellectual framework within which he worked, and Avicenna
displays little confidence in their abilities in this regard."? In other words,
before Avicenna could relay his findings to his audience, he first had to
introduce them to the methodological principles that underlay his inves
tigations; he had to teach them philosophy. This point is evident enough
in Avicenna's own writings, but it can be initially highlighted by a broad
comparison of the philosopher's didactic approach with that of his distin
guished predecessor, al-Farabi, 38

Al-Farabi adopts a position very similar to Avicenna's concerning the
unified and systematic nature of the structure of the universe and, conse
quently, of its study. Indeed, although they differ on specific points of
doctrine and have different centers of interest-i-al-Farabi being as fasci
nated with practical philosophy as Avicenna is with metaphysics-the two
philosophers share the same fundamental epistemological, essentially Neo
platonic, postulates. Where contrasts strikingly appear is in their peda
gogic principles and their literary methods of imparting knowledge.

In such major late works as as-Siydsal-madaniyya (The Political Re
gime) and MabadiJ araJ ahl al-madina Ijat;lila (The Principles of the Views
of the Citizens of the Virtuous State), al-Farabi adopts an expository style
to present a schematic survey of the structure of reality. Beginning with
the source, he describes the First Cause, then the celestial Intelligences and
bodies, the materials and forms of the sublunary world, and the nature of
humankind. Thereafter he moves to his favorite topic, political theory, and
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adumbrates the nature of different political regimes, including the Virtu
ous City."?

Al-Firibi's method of composition suggests that he was optimistic
about the ability of his readers to follow and build upon his ideas, for
throughout his exposition he assumes a sophisticated level of philosophi
cal knowledge as well as tacit agreement regarding ontological postulates
and details. Indeed, Muhsin Mahdi has noted that the compositional
method of these two works

bear as much resemblance to legal codes as to philosophic treatises. They
consist mainly of positive statements about the attributes of God, the order
of the world, the place of man within it, and how a good society is to be
organized and led. . . . They are works whose form and intention could be
readily understood by a Muslim reader committed to the acceptance of a true
view of the world at large and obedience to laws that promote virtue and
lead to ultimate happiness.'?

In contrast, Avicenna's compositional approach indicates that he en
tertained a generally pessimistic opinion of his audience's intellectual levels
and capabilities, even in regard to those who claimed some degree of
philosophical expertise." As a result, he structured most of his philosophi
cal treatises didactically, leading the reader through the essential compo
nents of the philosophical curriculum, beginning with logic, continuing
through physics, and concluding with metaphysics. Avicenna chose this
format because it forced his readers to undergo a comprehensive course of
study. To understand the world correctly, they had to learn to see it, and
to do this they had to work their way through his refraction of the Aris
totelian-Neoplatonic philosophical tradition. This didactic intent explains
Avicenna's readiness to compose handbooks that could serve as primers
for the uninitiated."

Simultaneously, however, Avicenna entertained a critical appreciation
of the epistemological limitations of this didactic format. Although it was
the best tool at hand for instructing readers on how to reflect philosophi
cally, he did not view it as the sole-or perhaps even the best-method
of imparting philosophical knowledge. An alternative, if correlative, ap
proach was muthos, of which Hayy ibn Yaqzdn is a prime example.

The Muthos Representation of the Cosmos

Bayy ibn Yaq~an presents in allegorical form the cosmic structure that is
described in such detail in Avicenna's logos writings. The work begins
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with the philosopher stating that he is finally acquiescing to the requests
of his "brothers" to help them by explaining to them the story of Hayy
ibn Yaqzan. A summary of this story, which is related in the first person,
is as follows."

One day the narrator leaves his city with three companions to visit
a pleasure garden. There he encounters an attractive, vivacious, and
sagacious-looking old man. Feeling drawn to the old man, the narrator
engages him in conversation and asks him to divulge his name and origins.
The old man declares himself to be Hayy ibn Yaqzan (Alive, Son of
Awake), a native of the City of the Sanctified Abode (bait al-muqaddas),
and says that while his profession is that of perennial traveler, his father
has revealed to him all types of knowledge. The narrator and Hayy then
discuss the various branches of the sciences until they come to the subject
of physiognomy (al-jirasa), the science that discloses the inner qualities of
individuals. Hayy reveals himself to be a master of this science and informs
the narrator that although he has a fine natural character, he is in danger
of ruining it due to the pernicious influences of his three companions, one
of whom is mendacious, the second violent, and the third licentious. The
narrator remarks that since hearing Hayy's advice he has been engaged in
a constant struggle to check the pernicious influences that these compan
ions exert on him.

The narrator then eagerly asks about the road on which Hayy has
been traveling. The old man responds that he is not yet ready to undertake
such a journey, but the narrator nevertheless insists on hearing about each
of the climes through whichHayy has traveled. Hayy's description of these
climes constitutes the remainder of the narrative.

According to Hayy, the cosmos encompasses three realms. The first
realm, which lies between the East and West, is well-known, for much
information about it has been gathered. On either side, however, lie the
regions of the Occident and the Orient, knowledge of which is barred to
all but a select few (al-khawa$$).And even these few cannot attain such
knowledge through their innate nature (al-jitra) alone; they must also
bathe themselves in the spring that lies near the motionless Water of Life.
It is the water of this spring the gives the travelers the vigor they need to
penetrate the barriers that normally restrict their entrance to the Orient
and the Occident.

When the narrator requests a description of the Occident, Hayy ex
plains that its far reaches consist of a large hot sea, toward which the sun
sets. This area is a barren waste in which whatever is built or sown comes
to naught. It is completely dark except for an occasional flash of light from
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the setting sun, and its only inhabitants are a few exiles who wage con
tinual battle with one another. It is a desolate land filled with discord,
tumult, and enmity, with no trace of innate beauty.

Between this far western realm and the middle region first mentioned
there is another occidental domain. While the far western is the site of the
foundations of the earth, the second region contains the foundations of
the heavens. Although it resembles the first in some ways, this domain is
more luminous, although with borrowed light, and consists of a number
of kingdoms arranged in sequential order. The inhabitants of these king
doms are also exiles, but they have a more peaceful and sedentary nature,
with each group residing in a specific location and not interfering in the
affairs of the others.

The inhabitants of the first kingdom, that nearest to us, are small and
quick and reside in eight cities. Then comes a smaller, slower group, who
live in nine cities and who love writing, the occult sciences, and subtle
crafts. Next is a land of eight cities full of gay, beautiful, and fun-loving
people, ruled by a beautiful queen, and then a kingdom of five cities
inhabited by a tall and handsome people whose influence is propitious
from a distance but harmful at close range. Thereafter comes a warlike
and bloodthirsty people who inhabit seven cities and are ruled by a rapa
cious red monarch; that is followed by a great kingdom of wise, just,
fair, and magnanimous people, who live in seven cities. Next comes a land
of dark and evil-minded people who conquer through stealth and pa
tience; they have seven cities. Thereafter is a large kingdom whose in
habitants do not live in cities but reside individually in a large desert divided
into twelve parts, through which the inhabitants of cities mentioned
above periodically travel or briefly pause. Finally comes an area without bor
ders or cities, which is populated by Spiritual Angels, and from whence
the divine Command (al-amr) and Destiny (al-qadar) descend to those
below.

The eastern side of the cosmos is divided as follows. Closest to the
middle region is a completely uninhabited region filled with a vast desert,
an overflowing sea, gusting winds, and a blazing fire. Then comes a realm
of mountains, rivers, wind, and rain, filled with mineral riches but without
vegetation. This is followed by a similar realm which includes plants, then
another which includes animals, and finally the world in which the narra
tor resides, which encompasses humans as well.

Moving further to the East, one finds the sun rising between the two
horns, or groups, of Satan; one of these groups flies, the other walks. The
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latter group consists of two tribes-the first are like beasts of prey, the
other resembles beasts of the fields-who live on the left side of the Orient
and do constant battle. Each member of the flying group displays a differ
ent fantastic form and resides on the right side of the Orient. The one who
has seized control over this area has laid out fiveroads for communications
that are watched over by armed guards who arrest and search all who
enter. The guards then report their information to their chief, who, with
out examining it, relays it to the Treasurer, who then presents it to the
King. The Treasurer also takes charge of the prisoners, entrusting their
goods to yet another Treasurer.

At times some of the members of these two groups of demons enter
the narrator's realm and insinuate themselves into the hearts of its inhabi
tants. The members of the rapacious tribe provoke all kinds of violent and
savage behavior, while the members of the bestial tribe foment lascivious
and lustful deeds. The flying group celebrates the life of the senses and
belittles the spiritual dimension of life. A few members of these groups,
however, separate themselves from their companions and approach the
realm of the terrestrial angels; at this point they become good jinn who
exert a benevolent influence on those they guide and assist.

Those who go beyond this region enter the climes of the angels. Con
nected with the earth is the domain of the two groups of terrestrial angels:
those on the right side who know and command and those on the left who
obey and act. Some members of these groups descend to the world of jinn
and men, while others ascend to the heavens.

Whoever is allowed to pass through this clime emerges on the other
side of the heavens and catches sight of the progeny of the First Existent,
the Sole, Obeyed Monarch. In this realm one first encounters industrious
and pious servants of the King, whose task it is to maintain the glorious
and dazzling edifices of their ruler's domain. Next comes yet another
group of servants who are in direct and intimate contact with their ruler,
each occupying a fixed place and rank in his service. Highest in rank
among these is one they regard as their father.

Finally, there is the King himself, whose beauty and bounty are be
yond description. The glory of this monarch is manifest to all, but most
cannot see him because of the weakness of their faculties. Those fortunate
souls who do catch a glimpse of him stand transfixed in contemplation.
He amply rewards those few who emigrate toward him, so that they feel
wretched when they must depart.

Hayy concludes his account by stating that it is only because he serves
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his Ruler by speaking of him that he has consented to be distracted from
uninterrupted contemplation of him.

Such, in summarized form, is the story of Hayy ibn Yaq~an. The first
point to be made concerning this treatise is that it does not represent
doctrines, esoteric or otherwise, substantially disparate from those embod
ied in Avicenna's philosophical system. Despite differences in structure,
tone, and aesthetic effect, Hayy ibn Yaq~an correlates, or can be made to
correlate, with Avicenna's explication of his logos theories. The commen
taries of Ibn Zaila (d. 440/1048) or al-Iuzjani, as well Goichon's modern
study of the text based on these commentaries and her own extensive
knowledge of Avicenna's system, amply demonstrate that the details of
Hayy ibn Yaq~an concur with Avicenna's philosophical ideas point by
point. Goichon's assertion that "all the ideas of the text, confronted phrase
by phrase, often word by word, can be found in Avicenna's philosophical
works, works printed and well known" can hardly be disputed by anyone
who has closely studied the text from this perspective."

Thus the narrator of Hayy ibn Yaq~an symbolizes the rational soul,
his three companions represent lower elements of human personality,
while Hayy himself stands for the Active Intelligence. The Occident refers
to the realm of matter, ranging from the variegated classes of terrestrial
existence to the more subtle echelons of the heavenly spheres and orbs.
The Orient, conversely, represents the hierarchical structure of the realm
of pure Form, ranging from the forms of the Four Elements, through the
human rational soul and the celestial Souls and Intelligences, and culmi
nating in the Necessary Existent. The middle arena, where Hayy meets the
narrator of the story, symbolizes the domain of abstract rational thought
(in Avicenna's curriculum, this is the point of contact between the final
part of the Psychologywhich consummates his Physicsand the beginning of
his Metaphysics),where the rational soul and the Active Intelligence first
encounter one another directly. To comprehend the nature of this encoun
ter more intimately, however, as well as how it is symbolized in Hayy ibn
Yaq~an, we must first gain a more detailed understanding of Avicenna's
theory of the soul.45

Notes

I. Cf. Edward Booth, Aristotelian Aporetic Ontology in Islamic and Christian
Thinkers, Cambridge Studies in Medieval Life and Thought (Cambridge, London,
and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983) III:
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[In ash-Shifa/]we have here a foretaste of the systematic exposition of philo
sophical and theological themes in lengthy works which characterizes West
ern 'scholasticism'. The motivation was the same: a diffuse and even a good
literary style could not encompass the material. It was necessary to take into
account divergent opinions on problematic questions, and adjudicate be
tween them, as the subject matter was expounded in ordered sequence; and
all consistently with a sustained theme. Though it was not his only literary
genre, Ibn Sina's virtual creation of this style in ash-Shifa/was of even greater
importance for the Christian scholastics than it was for Islam.

Despite this passion for system, there are certain key places where Avicenna's lan
guage suffers from ambiguity; Fazlur Rahman notes that "we must take notice of
the fact that Avicenna's terminology is always shifting," Razlur Rahman, Prophecy
in Islam: Philosophyand Orthodoxy,Midway Reprint (Chicago and London: Uni
versity of Chicago Press, 1979) 19.

2. Here we concur with Henry Corbin, who states in regard to Avicenna
that the "unity of a human personality, and of a philosopher's personality, cannot
be that of a monotony or an invariability; it is the unity of a central intuition that
subordinates to itself and orders all the successive data and experiences of life."
(Avicenna, 278). Commentators, on the other hand, have different aims; compare,
for example, Booth's comments (in AristotelianAporetic Ontology,29) on the rela
tionship between Aristotle and Alexander of Aphrodisias:

From Aristotle to Alexander there is a change in style from that of the intense
reflection of an original thinker who makes the best use of language's inade
quacies, even at the cost of some inconsistency, to that of a commentator
wishing (for the sake of a readership) to reduce the thoughts of his subjects
to a manageable order, and to expound them with impeccable clarity.

3. Avicenna devotes all of Book Eight of ash-Shifa):al-Ilahiyyat, 327-70, to
the subject of the Necessary Existent. See also an-Najtu, 261-88; CUyunal-bikma,
4 0-53; al-Isharat wa-t-tanbihiu; 3: 28-55; al-Hiddya, 260-73; Danish-nama-yi
~la)i: Ilahiyyat, trans., 47-71. Cf. Herbert A. Davidson, "Alfarabi and Avicenna
on the Active Intellect," Viator:Medievaland RenaissanceStudies 3 (1972) 155-56.

4· ash-Shifa):al-Ilahiyyat, 403; an-Najtu; 320; Sharb kitab Athulujiya al-
mansub ilaAristu, 59-66.

5. ash-Shifa):al-Ilahiyyat,406; an-Najat; 314.

6. For this latter term, see ash-Shifa):al-Ilahiyyat,4II, 413.
7· ash-Shifa):al-Ilahiyyat,406; an-Najtu, 314.

8. ash-Shifa): al-Ilahiyyat, 387; Davidson, "Alfarabi and Avicenna," 158;
Michot, La destineedePhommeselonAvicenne, 172, note II2.

9. ash-Shifa):al-Ilahiyyat386-87,406-7; Avicenna considered the nature of
the celestial Soul's relation to the separate Intelligence and the sphere "mysteri
ous," see Michot, La destineede PhommeselonAvicenne,110-18, esp. p. 115,note 45.

10. ash-Shifa):al-Ilahiyyat 387-93; an-Najat, 295-302; Pi l-sishq,2-5, 21-22;
trans. Emil L. Fackenheim, "A Treatise on Love by Ibn Sina," MedievalStudies 7

(1945),212- 13, 224-25·
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II. ash-Shifa/:al-Ilahiyyat,391-92; an-Najat, 302. I translate shauq as "yearn
ing," 'ishqas "love," and iltidhadh as "feeling of pleasure."

12. ash-Shifa):al-Ilahiyyat, 410- 14, 435-36. The full account of Avicenna's
cosmogony and cosmology is contained in ash-Shifa):al-Ilahiyyat,373-432 (Book
Nine); for epitomes of the schema of emanation, see ash-Shifa):al-Ilahiyyat,401;
an-Najat, 309- 10, 334-37;al-Hidaya, 274-79; Pi l-Cishq,23-26, Emil L. Facken
heim, trans., "A Treatise on Love," 225-28; and an-Nairuziyya,93-94. Useful sum
maries are Corbin, Avicenna, 93-101, 366-71; Pseudo-Avicenna, Risala dar haqiqat
wa-kaifiyyat-isilsila-yimaujudat wa-tasalsul-iasbabwa-musabbabtu;Intisharat-i an
juman-i athar-i milli 18 (Tehran: Astan-i danishgah, 1952); and Nasr, An Introduc
tion to Islamic CosmologicalDoctrines, 202- 14, which also surveys the generally
contemporaneous cosmological systems of the Ikhwan as-Safr' and al-Biruni; also
Gardet, La penseereligieusedJAvicenne,38-68; Michael Marmura, "Some Aspects
of Avicenna's Theory of God's Knowledge of Particulars," JAOS 82 (1962) 305-6;
Netton, Allah Transcendent, 162-74; and Davidson, "Alfarabi and Avicenna,"
156-58.

13. Pi l-Cishq,22-27, trans. Fackenheim, "A Treatise on Love," 225-28.
14. This concept is Plotinian, of course; see A. H. Armstrong on Plotinus in

Armstrong, ed., The CambridgeHistoryofLater GreekandEarlyMedievalPhilosophy,
rev. ed. (Cambridge, London, and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1970)
esp. 258-63, where relevant passages from the Enneads are cited. The term itself
(al-maCad)is Qur'anic in origin, see Ell, 5: 892-94.

15. As Avicenna argues in al-Isharatwa-t-tunbihtu; 4: 20-25, human beings
have many urges, as each psychological faculty attempts to fulfill its innate desire;
but the species' defining purpose is rational.

16. Indeed, the final chapter of Book Nine of ash-Shifa/: al-Ilahiyyat,
2 :423 - 32, is called "The Return" (al-maCad);for other renditions of this "plot,"
see Chapters Four, Five and Seven below.

17. The interplay between unity and multiplicity is, of course, a leitmotif of
philosophy from Hellenic and Hellenistic times, see P. Merlan's "Greek Philosophy
from Plato to Plotinus, in Armstrong, ed., The CambridgeHistory of Later Greek
and Early MedievalPhilosophy,21-23, but also throughout his chapter, including
references to "One" and "Dyad" in the index.

18. For more on this point, see Chapter Seven below.
19. ash-Shifa):al-Madkhal,12 (my emphasis); Pi aqsamal-culumalJaqliyya,71.
20. Cf. Gutas, Avicenna and theAristotelian Tradition,220-21.
21. ash-Shifa/:al-Madkhal,12; Dttnish-nama-yi'Ala)i:Ilahiyyat, trans., II.

22. ash-Shifa):al-Madkhal, 12; cf. ash-Shifa):an-Nafs, 184-85, and ash-Shifa):
al-Ilahiyyat,4.

23. ash-Shifa):al-Madkhal, 14; Pi aqsamalJulum alJaqliyya,72-74-; Danish
nama-yi 'AlaY£:Ilahiyyat, trans., II-12.

24. ash-Shifa):al-Madkhal, 12; Pi aqsamalJulum al..,caqliyya,72.
25. ash-Shifa):al-Madkhal, 14-.
26. ash-Shija):al-Madkhal, 14-; Ft aqsam al-culum al-Caqliyya,72; Danish

nama-yi 'Ala)i:Ilahiyyat, trans., 12.
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27. Pi aqsam al-(ulum alJaqliyya, 74-75; Danish-nama-yi ~la)t: Ilahiyyat,
trans., 13.

28. Danish-nama-yi ~la)i: Ilahiyyat, trans., 12; ash-Shifa):al-Madkhal,14; cf.
Pi aqsamal-(ulumalJaqliyya,72.

29. Pi aqsamalJulum alJaqliyya,76.
30. ash-Shifa):al-Madkhal,14; Pi aqsamal-culumal-Caqliyya,72-73.

31. Pi aqsam alJulum al-Caqliyya,76-77. For a succinct description of this
tripartite division of philosophy, as well as a more detailed examination of the na
ture and purpose of metaphysics, see ash-Shifa):al-Ilahiyyat,I: 3-28. This division
of philosophy into three parts had become more or less standard by the time of
Aristotle, cf. his Metaphysics1026a, p. 1620; see also Merlan, "Greek, Philosophy
from Plato to Plotinus," in Armstrong, ed., The CambridgeHistory ofLater Greek
and EarlyMedievalPhilosophy,esp. pp. 15-19, but also throughout Merlan's article.
For an excursus on possible sources for Avicenna's division, see Parviz More
wedge's commentary in his translation of Danish-nama-yic.Ala)i:Ilahiyyat, 148-56.

32. Pi aqsamal-culumal-Caqliyya,75-79.

33. Pi aqsamal-culumalJaqliyya,78. Cf. Qur'an 26.193for Faithful Spirit and
Qur'an 2.87 and 2.253for the Holy Spirit; see also the text of the MiCrajNama in
Chapter Six below.

34. Pi aqsamal-culumal-(aqliyya,79-80. Avicenna considers the controversy
over whether logic should properly be regarded as an integral part of philosophy
or merely its introduction to be "vain and foolish" (ash-Shifa):al-Madkhal,16). On
the place of logic in Avicenna's system see also Gutas, Avicenna and theAristotelian
Tradition, 265-85; Avicenna, Remarks and Admonitions) Part One: Logic, trans.
Shams C. Inati (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 1984) 9- II;
and Chapter Seven below.

35. Pi aqsam al-culum al-CaqliyyaJ 77; ash-Shifa):al-Ilahiyyat, vol. I, "Intro
duction," 21-23. For Avicenna's position on astrology, see UIken, ed., Ibn Sina
Risideleri 2, Ristda fi ibtal a/;Jkaman-nujum, 49-67.

36. Gutas, Avicenna and theAristotelian Tradition, 187-94.

37. Gutas, in his Avicenna and theAristotelian Tradition, has assembled and
translated a number of base texts in which Avicenna expresses his opinions of his
fellow philosophers; see pp. 34-35,47-49,55-56, 60, 64, 67-72.

38. On al-Farabi, see EI2, 2:778-82; Fakhry, A History ofIslamicPhilosophy,
107-28; and Miriam Galston, Politicsand Excellence:The PoliticalPhilosophyofAl
farabi (Princeton, N.].: Princeton University Press, 1990).

39. See Therese-Anne Druart's typology of al-Farabi's works, "Alfarabi and
Emanationism," in 1.F. Wippel, ed., Studiesin MedievalPhilosophy,Studies in Phi
losophy and the History of Philosophy 17(Washington, D.C.: Catholic University
of America Press, 1987)23-43.

40. Muhsin Mahdi, "Alfarabi," in Leo Strauss and Joseph Copley, eds., His
tory ofPoliticalPhilosophy(Chicago: Rand McNally, 1963) 161-62. See also David
son, "Alfarabi and Avicenna," 178:"Not only is Avicenna's position wider and more
consistent, it is also more carefully supported with philosophic argumentation
than Alfarabi's, which generally is simply asserted." For a discussion of the various
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interpretations that scholars have entertained concerning al-Farabi's styles of writ
ing, see Galston, Politicsand Excellence, 35-54, 180-221.

41. See, for example, Avicenna's introduction to the Sophistics (as-Safsata)
in ash-Shiftl/, 4-5, trans. Gutas, Avicenna and the Aristotelian Tradition, 34.

42. Such as al-Mabda' wa-l-ma'ad, (Uyun al-hihma,al-Hiddya, an-Najat, and
Danish-nama-yi c.AlaJt.

43. This summary is based on Mehren's edition of Ifayy ibn Yaq~an in Traites
mystiques, fase. I, 1-22; English trans. (from the French) in Corbin, Avicenna,
137-50, and, with al-Juzjani's commentary, 281-381.

44. Goichon, Le rea:de Ifayy ibn Yaq~an, 9; see also her The Philosophyof
Avicenna and Its Influence on Medieval Europe, 8. The former work contains a
French translation and a full analysis of sources. Mehren's edition cites selections
from the commentary by Ibn Zaila; I have also relied on the full text of Ibn Zaila's
commentary in the British Library manuscript Add. 16659. Corbin has printed the
Persian text of the commentary, which he attributes to al-Iuzjani, as the third vol
ume of his Avicenne et le recit visionnaire.

45. For further decoding of the allegorical structure of If ayy ibn Yaq~an, see
Chapters Five, Seven, and Eight below; also Goichon's Le reciide Ifayy ibn Yaq~an,

or Corbin, Avicenna, 281-378; and Netton, Allah Transcendent, who analyzes the
allegory from the viewpoint of Roland Barthes's semiology.



4. Avicenna's Theory of the Soul

Psychology, the study of the soul, held a particular fascination for Avi
cenna. That the subject clearly lies near the heart of his concern for phi
losophy is indicated by the fact that he devoted numerous major and
minor tracts to the subject and returned repeatedly to its elaboration
throughout his life.' Avicenna's psychological doctrines are stable in their
general parameters, but his individual presentations of them differ accord
ing to considerations of philosophical intent, generic format, and audience
of address." Like any psychology aspiring to comprehensiveness, Avicen
na's theory addresses four considerations:

1. The nature of the soul
2. The faculties of the soul
3. The origin of the soul
4. The final end of the soul

The Nature of the Soul

At the beginning of his "Explanation of the Condition of Prophethood
and Apostleship" in the Mi'raj Nama, Avicenna posits an essential bifur
cation in human beings. Humans, he says, consist of body and soul. The
body is a "gathering" of humors and a "combination" of elements,
"adorned" with parts, each with a specific function: the foot walks, the
hand grasps, and so on." More detailed description of the elements,
humors, and parts may be found in Avicenna's medical encyclopedia,
al-Qanun fi t-tibb (The Canon of Medicine), where he explains that the
material elements (arkan) are "simple bodies which are the primary com
ponents of human and other bodies."> They are four in number: earth
(heavy, cold, and dry), water (heavy, cold, and wet), fire (light, hot, and
dry), and air (light, hot, and wet). In their diverse combinations, or tem
peraments (mizaj), these elements constitute all the world's material bod-
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ies. The more symmetrical their mixture the more perfect the result. The
human body, according to Avicenna, is the most symmetrical, and thus the
most perfect, material composition. 5

The humors (akhllit) are bodily fluids generated from the intake of
nutrients. The principal humors are also four in number: blood (hot and
moist), phlegm (cold and moist), choler, or yellow bile (hot and dry), and
melancholy, or black bile (cold and dry). The appropriate amount of each
humor in the body and the harmony of their proportionate relationships
determine a person's physical health and well-being."

Finally, there are the parts or members (a'tjli)) of the body. They con
sist of: (I) basic components (such as flesh, skin, or bones); (2) limbs
(head, hand, leg, arm, etc.); and (3) organs (liver, heart, brain, and so on).
The relationship among the elements, humors, and parts of the body is
hierarchically contingent. The elements, in certain combinations, produce
nutrients appropriate for humans, which, when consumed, generate and
sustain the body's fluids, or humors. The humors, in turn, generate and
sustain the body's solid members. As Avicenna says, the bodily parts are
"generated from the first mixture of the salubrious humors, just as the
humors are the first mixture of the elements." 7

Soul, for Avicenna, is an equivocal term. His generic definition is that
the soul is "the first entelechy of a natural body possessing organs that
potentially has life." 8 Beyond this, Avicenna offers relational descriptions.
In regard to the otherwise inert body, the soul is the vital or activating
principle. In relation to the body's material constituents, soul is form. In
regard to entelechy (final end or perfection), the soul is a particular life
form's specifying differentia, separating species from genus. 9

According to Avicenna, the human soul is a union of three subsidiary
parts, each of which is also usually termed soul (nafs). Each of these sub
sidiary souls is distinguished by its own specific functions and entelechy.
As he states in an-Najat, soul is

like a single genus divided somehow into three parts. One of them is the
vegetable (soul), the first. entelechy of a natural body possessing organs in
regard to reproduction, growth, and nourishment. The second is the animal
soul, the first entelechy of a natural body possessing organs in regard to
perceiving particulars and moving through will. And the third is the human
soul, the first entelechy of a natural body possessing organs in regard to
what is related to its performing actions stemming from rational choiceand
deduction through opinion and in regard to its perceiving universal matters. 10
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This tripartite division of the human soul into vegetable, animal, and
- rational parts is Avicenna's standard philosophical position.'! The relation

ship of these parts to the whole is like (i.e., analogous, not homologous)
the relationship between species and genus. 12 Each subsidiary soul resides
in a particular organ of the body: the vegetable soul in the liver, the animal
in the heart, and the rational in the brain." Each is the active principle
(mabda)) that governs certain types (ajnas) of actions or operations." In
ash-Shifa),Avicenna points out that the various actions that stem from
each individual soul may be more or less perfect, depending on individual
choice, the capability of the organ, or factors external to the body." The
relationship among the three souls is hierarchical. The animal soul sub
sumes the faculties of the vegetable soul but has its own independent
operations. Similarly, the rational soul helps coordinate the activities of
the animal and vegetable souls but has certain faculties which they do not
possess.16

PHYSICAL SOUL VERSUS SPIRITUAL SOUL

Underlying this division of the soul, however, is a more basic conceptual
dichotomy, that of physical and spiritual souls (the terms are mine, not
Avicenna's). On the one hand, Avicenna, following Aristotle and the
Stoics, regards the soul as the vital principle of all life forms, a "particular,"
material, terrestrial principle which originates and dies with the body. On
the other hand, influenced by Platonic and Neoplatonic idealism, he be
lieves the soul to be essentially angelic in nature, "universal," spiritual,
celestial, immortal. In accordance with this dichotomous doctrine, the
physical soul encompasses the vegetable and animal souls which pass away
upon the death of the body, while the spiritual soul is the rational soul, an
independent, immaterial, immortal substance. 17

Avicenna deduces the existence of the physical soul through empirical
observation. There is a vital principle which generates the movements,
sensations, and actions of the otherwise lifeless, inert material body. This
principle is the physical soul. IS He also adduces numerous proofs for the
existence of the rational soul as an immaterial substance, imprinted upon
but essentially separate from the body. Avicenna's most famous demon
stration for this doctrine is that of the "suspended person."

Imagine, he says, a person created instantaneously, perfect except for
the fact that he or she cannot perceive the external world, suspended in
the air, which he or she cannot even feel, and cut off from any bodily
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sensation or perception. Since this person can neither perceive his or her
body nor use it to sense the external world, the only evidence he or she
has of existence would be his or her own self-consciousness. This aware
ness of self proves the existence of an "I-ness" (aniyya), an ego, indepen
dent of physical perception, and therefore immaterial, self-sufficient, and
hence a substance. This "I-ness" is the rational soul. 19

Although this conceptual dichotomy between the physical and spiri
tual senses of the term soul recurs throughout Avicenna's psychology, he
consistently downplays its contradictory nature. Indeed, he actively denies
its existence, contending that the soul is an intrinsic unity, the substratum
of all psychic faculties. After all, he argues, faculties interact and affect one
another and therefore must be grounded in a single substratum. More
over, the activities of each faculty are perceived by a single ego ("1 hurt
my hand," "1 am angry," "1 think"), proving that the soul is a unified
entity. 20

This, however, does not resolve the tension between the dichotomy's
elements. In fact, it is not too much to say that the contradiction between
the physical and spiritual souls lies near the heart of Avicenna's fascination
with psychology. It certainly forms the emotive core of his allegories, each
of which, as Corbin has argued, entails ta)wzl in the literal sense of the
word, a "coming home," a flash of awakening, a shimmering revelation
of self-recognition, an instant when the spiritual soul is called upon to
recognize that it is more than-indeed, essentiallyother than-the physi
cal soul."

This tension is noticeable even in Avicenna's logos texts. When defin
ing the soul in l(itab al-hudud (The Book of Definitions), for instance,
Avicenna offers two separate definitions. In regard to natural life forms
plants, animals, and humans-he gives the above-cited definition of the
physical soul as "the first entelechy of a natural body possessing organs
that potentially has life." 22 He then offers a second definition, which per
tains only to humans and angels, stating that the soul is

an incorporeal substance, the entelechy of the body, moving it through
choice, actually or potentially, on the basis of a rational-that is, intellec
tual-principle. Potentiality is the differentia [fa$l]of the human soul; actu
ality is the differentia or property of the angelic soul. 23

In other words, he provides independent definitions for the two basic
meanings of "soul." Similarly, at the beginning of Risdla ji n-nafi, Avi
cenna wrestles with the problem of formulating a general definition for
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the soul that can incorporate the activities and essential nature of more
than two of its parts. Although in this tract he generally uses the terms
vegetable, animal, and rational souls, here he divides the human soul into
vegetable, animal, and angelic souls (an-nafs al-malakiyya) , for at this point
the dichotomy between his two concepts of "soul" forces explicit acknowl
edgment of their essential incongruence. On the one hand, he states, de
fining the soul as "the principle of intentional actions" encompasses the
animal and angelic parts of the soul but excludes the vegetable soul. On
the other hand, defining it as "an agent of oppositional [mutaqabila ] ac
tivities" includes the vegetable and animal souls but leaves out the angelic
soul. 24 This dilemma, he explains, stems from the equivocality of the term.
Soul, in its absolute sense, is the vital principle, and as such inextricably
connected to corporeal bodies. Applying the term soul to human beings'
immaterial substantial nature, therefore, is appropriate only metaphori
cally or by association. More properly, the correct determination for this
latter entity is intellect.25 In spite of this admission, Avicenna continues to
use the term soul, partly to maintain the integrity of his doctrine of the
soul's intrinsic unity, partly, perhaps, because for Avicenna intellect is itself
an equivocal term with more applications than the term soul."

This dichotomy in Avicenna's thought between physical and spiritual
souls explains why his terminology shifts according to which of the two
aspects of the term is being emphasized. In al-Qanun fi t-tibb or Pi ta'bir
ar-ru'yd, for example, Avicenna discusses the soul from a physiological
perspective and therefore emphasizes the physical soul, which he divides
into "faculties" (quwa) rather than "parts," employing nonphilosophical
terminology. From this perspective, the first "faculty" of the soul is the
natural faculty (al-quwwa t-tabi'i) , whose functions correspond to those of
the vegetable soul. However, the animal faculty that follows does not cor
respond to the philosophical conception of the animal soul but is limited
to the meaning of vital spirit or life principle (ar-ru/J), the subtle substance
generated in the heart by the gases of the humors. The third "faculty" is
the psychic one (al-quwwa n-nafsaniyya), which encompasses all the mo
tive and perceptive (but not the intellectual) faculties of both the animal
and rational souls.?"

Presumably, Avicenna employs the term faculty here because his dis
cussion pertains to the physical constitution of human beings from the
perspective of medicine, and a more profound delineation of either the
concept "soul" or individual "parts" of the soul would be irrelevant in this
context. In other words, he uses the term natural faculty simply because
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vegetable soul might cause physicians unnecessary confusion. For similar
reasons, Avicenna divides the characteristics of the philosophical animal
soul into two, continuing to use the term animal faculty in the radically
truncated sense of "vital principle," while allocating the animal soul's mo
tive and perceptive faculties to the "psychic faculty." At the close of his
discussion, he mentions that rationality (nutq) is among the "psychic" fac
ulties but adds that detailed knowledge of human rationality falls beyond
the purview of physicians.28

At the other end of the spectrum, Avicenna often concentrates so
much on the rational soul in his philosophical works that the lowly physi
cal soul is virtually forgotten. Indeed, by the end of his description of the
"angelic" or "sanctified" prophetic soul, even the lesser "potential" facul
ties of the rational soul assume marginal importance. 29

Avicenna's insistence that humans partake of both physical and spiri
tual souls is central to his vision of humankind, which, for him, represents
the point of conjunction between the terrestrial and celestial worlds. As
he says in the Mi'rajNama:

For if (their) bases were the animal and natural [vegetable] souls, humans
would not be differentiated from other animals. They would be an (equal)
partner of all animals. But if He [i.e., the Necessary Existent] only put the
psychic (soul in humans), they would have nothing in common with other
animals. Hence He gave humans all three (souls), so that they share the ani
mal and natural (souls) with all but in regard to their psychic (soul) are nobler
than al1.30

This anthropology determines the dualistic nature of Avicenna's psy
chology and tremendously influences the structure of his ethics, politics,
and metaphysics. It also reveals the intellectual underpinnings of his alle
gories and sheds light on his otherwise confusing use of psychological
terminology in such works as the Pi ta'bir ar-ruya and the Mi'raj Nama.
It is therefore essential to understand Avicenna's equivocal conception of
the term soul, and his flexible use of terminology in regard to it, if one
wishes to comprehend those treatises in which he uses the term soul in
three senses. In the Mi'raj Nama, for example, Avicenna initially discusses
soul in the context of the dichotomy between soul and body,employing
the Persian word jan to signify "spirit," or "animate-soul," the vital prin
ciple which animates the otherwise lifeless, material body (tan). Later, he
refers to the human soul in the general sense of the term, physical and
spiritual souls unified in the human body, using the terms nafs or ru/j
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interchangeably. Thereafter, he employs either of the same two words, nafs
or rulJ, to signify any of the human soul's three parts, the vegetable, ani
mal, or rational souls.

Instead of using the philosophical terms vegetable, animal, and ratio
nal for the parts of the soul, however, Avicenna first employs ter~s from
al-Qanun, that is, natural (tabi'i) , animal (lJayavani), and psychic (naf
sani). Nevertheless, his description of the faculties that each subsidiary
soul governs makes it clear that although his terminology is medical, his
conceptual framework is philosophical. Indeed, he quickly reverts to the
use of the philosophical term rational, instead of psychic, soul. Avicenna's
reason for adopting medical terminology in the early part of the Mi'ra}
Nama is thus a matter of rhetorical presentation. 31

METAPHORS FOR THE SOUL

In the Mi'ra} Nama Avicenna does not offer a philosophical description of
the relationship between the body and the soul, or of the latter's parts or
faculties. However, the absence here of precise philosophical definitions
for the soul or proofs of its substantiality is not surprising, since Avicenna
composed the treatise for a general educated audience of the intellectual
and religious elite who did not question the existence and value of the
soul. Once he posits the general distinction between soul and body, Avi
cenna relies on two metaphors to subsume, albeit imprecisely, the main
characteristics of his philosophical doctrines.

The first metaphor is that of steed and rider, the former referring
to the body, the latter to the soul. The second metaphor is that of "in
strument" and "splendor" or "honor." Although neither metaphor com
prehensively explains Avicenna's philosophical doctrines concerning the
nature of the soul (nor are they intended to do so), because they do ex
press essential aspects of these doctrines' intent they serve Avicenna's gen
eral purposes within the context of the Mi'ra} Nama.

In one sense, the rider is the mount's enlivening principle, for it is
through the rider that the dichotomy, rider-mount, even comes into exis
tence. The rider is the mount's specific defining criterion, differentiating
the concept "mount" from the category of animals that are suited to serve
as mounts-horses, donkeys, camels, and so on-but whose essential ge
neric property is "animal," not "mount." Moreover, as the principle which
transforms the raw material, animal, into the concept of mount, the rider
may also be viewed as the latter's "form." Finally, since the rider is the
mount's source of direction, and thus of movement and choice, the rider
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provides a second entelechy, or final end, for the mount. Without a rider,
the mount is inadequate, purposeless, and thus imperfect (as a mount,
that is).32

In regard to the second metaphor, an agent may be viewed as the
"splendor" or "honor" of an instrument because it is only through active
use that the instrument's full potential, its first and second entelechies, can
be realized.:" Avicenna, however, has a more pressing reason to mix his
metaphors in regard to the human soul. As stated above, the human soul
is the "splendor" or "honor" of the body because it possesses rationality,
a heavenly quality shared solely with the angels. 34

In general, it is important to be aware that although Avicenna's con
cept of the soul is both uniform and comprehensive, his texts emphasize
different aspects of it according to determinants of context, format, and
intent. As we have seen, in al-Qanun Avicenna adumbrates the parts and
functions of the soul but tends to concentrate on its aspect of "life prin
ciple." More abstruse investigations into its nature, he states there, are best
left to philosophers. His mainstream philosophical texts, ash-Shifa/, its
summary, an-Najtu, and his shorter handbooks, such as 'Uyiin al-hikma,
al-Hiddya,or Danish-nama-yi ~ltJ/i, concentrate on providing an overall
portrait of the soul, emphasizing the holistic unity of the concept rather
than its internal contradictions. Allusions to the tensions between the con
cepts of physical and spiritual souls, when they do occur, are oblique,
cloaked in religious terminology, as in the final part of al-Ishtirdt wa-t
tanbihat, or by the symbolic indirectness of allegory, as in Hayy ibn
Yaq~an) Risdlat at-tair, or the MiCra}Nama.

The Faculties of the Soul

The human soul, we have seen, has three parts: the natural or vegetable
soul, the animal soul, and the psychic or rational soul. Each part has its
own purpose or entelechy, and each governs faculties that perform specific
functions.

THE NATURAL OR VEGETABLE SOUL

The natural or vegetable soul is "the first entelechy of a natural body pos
sessing organs in regard to reproduction, growth, and nourishment."
Therefore, it naturally governs the body's activities as regards these
functions." Subsidiary to the nutritive faculty are the "serving" faculties
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of expulsion or elimination, digestion, attraction or absorption, and
retention. 36

THE ANIMAL SOUL

The animal soul is "the first entelechy of a natural body possessing organs
in regard to perceiving particulars and moving through will." 37 In other
words, life forms possessing the animal soul differ from those that only
have the natural or vegetable soul in their ability to move freely as well as
their capacity for sensual perception. The motive faculty of the animal soul
governs two kinds of movement: active (fa'il) and impulsive (ba'itha). Ac
tive movement, what one might call instinctive movement, is

distributed through the nerves and muscles, and its function is to contract
the muscles and pull the tendons and ligaments towards the starting point of
the movement, or to relax them and stretch them so that they move away
from the starting point."

Impulsive, that is, voluntary, movement is of two' types: that based
on desire or concupiscence (shahwaniyyaor shawqiyya)and that stemming
from anger or irascibility (ghat;labiyya).The concupiscent faculty "impels
movement that draws one near to things imagined necessary or useful,
seeking pleasure." The irascible faculty "impels movement through which
one repels things imagined harmful or destructive, seeking mastery (over
them).":" These two faculties cause bodily movement as a result of the
provocations of the physical senses, hunger or pain, or inner perception,
whether sensual-attraction toward something beautiful, repulsion from
something ugly-or conceptual-love for even an ugly baby, or fear of
even a beautiful lion.

The perceptive faculty is also divided into two subsections: external
senses and internal senses. The external senses are the five senses: sight,
hearing, smell, taste, and touch.t? The internal senses consist of a hierarchy
of five faculties which do not immediately perceive the external world, but
instead apprehend sensibles,forms abstracted from material entities per
ceived by the five external senses. Some internal senses

perceive the forms of sensibles, some perceive the meanings of sensibles.
Some ... perceive and act together, some perceive and do not act. Some have
primary perception, some have secondary perception."

In regard to the first dichotomy, Avicenna gives the example of a
sheep who uses certain internal faculties to perceive the form of an ap-
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proaching wolf, but uses others to apprehend the significance of the wolf's
approach, that is, that it presents a danger from which the sheep should
flee. Some faculties both "perceive and act," in that they receive infor
mation and then process it, while other faculties "perceive and do not act"
because they simply store the information they receive. Finally, a faculty
has "primary perception" when it directly apprehends a sensible, and "sec
ondary perception" when it receives information through the agency of
another internal faculty."

Closest to the external senses among the internal senses is the faculty
of commonsense tal-hissal-mushtarak or bantasiya, i.e., fantasy). As the
MiCrajNama puts it, common sense is "the form-recipient of all things."
It receives, orders, and coordinates the forms of all the empirical sensibilia
perceived by the five external senses. This faculty organizes (i.e., both per
ceives and acts upon) this information so that it represents correctly the
physical entities of the external world. Without these operations, one
would perceive the forms provided by each external sense individually, that
is, whiteness, roundness, hardness, smoothness, in regard to a wooden
ball, without any idea of how they combined in existents. Common sense
resides in the first part of the front ventricle of the brain."

Although common sense apprehends and organizes sensible forms, it
cannot retain them. This is the task of the retentiveimagination (khayal),
also called representation(mu$awwira).Situated in the back part of the first
ventricle of the brain, it preserves information received by common sense
for distribution later to other faculties. Avicenna explains the distinction
among the external senses, the common sense, and the retentive imagi
nation by citing an example. Consider, he says, a drop of rain. Since the
drop falls vertically, one can see it as straight; but since it is simultaneously
turning in a circular motion, one can also see it as round. In order to
perceive the drop from these different perspectives, one must view it sev
eral times. The external senses cannot do this, for they only see an entity
as it is. Common sense perceives the raindrop immediately, as the senses
do, but also sequentially, from the various perspectives of the drop's in
herent forms: extension, straightness, or roundness. The retentive imagi
nation, finally, apprehends the raindrop as perceived by both the external
senses and common sense. It then performs the additional act of preserv
ing these apprehensions, thus allowing one to recall images of the raindrop
to mind even when it is no longer immediately present.?"

Next in the hierarchy of the internal senses comes a faculty termed
the compositiveimagination (mutakhayyilaor mukhayyila)in regard to ani-
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mals, and the cogitative(mufakkira) faculty in regard to humans. This fac
ulty, which resides in the middle ventricle of the brain, acts upon the
sensible images stored in the retentive imagination. Its task is to separate
and recombine these images in various ways. Hence, one is able to imagine
such nonexistent entities as a man who flies or a mountain made of
emerald."

The estimativefaculty (wahm) is the fourth internal sense. Estimation,
which is located in the back part of the brain's middle ventricle, perceives
"meanings" or "intentions" inherent in sensibles rather than merely their
forms. It apprehends, to cite Avicenna's example, that a wolf should be
fled from but that a young child should be treated gently and affection
ately. Estimation is the chief governing faculty of the animal soul. It co
ordinates the activities of the other internal senses and thus guides animals
in their actions. In humans, it performs the additional task of evaluating
the empirical reality of the forms separated and recombined by the com
positive imagination, permitting us to judge which are believable and
which are fantastic."

Finally, there is memory, the preservative (l;Jafi~a) or recollective
(dhakira)mutadhakkira) faculty, situated in the rear ventricle of the brain.
Memory is the storehouse of perceptions of the estimative faculty. Its func
tion of preserving "meanings" or "intentions" for estimation is analogous
to the retentive imagination's preservation of the "images" and "forms" of
common sense. Memory is also termed recollection(tadhakkur) because in
addition to storing information, it retrieves it for the estimative faculty in
animals, and for both estimation and the intellect in hurnans.v

THE RATIONAL SOUL

Human beings share the vegetable and animal souls with all other animals.
They exceed them in perfection and nobility through possession of the
rational soul.48 The rational soul has two aspects: the practicalfaculty (or
intellect) and the theoreticalfaculty (or intellect).

The practical faculty coordinates the relationship between the body
and the vegetable and animal souls, on the one hand, and the theoretical
faculty, on the other. It is "the principle that motivates the human body
toward specific, particular actions, through deliberation, in accordance
with opinions that it has derived from general usage (convention).":" This
faculty is analogous to the appetitive part of the animal soul in that it
produces swift emotional acts or responses, such as weeping or laughing.
It is analogous to the imaginative and estimative faculties in that it devotes
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its attention to inferring the nature of transient activities and arts. The
practical faculty, however, transcends those of the animal soul in that, in
collaboration with the theoretical faculty, it can induce rational premises
that are useful from practical ethical or political perspectives (that lying
and oppression are evil, for example, but veracity and justice are good).
The practical intellect's most important function, therefore, is to employ
its inductions to guide, govern, and control the faculties and appetites of
the lower souls. To the extent that it succeeds; the practical intellect pro
motes good ethical behavior. If the animal and vegetable souls gain mas
tery of the practical intellect, however, the natural order of the souls is
perverted, and bad morals result. 50

The second aspect of the rational soul is the theoretical faculty. This
faculty deals only with universals, that is, rational concepts totally ab
stracted from matter. The theoretical faculty can, as we shall see in more
detail in the next chapter, in some fashion intuit universals from the par
ticulars derived from the animal soul's apprehensions and the practical in
tellect's interaction with external social conventions and opinions. It does
so by stripping these particulars of most of their material attributes until
it recognizes them as reflections of universals-the concept "humanity" as
opposed to humans, for instance, or "justice" as opposed to good acts.
The true sources of universal concepts, however, are the trans lunar Higher
Principles (al-mabadi J al-(aliya), that is, the celestial Intelligences, begin
ning with the Active Intelligence, ascending through the other celestial
Intelligences, and culminating with the Necessary Existent."

According to Avicenna, therefore, the rational soul has two aspects.
The practical intellect looks downward, deriving particulars from the fac
ulties of the lower soul, which is its window to the external material world.
When it functions appropriately, the practical intellect governs the lower
souls and thus produces virtuous action. The theoretical intellect, on the
other hand, gazes upward. It receives universals from the celestial Intelli
gences' and employs them to learn about the cosmos and the place of hu
man beings in it. As Avicenna says, the practical faculty produces "ethics"
(akhlaq), while the theoretical faculty produces "knowledge" ((ulum). 52

THE DIVISIONS OF THE THEORETICAL INTELLECT

The theoretical intellect is either absolutely potential, relatively potential,
or active. When it is absolutely potential, it has the capacity, although
never used, to apprehend universals. Avicenna terms this epistemological
condition the material intellect ((aql hayulani). He chooses the word "rna-
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terial" since this state is analogous to that of absolute matter before it
receives any imprint of form. After the material intellect apprehends first
intelligibles, that is, the a priori abstract logical premises that constitute
the basic building blocks of rational thought (such as the law of contra
diction, or that the whole is necessarily greater than the part), it becomes
relatively potential and thus attains a state that Avicenna calls the habitual
intellect ('aql bi-l-malaka). At this point, the intellect becomes capable of
deducing second intelligibles through the use of syllogism. When it un
dertakes this operation, thus engaging in independent reasoning using
both primary and secondary intelligibles, it attains a state that Avicenna
calls the actual intellect ('aql bi-l-fi'l). When the intellect is capable of doing
this but does not actually do so, or does so unreflectively, in an automatic
fashion, it is in a state of relative potentiality. However, when the theo
retical intellect is actively engaged in rational inquiry, and is aware that it
is so engaged, it attains the state of the acquired intellect ('aql mustafad).

Avicenna compares these four states to a child learning to write. The
child who has the innate capacity to write but does not yet know anything
about writing is in a state of absolute potentiality. He or she then learns
the principles of writing and the shapes of the letters but does.not actually
begin to write; at this point the child is in a state of relative potentiality.
When he or she has learned to write, but is not doing so or is doing
so without thinking about it, the child has achieved a state of relative
actuality. Finally, when fully engaged in writing in an active, cognizant,
and committed fashion, the child's activity is analogous to that of the
acquired intellect. 53 According to Avicenna, attaining the stage of the ac
quired intellect "perfects the genus, animal, and the species, human being.
Here human potential becomes comparable to the First Principles of all
existence." 54

The Origin of the Soul

Avicenna denies the preexistence of the human soul, asserting that it
comes into being with the body. His proof for this rests on his presump
tion that the relation between soul and body is one of form and matter. If
the soul existed before the body, it would be either a single soul or a
multiplicity of souls. The latter is impossible because abstract forms are
simple quiddities, not subject to internal divisions or individualities.
Hence, the soul is material reception into individual bodies, each of which
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has its own unique arrangement of basic material constituents and dispo
sitions that differentiates one soul from the next. Nor can souls preexist as
a single soul, for this would mean that everyone participates in the same
soul, which is obviously false. Therefore, concludes Avicenna, the indi
vidual soul comes into existence only when it joins the body. Every result
has a cause; the cause of the soul is the ·Active Intelligence. Hence, when
Avicenna states in the MiCrajNama that Absolute Truth (lfaqq), or God,
brought body and soul "each from a different world," he means that the
body is brought from the world of Matter, while the soul comes from the
world of Form inhabited by the celestial Intelligences. 55

In spite of this doctrine, there are occasions when Avicenna implies
that there is some kind of preexistent individual psychic identity for the
soul. Both his "Ode on the Soul" and Ristdat at-tair, for instance, seem to
portray the soul more as a precorporeal sentient entity than as an unindi
viduated abstract form. Such personification may reflect the influence of
the Neoplatonic, and even Gnostic, modes of thought that were part and
parcel of the general intellectual milieu in which Avicenna lived. Plotinus's
chapter "The Soul's Descent into Body," which begins the Arabic Theology
of Aristotle, and corresponding parts of Avicenna's commentary on it,
emote a cosmic dramaturgy that is closer to Gnostic myth than Neopla
tonic doctrine. And although Neoplatonists (among whom Avicenna may
justly be counted) struggled intellectually to. resist Gnosticism's inherent
dualism and its implacable enmity toward matter, nevertheless, at times
they were sympathetic to the idea that although matter may not be evil, as
Gnostics hold, it is intrinsically privative, less than good. References in
Avicenna's writings to the individual preexistence of the soul may also be
due to the inherent difficulty of referring to abstract concepts in narrative
contexts without some measure of personification creeping in, an example
of the fact that the use of concrete images for abstract premises can evoke
presumably undesired connotations. The very use of the term descent,for
example, denotes individual agency and some kind of negative conse
quence for the "one who descends." Very few spiritual beings of world
mythology, one suspects, have ever had "descent" as their ideal final goal. 56

In his commentary on the TheologyofAristotle, Avicenna also explains
the reason for the soul's conjunction with matter. The soul "desires" ma
terial existence because in this way it attains its first entelechy; it "realizes"
its innate "potential" for material existence. Subsequent possession and
proper governance of material faculties thereafter pave the way for attain-
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ment of the soul's second and final entelechy, return to the spiritual world
in a more actualized form. 57

The Final End of the Soul 58

Avicenna considers the question of the soul's final end from the perspective
of entelechy. According to him, the ultimate purpose of human life is to
fulfill the second entelechy of the rational soul. When individuals com
pletely actualize the potential of the theoretical intellect, they perfect their
rational souls, attain absolute happiness, and realize their purely angelic
natures. 59 How this specifically comes about will be. pursued in the next
chapter, where I discuss Avicenna's epistemology. There is, however, an
other, more prosaic dimension to the concept of final end. This is the
question of terminal destination, of where the soul finally ends up-in
other words, the problem of the afterlife.

According to Avicenna, because the rational soul is immortal, there
must be an afterlife. Although immortality is a concomitant of the rational
soul rather than its ultimate purpose, its existence intensifies the urgency
of achieving as great as possible perfection in this life, since Avicenna holds
that whatever degree of perfection individuals achieve in this life largely
determines their quota of suffering or bliss in the next.

Avicenna's proof for the immortality of the soul has two parts.?" He
first demonstrates that the soul does not perish with the body and then
that it is immortal. The philosopher has already proven that the soul is an
immaterial substance, independent of the body. This being the case, it
cannot be considered an accident of the body, because substances are not
accidents; one cannot therefore hold that the soul passes away with the
body due to any accidental relationship with it. Moreover, the body is not
an essential cause of the soul, neither a prior cause nor one of the four
Aristotelian prime causes. It may be considered at most to be an accidental
cause. Since the relationship between the two therefore entails neither sub
stantial contingency nor essential causality, there is no basis for believing
that the death of the body requires the destruction of the soul. 61

Although this line of reasoning proves the independence of body and
soul, it does not demonstrate the latter's immortality. For this, Avicenna
turns to the conceptual dichotomies of potentiality-actuality and matter
form. Briefly, humans are a composite of matter and form, body and soul.
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According to Avicenna (following Aristotle), matter is innately potential
and form is innately active. Since the soul is humankind's simple, formal
principle, it is essentially active. Therefore,

it is clear that everything which is simple and not composite, or which is an
origin and base (i.e., the substance) of a composite thing, cannot in itself
have the actuality of persistence and the potentiality of corruption. If it has
the potcntialiry of corruption, it cannot possibly have the actuality of persis
tence, and if it has the actuality of persistence and existence, it cannot have
the potentiality of corruption. Obviously, then, the substance of the soul does
not have the potentiality of corruption .... It is then obvious that the soul is
absolutely incorruptible [i.e., immortall.v

In asserting the soul's immortality, Avicenna follows Plotinus rather
than Aristotle. 63 He may have been influenced by Islamic beliefs in the here
after, although since he apparently rejects the idea of bodily resurrection,
such influence was obviously limited.>' More probably, his thought was
determined by philosophical premises: that entelechy is a founding prin
ciple of nature, that souls are individualized in terms of not only bodily
disposition but also intellectual progress, and that there exists an essential
affiliation and interaction between the rational soul and the celestial
Intelligences. 65

Avicenna's vision of the afterlife is founded upon the conception of
entelechy." Each bodily appetite and psychic faculty has a particular goal;
attainment of this goal causes pleasure, failure to attain it induces pain.
Psychic faculties are not equal in the pleasures they bring. Lust and glut
tony have their satisfactions, but these are incomparable in quantity or
quality to those which higher faculties prompt. Since the rational soul is
the specific essence of humans, in perfecting it they perfect themselves and
thus achieve the greatest possible pleasure. Deficiency in this endeavor, in
turn, provokes the pain or frustration caused by yearning after an unat
tained, or even unattainable, goal. Which state an immortal soul finds itself
in after death, therefore, depends on the degree to which it has recog
nized, strived for, and achieved perfection in life.??

Souls in the hereafter fall into four categories. A select few achieve
perfection and enjoy absolute bliss. Avicenna terms these the sanctified souls
(al-anfus al-qudsiyya). 68 Other souls are aware of their true purpose in life
and work to attain it, but only meet partial success. In the hereafter these
dwell in an intermediate state (barzakh) , happy to the extent that they have
approached their goal, suffering to the degree that they have not yet at-
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tained it. This state is not a permanent one, however, as these souls even
tually perfect themselves and achieve absolute happiness.r"

Some individuals know their purpose in life but willfully refuse to
work toward it. These are the unhappiest of souls in the hereafter, for they
must endure eternal pain: "they reap only loss and harm .... They never
gain respite from it." 70

Finally, there are souls that for one reason or another are unaware of
life's purpose, either because no philosopher or prophet has expounded it
to them and they were unable to figure it out by themselves, or because
they were mentally deficient or very young when they died. Since they
know nothing of life's true purpose, they feel neither happiness for having
attained some portion of perfection nor sadness for failing to attain it at
all. If they are at least aware of logical first principles, states Avicenna, they
may enjoy a slight measure of happiness in the hereafter. But if they in
dulge themselves only in lowly bodily sensations and know no other pur
pose in life, they will suffer great torment and eternal frustration when
they die and lose their bodies, for corporeal sensation is the only way they
know of satisfying their desires.71

Avicenna also mentions the possibility of an "imagined" (mutakhay

yal) version of a Qur'anic heaven and hell in the case of souls who have so
imprinted in their imaginations similitudes (amthdl) of the delights of
heaven or the torments of hell as described in the Qur'an that they they
are unable to conceive of an afterlife assuming any other form. Since Avi
cenna believes in the demise of the animal soul, he himself does not es
pouse this view, attributing it to "a certain scholar" (ba(tj al-(ulamd)). 72

Remarks

Several leitmotifs of Avicenna's psychology deserve attention. One is the
tension between unity and diversity, homogeneity and heterogeneity, har
mony foregrounded by polyphony. Avicenna insists on the soul's inherent
unity. However, his psychology, the result of an ancient and highly devel
oped philosophical tradition, is an area of intellectual investigation in
which he had a deeply serious and intensely creative personal interest. As
a result, his system combines a facade of uniformity with elaborate spe
cialization, a pretense of homogeneity with intense compartmentalization,
and an interwoven unity characterized by the striking diversity of its indi
vidual elements.
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Avicenna's psychology is, in fact, a highly developed bureaucracy of
the soul. The soul is divided into three parts, each with its own entelechy,
function, and individual faculties, whose numerous activities it must con
stantly supervise. Moreover, each new theoretical refinement demands still
further specialization. The theory's combination of teleological function
alism, descriptive comprehensiveness, and analytic precision is, of course,
its major intellectual justification. It validates itself through empirical plau
sibility, representational coherence, and a fine-tuned attention to detail.
Everything has its place, everything can be explained.

This psychology's immense descriptive power thus makes it an ideal
tool for the twin tasks of allegorical interpretation and composition. Love
and hate, sin and virtue, intelligence and imbecility, every human trait,
goal, or desire is subsumed into its analytic structure. Every human aspi
ration falls within its comprehensive embrace, every human action can be
depicted by the interplay of its individual units; limitless opportunities for
psychological analysis produce endless possibilities for allegorical personi
fication. Avicenna's psychology can be used not only to describe our inner
world but also to portray its personal dynamics.

Adopting the theory for such a portrayal, however, has its conse
quences, for this psychology implies its own value system. Body and soul
are not equal, nor are all souls, nor even are the faculties within individual
souls. The soul is superior to the body because it is the latter's perfecting
principle, its entelechy; it brings life to the body's otherwise inert, lifeless,
and passive materials; it moves the body from potentiality to realization,
from passivity to activity, from imperfection to perfection. Descriptive
statement, however, quickly becomes value judgment. Ontological hierar
chy gives way to teleological differentiation. The soul is thus somehow
"higher," superior, more valuable, than the body. Moreover, to the extent
that it evinces a rational capability unshared by any other material creature,
it demonstrates a "splendor" to which no purely material creature can
aspIre.

Hierarchy also reigns among the soul's three main parts. The movement
from vegetable soul to animal to rational comes to represent ontological
ascent, progression from lesser toward greater perfection. Teleology, how
ever, is but one criterion for ontological evaluation. Psychic hierarchy
is founded equally on the dichotomy of transience and permanence. The
rational soul's immortality heightens its status, somehow making it the
essential component of the soul. Despite their intrinsic activities in com-
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parison with the body's inert material passivity, the physical constituents
of the soul are mortal, perishing with the body. The rational soul, how
ever, enduring forever, has the potential for attaining angelic parity with
the Holy Substances. 73

Hence, just as the body is hierarchically inferior to all parts of the
soul, the lower souls, in their transience, are less perfectly active, and thus
inferior to the rational soul. Once again, higher hierarchical status is trans
lated into ontological, and thus ethical, superiority. The body is only the
lowly instrument of the soul, the lower souls only servants of the rational
soul. Hierarchy exists even within the rational soul. The intellect is "com
mander and superior" of the rational soul. And even the intellect has dif
ferent internal gradations of activity, and hence perfection. The habitual
intellect is higher than the material, and the acquired intellect loftier than
them both. The prophetic intellect supersedes them all. Throughout, Avi
cenna assumes a homology among the ratio of activity, duration of vitality,
ontological status, and ethical value. Once this equation is considered ho
mological, rather than analogical, it is possible to combine or reverse its
components. This strategy, in turn, allows Avicenna to formulate a psy
chological explanation of human nature, and, from this, an ethical theory
of human action.

Since human actions originate from psychological impulses, a cor
relation may be presumed between the two. A person predominantly
concerned with natural functions, such as eating and drinking, is viewed
as responding mainly to the demands of the natural or vegetable soul.
A person of passionate character, easily moved to extremes of anger or
love, is dominated by the animal soul. One who acts moderately and
reasonably, however, and favors abstract intellectual endeavors, is guided
by the rational soul. Since the rational soul is the "highest" human di
mension' those whom it governs are most completely fulfilling their po
tential for perfection, are most fully human. Correspondingly, they are the
only ones who are truly virtuous. The scheme is Platonic, and Avicenna
fully espouses it.

What emerges is an internal psychic world permeated with intellec
tual elitism and filled with the imagery of servants and masters, inferiors
and superiors, baseness and nobility.> Implicit in .these dichotomies are
the alternatives of obedience and revolt, order and chaos, stability and
anarchy. At this point, the concerns of personal ethics; the politics of civil
society, and the Neoplatonic geography of the cosmos meet. Only the
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ground plan is drawn, of course; correspondences remain to be charted;
but it is only a. short step before each level becomes a reflection of the
other.

Notes

I. Avicenna's major treatises on the soul may be usefully divided into early,
middle, and late writings. In chronological order (following Gohlman, Gutas, and
Michot), early works are: MabIJath (an al-quwa n-nafsaniyya (AIJwal an-nafs) ,
14-7-7 8) ; al-Mabda' wa-l-ma'ad, esp. pp. 75-126; AIJwal an-nafs: Risdla fi n-nafs
wa-baqaJihawa-ma(adiha (AIJwal an-nafs, 4-8-14-2;considered by Michot as being
posterior to ash-Shifa/, cf. La destinee de Phomme selon Avicenne, 6,. note 29);
al-AtjIJawiyya. Middle works include al-Qanun fi t-tihb; ash-ShifaJ: at-Tabi'at.
[Fann] 6: an-Nafs; and the various summaries or handbooks that closely resemble
each other and are largely based on ash-ShifaJ, such as al-Hiddya, 204-- 30; an
Najat, 196-231, Eng. trans. Fazlur Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology:An English
Translation ofKitab al-Najat, BookII) Chapter VII with Historico-PhilosophicalNotes
and Textual Improvements on the Cairo Edition (Westport, Conn.: Hyperion Press,
1981[repr. of 1952ed., Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1952]),25-69; 'Uyun al
hikma, 30-40; and Danish-nama-yi ~laJi, 78-145. Late works are al-Isharat wa-t
tanbihat, 2: 343-450; al-MubaIJathat; and Avicenna's commentaries, Sharh kitab
Athuhljiya al-mansuh ila Aristt; and at-Ta(liqat (ala IJawashikitab an-nafs li-Aristu.
Significant minor published treatises are the late Fi l-quwa l-insaniyyawa-idrakatiha
(Tis' rasaJil,42-48) and Ft kalam (ala n-nafs an-natiqa (AIJwal an-anJs, 195-99).

The authenticity of two other treatises attributed to Avicenna, Fi ma(rifat an-nafs
an-ntuiqa wa-aIJwaliha(AIJwal an-naJs, 181-92) and Masa'il (an aIJwalan-naJs is
doubted by Jean Michot (cf. La destinie de l'homme selonAvicenne, pp. xxix-xxx).
Compare also Anawati, Essaide bibliographieAvicennienne(Cairo: al-Maaref, 1950),
nos. 77-109; Mahdavi, Bibliographie d'Ibn Sina (Tehran: Danishgah-i Tehran,
1954),nos. 4b., 4j:, 4h., 30, 36, 38, 43, 47, 52,59, 76, 99, 120, 121-24; and Brockel
mann, GAL 1:591-96, and GAL S. 1:813-22.

2. Concerning aspects of rhetoric and philosophical intent, see Chapter
Seven below. The analysis here concentrates on presenting the details of Avicenna's
own exposition of psychology with no attempt to provide background concerning
the question of the influence he received from Aristotelian, Neoplatonic, and pre
vious Islamic theories of the soul. On this subject, see the introduction and notes
in Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology;Davidson, "Alfarabi and Avicenna," IIO-78;
Harry A. Wolfson, "The Internal Senses in Latin, Arabic, and Hebrew Philosophic
Texts," Harvard TheologicalReview 28 (1935)69-133; Rowson, A Muslim Philosopher
on the Soul and Its Fate; Helmut Gatjc, Studien zu UberlieferungderAristotelischen
Psychologieim Islam, Annales Universitatis Saraviensis 2 (Heidelberg: Carl Winter
Univcrsitatsverlag, 1971);A. Altmann and S. M. Stern, Isaac Israeli:A Neoplatonic
Philosopherof the Early Tenth Century) His Works translated with Comments and an
Outline ofHis Philosophy,Scripta Judaica 1 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1958);
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Phillip Merlan, Monopsychism,Mysticism)Metaconsciousness:Problemsof the Soul in
theNeoaristotelianand NeoplatonicTradition, International Archives of the History
of Ideas 2 (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1969); and Armstrong, ed., The Cam
bridgeHistory ofLater Greekand EarlyMedievalPhilosophy.

3. MiCrajNama, 81; trans., 112; he repeats his assertion at the beginning of
Fi ta'bir ar-ruya, 274--75.

4-. al-Qanun ji t-tibb, I: 5. For an English translation of the first part of al
Qanun, see O. Cameron Gruner, A Treatiseon the Canon ofMedicineof'Avicenna,
Incorporatinga Translation of the First Book (London: Luzac & Co., 1930). This
translation should be checked against the original.

5. al-Qanun, I: 5-10. Cf. p. 10: "Know that the Creator ... gave to human
beings the most symmetrical constitution [aCdalmizaj] possible in this world";
cf. al-Hiddya, 204-, 206, 216, and Diinish-ndma-yi ~la)i: Tabi'iyyat, 78, 80, 10I.

6. al-Qanun, I: 13-19.

7. al-Qanun, 19, and 19-24-.
8. AlJwal an-nafs, 50-56, which provides the rationale for the definition;

also al-Hudud, 14-;Mabbatl«, 152-53.

9. ash-Shifa):an-Nafs, 5-7, esp. 7; AlJwalan-nafs, 51; MablJath, 152-53. The
concept of entelechy is of course Aristotelian.

10. an-Najat, 197; Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology,25; and Afnan, Avicenna,
136; AlJwal an-nafs, 4-8-4-9; ash-Shifa):an-Nafs' 32.

II. ash-Shifa):an-Nafs) an-Najat) AlJwal an-nafs) Mahhath, 'Uyun al-hikma,
al-Hiddya, Dttnish-ndma-yi ~la)i) al-Ishdrtu'wa-t-tanbihtu: Because this is so, it is
often illuminating to notice when this terminology is not used.

12. Avicenna, in general, considers the relationship among the general soul
and the subsidiary souls as similar to that of genus and species. To equate them
explicitly as such, however, would mitigate the soul's intrinsic unity, something he
does not wish to do. Hence, in his version of the quotation cited above in ash
Shifa):an-Nafs, for instance, the phrase "like a genus [jins]," is significantly absent.
On the other hand, in al-Qanun, a non-philosophical work, he uses the termgenus
(jins) more freely, but in the general sense of "kind" rather than the technical term,
genus, cf. al-Qanun, I: ooff Regarding the distinction between homologous and
analogous, homologousmeans "corresponding in structure or origin, as an organ or
part of one animal to a similar organ or part of another"; analogousmeans "having
a similar function but differing in origin and structure, as the wings of birds and
insects" (Funk & WagnellsCollegeDictionary, s.v.).

13. MiCrajNama, 81; trans., 112-13; and al-Qanun, I: 67, where Avicenna
states that he follows Galen rather than Aristotle here. He also says that the nutri
tive faculty of the natural soul resides in the liver, and its reproductive faculty rests
in the genitals.

14. al-Qanun, I: 66; for elaboration of the soul's faculties, see below in this
chapter, pp. 60-65.

15. ash-Shifa):an-Nafs' 27; compare Avicenna's emphasis on physiognomy in
Hayy ibn Yaq:?>an,3-4-; Corbin, Avicenna, 138, 295-96.

16. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,30.

17. See later in this chapter in the section on the rational soul. For back-
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ground, see Rahman, Avicenna/sPsychology,3-'-12;Davidson, "Alfarabi and Avi
cenna," esp. J71-72; and the studies cited above in note 2.

18. ash-Shifa/: an-Naft, 5, 22, 174-75, 178;Ahwal an-naft, 38-39.

19· ash-~hifa): an-Naft, 13,also 8- 12; and al-Isharat wa-t-tanbiha»;2: 343-58;
Pi ma(rifat an-naft an-natiqa wa-ahwaliha) 183- 85;al-A4hawiyya, 94- 97. For useful
discussions of Avicenna's argument here, see Rahman, Avtcenna's Psychology,8-9;

and Michael Marmura, "Avicenna's 'Flying Man' in Context," The Monist 69,3

(1986) 383-95. For other proofs of the immaterial existence of the rational soul,
see ash-Shifa): an-Naft, 187-97; an-Najtu, 213-20; Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology,
46-54; Ahwal an-naJs, 74-95; Mabhath, 172-75; Danish-nama-yi c.Ala)i,110-13; al
Hiddya, 217-23; al-A4hawiyya, 98-108; Pi s-sa'ddawa-hujaj al-iashara(an an-naJs
al-insaniyyajauhar, 5- 12.

20. Mi(raj Nama, 85; trans., 116; ash-Shifa): an-NaJs, 22-26; an-Najat,
228-30; Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology,64-68, 109-15; Mabhath, 167; al-Mabda'
wa-l-ma'dd, 95-96; A/jwal an-naJs, 108-10; at-Isharat wa-t-tanbihdt, 2: 356-58.

21. Corbin, Avicenna, 16-35.

22. al-Hudud, 14. Cf. Goichon's trans., p. 20, and note 3, which refers to
Aristotle, De Anima, 412a, lines 27-28. For a step-by-step working out of this
definition, see Mabhath, 152-53,and the discussion in Ahwal an-nafi, 51-56.

23. al-Hudud, 14. Cf. Goichon's trans., p. 20 and note 5, where she suggests
that the human soul is defined as potentially rational because the intervention of
the Active Intelligence is required for it to perceive intelligibles, while angelic souls
by nature perceive intelligibles actually.

24. Ahwal an-nafi, 49-50. The vegetable and animal souls encompass "op
positional activities" in terms of their potential for either physical movement or
repose, cf. Goichon, Lexique, 295. Since the angelic, rational soul is not a physical
substance, it does not suffer from such corporeal oppositions.

25· Ahwal an-naft, 53.
26. Cf. al-Hudud, 11-13. For Avicenna on the unity of the soul, see below,

pp. 82, 101note II.

27. al-Qanun, I: 67-69; al-Mabda' wa-l-ma(ad, 95;Pi ta'bi» ar-ruya, 274-77.

28. al-Qanun, I: 70-73; for Avicenna'scomment about nutq, see I: 72, also
I : 67 on the lack of necessity for physicians to understand philosophy. Very inter
esting is a passage in Pi ta'bir ar-ruya, p. 275,where Avicenna makes an attempt
to coordinate his terminology. After positing the existence of three spirits (arwah) ,
the vegetable, animal, and psychic (naftani), located respectively in the liver, heart,
and brain, he then posits the existence of three correlative souls (nufus). "The
spirits in relationship to the souls," he proceeds to say, "are in the place of matter
to form" (inna r-ruh li-n-nafi bi-manzilati l-hayula li-rura). For example, "the natu
ral soul [naJs] is the form of the vegetable, natural spirit [ruh], its nature is its own
[i.e. the soul's], its principle [or place of action, mabda)] is the liver, and its faculty
[quwwa] proceeds through the mediation [bi-tawassut] of the natural spirit." There
is obviously an effort being made toward conceptual and terminological harmoni
zation .here, but given the lack of any clear final statement on the issue in other
treatises, I believe it represents more an attempt to clarify an ongoing issue than
any ultimate settlement of it. And even here the intellect is deemphasized.
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29. Examination of Avicenna's psychological treatises reveals that their
greater part is concerned with the rational, that is, "spiritual," soul; compare ash
Shifa/:an-Naft, 181-220; an-Najat, 202-31; Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychology,32-69;

Pi ithbat an-nubuww/a (all); A!Jwal an-naft, 65-140; al-Muba!Jathat;Sharh kitab
Athulujiya al-mansuh ilaAristu; Pi kalam 'ala n-naft an-ntuiqa; and so on.

30. MiCrajNama, 82; trans., 113;compare at-Tair, 43: "The wonder is human
beings when they rebel against sensual desires even though their forms have been
fashioned to prefer them completely, or when they render total obedience to them,
even though their characters have been enlightened by reason," (my trans., cf.
Corbin, Avicenna, 187-88).

31. See MiCrajNama,81-85; trans. 113-16.Philosophers usually place the nafs
above the ru!JJ$ufis put it below. For general discussions of the concepts nafs and
ru!J,see Ell, 3:433-36; Duncan B. Macdonald, "The Development of the Idea of
Spirit in Islam," Muslim World22 (1932)25-42, 153-68; and A. S. Tritton, "Man,
NafsJRu!JJ~ql," BSOAS 34 (1971)491-95; and works cited in note 2 above.

32. MiCrajNama, 81; trans., 113.This metaphor echoes Plato's and Aristotle's
references to the relation of the soul to the body being that of pilot to vessel, cf.
Plato, Phaedrus,495 (247C) and Aristotle, De Anima, I :413a, lines 8-9). See also
Pi ta'bir ar-ruya, 280, where Avicenna compares the soul's use of the parts of the
body to "a rider [faris]on a mount [faras].When the rider sees that his mount
has weakened and is weary from travelling, he stops using it so that it can stop,
rest, and regain its strength. Then he remounts and uses it." In a more negative
sense, see Danish-nama-yic.AlaJi:TabZCiyyat,125-26, where Avicenna describes how
attachment to the body can prevent the soul from fulfilling its intellectual potential
for perfection and likens the situation to that of "a rider who sits on a horse [asb]
in order to reach a place toward which he is headed. If he cannot leave the horse,
having become fond of him, and stays on its back, in the end the horse prevents
him from the intention that he initially wished to attain."

33. Avicenna gives the example of a sword to distinguish between first and
second entelechy. The form of a sword is its first entelechy, while appropriate
"swordlike" movement and activity are its second entelechy; see ash-Shifa:an
Nafs,lo.

34-.References of the body's being the instrument (ala) of the soul are com
mon enough in Avicenna's writings; see ash-Shifa):an-Nafs, 199, 202-206, corre
sponding to an-Najdt, 223, 223-27; Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology,57,.58-63;
A!Jwal an-nafs, 99-107; al-A4bawiyya, 108-10; and al-Hidaya, 222-27; Danish
nama-yi c.Ala)i:TabZCiyyat,100. In al-Isharatwa-t-tanbihtu, 2: 380-86, Avicenna re
fers to the physical location of the internal faculties in the brain as their respective
"instruments." See also Goichon, Lexique, 13,note 31.The closest I have been able
to find in regard to references to the soul being the splendor (raunaq) of the body
is a passage in Shar/J kittib Athulujiya al-mansub iltiArisfu, where he refers to the
soul as the adornment (az-zina) of the body. The image of the soul being the
splendor (al-bahaJ) or light (a4-4iya))of the body is not uncommon in Islamic
Neoplatonism, see, for example, S. M. Stern, "Ibn Hasday's Neoplatonist: A Neo
platonic Treatise and Its Influence on Isaac Israeli and the' Longer Version of the
Theology of Aristotle," Oriens 13-14 (1960-61) 58-120, esp. pp. 67-69, 84- (line
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3), 86 (line 18). Avicenna frequently refers to the rational soul as being the more
honorable or noble part of human beings; cf., for example, Pi ta'bir ar-ruya,
277-78.

35· ash-Shifa):an-Nafi, 32; an-Najat; 197; Rahman, Aricenna's Psychology,25;
Mabhail«; 156-57; al-Mabda' wa-l-ma'dd, 92; Aljwal an-nafi, 57-58; al-Hiddya,
204- 205; Danish-nama-yi c.Ala)i:TabZCiyyat,78-80; 'Uyunal-hiema; 30; Pi taCbir
ar-ruya, 274-75; Afnan, Avicenna, 136.

36. al-Qanun, I: 67-69; MiCrajNama, 81; trans., 113.

37. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs, 32; an-Najat, 197; Rahman, Aviccnna's Psychology,25;
al-Mabda' wa-l-ma'dd, 93; Afnan, Avicenna, 136.

38. Trans. Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology,26. Corresponding to ash-Shifa):
an-NaJs,33, and an-Najd», 197-98; Ahwa! an-naJs,58-59.

39. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,33, 172-73; an-Najat 198; Rahman, Avicenna's Psychol
ogy,26; MiCrajNama, 81; trans., 113; alQanun omits discussion of these faculties;
Mabljath, 159; al-Mabda' wa-l-ma'dd, 93; Aljwal an-naJs,58; al-Hiddya.206; Danish
ruima-yic.Ala)i:TabZCiyyat,81; 'Uyun al-bikma, 34; Afnan, Avicenna, 136.

40. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs, 33-34, 50-141; an-Najtu, 198-200, Rahman, Avicen
na's Psychology,26-29; al-Qanun, I: 71-73. Avicenna also states that the sense of
touch may be considered four senses, which distinguish hot from cold, wet from
dry, hard from soft, and rough from smooth. According to this viewpoint, the
external senses are eight in number rather than five. See also Mabbatb, 158-59,
161-64; al-Mabda' wa-l-ma'dd, 93; Aljwal an-naJs, 59-60; al-Hiddya, 206-211;

/Danish-nama-yi c.Ala)i:TabZCiyyat,83-94; 'Uyttn al-bihma,30-32; Afnan, Avicenna,
136-37.

41. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs, 35; an-Najat, 200-201; Rahman, Avicenna's Psychol
ogy,30; Aljwal an-naJs,60-61; Afnan, Avicenna, 137.

42. Ibid.
43. MiCrajNama, 83; trans., 114; ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,35-36, 145-48; an-Najat,

201; Rahman, Aincenna'sPsychology,31; al-Qanun, I: 71; Mabhath, 160, 166; Aljwal
an-naJs,61; al-Htddya, 211-13; Danish-nama-yi c.Ala)i:TabZCiyyat,96- 100; CUyunal
Ijikma, 32-33; al-Ishtutu' wa-t-tanbihiu; 2: 380-81.

44. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,36, 148; an-Najat, 201; Rahman,Avicenna)s Psychology,
31;al-Qanun, I : 71; Mabljath, 160, 166; al-Mabda' wa-l-ma'dd 93; Aljwal an-naJs,62;
al-Hiddya, 213; Danish-nama-yi c.Ala)i:TabZCiyyat,96- 100; 'Uyun al-hikma, 33; al
Isharat wa-t-tanbihat, 2: 374-81.

45. MiCrajNamaJ 83; trans., 114;ash-ShifaJ:an-NaJs,36, 148, 151-61; an-Najtu,
201; Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology,31; al-Qanun, I: 71-72, where the examples of
the flying man and emerald mountain are cited; Mabljath, 161, 166; al-Mabda' wa
l-ma'dd, 93-94; Aljwal an-naJs, 62; al-Hiddya, 214; Danish-nama-yi c.AlaJi:
TabZCiyyat,97- 100; CUyunal-hikma, 33; al-Ishtird; wa-t-tanbihtu, 2: 382; Pi ta'bir ar
ruya, 277; al-Mubaljathat, 231-32.

46. MiCrajNama) 83; trans., 114; ash-Shifa):an-NaJs, 36-37, 147-48; an-Na-
jat, 201-2; Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology,31; al-Qftnun, I: 72; Mabhath, 161,
166-67; al-Mabda' wa-l-ma'tid, 94; Aljwal an-naJs, 62; al-Hidaya, 213-14; Danish
nama-yi c.Ala)i:TabZCiyyat,97- 100; 'Uyun al-/;Jikma,33; al-Isharat wa-t-tanbihdt,
381-82.
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47. MiCrajNama83; trans., 114; ash-Shifa):an-NajS,37, 148-5 0; an-Najat, 203;
Rahman, Avicenna)sPsychology,31; al-Qanun, I: 72; Mabbath, 161, 167; al-Mabda'
wa-I-macad, 94; AIJwal an-nafi, 62; al-Hiddya, 214; Danish-nama-yi ~la~i:

Tabfiyyat, 97- 100; CUyunal-hihma, 33; al-Isharatwu-t-tanbihiu, 2: 383-84.
48. MiCrajNama, 82, 85; trans., 114, 116; ash-Shifa):an-NajS,181-86; al-Mabda'

wa-l-ma'dd, 96; al-Hiddya, 216; Danish-nama-yi ~la)i: Tabfiyyat, 101; CUyunal
hikma, 35; Pi taCbirar-ruya, 277·

49. ash-Shifa):an-NajS,37, 185; an-Najat, 202; Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychology,
32; Mabbath,170-71; al-Mabda' wa-l-ma'dd, 96; AIJwalan-naJs,63; al-Hiddya, 217;
Danish-nama-yi~la)i: Tabfiyyat, 101-02; CUyunal-hikma,37; Afnan, Avicenna, 138.

50. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,37-38, also 184-86; an-Najat, 202-203; Rahman, Av
icenna'sPsychology,32-33; Mabhath, 170-71; al-Mabda' wa-l-ma'tid;96-97; AIJwal
an-naJs,63-64; al-Hidaya, 218; Danish-nama-yi ~la)i: Tabfiyyat, 101-102; 'Uyun
al-hikma, 35; al-Isharatwa-t-tanbihat, 2: 387- 88.

51. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,38-39; an-Najdt, 203-4; Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychol
ogy, 33; MiCrajNama, 87-88; trans., 118; al-Mabda" wa-l-ma'dd; 97-98; AIJwal
an-naJs, 64; al-Hiddya, 216-17; Diinish-ndma-yi ~la,Ji: Tabfiyyat, 102-08; CUyun
al-hikma, 35-36.

52. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,38-39; an-Najat, 203; Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology,
33; MiCrajNama, 84-85; trans., 116; al-Mabda' wa-l-ma'ad;96; AIJwalan-naJs,64;
al-Hiddya,215- 16; Diinish-ndma-yi ~la)i: Tabfiyyat, 102; 'Uyun al-bikma, 37; al
Isharat wa-t-tanbihat, 2: 387-88; SharIJkitab Athuhljiya al-mansub ila Aristu, 69.

Cf. Afnan, Avicenna, 138; Corbin, Avicenna, 73-77.
53. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs, 38-40; an-Najat, 204-5; Rahman, Avicenna's Psy

chology,32-33; MablJath, 168-69; AIJwal an-najS, 65-68; al-Mabda' wa-l-ma'iid,
97-99; al-Hidaya;217; Danish-nama-yi ~la)i: Tabfiyyat, 108- 109; 'Uyanal-hikma,
36; al-Isharat wa-t-tanbihtu; 2: 388-91; and Pi ithbat an-nubuwwat, 43-44, where
Avicenna gives the example of fire: fire as potentially something cold, fire that
potentially can burn, and fire actually burning. Cf. Davidson, "Alfarabi and Avi
cenna," 160-61.

54. ash-Shifa):an-Nafi, 40; an-Najat, 205; Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychology,33;

Mabhatl«,168-69; al-Mabda' wa-l-ma'dd, 154-55; AIJwal an-nafi, 68; Afnan, Avi
cenna, 139-4-1.

55. MiCrajNama, 81; trans., 112. For Avicenna on the temporal origin of the
soul see, ash-Shifa):an-Nafi, 198-201; an-Najtu, 222-23; Rahman, Avicenna's Psy
chology,56-58; Mabhatlo,154-55; al-Mabda' wa-l-ma'dd, 157-58; AIJwal an-nafs,
96-98; SharlJkitab Athulujiya al-mansub ilaAristu, 35 (see this last source as well
for references to the "world" of the soul, for example, 4-1,4-3,4-7); Afnan, Avicenna,
14-7-4-8. Avicenna explicitly states that the Active Intelligence is the cause of the
human soul in al-Mubda'wa-l-ma'ttd, 198 (see also 157); cf. Davidson, "Alfarabi and
Avicenna," 158-59, I7I.

56. The Arabic text of the TheologyofAristotle is in 'Abd ar-Rahman Badawi,
Aflutin 'ind al-~rab, Dirasat islamiyya 20 (Cairo: Dar an-nahda l-'arabiyya, 1966),
18-28; Eng. trans., Geoffrey Lewis, trans., PlotinianaArabica, pp. 225-31, in vol. 2
of Paul Henry and Hans- Rudolf Schwyzer, eds., Plotini Opera,2 vols. (Paris: Des
clee de Brouwer; Brussels: L'Edition Universelle, 1959); Plotinus, The Enneads,
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trans. Stephen Mackenna (London: Faber and Faber, 1962), 357-64; SharI?kitab
Athuhljiya al-mansid:ilaAristu, 37ff.; also, al-A4I?awiyya,36-37, and Corbin, Avi
cenna, 84.

57· SharI?kitab Athuhljiya al-mansid: ilaAristu, 37, 45, 66; Michot, La desti
neede PhommeselonAvicenne, II, note 51.

58. Termed by Avicenna as "The Return" (al-maCad);on his use of this term,
see Michot, La destineede PhommeselonAvicenne, 10-14.

59. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,40; an-Najat, 205; Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychology,33;

Al?wal an-nafi, 68, 130. Cf. Mabhatl«,168-69; Pi l-kalam 'ala n-naJs an-ndtiqa,
166-67; cf. al-A4I?awiyya,31, 115- 19. Avicenna denies the possibility of the Qur'anic
conception of bodily resurrection, a point for which al-Ghazali would later
roundly condemn him, see Michot, La destineede PhommeselonAvicenne, 14-22,

and Gardet, La penseereligieusedJAvicenne,86-105.

60. Avicenna's proofs for the soul's immortality correspond almost word for
word in ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,202-6; an-Najat, 223-27; Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychol
ogy, 58-63; and Al?wal an-nafs, 99- 107. Short versions occur in al-A4I?awiyya,
109-11; al-Hiddya, 222-27; and Danish-nama-yi c.AlaJi,122-23. The subject.is ig
nored in Mabhath, al-Mabda' wa-l-maitid, CUyunal-hilema;and al-Isharat wa-t
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5. Avicenna's Theory of Knowledge

Avicenna's epistemology is based on his conception of what one can know
(i.e., the sensible and intelligible realms surveyed in Chapter Three) and
how one can know (i.e., the range of perceptual faculties discussed in
Chapter Four). In this chapter we will investigate the dynamic psy
chological processes by which humans attain knowledge. As we shall see,
Avicenna describes these processes in two versions: the logos and the
muthos.

Levels of Knowledge: Logos Version

For the most part, Avicenna's psychology is structured according to levels
of epistemological apprehension. The vegetable and animal souls manage
natural, nonperceptual activities: nutrition, growth, and reproduction in
the case of the former, and motion in the case of the latter. The main task
of the higher faculties, the animal and rational souls, is psychological ap
perception, hierarchically arranged along a conceptual spectrum that starts
with empirical sensation of particular, corporeal entities and concludes
with full apprehension of pure, universal abstractions. As we have noted,
for Avicennaascension through this epistemological hierarchy has onto
logical as well as moral ramifications: the greater the level of intellectual
abstraction, the more complete the knowledge a person can attain and the
more perfect he or she can become. 1

Sources of knowledge, according to Avicenna, include the external
material world, the internal operations of the human soul, and the super
nal spiritual world, that is, the three domains described by Hayy ibn
Yaqzan(from this perspective Hayy constitutes an epistemological geog
raphy). The faculties of perception correspond to these three domains and
consist of, respectively, the five external senses, the five internal faculties of
the animal soul, and the various levels of intellectual actualization in the
rational soul. The previous chapter adumbrated the nature of these facul
ties in stasis; this chapter examines how they operate. 2
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EXTERNAL SENSE PERCEPTION

Only the external senses have direct contact with the material world; each
of the five senses apprehends and abstracts the forms of external existents
independently, according to its own particular capacity. These disparate
sense impressions are then conveyed to the common sense, whose task it
is to recombine them into a unified representation of the integrated sen
sible being perceived. 3

INTERNAL SENSE PERCEPTION

Common sense's apprehension of information brought to it by the five
external senses is immediate, corresponding directly to that which each
sense perceives. Like the eye behind the lens of a camera, it takes in only
what these senses perceive; as such, its apprehension is ephemeral and
constantly displaced by new data. Prior information is not lost, however,
but rather stored in the retentive imagination (or representation). 4

The retentive imagination abstracts forms to a greater level than does
common sense. While common sense abstracts forms from matter, repre
sentation continues to view them even after the physical departure of the
original empirical entities. The forms lodged in the retentive imagination,
however, are "particular" in that they still retain all the accidents, attri
butes, and attachments of specific material existents. For example, the
form of a particular horse seen, touched, and heard by the external senses
remains in the retentive imagination as a replica of that same horse, with
its specific size, shape, color, texture, and sound."

Images stored in the retentive imagination are the raw material of
both the compositive imagination and estimation." The compositive imag
ination abstracts attributes and attachments from substantial forms to a
greater degree than is possible for the retentive imagination and so is able
to recombine them to form images that have not been empirically appre
hended, or may not even exist. It is through this faculty that one creates
the "imaginary" figures of fiction, myth, and fairy tale-giants, dragons,
fairies. Even though such forms are independent of external material ex
istents, they still display specific material accidents and attributes; they
are still "particular" forms. As Avicenna says, "an imagined person still
resembles an individual person." 7

Estimation moves one step further along the spectrum toward pure
abstraction, concerning itself less with empirical shapes or characteristics
than with inherent motives, attendant ideas, or possible consequences. To
cite Avicenna's standard example, while imagination concerns itself with
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the physical form of a wolf, estimation apprehends the wolf's notional
significance and hence the potential threat the beast's presence poses to
the safety of bystanders. Nevertheless, because estimation perceives the in
tentions of a specificwolf rather than the universal idea "wolfness," empiri
cal attributes still pertain. 8

The perceptions of both the compositive imagination-or cogitation,
as it becomes in humans-and estimation are stored in the faculty of
memory, where they await recall by cogitation or estimation, or the at
tention of the intellect. As the MiCra}Nama states, "when it is of use
to the intellect, (the intellect) retrieves it by means of the faculty of recol
lection. Recollection thus conveys from memory whatever (the intellect)
may need." 9

COMMUNICATION BETWEEN THE ANIMAL AND RATIONAL SOULS

As we have seen, while the faculties of the animal soul deal only with
sensible "particulars" abstracted from matter in various ways, the function
of the rational soul is to apprehend "universals," immaterial ideas or es
sences. For example, while the animal soul perceives a particular existing
human being, the rational soul apprehends the abstract concept "hu
manity." 10 Mediation between the "sensible" perceptions of the animal
soul and the "intelligible" apprehensions of the rational soul is performed
by the cogitative faculty of the animal soul on the one hand, and the prac
tical intellect of the rational soul on the other. How exactly this transpires
is a problematic area in Avicenna's epistemology. Although the chasm be
tween the mortal, material animal soul and the immortal, immaterial ratio
nal soul seems so great, when each is treated individually, as to appear
insurmountable, these two foreign. psychic arenas are able to interact
by virtue of being discrete parts of a single entity, the embodied hu
man soul.'!

Avicenna regularly states that in regard to humans the compositive
imagination should be termed the cogitative faculty (al-quwwa l-mufak
kira) .12 His exposition of this faculty's sphere of activity, however, is de
voted mainly to the fabulative functions that he appears to consider the
"natural" propensity of the imagination, especially in relation to the sub
ject of imaginative prophecy.'> References to either cogitation or discern
ment (tamyiz) are restricted to a few lines in ash-Shifa), in which he states
that the soul (nafs) is able to divert the imagination from its specific ac
tivity (kh~$ji/liha) of fabulative invention by using "it in activities that are
connected to it in regard to discernment and thought." In these situations,
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"the compositive imagination is unable to behave as it usually does accord
ing to its nature but rather is drawn by the administration [ta$rif]of the
rational soul." 14

How the rational soul (which only deals with universal intelligibles)
interacts or communicates with the cogitative faculty (which only handles
particular sensibles) is described most fully in Avicenna's earliest psycho
logical tract, Mabhath (an al-quwa n-nafsaniyya. There the philosopher
states that the theoretical faculty "may acquire intellectual forms from sen
sation by means of an instinctual disposition [jibilla ghariziyya] that it
possesses." It does this by

using the compositive imaginative and estimative faculties to present to its
essence concepts that are in the representative imagination and memory.
Upon examining them, it [i.e., the theoretical faculty] finds that [these sen
sible concepts] participate in regard to some [intelligible] concepts but are
different in regard to others; it also finds that some of these [sensible] con
cepts are essential and some accidental. Their participation in [intelligible]
concepts is like the sharing of the concepts of human being and donkey in
regard to [the concept of] life, while being distinctive in regard to those of
rationality and irrationality; as for essentiality, it is like life being in both of
them, while as for accidentally, it is like black and white. When we consider
these two [the human being and the donkey] in this manner, each one of
these essential, accidental, shared, or particular concepts is made into a single,
separate, universal, intellectual concept. IS

In short, despite their inability to apprehend universals, the faculties
of the animal soul do help the rational soul in its tasks by providing (I)
individual particulars that aid in the apprehension of universal concepts,
(2) information that clarifies the positive or negative relationships among
individual concepts, (3) data from which general premises or conclusions
may be induced, and (4) general secondary reports or traditions of a
stable, undisputed nature. 16 Regardless of these various kinds of assistance,
it must be emphasized that the animal faculties cannot in themselves
supply the rational soul with universals or intelligibles. As the Mi(raj
Nama states, "The intellect has nothing to do with sensibles.... [It] al
ways faces aloft." Once it acquires pertinent information from the animal
faculties, the rational soul returns to its own independent operations.
Thereafter, contact with the animal faculties distracts rather than helps. 17

The practical intellect serves a similar mediational function for the
rational soul, and as such plays a correspondingly problematic role in Avi
cenna's epistemology. On the one hand, the practical intellect is portrayed
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as an essential part of the rational soul, governing practical deliberations
and actions, controlling the lower animal faculties and appetites, and help
ing to integrate relations between the animal soul and the theoretical
intellect. It does this by using "the major premises related to what it is
deliberating and then deriving particulars." 18 It is difficult to see how it
can do this without in some way perceiving particulars directly (on a psy
chological, not empirical level). However, direct perception of particulars
would mean that this part of the rational soul is both material and mortal,
since it is an oft-stated credo in Avicenna's writings that "every particular
perception is made through a physical organ." 19 Indeed, the philosopher
specifically states that "the practical intellect needs the body and its physi
cal faculties in all of its activities." 20

Avicenna's dilemma here results from his simultaneous insistence
upon the radical bifurcation between the rational and animal souls and-his
presumption of their intrinsic unity within the soul as a whole. In arguing
that the soul only perceives universals through the medium of the intellect,
he answers the question of how one attains abstract knowledge; but by
making knowledge of particulars and universals so'essentially divergent in
nature, he tremendously complicates the question of how they interrelate
within the soul. As far as I know, he nowhere explicitly recognizes this
issue as being problematic, assuming perhaps that his presumption of the
unity of the soul's faculties would answer any objection to this espiste
mologic point."

INTELLECTUAL PERCEPTION 22

Although there are times when Avicenna appears to suggest that the ratio
nal soul "abstracts" universals from the particulars that the animal faculties
provide, this is an imprecise formulation of his understanding of the pro
cess involved." According to him, the rational soul cannot "create" uni
versals any more than can the animal soul. Rather, the soul matures to the
point at which it is able to "take the form of intelligibles, abstracted from
matter, in its essence." 24

Initially, the human intellect exists in a state of complete potentiality,
on the level of what Avicenna terms (in an analogy to the relationship
between matter and form) the material intellect. To move from full poten
tiality to any degree of actuality requires agency. Three things are thus
required for intellection: the innate, if unrealized, aptitude (isti(dad) for
intellectual perception that the material intellect possesses; a source from
which the rational soul can "take" intelligibles; and an agent that moves
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the passive material intellect from inchoate formlessness toward crystalline
actuality. According to Avicenna, the functions of both source and agent
are carried out by the tenth celestial Intelligence, the .Active Intelligence,
which is both the storehouse and bestower of intelligible forms and whose
intellectual power is essentially and permanently active. It is through the
Active Intelligence that the process of activating our own intellects pro
ceeds." On the one hand, it "allows" the rational soul to perceive both
primary and secondary intelligibles, for it is the source from which they
constantly radiate. On the other hand, the Active Intelligence "causes" the
rational soul to apprehend intelligibles, for its agency moves the soul from
passivity to actualization. As Avicenna says, the relationship of this exter
nal agent to our potential intellect is

like the relationship of the sun to our vision. Just as the sun illuminates by its
essence in actuality, and its light illuminates in actuality that which was pre
viously not illuminated in actuality, so, too, is the state of this intellect in
regard to our souls.>

Human souls, therefore, do not create intelligibles, they receive them
from above. They cannot, as we have stressed, obtain them from below,
that is, from the perceptual apparatus of the animal soul, since this latter
perceives only empirically apprehended sensibles. Nevertheless, attending
to the sensible abstractions of the lower faculties of the soul is useful for
the rational soul as a propaedeutic exercise.

When the intellectual faculty beholds the particulars in the composltlve
imagination, and the light of the Active Intelligence illuminates them in us,
as we have mentioned, they become abstracted from matter and its attach
ments [(ala/iqa],and they become imprinted on the rational soul; not in the
sense that they themselves are moved from the imagination to the intellect in
us, nor in the sense that the concept [lying] obscured in [material] attach
ments, being in itself and in regard to its essence [dhat] abstract, produces
[another] like itself, but rather in the sense that [the intellect's] inspection of
them prepares the soul for the time when the abstract [intelligibles] from the
Active Intelligence emanate unto it.27

Moreover, it is important to note that although for Avicenna the
Active Intelligence is the proximate source of intelligibles, it is not the
only one:

On the contrary, there are many other essences higher than [the Active Intel
ligence], each of which resembles it in being an intellectual substance, basi-
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cally separated from matter, but differs from it in that each one is a separate
species. These things are as numerous as the celestial worlds and the heavenly
spheres. The higher one is the cause of the existence of what is below it and
of its own world, just as the Active Intelligence is the cause of our world. 28

Hence, Avicenna appears to suggest that humans, if they are or become
sufficiently perfect, have the potential of receiving intelligibles from all the
celestial Intelligences, a proposition that lays the foundation for Avicenna's
allegory, Risalat at-tair, and the allegoresis of the prophet Muhammad's
ascent through the spheres described in the Mi'rajNama. 29

The process by which the intellect moves from potentiality to actu
ality has been described in the previous chapter. Immediate apprehension
of the Active Intelligence's emanation, or as Avicenna sometimes terms it,
"divine inspiration" (ilham ilahi), of first intelligibles moves the material
intellect into the realm of actuality." These first intelligibles then become
a basis for further logical operations through which secondary intelligibles
are apprehended. For Avicenna, the intellectual process is potentially infi
nite in scope. Humans are restricted only by the constitutional disposition
of their innate temperaments, the constrictions of social environment, and
the processes of free choice by which individual acts result in establishing
personal habits and thus molding character. 31

According to Avicenna, the intellect cognizes intelligibles in three dif
ferent ways. In the first, rational thought is a process of discursivereasoning
(al-'ilm al-fikri) by which intelligibles are apprehended (or learned) step
by step, in a detailed and methodical fashion, until comprehended as
interrelated parts of a unified whole. Although reaching a "conclusion"
is obviously the ultimate aim of any process of intellection, discursive rea
soning also emphasizes the individual, syllogistic "steps" that logically
produce the desired "conclusion." Although individual ideas may be ex
pressed by different terms, or rearranged in various ways, without a loss
in their overall sense, the intellect's apprehension of them is characterized
by an intimate awareness that they are sequences of individual intelligibles
organized in such a way as to produce a unified, demonstrative whole. 32

The second form of cognition involves theoretical knowledge that the
soul has previously intellected but from which it has temporarily "turned
away." According to Avicenna, the intellect can neither consider nor re
member more than one thing at a time. While imagination and estimation
are able to store images in memory and employ recollection to return them
to the appropriate faculty, the intellect must apprehend each intelligible
anew. On the other hand, cognition of known intelligibles is not as diffi-
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cult as apprehending unknown ones, since the intellect had acquired a
certain familiarity with intelligibles previously cognized. This cognitive
state of easily recalling familiar knowledge is what Avicenna terms the ha
bitual intellect. It is similar to the difference between knowing how to
swim, even when this knowledge is for the moment not used, and the
arduous process of learning how to swim for the first time."

Avicenna terms his third category of cognition intuition (al-hads). In
this case, the soul reaches logical conclusions by means of a spontaneous
connection (itti$al) with the Active Intelligence. Here, the intellect per
ceives secondary intelligibles in an instantaneous and comprehensive fash
ion rather than through the discursive process of step-by-step logical
deduction. Avicenna's standard example for this process is the ability to
discover intuitively the second term of a syllogism. Nevertheless, once
knowledge is apprehended in this way, step-by-step explanation, either to
oneself or someone else, is easily accomplished, for the proposition in
question is indeed known. Avicenna terms this type of cognition simple

knowledge (al-(ilm al-basit). Although not immediately perceived in detail,
simple knowledge is absolutely certain and intuitively known to be true
(just as are primary intelligibles); in fact, simple knowledge is the cogni
tive principle upon which all discursive knowledge is founded." As Avi
cenna says, this principle

belongs to an absolute intellectual faculty among souls similar to Active In
telligences. Detailed knowledge belongs to the soul in its capacity as soul;
whoever lacks it lacks psychic knowledge. But the question of how the ratio
nal soul can have a principle other than the soul, which has knowledge other
than the knowledge of the soul, is one that you must know from yourself. 35

The evasiveness of this last sentence is significant, less in terms of our
eventual understanding of Avicenna's epistemology-he himself proceeds
to explain what he means-than for the shifting of philosophical gears
that its rhetoric signals. Once again, the philosopher is initiating a concep
tual distinction that-like the differentiation between the physical and
spiritual souls-is basic to his psychology, obvious to anyone who reads
his works carefully, but that is nevertheless continuously underplayed or
purposely "mystified" in his rhetorical representation. This conceptual dis
tinction reflects the relation that exists in the rational soul between the
passivity of "soul" and the activity of "intellect."

The intellects of the celestial Intelligences are completely active. They
do not engage in discursive reasoning or regard intelligibles successively,
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form by form. Their intellects are both active-immediately apprehending
intelligibles as single units or as clusters-and creative, for they are "the
principle for each form that emanates onto the soul." 36 Perfectly actualized
human intellects resemble the celestial Intelligences in their capacity for
attaining equivalently infallible levels of intellectual activity and creativity.
At this level, they engage in immediate and comprehensive "simple" ap
prehension rather than the laboriously detailed process of "discursive" rea
soning that,Avicenna now states, pertains to the rational soul.

The soul of the knower, in respect to its being a soul, cognizes in an orderly,
detailed manner, which is not in every way "simple." As for every intellectual
perception, it is in some way related to a form separated from matter and
from its material accidents in the [simple] way mentioned above. The soul is
a receptive substance that is imprinted upon; the intellect is a substance that
is a creative, acting principle."

Once again, the dichotomy here is clearly between passivity and ac
tivity. In comparison to the active apprehension of a "pure" intellect (and
according to Avicenna such intellects are rare among humans), the system
atic discursive workings of the rational soul are passive. As usual, differ
entiations in conceptual hierarchy assume different gradations in Avicenna's
implied scale of ontological evaluation. As the MiCrajNama states, "In the
same way that the rational soul is the commander and superior of the
[lower] souls, the intellect is the commander and superior of the rational
soul." 38 Nevertheless, this distinction between simple and discursive knowl
edge, with its resultant differentiation within the rational soul between the
"active" intellect and "passive" soul, is not merely an instance of cosmo
logical floriation. On the contrary, it lies at the heart of Avicenna's theory
of how one attains true knowledge.

According to Avicenna, intelligible forms subsist in the separate In
telligences, so that learning is the process by means of which one develops
the soul's ability, or "aptitude" for perceiving these forms. Such perception
is of two kinds: that of the intellect is actively assimilative and that of the
soul is passively reflective.

At times the [human] intellect beholds [intelligible forms in the celestial In
telligences], at other times it ignores them. When it beholds them, they are
assimilated in it; when it ignores them, they are not. For the soul is like a
mirror and they are like external entities. Sometimes they appear in it, some
times they do not, depending on the relationships that exist between them
and the soul. Or the Active Principle emanates form after form onto the soul,
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according to its request, and when [the soul] turns away from it, the ema
nation is broken off.39

This passage implies that the soul may perceive some intelligibles pas
sively, either because its particular nature endows it with a special auto
matic receptivity for certain primary intelligibles emanating from the
celestial Intelligences, or because, as we have seen, the soul has acquired
an easy familiarity with specific previously learned intelligibles. Beyond
this, however, it cannot itself increase its own knowledge. Only the intel
lect is able to engage in the active process of increasing its "aptitude" by
first assimilating intelligible forms emanating from the celestial Intellig
ences and then transmitting them to the soul in the form of discursive
knowledge. First, one's intellect attains "simple knowledge"; thereafter,
the intellect "emanates detailed forms to the soul by means of rational
cogitation [fikra, but not that pertaining to the faculty of the animal
soul]."?" When an intellect perfects its aptitude, when it "intellects in ac
tuality, and intellects that it intellects in actuality," then it attains the state
of the acquired intellect, a state that, we have seen, perfects "the genus,
animal, and the species, humankind."41

INTELLECTUAL PROPHECy42

Intellectual aptitudes, according to Avicenna, are of various degrees and
begin and end at different levels of perfection. Intellects that were never
developed or went wrong end up in some quite unpleasant places in the
hereafter, while most people never advance beyond the laborious processes
of discursive reasoning that lead to intermittent interchanges with the Ac
tive Intelligence. A few rare, fortunate souls, however, begin with greater
potential. Just as some humans display minimal natural talent at rational
perception, a few may possess absolute ability. For such an individual, the
attainment of immediate "simple" knowledge would be less a process of
long-term learning through continuous practice in the art of discursive
reasoning than a simple intellectual reflex. Such a person would intuitively
achieve a degree of knowledge unattainable for most other people.

This [natural] aptitude might be so powerful in a person that he or she would
not need to conjoin with the Active Intelligence for many things, nor [de
pend on ] cogitation or teaching; rather, this aptitude would be so power
ful that it would seem as if the person had a second aptitude; rather, as if he
or knew everything from him or herself. This is the highest level of this
aptitude."
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Since this disposition is innate, its source is not the acquired intellect
but instead a form of the otherwise humble material intellect. And because
this type of material intellect has attained absolute perfection to the extent
that it can call up simple knowledge whenever it wishes, Avicenna consid
ers it to be a special type of habitual intellect, which he calls the "holy" or
"angelic" intellect ('aql quds; 'aql malaki). Any person who possesses a
soul "so powerful in regard to purity and conjunction with intellectual
principles that he or she blazes with intuition" has been blessed with the
highest intellectual faculty and is called a prophet, the highest rank of
human beings, and "in whom the degrees of excellence in the realm of
material forms culminate . . . [who] stands above and rules all the genera
above which he or she excels." 44 At this level of intellectual excellence, the
force of intuitive insight can be such that it "effulges" onto the composi
tive imagination, which then "represents it by sensible and audible
speech." 45 This representation is "particularized," because the prophet is
still a particular human being, but it is also perfect. As the Mi'ra} Nama
states: "The motion and repose of this person is pure in religious legisla
tive function [shar']. It never admits abrogation or distortion.":"

From the perspective of society as a whole, the existence of a prophet
is a political necessity, decreed by divine Providence so that humans may
have the benefit of being informed of the existence of God and His ordi
nances.:" In regard to any individual person, however, the "holy" pro
phetic faculty is an accidental. rather than essential property that in some
sense elevates the prophet to the level of the Active Intelligence:

The Active Intellect [or Intelligence], although being a supernal reality to
humanity, is part and parcel of the prophet as prophet: phenomenally speak
ing, the prophet as human being is not the Active Intellect but since in his
case the barrier between the phenomenal and the ideal (real) has broken
down, he is identical with the Active Intellect. 48

Like the Active Intelligence, prophets ultimately receive their in
telligibles from-or more precisely, become actualized as intelligences
by means of-the First or Universal Intelligence. In Avicenna's words:
"Revelation is the emanation and the angel is the received emanating
power that descends on the prophets as if it were an emanation continuous
with the universal intellect.":" Or, as the Mi'rajNama portrays it, Muham
mad is seated on the Active Intelligence (Buraq), while the Angel of Reve
lation, Gabriel, leads him in his ascent through the heavenly spheres. 50
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Levels of Knowledge: Muthos Version

Avicenna's muthos portrayal of the dynamics of psychic apprehension is,
like his logos version, founded on the premise that correspondences exist
among ontological categories, cosmological hierarchies, and" epistemo
logical faculties. Unlike his logos exposition, however, which encompasses
the full range of human perceptive faculties in regard to both the animal
and the rational souls, Avicenna's muthos rendition focuses chiefly on the
rational soul, which thus explicitly assumes its philosophically demarcated
role as the center of psychic self-consciousness (egoin modern parlance).
Foregrounded as an externalized unit rather than merely one member of a
complex multiplicity of internal psychological faculties, the rational soul
emerges as the protagonist for Avicenna's allegories. This ego/protagonist
has two aspects: the corporeal and social concerns of the practical intellect
and the rational and celestial orientation of the theoretical intellect. A ma
jor theme of Avicenna's muthos version consists of a warning against the
deleterious consequences of a disruption in the natural balance that ideally
should hold between the two.

Narrative expression of the soul's progress (or lack thereof) toward
teleological actualization is also externalized, and hence transferred from
the realm of epistemolgical analysis to that of cosmological movement.
Rather than being depicted as shifting from one level of internal, mental
apprehension to another, the rational soul is portrayed as journeying
through-and inhabiting-a hierarchy of tangible cosmological echelons.
This process of representational externalization leads Avicenna to shed the
narrative format of abstract, philosophical analysis that characterizes logos
in favor of the incarnative, symbolizing strategies of allegory.

No single one of Avicenna's allegories delineates the complete plot
sequence of his muthos version of "the metaphysics of the rational soul,"
that is, the story of the soul's descent into material incarceration and sub
sequent ascent toward the perfection of spiritual release.51 The story can
be reconstructed, however, by comparing "The Ode on the Soul," Hayy
ibn Yaq~an) Risdlat at-tair, Salaman and Absal, and Book Nine of al-Is
harat wa-t-tanbihat, Each of these treatises emphasizes discrete parts of the
cycle, adopts distinctive formulations of dramatic perspective, foregrounds
particular paradigmatic or syntagmatic features, employs specific rhetorical
techniques, and displays distinct variegations of tone and texture. Never
theless, a comparison of their plot structures reveals a single narrative de-
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sign underlying their apparent diversity.52 Viewed from this perspective,
Avicenna's configuration of this psychic journey encompasses six principal
moments: (I) the soul's descent into corporeal amnesia, (2) its awakening
to an awareness of the existence of the spiritual realm of Intellect and of
its own rightful place in this realm, (3) the struggle that ensues between
the material and spiritual souls for control of the psychic ego, (4) the soul's
eventual deliverance from the controlling bonds of matter and its progres
sive return toward its final goal of intellectual realization, (5) its temporary
return to participation in the world of matter, and (6) its final release,
through death, from the material domain and subsequent eternal residence
in the realm of Intellect.

DESCENT AND FORGETFULNESS

The pathos of the soul's descent from above and subsequent immersion
within matter is touchingly portrayed in both "The Ode on the Soul" (al
qasidaal-cainiyya)and the "Epistle of the Bird" (at-Tair). In the words of
the first:

There descended upon you from that lofty realm,
A dove, glorious and inaccessible.

Concealed from the eye of every seeker [Carifl,
Although openly disclosed and unveiled.

Reluctantly she came to you,
And reluctant, in her affliction, will she depart.

She resisted, untamed; then upon her arrival
She grew accustomed to this desolate waste.

She forgot, I think, promises of sanctuary and
abodes from which she had been unwilling to leave.

She became attached to the D of her Descent, (moving) from
The C of her Center down to these sandy dunes,

Until the W of Weightiness clung to her, and she fell prostrate
among (their) signposts and deserted campsites."

The dove-soul's misfortunes are manifold here. It is deprived of its
natural intellectual ability (symbolized by the ability to fly) and falls cap
tive to the instincts and passions of the lower faculties of the animal soul.
Imprisoned by the physical demands of matter, it is condemned to endless
exile among the desolate wastelands and meaningless signposts of earthly
existence. Worse yet, it is even deprived of memories of its past freedom
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(i.e., of the self-consciousness of the theoretical intellect). Indeed, a gap in
identity between the dove and the addressee of the poem ("She descended
upon you") is explicitly assumed. Reduced to the level of a practical intel
lect controlled by bodily passions, the soul has lost the rational dimensions
that make it uniquely human.

Similar themes of descent, resistance, despair, and amnesia are found
in at-Tair. The rational soul, once again symbolized as a bird, is unsus
pectingly enticed by bait left by hunters, so that it and its companions fall
among snares and nets.

We tried to move, but our difficulties only increased. So we resigned ourselves
to destruction, our individual sorrow precluding each of us from caring about
his or her brother. We strove to discover stratagems of escape for a time, until
we were made to forget the form of our predicament. We became accustomed
to nets and content with cagcs.»

Here one further motif is added, that of isolation. Entrapped, the soul
is separated from its companions, estranged from its point of origin, and
denied the rewards of association with prior comrades.

AWAKENING

Under the proper circumstances, forgetfulness can give way to remem
brance. In at-Tair the bird sees "a company of birds ... flying with the
remnants of snares still on their legs." At the sight of those whose theo
retical intellect has been activated, either intuitively or by engaging in the
study of philosophy, the bird recalls its own intellectual dimension and
this, in turn, clarifies the nature of its future course. By seeking assistance
(learning philosophy) from other birds who have managed to escape, the
bird finds deliverance.

It is at the point of resuming its identity as theoretical intellect that
the soul encounters the Active Intelligence, whom, we have seen, Avicenna
frequently represents by means of the figure of Hayy ibn Yaqzan.55 When
Hayy appears to the narrator of Hayy ibn Yaq~an, the latter has an unac
countable, yet overwhelming, desire to engage him in conversation, the
immediate result of which is that the soul turns away from its three earth
bound companions, the irascible, concupiscent, and imaginative faculties,
and reorients itself towards the realm of Intellect. Hayy need only describe
this realm to foster this process; for once the soul is reoriented, it is filled
with a compellingly powerful yearning to reclaim its heritage. On realizing
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its true nature the captive bird "almost melted with remorse, and [its] soul
almost slipped away with regret." 56

PSYCHIC DISCORD

Despite the strength of its yearning, the soul's ability first to recognize (re
cognize) its real identity and then to mobilize the will-power (irada) nec
essary to reassert its natural psychic hierarchy should not be presumed
easy. As the protagonist/narrator of lfayy remarks:

Submitting my companions [the irascible, concupiscent, and imaginative
faculties] to trial and setting myself to observe them, (I found that) experi
ence confirmed what I had been told of them. And now I am as much occu
pied with curing them as with submitting to them. Sometimes it is I who
have the upper hand of them, sometimes they are stronger than I arn.v

In the story Salaman and Absa; Avicenna devotes a complete narrative
to depicting the psychological struggle that spiritual reorientation can
provoke. Although the original text is lost, a shortened version survives in
the commentary on al-Isheritt wa-t-tanbihat by Nasir ad-Din at-Tusi (d.
672/1274), a summary of which follows."

Salaman and Absal are royal siblings. Salaman, the elder, has raised
his younger brother, Absal, who has grown into a noble, gracious, and
handsome young man. In fact, so great is his attraction that Salaman's wife
falls in love with him. When Absal discreetly resists her advances, she per
suades her husband to marry Absal to her sister. This marriage is only a
ruse, however, for on the wedding night Salaman's wife takes her sister's
place. The night is dark and cloudy, and at first Absal is unable to see his
bride. Suddenly, however, a flash of lightning illuminates the room and
reveals not the face of his bride but that of his brother's wife. Distraught,
Absal flees the room.

In order to avoid further contact with his sister-in-law, Absal per
suades Salaman to give him command of an army and sets out to conquer
nations "on sea and on land, in the east and the west." After many vic
tories, he reckons that his brother's wife has recovered from her vain infat
uation and so returns home. He soon discovers, however, that her passion
for him is still very much ablaze. Later, when Absal is appointed to head
Salaman's army against an enemy, the wife vengefully bribes the army's
commanders to revolt against him. Although they desert Absal on the field
of battle, where he is wounded and left for dead, a wild animal cares for
him and nurses him back to health. When he returns home to find Salaman
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surrounded by enemies, he defeats them and restores the kingdom to
peace and equilibrium.

Salsman's wife, who still thirsts for revenge, then pays the royal chef
and the majordomo to poison Absal. Salaman, overwhelmed with grief
over the death of his beloved brother, renounces his kingship and retreats
into solitary meditation on God, who eventually reveals to him his wife's
crime. Salaman kills her, the chef, and the majordomo by forcing them to
drink the same poison they used to assassinate Absal.

This story, replete with echoes of the theme of Joseph and Potiphar's
wife, is reminiscent of the "wiles of woman" tale genre. Yet its intent is
more closely aligned with the strictures of Horatian utile than with the
idle pleasures of dulce. According to at-Tusi's interpretation, Salsman sym
bolizes the rational soul; his wife, the material appetites and faculties of
the animal soul; and Absal, the theoretical intellect elevated to the level
of the acquired intellect. The passion Salaman's wife feels for Absal is
understandable, given the mixture of humanity's inherent love of beauty
and the extraordinary attraction that Absal's own grace, beauty, and wisdom
evoke. But the actual fulfillment of this passion, at first provocatively
concupiscent, and then vengefully irascible, will necessarily cause Absal's
death. When her initial advances are rebuffed, Salaman's wife (the animal
soul) seeks to entice Absal into marriage with her sister, who symbolizes
the practical intellect, with the intention of assuming her sister's place.
Desperately fleeing her embraces, Absal (the acquired intellect) proceeds
to conquer the west and east (the sensible and intelligible worlds) and
bring to the rational soul (Salaman) the fruits of his victories. His im
mersion in the realm of intellect, however, causes him to slacken his disci
pline over the faculties of the animal soul who are therefore able to rise up
in revolt. Succored by the beneficial emanations of the separate Intelli
gences (the wild animal), Absal recovers from this defeat, regains control
of the passions and appetites of the body, and reestablishes his brother's
rule. This rule is short-lived, however, and the animal soul once again
manages to repress the influence of the acquired intellect. Finally, Salaman
(the rational soul) quells bodily passions and so becomes able to devote
himself entirely to contemplation of the intelligible domain.

There are several striking features in this psychomachia. The first is
the absence of overt religious moralism. This is not a struggle between
Good and Evil or Virtue and Sin: the acquired intellect and the animal
faculties are only seeking to fulfill their natural ends. 59 The goal is a state
of psychic .harmony in which the faculties of the soul interact in a way that
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directs the total psyche toward or away from its teleologically designated
actualization. Also notable is the passivity of the rational soul. Although
always near the center of narrative activity, it is not until the very end that
Salaman becomes aware of the struggle that rages around him. At his
wife's behest, he marries Absal to her sister; at his brother's request, he
gives him an army; nominally the ruler, he in fact only reacts to the sug
gestions of those around him. Only when Absa! dies does Salaman begin
to take charge of his affairs and put his kingdom in order.

This passivity is not simply a matter of narrative plotting or typecast
ing. In fact, it accords with Avicenna's ontological postulate regarding the
constant relationship between form and matter. As we have seen, under
lying Avicenna's view of the cosmos is the notion that there are progressive
dialectical relationships between the passivity of matter and the activity
of form; indeed, the prime purpose of Hay» ibn Yaq~an is to explicate
these ascending scales of relativity. Beginning with the absolute passivity
of prime matter, specific differences among levels of being-the Four
Elements, minerals, plants, animals, humans, celestial bodies, Souls, Intel
ligences, and finally, the Necessary Existent-are each marked by ever
increasing degrees of innate activity. This dialectic, however, is relative. In
relation to minerals the vegetable soul is active, in relation to the animal
soul it is passive. For Avicenna this paradigm requires increasingly precise
grades of differentiation. Hence, the soul is active in relation to the body,
the animal soul, active in relation to the vegetable soul, and the rational
soul, active in regard to the animal soul. But the process of bifurcation
continues even beyond this level. Within the rational soul, intellect is active
while "soul" is passive. Furthermore, when an human intellect achieves
conjunction (itti$al) with a celestial Intelligence, it assumes a soul-like pas
sivity in relation to the latter's more elevated intellectual activity. The ex
istential status of all entities in the cosmos, except humans, is constant and
univocal since the affiliation that holds between those below and above
each one is fixed. Only the existential status of human beings is relative
and equivocal; this is because, of all creatures, only humans have the po
tential for encompassing the apprehensible limits of the cosmos. Only hu
mans have the potential to experience ever-escalating levels of psychic
actualization.

DELIVERANCE

When the soul reawakens to its true celestial nature and becomes reac
quainted with the parameters of the cosmic geography described in Hayy
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ibn Yaq~an, it experiences intense joy (as the "Ode" states "it sings for joy
from a lofty mountain top") and then begins its journey horne, This jour
ney, however, is completed neither swiftly nor easily.

In al-Isharat wa-t-tanbihtu; Avicenna portrays this passage as resulting
from a process that combines spiritual exercise and contcmplation.?'' He
begins by dividing spiritual devotees into three categories: the ascetic (az
zahid), who turns away from the pleasures of the world; the pious wor
shiper (al-'abid), dedicated to the external acts of religious devotion; and
the intellectual seeker (al-'arif), who concentrates his or her thoughts on
"the holiness of divine omnipotence (qudus al-jabarut)." The first two
worship on the basis of imaginative apprehension, desiring the pleasures
of heavenly reward and fearing the punishments of divine wrath. The in
tellectual seeker differs in that he or she desires God tHaqq, Absolute
Truth, Reality) for His own sake. The seeker obeys the commands of re
ligion not from desire for reward or fear of punishment, but because they
are God's commands and as such intrinsically deserve obedience. The
devotions of the seeker are God-centered, not self-centered, and follow a
set path."

The first stage of seeking God is that of the novice (murid), a state of
spiritual desire (irada) based on either intellectual certainty or deep faith. 62

Next come devotional exercises that center on three tasks: turning aside
from all that does not concern God, training the faculties of the animal
soul to serve the rational soul, and awakening the soul's spiritual insight
through a combination of subtle thought (al-fikr al-latif) and virtuous
passion (al-'ishq al-'afif). 63 After mastering these two stages, the seeker
begins to experience moments of conjunction (itti$al) with God, "delight
ful glimpses of God's light revealed to him, like flashes of lightning." 64

With practice, this "state" (lit. "time," waqt) begins to occur spontane
ously outside of periods of meditation. Eventually, it becomes almost con
tinuous, subject only to brief intervals of disruption, and the seeker is
"made to ascend [ta'rfiJ to the world of God." 65

By this time the seeker has transcended the stage of devotional exer
cise and reached that of attainment (an-nail), a state in which the soul has
become a polished mirror that reflects divine effulgences. The seeker still
maintains traces of psychic duality, however, for stretches of complete im
mersion are still interrupted by moments of self-awareness. Finally, the
seeker arrives at a state of continual contemplation, in which nothing dis
tracts him or her from union (wu$ul) with the divine realm.66

Although the framework (stages and states) and the terminology
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(!faqq, wuru1)Avicenna adopts in this portrayal have a distinctively rufi
tenor, there is little doubt that he is still moving within the intellectual
confines of his philosophical system. Nevertheless, it is clear that once he
leaves the sensible realm and moves completely into the portrayal of intel
ligible levelsof perception, he no longer has the philosophical terminology
he needs to describe the details of these new types of experience. This
conclusion is amply confirmed by examination of the more overtly alle
gorical treatment of this same process of intellectual ascent that one finds
in the "Epistle of the Bird."

If !fayy ibn Yaq~an describes Hayy's peregrinations in the intelligible
realm, at-Tair focuses on the journey of Hayy's interlocutor, the indi
vidual rational soul, within the same domain. Moreover, despite his famil
iarity with all parts of this region-he is after all a native resident - Hayy
inhabits a fixed place within it; his natural abode is where we meet him in
the narrative, in the liminal area where the sensible and intelligible worlds
meet. The final place of the bird in at-Tair within the hierarchy of the
intelligible realm, however, has yet to be determined. Beginning at a lower
level than Hayy, its telosis potentially much more elevated.

After freeing itself from the nets and snares by which it was trapped,
the bird joins his companions and encounters eight lofty mountain peaks.
The group traverses six of these, but briefly rest on the seventh; this is a
land of

gardens, with grassy meadows, flourishing fields, fruit-laden trees, and flow
ing rivers, whose delight quenched your gaze; with forms whose splendor
confounded the intellect and astonished the mind, who filled 'our ears with
rapturous melody and heartrending songs, and our nostrils with fragrances
unapproached by noble musk and fresh ambergris."

The birds are enraptured and refreshed by the beauties of this prov
ince (the realm of the celestial Souls); but recognizing the dangers of be
ing enticed by its still-sensuous charms they move on. They stop again
atop the eighth mountain peak where they meet some birds (the separate
Intelligences) who tell them of the palace of the great King who lives
beyond the mountains. The travelers continue on their journey and finally
arrive at the palace of the King, who is described as follows:

Whatever you have attained in your mind of beauty unblemished with ugli
ness, and perfection unmixed with fault, in this you have hit upon a complete
picture of him. Every perfection, in reality, stems from him; every fault, if
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only in metaphor, is banished from him. In his beauty, he is all a Face; in his
generosity, all a Hand. Whoever serves him gains the utmost happiness; who
ever forsakes him forfeits the next world and this. 68

RETURN AND RELEASE

When the birds complain to the King about the remnants of snares that
still encumber their legs, he tells them that "only those who knotted the
snares will be able to undo them." He then sends the birds back home
with the messenger of death who will arrange for the snares' removal. The
meaning of this is that no matter how great a person's intellectual attain
ment is, only death completely frees one from the shackles of material
existence." The bird thus "returns, knowing every hidden matter of the
two worlds," to live in the corporeal realm until the moment of its death. 70

Summation

This detailed examination of the both logos and muthos versions of the
progress of the soul should clarify certain aspects of their relationship. For
Avicenna, philosophy can describe the human condition within the con
fines of sublunary existence and can to some degree even transcend these
boundaries. Nevertheless, the investigation and depiction of the interac
tion between human beings and the intelligible realm stretches conven
tional philosophical terminology and modes of discourse to their limits.
At this point, the philosopher is compelled to abandon logical demonstra
tion and to employ the creative "visionary" powers of metaphor, thus
bringing into play the "likely stories" of muthos.

The shift from demonstration to metaphor does not imply that mu
thos is any less crucial than logos for understanding the thought of a
philosopher like Avicenna. The epistemological postulates that underlie
Avicenna's philosophy cannot be understood without slowly and painstak
ingly analyzing them. In the same way, we cannot comprehend the full
implications of the goal toward which he is heading, that is, the final image
and telosof human beings that motivates his philosophical activity, unless
we give equally precise and careful consideration to the details of his
muthos accounts.

This brings to mind Henry Corbin's observation that to understand
a philosopher one must perceive the "mode of presence ... usually con-
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cealed between the tissue of didactic demonstrations and impersonal de
velopments." In Corbin's view this mode of presence is inextricably
intertwined with the personal, subjective, motivations that must "finally
account for the 'motifs' that the philosopher adopted or rejected, under
stood or failed to understand, carried to their maximum of meaning or,
on the contrary, degraded to trivialities." 71

The value of this insight is that it allows us to differentiate between
the intellectual impetus that compels a philosopher to examine and reex
amine his or her ideas, always subjecting them to the rigors of method
ological analysis, and the emotional intensity that drives the committed
philosopher to ponder ideas for hours, days, or years. It also shows how
these two things are not necessarily mutually contradictory. However dis
tinct in style, tone, and process logos .and muthos may be, they are modes
of discourse that stem from the same wellsprings of motivation and that
aim for the same goals. They are each tools that the philosopher may util
ize to work toward a chosen end.

Either form, of course, may be misused. The symbols, metaphors,and
emotive evocativeness of muthos can easily become just as sophistical or
manipulative as the false logic or rhetorical dissemblances of pseudo-logos.
Thus, equally rigorous criteria must be used in judging the respective suc
cess or effectiveness of each in achieving humanistic goals. Poetry that
combines emotive affect with intellectual passion must be just as sound in
method and accurate in detail as any philosophical tract. Although the
modes of discourse differ in obvious ways, the labor and care that each'
demands are perhaps more similar than commonly supposed. To ask
whether Avicenna's allegorical journey of the soul underlies and drives his
philosophizing or whether the conclusions of his philosophical analysis led
him logically to the use of allegory oversimplifies the issue. The point, at
any rate, is moot. A more fruitful method of inquiry is one that holds both
forms of discourse fully in view even when only one of them is being
examined; in this way the insights derived from the investigation of one
can only complement and elucidate our understanding of the processes
and rewards of the other.

The muthos portrayal of Avicenna's journey of the soul that we have
just examined concentrates on the progress of the individual human soul.
As such it deals with a philosophical "everyman." This ignores an impor
tant part of the philosopher's intellectual epistemology: the unique place
Avicenna awards to the intellectual prophet; a subject that is the main
concern of the Mi(rajNama.
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Notes

I. See later in this chapter, where the subject of the fulfillment of the ratio
nal soul is discussed.

2. The following is based mainly on ash-Shifa': an-NaJs,32-41; an-Najat,
200-210; Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychology,30-40; Ahwal an-nafi, 57-73; Mabhath;
161-78; Pi l-quwa l-insdniyya (all); al-Hiddya, 206-30; Danish-nama-yi ~ltJ/i:

Tabl'iyyat,102-29; as well as the preceding chapter.
3. ash-Shifa):an-Nafi, 33-35; an-Najat, 198, 208-10; Rahman, Avicenna's

Psychology,38-40; A/Jwal an-nafi, 59; Pi l-quwal-insaniyya,43; al-Hidaya,2II-12;
Danish-nama-yi~la)i: Tabi<iyyat,102-3.

4. ash-Shifa):an-Nafi, 35-36; an-Najat, 201; Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychology,
31;A/Jwalan-naJs,62; Pi l-quwal-insaniyya,44.

5. asb-Shifa':an-Nafi; 36; an-Najat, 208-9; Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology,
39;Ahwal an-nafi, 71; Pi l-quwa l-insdniyya,44; Danish-nama-yi~la)i: Tahl'iyyat,
104-5·

6. Mi'raj Nama, 83; trans., II4; ash-Shifa):an-Nafi, 35; an-Najtu, 208; Rah
man, Avicenna'sPsychology,37; Ahwal an-nafi, 60-61; Pi l-quwal-insaniyya,44-

7. an-Najat, 209. I differ here from Rahman who translates al-mutakhayyil
as pertaining to the retentive imagination or representation rather the compositive
imagination or cogitative faculty; cf. Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychology,39; Ahwal an
nafi, 71; see also ash-Shifa):an-Nafi, 35; Michot, La destineede PhommeselonAvi
cenne,147-48.

8. ash-Shifa':an-Nafi, 36-37; an-Najiit, 209; Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychology,
39-40; Ahwal an-nafi, 62, 71-7 2 ; Pi l-quwal-insaniyya,44; Michot, La destineede
PhommeselonAvicenne,148-50.

9. Mi'raj Nama, 83; trans., II4; ash-Shifa': an-Nafi, 37, 148-50; an-Najat,
203; Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychology,31;Ahwal an-naJs,62; al-Hiddya, 213- 14.

10. ash-Shifa):an-Nafi, 38-39; an-Najat, 203-4, 209-10; Rahman, Avicen
na'sPsychology,33, 4 0; Mahhath, 168-69; Ahwal an-naJs,63-64, 72-73; Pi l-quwa
l-insaniyya,44; al-Hidaya, 216- 17; Danish-nama-yi~la)i: Tabl'iyyat,106-7; al-Mu
hahathat, 230- 31. For Avicenna's demonstrations that universals and the rational
soul are both immaterial, see ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,187-96; an-Najtu, 210-20; Rah
man, Avicenna'sPsychology,41-54; Ahwal an-nafi, 74-86; al-Hiddya, 217-22; Mab
hath, 172-75.

II. Avicenna repeatedly points out the basic disparity that exists between the
functions of the material animal soul and the incorporeal rational soul (cf., for
example, Fi l-quwal-insaniyya,46), but he does this within a context that assumes
the intrinsic unity of the soul; as he says in al-Muhahathat, 230 (#466), "It has
been affirmed that corporeal forms and concepts are only perceived by a corporeal
instrument and universal abstracts are not perceived by a corporeal instrument;
both matters are together ascribed [yunsab]to the single soul"; or as he says in
ash-Shifa):an-Nafi, 152,"All of these faculties belong to the single soul; we assume
that as a postulate." Cf. the previous chapter on the unity that underlies the soul's
various activities; on the relationship of the rational soul to the body, see also Pi
kalam 'ala n-nafsan-niuiqa,196.
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12. See Chapter Four, p. 63.
13.This fascinating part of Avicenna's epistemology is not immediately rele

vant to our discussion; a good exposition is in Rahman, Prophecyin Islam, 36-52.
14-. ash-Shifa/:an-Naft, 153.Notice how Avicenna shifts perspective here in this

passage, making the move from the compositive imagination to the cogitative fac
ulty by way of the soul in general, and then specifying the agency of the rational
soul in the end. In Avicenna's numerous tracts on psychology, fuzzy wording usu
ally signals that he is still puzzling something out.

15. Mabljath, 169.It is telling that Avicenna's fullest statement on this subject
comes in his earliest treatise, while later references are more elliptical. It appears to
me that awareness of the intrinsic gap that exists between the animal and rational
souls became more obvious to Avicenna as he came more fully to realize the im
portance of the latter. It would be worthwhile to look at his writings in more
detail to see exactly how his thinking evolved (or perhaps devolved in clarity) in
regard to this subject, cf. for example, al-Mubaljathat, 204-5 (#368) and Michot,
La destineede PhommeselonAvicenne, 105. For another analysis of cogitation in
Avicenna's thought, cf. Davidson, "Alfarabi and Avicenna," 165-67. Davidson,
however, confuses the thought processes (al-jikr) of the cogitative faculty with the
discursive reasoning (al-'ilm al-fikri) of the theoretical faculty; see al-Mubaljathat,
232(#4-68), where Avicenna refers to al-quwwal-mufakkira as al-quwwal-'aqliyya,
and al-Isharatwa-t-tanhihttt, 2: 392-95, where he discusses the difference between
al-fikraand al-hads.

16. ash-Shifa):an-Naft, 197; an-Najat, 220-21; Rahman, Amcenna's Psychol
ogy,54--55;Aljwal an-naft, 87-88; at-Ta'liqat, 83·

17. Mi'raj Nndma, 84-;trans., 1I5.Cf. ash-Shifa):an-Naft, 197-98; an-Najat,
221-22; Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology,55-56; Abwal an-naft, 88-89; Pi l-quwa
l-insaniyya,#-4-5.

18. ash-Shifa):an-Naft, 185;see also Chapter Four, p. 65.
19. an-Najat, 210ff.;Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychology,4-lff.;ash-Shifa):an-Naft,

166-67; Aljwal an-najs,74--79, 117,121;al-Mubaljathat,230; Michot, La destineede
PhommeselonAvicenne,123,note 83,125-33.

20. ash-Shifa):an-Naft, 185·

21. See note II above (from al-Mubaljathat, 230). As is clear from al-M.uba
Ijathat, 234--36, the distinction between theoretical wisdom, the inquiry into first
principles in physics, mathematics, and metaphysics, and practical wisdom, the
study of first principles in ethics, household management, and politics, is not a
problem. But this relationship is not the same as that which holds between the
theoretical and practical intellects. The question is basic: How do abstract and
empirical knowledge interrelate? The Peripatetic position, shared by al-Farabi and
Ibn Rushd among Islamic philosophers, holds that whatever impulses or aid hu
mans receive from celestial beings "above," their basic source of information is
empirical knowledge from the material world "below," apprehended by the exter
nal senses and then abstracted by the intellect to the necessary degree. The Platonic
tradition, to which Avicenna adheres, does not dispute the existence of empirical
perception, but argues that "real," abstract knowledge is known from "above,"
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either "remembered," as Plato suggests, or received through constant "emanation,"
as Plotinus and Avicenna hold. Correlative to the conundrum of the relationship
between particular and universal knowledge in the human soul is that of the same
relationship in regard to the Necessary Existent, the separate Intelligences, and the
heavenly Souls, as al-Ghazali pointed out in the sixteenth chapter of his Tahafut
alfalasifa; for a careful account of this issue see Marmura, "Some Aspects of Avi
cenna's Theory of God's Knowledge of Particulars," 299-312, esp. pp. 304--9; for
Michot's analysis of this question, see La destiniede PhommeselonAvicenne, 110- 18,
123-25; also relevant is Gardet, La penseereligieused'Avicenne,71-85.

22. See also Rahman, Prophecyin Islam, 14--20; Davidson, "Alfarabi and
Avicenna," throughout, but esp. pp. 154--78;Afnan, Avicenna, 138-4-3.

23. Cf. an-Najat, 203; trans. Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychology,33(compare also
ash-Shifa):an-Nafi, 39, 212;and AlJwal an-naJs,65):

The function of the theoretical faculty is to receive the impressions of the
universal forms abstracted from matter. If these forms are already abstract in
themselves, it simply receives them; if not, it makes them immaterial by ab
straction, so that no trace whatever of material attachments remains in them.

24-. ash-Shifa):an-Nafi, 212.On the same page Avicenna states that "the soul
cognizes [tata~awwaru] its essence, and its cognition of its essence makes it intel
lect, intcllectcr, and intelligible [(aqlJ(aqil)ma(qitl]."But he rejects Aristotle's idea
that the intellect becomes one with the intelligible forms it is intellecting. See
Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychology,117-18, for further discussion.

25. ash-Shifa):an-Nafi, 208-II; an-Najat, 231;Rahman, Avicenna'sPsychology,
68-69; MablJath, 176-78; AlJwal an-nafi, 110; al-Hidaya, 229-30; Danish-nama-yi
~la)i: TabZCiyyat,123-25. For a full discussion of the history of the doctrine of the
Active Intelligence prior to and including Avicenna, see Davidson, "Alfarabi and
Avicenna, esp., for Avicenna, pp. 154--78.

26. ash-Shifa):an-Nafi, 208; also compare the sources cited in the above note
(on Active Intelligence); the light analogy, of course, stems from Aristotle, De
Anima, I: 684-,4-30a,15-17; cf. Davidson, "Alfarabi and Avicenna," u8, 164--65.

27. ash-Shifa': an-Nafi, 208, 209. See also Af;wal an-nafi; 111-13; an-Najat,
231; Rahman, Avicennas Psychology,68-69, with Rahman's helpful remarks,
n6-20; and Gardet, La penseereligieusedJAvicenne,150-52.

28. AlJwal an-naJs,113;cf. Fi kalam (alan-naft an-natiqa, 196.

29. Avicenna emphasizes here that each level of Intelligence up to and includ
ing the "First Cause" knows what transpires below, a state of affairs, as we shall
presently see, that is similar to that of a human intellect whose perfection allows it
to move upward. As Gardet (La penseereligieused'Avicenne,115)observes, "More
over, the human intellect that has become sanctified (qudsi) ... enters into contact
not only with the sublunary Active Intellect, which is its immediate principle of
perfection, but with the superior separate Intellects as well and, at the apex, the
First Caused (al-maclitlal-awwal) which is the First Intellect or the Universal In
tellect ((aqlal-kull)."
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30. As examples of a priori (badihi) intelligibles, Avicenna gives the examples
of the principle that the whole is greater than the part and the law of contradiction,
MabJ;ath,168.

31. Hence the importance given early in Hayy ibn Yaq~an to the science of
physiognomy (aljirasa) and in Mi(raj Nama in regard to understanding the role
in character formation of limbs and humors; a person's basic character is confi
gured by a combination of elemental and temperamental ingredients, tempered
thereafter by environmental influences; compare Fi kalam (ala n-naJs an-ntuiqa,
197-98.

32. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,213- 14; Fi kalam (ala n-naJsan-ntuiqa, 196, and note
15above.

33. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs, 214, 216- 19; see also Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology,
n8-20; idem, Prophecyin Islam, 17; and the preceding chapter on the types of the
intellect.

34. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,214- 15; al-MubaJ;athat,231-32; Rahman, Prophecyin
Islam, 18- 19; for a full discussion of the concept of intuition in Avicenna's thought
that includes translation of the pertinent passages from the philosopher's works,
see Gutas, Avicenna and theAristotelian Tradition, 159-76; also Michot, La destinee
de PhommeselonAvicenne, 83; and Sari Nuseibeh, "Al-'Aql al-Qudsi: Avicenna's
Subjective Theory of Knowledge," StudiaIslamica 69 (1989) 39-54.

35. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,215·

36. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,215·

37. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,215- 16.

38. MiCrajNama, 84; trans., II4·
39. ash-Shifa):an-Nafi, 217; cf., Fi l-quw« l-insdniyya,4-4: "The [human] soul

is like a mirror and the theoretical intellect is like its luster, and these intelligibles
appear in it through divine emanation, just as figures appear in a polished mirror."

40. ash-Shifa):an-Nafs, 218; on the different uses of fikra, see note 15above.
41. an-Najat, 205; Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology,33; ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,40,

219; Rahman, Prophecyin Islam, 19-20.
42. For imaginative prophecy, inspiration (ilham), dreams, and miracles in

Avicenna, see ash-Shifa):an-NaJs, 154-78; al-Hiddya, 295-97; al-Isharat wa-t-tan
bihat, II9-49; Fi ta'bir ar-ruya, 278-307; Fi l-fi'! wa-l-infi(al wa-aqsamiha (all);
Rahman, Prophecyin Islam, 36-52; Michot, La destineede l'hommeselonAvicenne,
108-10; S. Pines, "The Arabic Recension of Parva Naturalia and the Philosophical
Doctrine Concerning Veridical Dreams according to al-Risdla an-Manamiyya and
Other Sources," Israel Oriental Studies 4 (Tel Aviv: Tel Aviv University, 1974)
104-53; and H. Garjc, "Philosophische Traumlehren im Islam," ZDMG 109 (1959)

258-85·
43. ash-Shifa):an-NaJs,219·

4-4. Quotes from ash-Shifa/: an-NaJs, 220; Fi ithbat an-nubuwwat, 46-47,
trans. Marmura, in Mahdi and Lerner, MedievalPoliticalPhilosophy,155.

45. ash-Shifa): an-NaJs, 219- 20; MiCrajNama, 87-99; trans., 119-20; an
Najtu; 205-7; Rahman, Avicenna's Psychology,35-37; AJ;wal an-naJs,122-26; Mab
J;ath, 168-71; Pi ithbat an-nubuwwat, 44-47; Danish-nama-yi c.Ala)i:TabZCiyyat,
145-46; Fi l-quwa l-insaniyya,4-4-45; see also Michael Marmura, "Avicenna's Psy-
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chological Proof of Prophecy," Journal of Near Eastern Studies 22 (1963) 4-9-56;
Rahman, Prophecyin Islam, 30-36; and Gardet, La pensee religieused'Avicenne,
II4--18.

4-6. MiCrajNama, 88; trans., II8; Fi ithbat an-nubuwwat, 4-7.

4-7. ash-Shifa):al-Ilahiyyat,44 1-4-2; an-Najat, 339-4-0; al-Hiddya,298-99.
4-8. Rahman, Prophecyin Islam, 35.

4-9. Fi ithbat an-nubuwwat, 4-7; trans. Marmura, in Mahdi and Lerner, Me
dievalPoliticalPhilosophy,II5.

50. MiCrajNama, 89-90, 103-4; trans., 125ff.,II7-18.
51. Gutas has coined this felicitous term; see Avicenna and the Aristotelian

Tradition, 254--61. Corbin, Avicenna, 5, and throughout the book, believes that
Hayy ibn Taqzan, tu-Tair, and Salaman and Absdl constitute a sequential narrative
cycle, an interpretation followed by Sabri, "Avicenne, philosophe et mystique dans
Ie mirroir de trois recits." However prescient this formulation initially appears to
be, I do not believe that it holds up under scrutiny.

52. Comparing this cumulative design with other composite reconstructions
of greater magnitude-Joseph Campbell's TheHero with a ThousandFaces,znd rev.
ed., Bollingen Series 17 (Princeton, N.].: Princeton University Press, 1968), refor
mulations of the basics of Gnostic mythology such as one finds in Hans Jonas, The
GnosticReligion: TheMessageof theAlien Godand theBeginnings of Christianity, znd
rev. ed. (Boston: Beacon Press, 1963),or Kurt Rudolph, Gnosis:The Nature and
History of Gnosticism(San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1987), or even Vladimir
Propp's Morphologyof the Folktale,znd rev. ed. (Austin: University of Texas Press,
1968)-lies beyond the scope of this study. The methodological influence of such
compilations on this particular part of my investigation should, however, be
obvious.

53. I use the text in Kholeif, Avicenna onPsychology129-31; for other English
translations, see Browne, A Literary History ofPersia,2: 10- II, and Arberry's trans
lation in Avicenna on Theology,77-78.

54. at-Tair, 44; cf. Corbin, Avicenna, 188; Michot, La destineede Phomme
selonAvicenne, 49- 54.

55. See Chapter Three above; Avicenna also draws in the figure of Hayy ibn
Yaqzanin Risidat al-qadar, in Mehren, Trauis mystiques.

56. at-Tair, 44; Corbin, Avicenna, 188.

57. Hayy ibn Yaq~an, 6; trans. Corbin, Avicenna, 140, 305-6.
58. al-Isharatwa-t-tanbihat, 4: 54-56; Corbin, Avicenna, 224-26.

59. Cf. al-Isharatwa-t-tanbihdi, 4: 46; Fi s-sa'dda,19.

60. Book Nine of al-Isharat wa-t-tanbihtu; 4-:48- no; see also Gardet, La
penseereligieused'Avicenne,175-83.

61. al-Ishdrdt wa-t-tanbihdt, 4: 48-76; al-Haqq literally means truth or re
ality. The Sufis consistently use the term to refer to God, and since Avicenna is
adopting $Ufi terminology and frames of reference here, I have so translated it
here; cf. EI2, 3:82-83, and L. Gardet, Etudes dephilosophieet de mystiquecomparees,
Bibliotheque d'Histoire de la Philosophie (Paris: Librairie Philosophique ]. Vrin,
1972) 71-79·

62. al-Isharatwa-t-tanbihat, 4: 76-78.
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63. al-Isharatwa-t-tanbihtit,4: 78-85; Fi s-stcada;19-20.
64. al-Isharatwa-:-t-tanbihat,4: 86.
65. al-Ishttrtu'wa-t-tanbihtu,4: 87-90.
66. al-Isharatwa-t-tanbihat, 4: 91-95. Whether Avicenna considers this

"union" to be ontological or epistemological is open to debate, although I agree
with Gardet's conclusion that for Avicenna "union is a vision-not a transfor
mation," La penseereligieused'Aincenne,161, also 153- 57.

67. at-Tair, 45; Corbin, Avicenna, 190.
68. at-Tair, 45-47; Corbin, Avicenna, 190-91; regarding the King's de

scription, compare Hayy ibn Yaq~an, 20-21 (Corbin, Avicenna, 149-50), and al
Isharat wa-t-tanbihtu;3: 124.

69. at-Tair, 47; Corbin identifies this messenger as the Active Intelligence
(Avicenna,194); Avicenna himself identified him as the Angel of Death, al-Muba
/jathat,I72 (#259); Michot, La destinie de PhommcselonAvicenne, 14-18; and as
Sawaji's commentary in Spies and Khatak, eds. and trans., ThreeTreatises,89.

70. "Ode," line 18, Kholeif, Avicenna onPsychology,131.
71. Corbin, Avicenna, 4.
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6. Translation of the Mi(rajNama

Introduction

The Mi'raj Nama is a short treatise in Persian traditionally attributed to
Avicenna.' My reason for including a translation of it here requires a brief
introductory note. When I first contemplated studying Islamic allegory, I
planned to analyze a series of allegories or allegoreses dealing with the
single theme of the mi'raj, heavenly ascent or journey. The most promi
nent example of this theme in Islamic literature is the prophet Muham
mad's own mi'raj, with the accompanying tradition of his Night Journey
(isra) from the sacred Mosque (in Mecca) to the Further Mosque (in Je
rusalem),? This story exists primarily in the form of clusters of prophetic
traditions (/:!adith)that were combined in diverse formulations over the
centuries. In addition to this central narrative, however, there are several
works that present honprophetic visions of heavenly ascent or spiritual
journey. Such accounts include, among others, the mi'raj narrative attrib
uted to Abu Yazid al-Bistami, Avicenna's two allegories (Risdla: at-tair
and Hayy ibn Yaq~an), Sana'i's Sair al-'ibad ila l-ma'dd, Ibn Tufail's Hayy
ibnYaq~an, al-Ghazali's Risdlat at-tair, several allegories by Shihab ad-Din
as-Suhrawardi, Shams ad-Din Muhammad Bardsiri Kirmani's (d. before
618/1221) Mi$ba/:!al-arva/:!,and Ibn 'Arabi's !(itab al-isrd ila maqdm al
asrd,as well as several treatments of the mi'raj in his Futu/Jatal-Makkiyya.
Finally, the well-known mystic Abu l-Qasim 'Abd al-Karim al-Qushairi
(d. 465/1073) composed a Kitah al-mi'raj in which he discusses the status
of the prophet-centered tradition in his time.' It appeared to me that a se
ries of essays on some or all of these treatises would contribute much
to illuminate theoretical and historical issues of Islamic allegory and
provide a cornerstone for the larger project of investigating the genre as
a whole.

In the course of my research, I encountered references to a Mi'raj
Nama attributed to Avicenna in which the philosopher gives his "rational-
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ist" interpretation of the story of the prophet Muhammad's ascent to
heaven. Having just completed an analysis of the same author's Risdlat af
fair, I set out to examine this tract to see if it was appropriate for inclusion
in my projected book.' In order to understand the Mi(raj Nama fully, I
needed to consult Avicenna's philosophical texts, and it was at this point
that my study began to assume its present form of focusing on the more
general and significant problem of the interplay between allegory and phi
losophy in Avicenna's thought as a whole.

The Mi(rajNama falls into two main parts. In the first, Avicenna
establishes the conceptual framework within which he intends to interpret
the story of the mi(raj by furnishing a summary of his psychology and
epistemology. In. the second part, the philosopher provides his allegorical
interpretation of the ascension story itself, adopting an exegetical format
in which he quotes several lines of the story and then interprets them from
the perspective of his previously outlined philosophical system. Through
much of the tract Avicenna also expostulates upon the relation of philoso
phy to allegory, remarking on how and why one should compose and
understand texts from an allegorical point of view.5

This treatise has not received marked attention from modern or pre
modern students of Avicenna primarily because critical examination of
Avicenna's works is still in its early stages, despite the dedicated efforts of
a few specialists. Many minor works remain unedited, while some major
ones require reediting; many aspects of his thought require further inves
tigation. Equally important as a reason for the treatise's neglect by scholars
has been the doubts raised concerning authenticity of the work's attri
bution to Avicenna. This issue is fully discussed in Appendix B, but in
short I believe that the evidence supporting the authenticity of the treatise
is sufficiently strong that the burden of proof falls upon those who would
dispute this claim. Even those who continue to deny the tract's authentic
ity must admit that its doctrines accord with Avicenna's philosophical ~ys

tem. Despite my belief in the treatise's authenticity, I must state quite
clearly that this issue does not substantially affect my analysis ofthe interplay
between allegory and philosophy in Avicenna/s thought, which is based on
those of the philosopher's writings concerning whose authenticity there
exists no doubt whatsoever. The Mi'raj Nama serves only as an additional
sample text. In order to make the tract more widely available and facilitate
discussion of it, I decided to include a full English translation here based
on a critical reading of manuscript and printed sources."



Translation III

The Translation of the Micra}"Nama
(The Book of the Prophet Muhammad's
Ascent to Heaven) 7

Introduction

[IV., 79] In the Name of God, the Merciful and the Compassionate. This
is the treatise on the (prophet Muhammad's) Ascension that the First
Master, Abu 'Ali ibn Sina, may God's mercy be upon him, wrote: 8

Thanks to the Lord of heaven and earth, praise to the Bestower of
spirit [jan] and body [tan]. And greetings to His selected prophet, Mu
hammad the Chosen [mu$ta!a],may God bless him and his family, and to
the members of his house [his descendants], and his pure companions."

Now then: A friend of ours has continually inquired about the mean
ing [ma(na] of the Ascension, desiring it explained in a rational way [bar
tariq-i ma(quL].1°I was constrained (from doing this) because of the dan
ger involved until now, when I have entered the service of the Exalted
Court of 'Ala' [ad-Daula].!' I submitted this matter [ma(na] to his opin
ion. He consented and gave me permission to delve into it [zr.] and of his
own will assisted, so that the bond of indolence was opened, and my dili
gence and effort in this (topic) could become apparent. For although
many subtle truths and symbols [ma(ani-yiLatifva-rumuz]come to mind,
when there is no virtuous recipient or perfect intellectual [(aqiL](to receive
them), they cannot be made manifest. It is a fault to divulge secrets to a
stranger; the teller then becomes culpable. As they have said: "Secrets,
protect them from others!" 12 But when you speak to someone capable and
worthy, it is appropriate to convey the truth to one who is deserving. 13

Just as lodging secrets with someone ignorant is a mistake, withholding
[80] truths [ma(ani] from an intelligent person is inappropriate. And in
this age of ours, no one recalls seeing a great person more perfect than the
Exalted Court. Indeed, in truth it is known that the sphere [faLak] has
[2V.]not brought forth into the desert of Existence and Appearance any
one more sublime, generous, intelligent, or wise than the noble person of
'Ala' ad-Daula.':'

Since he is the point of conjunction of all that is praiseworthy, lofty,
and sublime, whenever a truth [ma(na] comes to mind, the faculty of in-
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tellect strives to convey it to the informed ear of that great man, so (that
it) becomes enobled (by being) a "part" in the shadow of that "whole."
For all truths in minds incline toward him. Indeed, you would say that his
pure intellect has become the center for all the intellects of the generous,
since all things revolve around their center. Each word someone utters,
however noble, bears no refinement and taste if the Exalted Court does
not accept it. [jr.] Because his acceptance is like soul [rub] for the words,
and body without soul is worthless.

Not everyone who speaks is accepted at that Exalted Court. On the
contrary, words must be free of defect and impurity in utterance and
meaning for his ear to accept (them)." Since his ear is the Lote Tree of
the Far Boundary, and nothing unrefined can reach there, (words) must
be subtle and spiritual to find (their) way. But each person bears a gift in
order to be accepted."

We too, bravely and with good intentions toward that august man,
presented these words to that Court. We delved into the symbols of the
story of the Ascension as far as intellect can help, relying on the magna
nimity of (this) great man. [3v.] Whatever fault he sees, may he regard it
with the eye of pardon so that it may seem proper. I seek help from Life
Giving God. Only God grants success.!" [81]

Chapter
In Explanation of the Condition of Prophethood
and Apostleship

Know that Absolute Truth [lfaqq], may He be exalted, created human
beings from two different things." One is called body [tan], the other,
spirit [jan]. He brought each from a different world [(alam]. He brought
together the body by gathering the humors [akhlat] and combining the
elements [arkan], and He united with it the spirit, through the influence
of the Active Intelligence." He adorned the body with parts, such as the
hand, foot, head, face, belly, frame, sensation, and other things, and gave
each one, such as the heart, liver, [4r.] and brain, a suitable function. Thus
the hand is for taking, the foot for going. This does not do the work of
that, nor that the work of this. The body is the mount [markab], the spirit
the rider. The instrument of the spirit is the body, (while) the splendor
[raunaq] of the body rests in the spirit. When He created the body, He
chose three noble members of it, and into each He put a soul [ruJ)]. He
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put the animal (soul) [hayavani] in the heart, the natural [tabi'i] in the
liver, and the psychic [nafsani] in the brain. He adorned each one of these
with special faculties: the animal with concupiscence [shahvat]and irasci
bility [ghacjab], external sensation [hiss], the imagination [khayal], and
estimation [vahm]; the natural with expulsion [daf], digestion [hacjm],
absorption [jazb], and retention [imsak]; and the psychic with the facul
ties of cogitation [tafakkur], recollection [tazakkur], discernment [tamay
yuz], memory [IJaft], and other things. These (first) two souls l-vl are
subordinate. The basis [a$l] of [82] this soul is the psychic (soul). Both of
these (former) two are its servants. It is more perfect and nobler, because
the animal and natural (souls) are exposed to transitoriness, in the bonds
of mortality [fana)], but the psychic (soul) is not susceptible to mortality;
it remains forever after the passing of the body. Hence when the Absolute
Truth (may He be praised and exalted) brought forth the body.Hc made
(it) the mount of the spirit [ruh]. The intent of this was that the nobility
of humankind become clear and distinct, and that it be distinguished from
the other animals. For if (their) bases were the animal and natural (souls),
humans would not be differentiated from other animals. They would be
an (equal) partner [sharik] of all animals. But if He only put the psychic
(soul in humans), they would have nothing in common with other ani
mals. Hence He gave (humans) all three (souls), so that they share the
animal and natural (souls) with all [Sf.] but in regard to their psychic
(souls) are nobler than all.

The basis of humankind is the psychic (soul). Rationality [nutq] , wis
dom [khirad], knowledge [danish],and discernment are of it. The rational
[natiqat] and psychic souls are not called spirit, they are called soul [ra
van].20 Because the spirit is a subtle body, while the soul is not a body but
rather a faculty that through the perfection of its subtle nature [latafat]is
the helper and activator of the spirit and body. It is the locus of speech
[sukhan]and the source of knowledge [(ilm] and wisdom. When the spirit
and body are set free, the body decays, (but) the soul does not decay."

Since humanity's nobility lies in the rational soul, and the body is its
mount and instrument, there must be guardians for the mount so it does
not fall into harm and destruction, for then it would not function. For this
reason [ma(na], [sv.] the natural soul is placed in the liver and given fac
ulties that always seek aid from nourishment. In this way it conveys power
to the body [83]and thus regulates the mount. That which is excessive, it
expels by means of another faculty, partly through the pores by means of
perspiration and partly by excretion. If there were no faculty for food
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consumption, the mount would collapse; if there were no faculty for ex
pulsion, a person would not (be able) to burn up all the food.

The animal faculty is also given so that, by means of the irascible
faculty, it holds what is not naturally compatible at a distance; while the
concupiscent faculty brings near to one whatever is naturally compatible.
The faculties of the (five) senses have been provided as attendants to the
rational soul; hence, they take whatever sensibles [mabfU$at]reach them
and [6r.] convey (them) to the common sense [biss-imushtarak],which is
the form-recipient of all things. Then (common sense) gives to the com
positive imagination whatever is suitable, and to estimation whatever is
suitable. Whatever is appropriate for the intellect, it separates, with the
help of cogitation and discernment, and deposits in the storehouse of
memory, so that, when it is of use to the intellect, (the intellect) retrieves
it by means of the faculty of recollection. Recollection thus conveys from
memory whatever (the intellect) may need.

When it is known that these three souls are put in human beings, it
becomes clear that human differences and faculties originate from differ
ences in faculties and the (varying) domination of these souls. Someone
for whom the natural (soul) is dominant is concerned with whatever is
connected with morsels, gluttony, and food. Someone for whom the ani
mal (soul) is dominant prefers [6v.] concupiscence, irascibility, and other
lowly attributes. Those for whom the psychic (soul) is dominant make the
natural and animal (souls) their servants, so that whatever relates to learn
ing' wisdom, cogitation, and discernment appears in them. They give way
to the animal (soul) to such an extent that they are not given the name of
"lifeless" and "passionless." [84] They operate the natural (soul) to the
extent that the mount requires it. When the rational soul is dominant and
powerful in someone, it defeats and conquers the animal and natural
(souls), because the intellect restrains humans from excess and negligence
[ifrat wa-tafrzt]and encourages moderation [i'tidal] in all actions. 22

In the same way that the rational soul is the commander and superior
of the souls, the intellect is the commander [7r.] and superior of the ratio
nal soul. It is provided as an advisor of human beings for the rational soul,
which is (also) called the Holy Spirit [rub-i qudsi] and pure soul [ravan-i
pak]. The senses are its servants, and memory, discernment, recollection,
and cogitation are begotten through it. It also has a nourisher and director
[the Active Intelligence] upon whom its eyes are fixed and at the door of
whose palace of greatness it continually stands, seeking benefit. It is the
intellect that perceives everything and receives all the forms, without cor-
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ruption finding a way to it. Every kind of knowledge that reaches the soul
and every happiness that appears in it are all the fruit of the management
of the intellect. The purpose of the intellect is to promote happiness in the
soul by means of knowledge [7\'.]. And the purpose of the (rational) soul
[nafi] is that, with (the intellect's) help, it separates intelligibles [ma'quliit]
from among sensibles [mahsusat]and conveys them to the intellect. The
intellect has nothing to do with sensibles, because whatever is sensible is
not on (its) rank of nobility and perfection. On the contrary, perfection,
nobility, and greatness lie in intelligibles. The intellect always faces aloft.
It does not look down, nor would it go from being noble to being base.
However, it has provided the soul with some help, [Ss]for it manages the
best interests of the lower world and sensible states. This (aspect of it) is
called the practical intellect ['aql-imuktasab].23

The nobility of human beings thus lies in two things: the rational
soul and the intellect. Neither of these two are from the world of corporeal
bodies [ajsam];rather, they are from the higher world. They are the gov
ernors [muta$arrif]of the body, [Sr.] not its resident [sakin].For abstract
[mujarrad], simple [basit]faculties, there is no extension [hayyiz]or place
[makan]; but their effect holds the body in order.

When we say that the soul [nafi] and the intellect are two things, we
do not mean that they are contained by way of number in a corporeal
entity [haqiqat-ijismiyyat]. Rather, the intention is verbal distinction in
(regard to) that faculty's own management [tarbiyat]of identifying con
ditions, effecting benefits, and bringing forth ideas [ma'ani]. It is some
thing that provides a different benefit everywhere and assumes a different
name accordingly. Similarly, the animal soul, which is in the heart, is not
more than one entity [haqiqat];but whenever its effect becomes visible in
a specific (bodily) member, it assumes a different name. The intent here is
that it be easy to specify in regard to apprehending verbal expressions.
Therefore, when the animal faculty [Sv.] apprehends form, it is called sight
[lit. light]; when it becomes a listening instrument, it is called hearing;
when scent perception occurs in the locus of the nose, it is called smell;
and when it perceives flavor, it is called taste. However, the aspect [ha
qiqat] that occurs in the faculty of discernment is not specific to the eye,
ear, place of smell, or taste. Rather, the faculty of discernment occurs in
all limbs and members. Thus it is known that faculties are named accord
ing to difference(s) in effect, but are, in reality, one thing.>

The states of the rational soul are the same. The difference between
knowledge and intellect is only in name. In reality it is one [S6] faculty
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that perceives and knows. That which knows, perceives; and that which
perceives, knows. When [9r.] it perceives truths [haqa/iq] as abstract
forms, it does not do so in place, nor in matter, and certainly not through
an instrument. Since this is the case, the forms of things are not taking
each others' places, because there is no multiplicity of quantity or corpo
real differentiation there. Abstract forms are received, and also (simulta
neously) known and intellected. But each time that the rational faculty
appears in faculties and effects a fresh benefit, it assumes a different name.

The rational soul is a substance [jauhar] existing through itself. It is
of such subtlety that it does not accept a substratum [mautjuf]. It exists
through itself Whatever it knows, it knows through itself. It is the knower
of its own essence. It perceives its own knowledge through itself, and ac
cepts it through itself. That aspect [haqiqat] which perceives is called in
tellect and that which is perceived [9V.]is called knowledge.

When it knows through itself, and perceives and accepts, and true
seeing occurs, it is called insight [ba$irat]. When it perceives and seeks
perception's end, it is called cogitation. When it separates bad from good,
it is called discernment." When it stores that which it has discerned, it is
called memory. When it divulges (it again), it is called thought [khatir].
When it is close to appearance, it is called recollection. When only the
wish for divulging (thoughts) is involved, it is called determination [Cazm]
and intention [niyyat]. When it is united with language, it is called dis
course [kalam]. When it is expressed, it is called speech [qaul]. From this
point, it has assumed sensible accidents [aCratj-ihissi] and taken on cor
poreal forms [jismanryyatJ.[ror.] The basis [sar] of all these steps [muqad
damat] is called rationality, and the source [manbaC]of these faculties is
called the rational soul.

The nobility of humanity thus stems from the (process) beginning
with perception [lit. insight] and ending with speech. The nobility [87]
of the bodily senses stems from that which produces speech [i.e., the ratio
nal soul]. Expression [Cibarat],speech, script [baif], and whatever is re
lated to these, do not exist for the purpose· of manifesting the nobility of
human beings, but rather because of the dullness and extreme ignorance
of bodily form, which only finds a way (for expression) by means of spe
cific sensibles.

That which the rational soul affirms with the pen of knowledge
[qalam-i Cilm]on the tablet of intellect [laub-i Caql]concerning aspects of
truth [baqa)iq-imaCani]·and abstract form, which is rationality, is shared
with the angels.> It ennobles and cultivates. These others have not seen
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the face of majesty. For this reason it is necessary that in the lowly body
and senses themselves, etched forms [IOV.]be embodied. The pure original
(truth) arranges itself this way so that the benefit of rational thought occur
and become manifest in speech.

When this is known, know that just as the senses face the intellect,
and stand in attendance for whatever it conveys and explains to them-for
in this way it helps its own body to maintain the order of sensibles-the
intellect also faces its own world, waiting for the emanation [fai4] of what
ever its Betters [mahtaran] convey to it. Through their mediation it keeps
straight the best interests [ma4alil;]of exoteric and esoteric (matters).

The attendance of the intellect, which is the result of the emanation
of knowledge, is called aspiration [himmat]; while its seeking is called de
sire [iradat]. 27 Compulsion and coercion are not suitable for (the intel
lect). [IIf.] It is the appraiser of sciences. The eye of its insight is open; by
choice [ikhtiyar] it constantly seeks." This constancy is called yearning
[shauq].29 That which is revealed to its insight is concealed from sensual
sight. This concealed (dimension) is called the invisible world [ghaib].
Thus the intellect always has the eye of knowledge opened by means of
the pupil of insight; for guidance, it seeks aid from the celestial reaches.30

For most of humankind perfection is not perceived. Unless they tran
scend the eighth stage, they always receive help from the Active Intelli
gence [Caql-ifaCCal].One who becomes guided by the First (Intelligence)
[88] is united with purity and subtlety." One who becomes guided by
the Second has a quick wit that easily understands fields of knowledge
[IIV.]related to the science of calculation [I;isab]and the like. One who be
comes guided by the Third loves mirth [tarab] and activity. One who
becomes guided by the Fourth becomes distinguished by types of great
ness and nobility. One who becomes guided by the Fifth (has an intellect)
veiled by the animal faculties. One who becomes guided by the Sixth be
comes endowed with asceticism, knowledge, piety, and fidelity. One who
becomes guided by the Seventh becomes true in purpose and steadfast in
belief [raJi]. Everything toward which this person inclines is perfect; what
ever he or she wants to do, he or she can do.

(But) if perfection befriends a person, and so that he or she passes
through all the (levels of) guidance, and he or she is aided by all the
Supernals [Culwiyyat],and passes through everything, and becomes united
with the First Guardian [muhaimin-i avval], which is the Universal Intel
ligence [Caql-ikull], (then) this person comprehends.P [I2f.]

Unless a human being understands these preliminaries, he or she is
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not of a high station, and when a sensible approaches a primary intelligible
that which it would have been comes to naught. That person upon whom
the First Intelligence gazes, so that he or she becomes refined, cultivated,
subtle, beautiful, brave, and perfect in intellect, becomes a prophet. The
First Intelligence becomes for this person as our intellect (is for us). And
intellect for him or her is on the level of our soul [nafs]. Just as the soul
that grasps a truth [ma(na] from the intellect is learned, the intellect that
grasps from the First Intelligence is a prophet.

But this state varies. Either it occurs in sleep, since in wakefulness the
preoccupations of the senses and the multitude of activities become a hin
drance; or it occurs in wakefulness, since in sleep the imaginative faculty
predominates; or in each [I2V.]it is full and true." The motion and repose
of this person is pure in legislative function [shar']. It never admits abro
gation or distortion [faskh va-maskh].This person is free of worldly dis
tractions and secular controls and is devoted to the affairs of the Necessary
Existent. [89] The First Intelligence nourishes his or her soul from itself.
This nourishing is called sanctification [taqdis].As the Qur'an states, "We
have supported him with the Holy Spirit." 34 (The First Intelligence]
reveals itself to this person so that through (its) good auspices he or
she comprehends. When he or she fully understands the universal, he
or she attains knowledge of the included particulars, since this person
does not need time or delay (to understand matters). 35 Thus (Muhammad)
said "My Lord instructed me; and how well was my instruction; and I in
structed 'All, and I instructed him well." 36 Similarly (the Qur' an)said, "And
We taught him knowledge from Us." 37 And when the Holy Spirit, [I3r.]
who is higher than souls, Gabriel the Trustworthy, the bearer of prophetic
revelation [va/;Jy],continually regards that person, it gives that person's
movement and repose a divine tincture." Thus the Qur'an says: "The dye
of God, and who is better than God as a dye." 39 That which is united to the
intellect from the Holy Spirit is prophethood [nubuvvat]. That which be
comes manifest from that intellect is apostleship [risalat].That which the
prophet says is the summons [da(vat].That which becomes clear from this
summons is religion [shari'at]. And the law [qanun] of that religion is
religious creed [millat]. The acceptance of all this is faith [iman]. The
name of that which prophets receive is revelation. When it is united with
a human, and the Holy Spirit opens his or her way to itself and becomes
governor of that disposition, it makes (that person) lofty in aspiration,
and slight in greed, [I3v.] rancourless, without envy. Whatever this person
does is through that Holy Power. Just as is (found) in the (prophetic)
tradition. "I ask of you a faith that my heart touches."?"
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Thus the Holy Spirit is the noblest of all souls, for all (other) souls
are subordinate to the Universal Intelligence. The Holy Spirit, however,
is that which is the intermediary between the Necessary Existent and the
First Intelligence. The faith of that Power is the prophet, who is the mes
senger and bearer of the Holy Emanation [faitJ-i qudsi].That Power is the
fruit of proximity to the First Intelligence. The prophet has said in a tra
dition: "Faith is rightward, and wisdom [hikma] is rightwardness.":" That
is: Faith is the Folk of the Right. [90] And "wisdom is rightwardness"
means: they are identical. Wisdom and faith are for the Folk of the Right,
and not for the Folk of the Left. The first is an expression for heaven, and
[I4r.] the second is an expression for hell.?

Faith consists of two parts: real [haqiqi] and metaphorical [majazi] ,
the husk and the core. Prophets have real faith, the core, for they bear
the core and the truth [ma(na]. Ordinary people [(avamm] bear the
husk, the form [~urat]. Their faith is sensible, not intelligible. With the aid
of the (intellectual) faculty, (the prophet) draws down the Holy Spirit. As
he said, "I feel the breath [nafas]of the Merciful from the Yemen."43This
Holy Spirit is a divine faculty. It is not a body, nor a substance, nor an
accident. It is the pure divine Command [amr-i pak-i izidi]; "Indeed; His
is the Command and the Creation." 44 The intent of (the word Command)
is not (physical) speech and expression. People who do not consider this
appropriate and consider the Holy Spirit to be a result of the Command
do so because they do not know the reality of Command. There is no
nobility greater than a soul joined [mutJafJto the divine Command. [I4v.]

Thus the Qur'an says, "Say! The Spirit is from the Command of my
Lord.":" Absolute Command thus comes only to the prophet, while that
which comes to (ordinary) people [khalq] is qualified [kaifiyyat]. The
prophet brings the (absolute) truths of the (divine) Command within the
boundaries of religious law [shar]. Divine Command is that which is
called Holy Spirit [nafs-i qudsi] by the intellect and Gabriel by religious
legislation [shar]. It is equal in nobility of rank with all the Souls and
Intelligences. Such that the Qur'an says, "A day in which the Spirit and
the Angels arise in a row." 46

When these preliminaries are known, it should (also) be known that
reason comprehends truth [ma'na] through itself, while prophethood
comprehends truths [haqaJiq]through Holy Support. Just as speech is not
reason, reason is not summons, and summons is not [91] prophethood.
Recollection [zikr] [rcr.] stands between speech and reason, and apostle
ship between prophethood and summons. Hence, whatever rational con
cepts that the intellect wishes to convey to the senses, it does so by means
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of recollection. (The latter then) formulates it in sensible sounds and
unites (it) with speech, so that hearing apprehends."?

Similarly, when prophets wish to comprehend the truth of the divine
Command and convey (it) to created beings, they permit the faculty of
apostleship to bring these concepts into the imagination and make them
concrete forms; then with the language of summons, they convey (it) to
the community [ummat]. Thus summons is like speech, and prophethood
like reason. There is no speech without reason, but there is reason without
speech. There is also no apostleship without prophethood, but there is
prophethood without apostleship. Just as (Muhammad) said, "I was a
prophet while Adam was between water and clay," or in another version,
"while Adam was moving in his clay."48[I5V.]

The Holy Spirit is like the point, prophethood is like the line, and
apostleship is like the surface. Summons is like the substance and the re
ligious creed is like the body. The splendor of the body is in the soul.
Similarly, the value of the religious creed is in prophethood. The body is
general, the point particular. The body is sensible, apprehended, specific;
the point is nonsensible, non apprehended, nonspecific. So that the Qur'an
says, "Sights do not apprehend him.":" Just as the beginning of all things
is the point, the beginning of all actions is the Holy Spirit. The sovereignty
of the point over (concrete) existents is known, and the sovereignty of the
Holy Spirit over intelligibles is manifest. So that the Qur'an has stated,
"He is Victorious over His servants."?"

This idea is far-fetched for estimation, since imagination adds di
rection and shape; but it is more reasonable for intellect, [I6r.] because the
locus of specifying position is (the task of) thought [khatir]. Hence [92]
the Qur'an says, "And We are nearer to him than the jugular vein." And it
says, "He is with you wherever you. are." 51

Although all things need Holy Emanation, it is free, unattached to
souls, unpreoccupied with bodies. (Muhammad) thus said, "I had a time
with God unrivaled by an angel drawn-near or a prophet sent."52 Since it
is (now) known that prophethood is an emanation of the Holy Spirit, it
should (also) be known that the reality of the Qur'an is divine discourse;
the enunciation of the Book, however, is prophetic speech, since speech
without form and pronunciation [/;Jaif] is impossible. For these two exist
the throat, lip, teeth, lungs, intestines, and (other) outlets of sounds. All
this is in the body. Substance is nobler than the body. [I6v.] The First
Reality is not (even) substance; negation of corporeality is a primary facet
of it. Hence, its discourse is not (physical) speech.
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Human beings, however, are composites and have (physical) instru
ments of speech. So their speech [nutq] is by means of pronunciation and
voice. (But) it should be known that asserting (physical) speech to that
(divine) quarter is impossible. Divine discourse is the unveiling of a con
cept by the Holy Spirit through the mediation of the Universal Intelli
gence to the prophet's soul. That which is the prophet's speech [nutq] is
identical with divine discourse. His control over himself is nonexistent;
the name Holy befalls him; his speech [nutq] is the Qur'an. He does not
say what he says on the basis of being a created being; he speaks by leave
of (divine) Command, no rather, he speaks at the discretion of (divine)
discourse. He therefore said, "The Merciful taught the Qur'an and created
humanity." 53 When this unveiling [I7r.] overwhelms his reason [nutq],
realities and concepts become the totality of the prophet. But the com
munity [93]cannot be informed of this, for they are bound by their senses.
For the best interest of people, prophets are given permission to activate
imagination and estimation. In this way, they put the emanation to work
and bring that faculty into operation. That which is perceived is put into
estimation, so that it makes a concrete form; that which appears is a mir
acle. That which is rational is put into the imagination, so that recollection
[zikr] governs it; that which is brought forth as speech becomes a book.
Because it is (produced) by divine aid, (God's name) is added, so that one
says "The Book of God" just like "The House of God," "The Servant of
God," and "The Apostle of God."

That which prophets thus perceive from the Holy Spirit [I7V.]is pure
intelligible, and that which they say is sensible, with the adornment of the
imagination and estimation. Hence, (Muhammad) said, "We, the band of
prophets, He commanded us to speak to people according to the capacity
of their intellects." One can perceive an abstract intelligible (only) with the
abstract intellect. It is something apprehended, not something spoken.v'

It is thus the condition of prophets that they arrange every intelligible
that they perceive as a sensible and put it into speech so that the commu
nity can follow that sensible. They perceive it as an intelligible, but make
it sensed and concrete for the community. They thus increase (its useful
ness) for threats and promises and foster good beliefs, so that its pro
visions become perfect, and so that the basis and code of religious law
[shar] [I8r.] and the foundation of religious devotion not be dissolved
and disordered and that which is the intention of the prophet not remain
concealed. When it reaches intellectuals, they perceive it with their in
tellect. They know that the prophet's words are all symbols, filled with
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intelligibles. When it reaches ignoramuses, however, they look at the ex
ternal speech; their hearts are satisfied with nonintelligible concrete forms
and sensibles. They are enveloped by the imagination and do not pass
beyond the doorway of estimation. [94] They ask, unknowing, and listen,
uncomprehending. "And praise be to God, for indeed most of them do
not knoW."55

It was for this reason that the noblest of men, the dearest of proph
ets, and the seal of the apostles, upon whom be peace, said to the center
of the circle of wisdom, the sphere of truth, and the storehouse of intel
lect, the Commander of the Faithful, 'Ali, upon whom be peace, "0 'Ali,
when you see people approach their Creator by (different) forms of piety,
approach (Him) with (different) forms of intellect, then you will precede
them."56 [I8v.]

Such talk as this is only proper for such a great man as he, for among
people he was like the intelligible is among sensibles. He said, "0 'Ali,
since men toil in many devotions, toil you in perceiving the intelligible,
then you will precede them all."57And necessarily so, for with the eye of
intellectual insight, he perceived secrets, comprehended all truths, and un
derstood intelligibles. He saw (only)· one Ordinance [bukm], and it was
for this reason that he said, "If the veil were drawn away, I would not
increase in certitude." 58

No human fortune is better than apprehending the intelligible. To
apprehend that intelligible is Paradise, adorned with (all) kinds of luxuries,
ginger and nectar. Hell, with punishments [19r.] and burning thirst, con
sists of corporeal preoccupations; for humans fall into the burning pit of
passion [hava] and remain in the bonds of imagination and the torment
of estimation. The bonds of imagination and the torment of estimation
rise away from human beings more quickly through knowledge than
through action, because action is corporeal activity and corporeal activity
occurs only sensibly. But knowledge is a faculty of the soul, which occurs
only intelligibly. So that the prophet, upon whom be peace, said, "A little
knowledge is better than much action."59 He also stated, "The intention
[95]of the believer is better than his or her action." And the Commander
of the People, 'Ali, upon whom be peace, stated that "The value of every
person is that which he or she does well."?" That is, the value of humans
and the nobility of humankind is only in knowledge.

Since these preliminaries have become prolonged [I9v.], I will con
tinue no longer, so that we are not detained from the intended subjects.
The intention of this book is that we explain the Ascension of the prophet,
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may God bless him and his family and grant them salvation, according to
the intellect, such as it went and it was. For rationalists know that his
intention in that was not that it was a sensible journey, but rather that it
was intelligible perception that he related allegorically [ramzi] in sensible
language, so that neither class of humans be deprived.

(I do) this only with divine support and luminous aid, for thought
[khatir] receives aid and the mirror of the intellect becomes luminous in
order that explanation of these words will be given, in brief, and the alle
gorical meaning of the Ascension, in regard to secrets, will become clear.

Only [20r.] God, may He be glorified and exalted, grants success. [96

is a blank page]

Chapter
In Introduction to the Ascension of the Prophet,
Upon Whom be Peace

[97] Know that the explanation of each thing (lies) in the nature of that
thing, and the road to a specified destination is determined by that destin
ation's direction. Hence, if a person wishes to set out on the road for a
(certain) destination and heads toward another destination whose road is
not in that direction, he or she will never reach the destination. Thus, if a
person wishes to go to Baghdad and sets out on the Samarqand road, he
or she will not reach Baghdad. But when a person sets out on the Baghdad
road, he or she reaches the destination. In regard to equipment, it is the
same; if [20V.] a person wishes to beat gold (into gold leaf) well, but
tailors, or does carpentry, or some other profession whose equipment is
not appropriate (to this intention), it will not turn out right. Similarly, if
a person thinks that a human body reaches a place where the intellect
reaches, it is impossible. Because the intellect reaches through intelligibles;
it does not reach through duration or instrument, nor does it go by means
of time. Because the intellect is not in place, nor does space encompass it.
Hence, a place where the intellect reaches, the body does not reach. The
body is a dense substance; it does not (naturally) move upward. If it travels
upwards, it does so only by accident and force. If it desires to cover quickly
a distance that it has only traveled slowly, [2Ir.] it cannot. [98]

Destinations are of two types, either intelligible or sensible. The con
veyor of sensibles is the senses; the conveyor of intelligibles is the intellect.
Elevation is also of two types: either intelligible or sensible. Elevation per-
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ceived by the senses, in terms of the visual perception (of moving) upward,
becomes a sensible. Intelligible elevation is by way of rank and nobility,
because it is not in locality. When the (sensible) destination is downward,
travel toward it is downward. When the destination is upward, motion
toward it is uoward.

1-

Ascent is also of two types: upward, sensible, for the body; or by
levels of intelligibles, for the soul. The body's motion to a lofty destination
occurs only by movement, transversing space, and temporal motion. But
when it is on the level of intelligibles, motion is spiritual, by means of the
intellect, not corporeal by means of the foot.

When the body [21V.]is stationary, the faculty of perception (can still)
move toward its goal on the mount of the intellect. Its travel is rapid be
cause it moves to its center, and everything tends toward its center. Per
ceiving intelligibles is the task of the intellect, not the work of the senses.
And gazing upon intelligibles is the task of the soul, not the work of the
body. When it is known that the elevation of intelligibles is not in an
upward direction, (it is understood) that (such) movement is not the work
of the body, since the body is slow-moving.

Ascensions, therefore, are of two types, either corporeal, by means of
the power [quvvat]of (corporeal) upward motion, or spiritual, by means
of the power of cogitation [quvvat-ifikri] toward intelligibles. Since the
conditions of the Ascension [mi(raj]of our prophet, upon whom be peace,
[22r.] are not in the sensible world, it is known that he did not go in body,
because the body cannot traverse a long distance in one moment. [99]
Hence, it was not a corporeal ascension, because the goal was not sensual.
Rather, the ascension was spiritual, because the goal was intellectual.

If a person imagines that when (Muhammad) said, "I went," and
explained experiences [lit. states] in the form of corporeal entities [mujas
samat], that would have all been imagination, it would be complete stu
pidity because confirming impossibilities is not the task of the intellect.
This is not deficiency appearing on the part of the prophet, because capa
bility has no connection with impossibilities. Rejecting inconceivable
impossibilities is a state of superiority, not a deficiency. Rather, (the
Ascension account) was the symbol (ic rendition) [22V.] of intelligibles
given in the language of the external senses."!

Explanation of the states of made and created things is provided (by
him) in a way that literalists would accept within their bounds, while in
quiring minds understand these truths. And indeed, people of reason
know that the place to which thought goes, the body does not go, and
that which insight perceives, the sense of sight does not perceive.
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Since the condition of the the Ascension is related to intelligibles, I
long contemplated what it could be. When (my) intellect untied this knot,
the thought occurred (to me) that the explanation of the symbols of the
Ascension should be given so that it would be known how noble the
prophet was, and what his aim was in these sayings. [23r.] Only God
grants success.

I enjoin that these words be withheld from those who are unworthy,
foolish, and uninitiated ignoramuses. For reticence with outsiders in (re
vealing) truths is one of the religious duties. The Seal of the Apostles,
upon whom be blessings and peace, said, "Do not cast pearls before the
feet of dogs.":" It has also been said, "Secrets, protect them from out
siders!" And it has been said, "Keep your secret, even from your lord!":"
[100] May that person who would reveal these words to every inferior
person be unsuccessful, because he or she would be a traitor and scoun
drel. "Whoever betrays us, is not of US."64 That person would fall into
perdition, and perdition and punishment would come to the writer as
well. [23v.]

When a rationalist explains an intelligible, only (another) rationalist
should peruse it, so that it does not disturb sensual-minded outsiders. And
may God judge between us and the unrighteous! [101]

THE BEGINNING OF THE STORy65

The best of creatures, upon him be (God's) blessing and salvation, said:
I was sleeping one night in the house. It was a night with thunder and light
ning. No animal made a sound) no bird chirped) no person was awake-.I was
not asleep) but lying between sleep and wakefulness. That is, I had been de
sirous of perceiving truths by means of insight for a long time. At night
humans are freer, for bodily occupations [24r.] and sensual impediments
are suspended.

So it happened one night when I was between wakefulness and sleepmeans
that I was between the senses and the intellect; I fell into the sea of know 1
edge. It was a night with thunder and lightning means that the succor
of the celestial caller prevailed so that the irascible faculty died and the fac
ulty of imagination [khayal] ceased its operations." Tranquility overcame
preoccupation.

Then he said: Suddenly Gabriel descended in his own formwith such
beauty) splendor, and majesty that the house was alit. He means: the faculty
of the Holy Spirit in the form of the (divine) Command united with me.
It had so great an effect that all the faculties of the rational soul became
renewed and alit."? [24v., 102J
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Describing the beauty of Gabriel, he said: I sawhim whiter than snow)
fair offace) curlyof lock.On hisforeheadwaswritten in light) "There isno God
but God)and M uhammad is theApostleof God));fairly largeof eye)delicateof
brow)with seventythousandlocksofred ruby dangling down)and six hundred
thousandfeathers of lustrouspearl openedup. That is, in my inner eye [ba
$irat], by means of intellectual abstraction, I perceived ·such beauty and
fairness that if a trace of that beauty were to appear to the senses, that
sensible would look like what he described.

The meaning of "There is no God but God" being written on his
forehead is that anyone whose eye beheld his beauty [25r.] would be
cleansed from the darkness of skepticism and idolatry, and would attain
such certitude and belief in the affirmation of the Creator that every cre
ated thing that he beheld would increase his belief in his Oneness. And
(Gabriel) was so elegant that if a person had seventy thousand tresses of
musk and camphor, he would not attain his beauty. And he was so quick
moving that you would say that he flew with six hundred thousand feath
ers and wings. (But) he did not move in time and space.

Then he said: When he reachedme) he embracedme and kissedme be
tweenmy twoeyesand said)"0 Sleeper,arise!flow longyou slumber!"That is,
when this Holy Faculty reached me, [25V.]it caressed me and admitted me
into its unveiling [kashfJ and did (me) honor. Such yearning arose in my
heart that it cannot be described. Then he said: "How longyou slumber!"
That is, why are you satisfied with counterfeit imaginings? There are
worlds beyond this one you are in. You can only reach them in the wake
fulness of knowledge. Because of compassion, [103]I shall be your guide.
Arise!

Then he said: I was afraid and leapt upfrom my place becauseof that
fear. That is, because of his majesty, I could not think.

Then he said: He said to me) "Be still)for I am your brotherGabriel."
That is, by the grace of the unveiling [kashfJof wisdom, fear was stilled in
me. He introduced himself, so that [26r.] he removed my distress.68

Then he said: I said) "0 Brother,an enemyhas taken controlof me (be
fore)." He said) ((1will not hand you overto the enemy."1 said)"What areyou
going to do?"He said) "Arise!Be observantand take heart." That is, illumi
nate the faculty of memory and obey me so that I may remove difficulties
from you.

Then he said: 1 wasamazed and astonished)and I followedGabriel.That
is, I turned away from the world of sensibles. With the help of the instinc
tual intellect ['aql-igharizi], I followed the Holy Emanation.
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Then he said: Behind Gabriel)Buraq caughtmy eye.That is, the Active
Intelligence, which is the most predominant of the Holy Faculties. Its help
comes to the Intelligences before it reaches the world of generation [26v.]
and corruption. Among the celestial Intelligences, it is it who is a ruler for
the body. It is the bestower of help to souls at any time with whatever is
appropriate. (Muhammad) likened it to Buraq because he was traveling
[dar ravish],and a mount is a help [104-]for one who is travelling. In that
journey it would be (Muhammad's) helper, so inevitably he called it a
mount.

Then he said: It waslargerthan an assand smallerthan a horse.That is,
it is greater than the human intellect and lesser than the First Intelligence.

Then he said: Itsface waslikea humanface. That is, it inclines towards
instructing [tarbiyat]humans; it has the same compassion for humans that
a genus has for its species. And its resemblance [27f.] to humans is by way
of compassion and instruction. Then he said: It is long of arm and long of
leg. That is, its beneficence reaches everywhere and its emanation renews
everything.

Then he said: I wanted to sit on it) (but) it shiedaway. Gabrielhelped
me until it was tamed. That is, because I was in the physical world, I
wanted to sit on it, that is, to unite with it. But it would not accept, until
the Holy Faculty [quvvat-i qudsi] cleansed me of the preoccupations of
ignorance and impediments of the body, so that I became pure [mujarrad]
and, through it, attained the emanation and beneficence of the Active
Intelligence.

Then he said: When I had started on the roadand passedthe mountains
ofMekka, [27V.]a travelercameafter me and calledout) "Stop!"Gabrielsaid)
'CJ)0 not speak)go on!" SoI went on. By this he means the faculty of estima
tion. That is, when I was finished considering my external limbs and ex
tremities, and was not contemplating the senses, and had gone on, the
faculty of estimation called out from behind me, "Don't go!" (This is)
because the faculty of estimation governs [muta$arrif], has great au
thority, and is active [karkun] in all states. It is a tool and instrument for
all animals. It stands in the place of intellect [khirad], accepting what is
agreeable and rejecting what is [105]contrary. It is an influence on human
beings, but they should not obey estimation, for then [28r.] they remain
on the level of animals. A defect in their nobility thus appears. Whomever
is helped by divine beneficence does not blindly follow estimation wher
ever he or she is.

Then he said: A woman)alluring in (her) beauty)calledfrom behindme)
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"Stop! So I can 'reachyou."Again Gabriel said) "Go on) don't stopP)That is,
the faculty of imagination [khayal], which is alluring and ornamented. He
likened it to a woman because most natures incline toward it, and most
people are in its grasp. Furthermore, whatever it does is baseless and is
tainted by deceit and fraud, and this is (like) the doings of women, for the
wiles and stratagems of women are known. And the faculty of [28v.]
imagination is also deceitful, lying, and treacherous. In this way it allures,
hunting human beings with its representations then not fulfilling its prom
ises, for show quickly becomes false. When humans go after imagination,
they never attain intelligibles; they always follow (false) adornments and
fall into the grip of meaningless concrete images.

Then he said: When I went on) Gabriel said) "If you had waited for her
until she reachedyou) you would have becomea lover of the world."That is, the
conditions of the world are baseless and quickly disappear, and the vanities
and preoccupations of the world, in relation to truths [ma'ani], are like
the states and representations of imagination in relation [29r.] to the se
crets of intellect. Whoever becomes occupied with (imagination) stays
away from intelligibles and, through the folly of passion, becomes a pris
oner in the abyss of ignorance.

Then he said: When I went away from the mountains and left these two
persons) [106] I traveled to the Sanctified Abode [bait al-rnuqaddas], and I
entered it.69 Someone came forward and gave me three goblets) one wine) one
water, and one milk. I wanted to take the wine. Gabriel did not allow this. He
pointed to the milk) soI took (it) and drank. That is, when I went away from
the senses and understood the condition of imagination and estimation, I
gazed within myself and entered the spiritual realm. I saw three souls, one
animal, one natural, and one rational. I wanted [29v.] to follow the animal
(soul). He likened it to wine since its faculties, such as lust and anger,
deceive, cloak, and increase ignorance, and wine intensifies these two ap
petites. He likened the natural (soul) to water since it sustains the body. A
person survives by managing (this soul's) servants who work in the body.
(Similarly), water is the cause of animal life; it promotes growth and in
crease. He likened the rational (soul) to milk since it is a beneficial nutri
ment' full of favor and usefulness.

Then he said, I wanted to take the wine but he only allowed me to take
the milk, because most humans obey these two souls and do not transcend
the natural [30r.] and animal (souls), because they are deficient. (Such)
people are deficient and remain deficient; whatever they seek, they seek
only the corporeal and sensual, and the pleasure and utility of these two
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souls is corporeal. Inevitably, that which is animal is lust-driven or power
seeking, loving worldliness, drink, wine, sexual intercourse, and such
things (on the one hand), or is irascibleness [khashm], which consists of
driving away contraries and similar activities (on the other hand). These
are all corporeal preoccupations, and a deficient person always seeks out
such activities.

Those obedient to the natural soul are the same. They are always
involved in eating and sleeping. But when a person is perfectly tempered,
his or her rational soul [107] becomes strong. It dominates the appetites
of the (other) two souls. It commands the activity of the natural (soul's)
faculties [30v.] so that they benefit the body and sustain and govern the
person. It also has the faculties of the animal (soul) in its bonds and orders
actions at necessary and beneficial times. It directs the concupiscent (ap
petite) only toward modesty and well-being, so that the soul [nafi] contin
ues to exist through reproduction, and the name "dead soul" is lifted from
it. It directs the irascible faculty toward the conditions of bravery and
piety, so that the name "ardorless" not befall it. It has all the faculties under
its rule according to time, opportunity, and benefit. Human beings are
called "human" [kas] by virtue of this. The dominion of the natural faculty
is bestial, the dominion of the animal faculty is devilish, and the dominion
of the rational faculty is angelic. Humankind is (such) by virtue of being
[3Ir.] closer to the angelic and further from the devilish and bestial, so that
they are not unaware of their (physical) states, nor without a share of
spiritual connection.

Then he said: I arrived there and entered the mosque. The muezzin gave
the callfor prayer. I was in front) and I saw the group of angels and prophets
standing to the right and left. One by one they greeted me and renewed the
covenant. He means by this: when I finished examining and contemplating
the animal and natural (souls), I entered the mosque, that is, I reached the
brain. By "muezzin" he means the faculty of recollection. By his being "in
front" he means cogitation. By "prophets and angels" he means the facul
ties of the mental spirits [quvvatha-yi arval;J-idimaghi], [3IV.]such as dis
cernment, memory, recollection, and cogitation, and that which is like it.

Their greeting him is his comprehension of all the rational faculties,
because Absolute Truth [lfaqq], may He be praised and exalted, when He
created human beings, divided their nature [nahad] into two domains: an
external one and an internal one. The [108] external domain is the body.
He gave it five senses so that it deals with sensibles. He also gave the
internal (domain) five senses, as servants of the intellect. The external
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senses are the underlings of the internal senses, and the internal senses
are the servants of the intellect. The common sense stands between the
two (groups) as an intermediary. The external senses receive information
from various sides and deposit it with the common sense. [32r.] (Com
mon sense) then gives it to the faculty of cogitation so that it acts on it.
That which does not fully meet (cogitation's) criteria, it discards; esti
mation and imagination then take ·it, plunge into it, and make use of it.
That which is intelligible and perfect is given to the faculty of memory
to preserve its abstract (ideas). When they become useful to the intel
lect, recollection takes (them) from memory by means of representation
[mu~avvirat] and gives (them) to it. This foundation is always well-laid
[mumahhad] .

Just as two of the external senses are the most noble, hearing and
sight, and are the leaders of the rest, similarly, two of the internal senses
are the most noble; cogitation and memory are the leaders of the rest.
[32V.]Imagination is on the level of taste. Estimation is equivalent to
touch. Estimation is always active, just as touch is never constricted to a
specific bodily part at anyone time. The other faculties, however, are con
stricted to specific bodily parts.

Humans are complete [tamam] when these five senses are in place
and are working without fault, far from trouble. For if disruption or dis
turbance appears in one, they become defective [nuq~ant]. Similarly, the
perfection [kamal] of humans lies in their internal senses also being lumi
nous and in their comprehending everything. For if they are negligent and
do not preserve these faculties, they become deprived of and unable to
control truths [ma'ani]. In time of need they become lost, and then hu
mans are deprived of the nobility of discernment. When humans know all
of this, [33r.] and the internal faculties become their guide, they. attain
[109] the ultimate goal. If this is not the case, they are deprived of it. Just
as someone who wishes to go on a roof first needs a ladder and then
ascends rung by rung until he or she reaches the roof, rational faculties are
like ladder rungs. When someone ascends, rung by rung, he or she reaches
his or her goal.

Then he said: When I wasfinished) I faced aloft. I found a ladder, one
rung of silver,one rung ofgold. He means: from the external senses toward
the internal senses. The intention of "silver and gold" is the nobility in
rank of the one over the other.

Then he said: When I reached the first heaven) a door opened. [33v.] I
entered and saw Isma'il seated on a chair, and agroup wasplaced)face toface)
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in front of his eye. I greeted (them) and went on.70 He means by this the
sphere of the moon and by Isma'il the body [jirm] of the moon. By this
group (he means) those whose states are guided by the moon.

Then he said: When I reached the second heaven) I entered. I saw an
angel nearer than the former, with peifect beauty. He had a wondrousform)
half of his body was of snow) half offire. Neither mixed with the other, nor were
they antagonistic toward one another. He greeted me and said) "Good tidings

toyou to whomgoodnessand fortune belonq!"[34-r.]
He means the sphere of Mercury. The intention in this is that every

heavenly body has a specific rule, either auspicious or sinister. Mercury,
however, has two kinds of influence: conjoined with auspiciousness, it
is auspicious; conjoined with sinisterness, it is sinister. For it is half aus
picious and half sinister. The tidings of goodness and good fortune allude
to the faculty of thought [khatir] and the many [IIG] sciences that it
bestows.

Then he said: When I reached the third heaven) I saw an angel whose
like in beauty and goodnessI had never seen)joyful and glad and seated on a
chair of light with angelsgathered around. He means that it was the sphere
of Venus. [34-V.]There is no need to explain its beauty; it rules over joy
and mirth.

Then he said: When I reachedthefourth heaven)I saw an angel) complete
in statesmanship," seated on a throne of light. I greeted (him), he responded
properly but with completearrogance. Due to pride and haughtiness) he (usu
ally) spoketo no one. (But) he smiled when he answered (my) greeting and said)
"0 MulJammad) I see completegoodness and felicity in your royal splendor
[farrJ.Goodtidings toyou P)

By this throne he means the fourth sphere, and by this angel he means
the Sun, which rules over the conditions of kings and great men. His smile
indicates its influence for good fortune as an (astrological) ascendent
[35r.J,and his good tidings are its 'bounty [faitjJ for the good of everyone.

Then he said: When I reached the fifth heaven) I entered. I learned of
hell. I saw a dominion full of darkness and fear. I saw the proprietor seated at
its edge busy torturing and tormenting sinful people. By this he means the
fifth sphere. By the proprietor he means Mars, which rules over the con
ditions of the bloodthirsty and sinful. By hell he means its sinister in
fluence on the characteristics and conditions of people who are under its
rule. [IIIJ

Then he said: When I reached the sixth heaven) I saw an angel seated on
a chair of light) engaged in praising and sanctifying (God). [35v.]He had
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wings and tresses set with pearls and rubies. 1 greeted him. He responded)
greeted (me), and gave tidings of goodness and happiness. He said to me) ((1

continually sent blessingstoyou."
He means the sixth sphere, and by this angel he means Jupiter, which

rules over folk of rectitude, piety, and knowledge.'? By those wings and
tresses he means the effect of its light. By his blessings he means its influ
ence for good, for it is the most auspicious (of the planets). All good
things come to humankind from it; every benefit joined to a person is the
result of its gaze. Because Absolute Truth, may He be exalted, through the
perfection of His knowledge, has thus ordained. "He is the Manifest, True
King." 73 [36r.]

Then he said, When 1 reached the seventh heaven) 1 saw an angel sitting

on a chair of red ruby. Not everyonefinds a way to him) but when someone does

reach him) he is cherished. 1greeted him. He responded and blessedme.

By this he means the seventh sphere, and by this angel he means
Saturn, which is red and the most sinister (of the planets). Everything it
does, it does perfectly. When it does something sinister, it is completely
so. When it does something auspicious, it exceeds everything else. Not

everyonefinds a way to him means that it rarely happens that it is in a good
and auspicious location. [36v.] But when it is, its effect is so good that it
excels all else.

Then he said: When 1 went on) 1 reached the Lote Tree of the Far

Boundary," I saw a world [112]full of light and brightness so brilliant that the

eye was dazzled. When I looked to the right and left) I sawall the spiritual
angels busy at worship. I said) ((0 Gabriel) who are these people?"He said)

"These never do anything except worship and praise God. They have specified
oratoriesfrom which they never depart. As it is said in the Qur)an) (Each of us
has a known station.' ))75

By this he means the eighth sphere, the sphere of the fixed stars. The
constellations [37r.] are there. By oratories and stations he means the
twelve signs (of the zodiac). Each group of them resides in a specific quar
ter; they do not crowd one another. Thus the southern ones have nothing
to do with the northern ones; each one has a place. Some of the constel
lations are on the ecliptic, some are in the south, and some are in the
north.

Then he said: I saw the Lote Tree) larger than all things) rootsabove and
branches below)for its shade falls on heaven and earth. By this he means the
greatest sphere, within which are the rest of the spheres. It is larger than
all, so that it is said in the Qur'an: [37".] "Each gliding in a sphere." 76
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Then he said: When I passed by I saw four seas) each one a (different)

color.That is, he cognized [ta~avvur] through (intellectual) abstraction [ta-

jarrud] the principles of substantiality, materiality, corporality, and form,
which are the principles [baqa/iq] of all this [in jumlat]. He found each
one (to be) a different rank, and he expresses this rank by (the word)
color. 77

Then he said: I saw many angels busypraising God and affirming His
unity) all [113]immersed in grace. That is, abstract souls, free of concupis
cent and irascible desire. They are pure. For each human being whose soul
becomes pure and abstract in learning and knowledge, after becoming
separated from the body, is held by Absolute Truth, may He be exalted, in
neither place nor locality. [38r.] He makes them like angels, adorned with
eternal bliss.

He makes the comparison with angels because angels are the dwelling
place [maskin] of sinlessness and the celebration of God's praise." That is,
they become free of corruption, death, the activities of the concupiscent
faculties, and the preoccupations and accidents of the irascible (faculties). 79

They attain the level of angelicness, always engaged in perceiving and
learning about the invisible (world). They never look toward the lower
world. This is because the body in relation to the soul is base. Noble
people who look toward the lower place do so either because of necessity
or because of the best interests of that location. When they become sepa
rated from that (lower) habitation by (attaining) perfection and hin
drances are removed, they attain their perfect nobility. [38v.]They become
happy.

That is, they withdraw from sensual preoccupation toward rational
perception and become so immersed in its pleasure and ease that they
never recall anything base or look toward the lower world, for corporeal
need has fallen away from them. At that time, they gain rank and nobility
according to the measure of (their) knowledge and perception. "Some of
them bow, some prostrate themselves."!" Some are spiritual, some praise
God and attest to His unity, some sanctify (Him), and some are drawn
near. On this basis, they continue forever.

Then he said: When I went by this group) I reached a boundless sea.
However much I gaze~ I could not even perceive its middle. 81 [39r.] At the
lowerpart of that sea)I saw a large stream) and I saw an angel who waspouring
water from the sea [114] into the stream. From the stream) water reached
everywhere.

By this sea he means the First Intelligence. By the stream he means
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the First Soul. For the First Soul is subordinate to the First Intelligence.
The first thing that Absolute Truth, may He be exalted, manifested
through the creativity [ibda(] of His power [qudrat] and knowledge, on
the level of uniqueness, keeping it pure from the annoyance of mediation
and bestowing upon it the highest rank, was the First Intelligence. As the
prophet, uponwhom be peace, said, "The first thing God created was the
intelligence."82 By this he means "first in rank," not "first in creation"; for
that substance does not admit a temporal beginning. [39v.]

When the First Intelligence appeared, the First Soul became manifest.
The former was on the level of Adam, the latter on the level of Eve. Then
after this, two substances became separated from (the First Intelligence)
as substances and bodies, like spheres and heavenly bodies and their Souls
and Intelligences. After this, it continued until the elements appeared, be
came divided, and assumed inclinations, (each) according to its constitu
tion, each one in its own domain, in accordance to its nature, fineness, and
coarseness, such as water and earth inclining below and air and fire inclin
ing above. After this, it worked on minerals, and then on plants and ani
mals, and then it brought forth human beings. [40r.] They were preferred
above all. They were bestowed with the faculty of soul and intellect, so
that just as the First Intelligence, who was of noble rank, came in the
beginning of creation, complete and beautiful, human beings also attained
that rank in nobility at the end of creation. (Humans became) a point at
the end so that the circle would be complete. This priority and posteriority
about which I speak concerning existents is in rank, not in creation. The
intent of that which he said concerning the sea and the water and the
stream is what has been said (above).

Then he said: At the bottom of that sea I saw a great valley) larger than

any [115]I had ever seen. However much I gazed) I found neither its beginning

or end; nor could I define it by anything. [40V.] By this he means pure exis
tence [wujud-i mujarrad]. Nothing is more general than it. Only the per
fect intellect can perceive pure existence.

Then he said: In the sea's valley I saw an angel) of complete augustness)
majesty) and beauty) who wasgazing tranquilly at each of the two halves (of
creation) . He called me to himself. When I reached him) I said) "What isyour
name?" He said) "Michael [Mlka'il]. I am the greatest of the angels. Whatever
is difficult for you (to understand), ask of me. Whatever you desire)seek of me so
that I can show to you the intended aims of everything.))

That is, when I knew all of this, I contemplated (further). I discerned
the First Command [amr-i avval]. By that angel [4Ir.] he means that which
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is called the Holy Spirit, said to be the Angel Drawn-Near [malak muqar
rab]. Whoever makes his or her way to it, and receives help, comes to
know so much through its help that he or she becomes cognizant of all
unknown things, spiritual pleasures, and eternal felicities, the like of which
he or she has never before experienced.

Then he said: When 1 wasfinished withgreeting and questioninghim)I
said)((1havesufferedmuchpain and troubleto reachthisplacewhere1 am. My
goal in comingherewas that 1 attain knowledgeand directvisionofAbsolute
Truth) may He be exalted. Guide me to Him so that 1 attain my desireand
partake of thefull benefit)and soreturn to my house.JJ 83 [4-1V.]

That is, as he had wished from the divine Command, which is the
pure Word [kalimat], when he was finished observing existents by way of
insight, the eye of his heart became opened so that whatever was, he knew.
By this he meant perceiving Absolute Existence, the First Cause, and the
Necessary Existent [116]and knowing its unity [vabdat], such that plu
rality could not be contained in it.

Then he said: That angel tookmy hand) transportedme throughseveral
thousandveils)and bore(me) to a worldin which1 sawnothing likewhat1 had
seen in this world. When he brought me to the Presenceof Glory [hadrat-i
'izzat], the commandcameto me: "Draw nearert''": [4-2r.]

That is, that divine, holy Presence is free of body, substance, and
accident, which exist in these worlds. It is above these categories. By ne
cessity, it neither needs nor is connected to place, time, locality, how
much, how, where, when, activity and passiveness, and the like. The Nec
essary Existent is neither body nor substance. It is pure and transcendent,
beyond admitting those accidents. It is unique in purity. The association
alism [shirkat]of creation [maqdur] is not contained in its singleness [far
daniyyat]. In its singleness, it is one. The multiplicity of number does not
exist in its unicity [yaganagiJ.In this regard, it is also able, knowing, and
beneficent. It is thus unadulterated being. That unadulterated being is
[4-2V.]the world of pure unity, unaffected by the multiplicity of change
and multitude.

Then he said: I did not seesensationormovementin that Presence.1 only
sawtranquility [faraghat Lstillne~s [sukun], and sufficiency[ghana]. That is,
I saw the abstract knowledge of its existence to an extent that no living
creature can encompass by means of sensation. For bodies are perceived
through sensation, (external) forms and the imagination are preserved,
and substances are cognized through the vigilance of the intellect. But
the Necessary Existent is beyond these stages. It cannot be apprehended
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through sensation and imagination. In that Presence, there is no move
ment [I;arakat]. Movement is change in an existent, either by being acted
upon in corporeal quantity and quality, [43r.] or (by moving) from place
to place desiring a benefit or fleeing an opponent or through bodily move
ment while remaining stationary. The former is by necessity, [117]the lat
ter by choice. All things that are moved need a mover. But movement is
not admissible for it. The Necessary Existent is that which is the mover of
all things.

Then he said: From being in awe of God [khudavand], I forgot every
thing that I had seen and known. Such unveiling) grandeu1) and pleasure from

proximity wasproduced that you would say that I was intoxicated.

That is, when my knowledge made its way to the gnosis of unity
[val;daniyyat] [43v.] I was no longer engaged in perceiving and preserving
particulars. The rational soul achieved so much pleasure from this knowl
edge that all the faculties of the natural and animal (souls) stopped work
ing. I was so immersed in unity that I was no longer engaged in the world
of substances and bodies.

Then he said: So affected was I by (divine) proximity that I began to
tremble. The command was coming) "Draw nearer!" When I drew nearer, He
said) "Fear not) be calm!"

That is, when I apprehended unity, I knew that the Necessary Exis
tent was beyond these categories. I became afraid of my boldness for a
journey that had become very long in affirming unity. [44r.] I thought
that it would harm me. It was said) "Draw nearer!"That is, draw nearer,
away from this thought of mine and this fear and terror. For the realm of
unity entails continual immersion in spiritual pleasure [ladhdhat-i rul;ani] .
One is never affected by the animal (soul), and fear and hope are con
ditions of the animal (soul).

Then he said: When I drew nearer, God'sgreeting came to me through a
voicethe like of which I had never heard. That is, the reality of the discourse
[118]of the Necessary Existent, may it be exalted and sanctified, was un
veiled to me. For its speech is not like the speech of creatures, with pro
nunciation and sound. Its speech is the affirmation of knowledge through
pure abstraction in the soul. (It conveys) what it wishes by way of [44v.]
universality, not particularity.

Then he said: The command came) "Praise!" [said) '''I donot enumerate
Your praises)for You have praised YourselfJ85 I am unable (to say) the like of
what You Yourself have said. JJ That is, when he perceived the beauty of unity
and apprehended the reality of the discourse of the Necessary Existent,
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and understood that its speech does not consist of pronunciation and
sound, he attained pleasure the like of which he had never experienced.
He understood that the Necessary Existent was deserving of all praise, but
he knew he could not praise it with language that consisted of sounds and
therefore fell under (the category of) language. This type of praise is only
connected with particulars and universals, [45r.] but it is not appropriate
for the Necessary Existent, which is neither a universal or a particular. He
knew that praising it through language was not correct, for it is not for
the senses to do work befitting the intellect. The intellect knows that any
one praising one who is perfectly praiseworthy must be in agreement with
him. For his knowledge must be equal to the one being praised if speech
is to be suitable for the intention. The Necessary Existent is Single, One,
and Incomparable, so the praise of a human is not concordant with it.
Therefore (Muhammad) left it to (the Necessary Existent's) own knowl
edge. It utters all knowledge, and its knowledge is the exposition of praise
for itself, not through pronunciation or sound, nor through speech. It is
its own adornment and it is its own splendor.

Then he said: [45V.] The command came) "Desire sometbinq!" I said)
"Give permission that whatever (problem) I encounter, I (can) ask until its
difficulties are solved."That is, when it said to me, "What [119] do you
want?" I said, "Give permission!" That is, knowledge. Because in this in
tellectual journey, only pure intellect had remained, for he had reached the
Presence of the Necessary Existent and become knowing. In Unity [vah-
daniyyat], the only thing he could have asked for that would have been

suitable for him was Absolute Knowledge [(ilm-i mutlaq]. So he was given
perfect knowledge [(ilm-i tamam] in accordance with his rank. Hence,
when there was afterwards any problem, he would petition (God's help)
and find a clear solution. He would thus layout the principles of religious
law, such as prayer, fasting, and the like, according to the judgments of
that knowledge, in the best interests of creation [46r.] and never fall into
error. In the reality of the Necessary Existent, he established the goal of
his knowledge within the limits of his intellect, in language [laft] harmo
nious with the hearing of created beings, so that meaning be clear and the
curtain of (distortion due to) self-interest not be drawn up. The help of
that knowledge was that the explanation of such a journey be given set in
a story of an external journey, so that only one knowledgeable in the truth
would be on the path of knowing and understanding the content of his
speech.

Then he said: When I did all this) I returned to the house.Because of the
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swiftnessof thejourney) the bedclotheswerestill warm. That is, the journey
was intellectual [fikri]. He went by thought [khatir]. (His) intellect [4-6V.]
perceived the order of existents until the Necessary Existent. Then, when
cognition [tafakkur] was complete, he returned to himself. No time had
passed. Returning in that state was quicker than (the glance of) an evil
eye. Whoever knows, knows what transpired. Whoever does not know, is
excused.

It is not permissible to show the inner meanings [ramz-ha] of these
words to one of the ignorant masses. Only a rationalist [(aqil]is permitted
to enjoy the inner meaning of these words. May God, may He be exalted,
grant the favor of true speech and true knowledge. 86

Notes
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33. See the section on prophecy in Chapter Five above.
34. Qur'an, 2.88.
35. See Marmura, "Some Aspects of Avicenna's Theory of God's Knowledge

of Particulars," 299- 312.
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36. Hadith (not in Wensinck, Concordance).
37. Qur' an, 16.65.
38. On Gabriel in general Islamic piety, see "Djabra'il," EI2, 2: 362-63. Here

Avicenna equates him with the prophetic aspect of the First Intelligence; see Nasr,
An Introduction to Islamic CosmologicalDoctrines, 268 and Corbin, Avicenna, 288,

note 15, as well as other citations in Corbin's index, 406, for numerous references.
39. Qur'an, 2.138.

40. Hadith (not in Wensinck, Concordance).
41. Hadith, see Wensinck, Concordance, I: 109.
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43. Hadith, see Wensinck, Concordance, 6: 508.
44. Qur'an, 7.54. For amr, see EI2, I: 449-50, and J.M. S. Baljon, "The 'Amr

of God' in the Koran," Acta Orientalia 23,1-2 (1958) 7-18; see also Corbin, Avi
cenna, 339, note 8, 342, note 20; Fi s-sa'ada, 2; an-Nairuziyya, 94; and in the trans
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45. Qur'an, 17·85.
46. Qur'an, 78.38. I prefer B.'s reading of "qualified" (kaijiyyat) above to H.'s

"revelation" (kashf) , because the opposition between "absolute" (mutlaq) and
"qualified" (kaijiyyat) seems to be primary here.

47. Cf. al-~rshiyya, 30-31:

(The prophet's) speech is the effulgence of sciences from (God) onto the
Tablet of the heart of the Prophet, upon whom be peace, by means of the
Inscribing Pen which is expressed by the Active Intelligence and the Angel
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See also Michot, La destineede PhommeselonAvicenne, 126-29.

48. Hadith (not in Wensinck, Concordance). As Avicenna says in al-~rshiyya,

32, "We see, therefore we know; the Prophet, peace be upon him, knows, then he
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49. Qur'an, 6.103·
50. Qur'an, 6.18.
51. Qur'an, 50.16.
52. Hadith (not in Wensinck, Concordance).
53. Qur'an, 55.2-3. Throughout this paragraph I follow B. rather than H.
54. Hadith (not in Wensinck, Concordance). Pertinent here is the well-known

controversy between the Mu'tazilis and the Traditionalists concerning the issue of
the "createdness" of the Qur'an. Avicenna's position as stated here is close to that
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be divine, but their expressed verbal forms to be material; but it is not identical to
a Mu'tazili view in that he would not necessarily declare God's speech itself to be
a secondary, created phenomenon. On the Mu'tazilis, see Fakhry, A History of Is
lamic Philosophy,44-65, on the "createdness" of the Qur'an, esp. 61-63.
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55. Qur'an, 31.25·
56. Hadith (not in Wensinck, Concordance).
57. Persian rendering of the above Arabic hadith.
58. Hadith (not in Wensinck, Concordance).
59. Hadith (not in Wensinck, Concordance).
60. Saying of 'Ali ibn Abi Talib. Avicenna seldom quotes 'Ali and is probably

only indulging his patron by doing so; for another example, however, see the
equally late Sirr al-qadar,28; trans. 31.

61. I follow B. throughout this paragraph.
62. Hadith (not in Wensinck, Concordance);see Gutas, Avicenna and theAr

istotelianTradition,232.

63. Proverbs.
64-. Hadith, see Wensinck, Concordance,4-: 515.
65. Passages in italics comprise Avicenna's version of the miCrajnarrative;

those in regular type are his commentary. For the narrative of Avicenna's version
of the miCra}uninterrupted by commentary, see Appendix D.

66. Cf. Hayy ihn Yaq~an, 4-5, Corbin, Avicenna, 139, 299-300; for Avicen
na's theory of dreams, see Pi taChirar-ruya, 282-94; Pi s-sa'dda,20; Pi l-ajram al
(ulwiyya,31; Gutas, Avicenna and the Aristotelian Tradition, 183-84; F. Rahman,
Prophecyin Islam, 36-39; and Chapter Four above.

67. Cf. Avicenna's Neoplatonic light and mirror imagery discussed in Chap
ter Three above, as well as his interpretations of the Light Verse ("Ayat an-nut,"
Qur'an, 24.35) in Pi ithbat an-nubuwwat, 49-52, and al-Isharat wa-t-tanbihttt,
2: 388-94, discussed in Chapter Eight below.

68. I prefer B.'s hamm here to H.'s vahm.
69. Cf. Corbin, Avicenna, 292-93.

70. Reading B., asman-i dunya, instead of H., dsmdn-i awwal.This appears
to follow a version of the mi(raj found in Ibn Ishaq (d. 150/767) and Ibn Hisham's
(d. 218/833 or 213/828) biography of the prophet Muhammad in which an angel
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Sira an-nabawiyya,ed. Taha 'Abd ar-Ra'uf Sa'd, 4 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-Iil, n.d.)
2: 37; Ibn Ishaq, The Lift of Muhammad, trans. A. Guillaume (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1955) 185.

71. Following B., I omit padshahvar.
72. Following B., I insert ahl.
73. In Arabic; compare Qur'an, 20.II4.
74. See Qur'an, 53.15·
75. Qur'an, 37.164.
76. Qur'an, 21.33.
77. In this last line I follow neither B. nor H., since neither makes sense.

Instead I follow K. (p. 31) and BM. (p. 374V ), reading their hi-rangi for B. and
H.'s haryaki, and their 'ibara:kard for the formers' (ihadatkard (see note I above
for manuscript citations).

78. Reading B., 'ismat (sinlessness), instead of H., caql(intellect); but H.,
tasbib (praise), instead of B., tasbid (?).

79. I follow B. here.
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80. Not from the Qur'an or hadith; perhaps a paraphrase?
81. Reading B., wast (middle), instead ofR., shatt (shore).
82. This is a common-ifweak-badith; it is not in Wensinck, Concordance,

but see E12,I: 34-1and al-Ghazali, l/jya/ (ulumad-din, 5 vols. (Beirut: Dar al-ma'rifa,
n.d.) I: 83, that is, the beginning of Chapter 7 (on the intellect) of Book I; see also
al-Yirshiyya,37. and Jean Michot, "L'epitre sur la connaissance de I'ame rationelle
et de ses etats, attribuee aAvicenne," Revue PhilosophiquedeLouvain 82 (1984) 484,

note 23.
83. This paragraph as according to B.
84-. I follow B. here. R. omits "to me" (hi-man). B. gives the Arabic as well

as the Persian of "Draw nearer!"
85. A well-known hadith; see Wensinck, Concordance,I: 304; see also Nurud

din Abdurrahman-i Isfarayini, Le revclateurdesmysteres(Kashif al-Asrdr), 'intro.,
ed., and trans. Hermann Landolt, Islam Spirituel (Paris: Verdier, 1986), 206,

note 110.
86. B. continues: "This is the end of his speech, may God sanctify his soul.

Muhammad ibn 'Umar wrote it in the middle of Safar, may it be concluded in
goodness and success, in 584- [C.E. April 1188]. Praise be to God, Lord of the
worlds, and blessings on His prophet Muhammad, the best of all creation, and on
his family and companions."
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Interpretation andAllegory



7. The Interpretation and Function
of Allegory

Avicenna's theory of allegory is straightforward, easily summarized, and,
obviously, highly pertinent to an understanding of the rhetorical di
mension of his allegories and philosophical writings. As with any theory
of literary creation or interpretation, however, Avicenna's hermeneutics
must be taken with a grain of salt. Authorial theories of composition and
reading are indeed relevant, but they should not be accepted so literally
that they overly determine our understanding of the workings of the texts
themselves. Writers often valorize rules of composition or endorse meth
ods of interpretation that they themselves do not completely follow in
practice.' Avicenna's theory of interpretation is based upon his logic,
poetics, and theory of prophecy, and it is to these subjects that we now
must turn.

Logic and Poetics

In the Aristotelian- Neoplatonic tradition of philosophy in which Avicenna
participated, poetics is a branch of logic.2 According to this tradition, the
main task of logic is to study different forms of argumentation, whether
demonstrative or otherwise. The eight logical texts that came to comprise
Aristotle's Organon therefore delineate ascending and descending levels of
valid disputation and elucidate the relative degrees of philosophical cer
tainty to which each can aspire. This program is most fully illustrated in
Avicenna's own writings by his organization of logic in ash-Shifli/.

Avicenna begins the logical component of his philosophy with his
version of Porphyry's Isagoge (al-Madkhal), which serves as a propedeutic
to the Aristotelian logical corpus proper." Thereafter follow three tracts of
an introductory nature. The Categories (al-Maqulat) and On Interpretation
(Pi l-(ibara) each put forth basic definitions and concepts, while the Prior
Analytics (al-Qiyas) introduces the syllogism. These texts form the meth-
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odological preamble to the preeminent treatise of logic, central in place
ment and importance, Demonstration (al-Burhan, equivalent to Aristotle's
PosteriorAnalytics) , which analyzes the forms of syllogistic demonstration
that lead to indisputable conviction based on rational assent (ta$diq).
Other, less conclusive, forms of persuasion also exist, however, and these
become the subject of the final four books of Avicenna's logic. Dialectic
(Pi l-jadal) examines arguments based on well-founded opinions and
generally accepted premises (~ann); SophisticRefutation (as-Safsata) inves
tigates arguments based on false or faulty forms of disputation. Rhetoric
(al-I(hitaba) studies the art of formulating convincing appeals to intuitive
impressions of right and wrong and/or subjective opinions of affirmation
or condemnation. And finally, Poetics (ash-Shi(r) examines acquiescence
promoted by the creation of mimetic representations and imaginative
analogies. In this schema, each of these less conclusive forms of argument,
whether dialectical, rhetorical, or poetic, can reflect truthful propositions,
but they cannot be used to prove them beyond dispute; only rational dem
onstration is able to accomplish this task. As Ismail Dahiyat observes:

The logical art of demonstration. is the center of the whole augmented Or
ganon according to this scheme. The first three arts (i.e., Categories)On Inter
pretation and Prior Analytics) [excluding, for the moment, the Isagoge]are
"introductions" and ways into demonstration, while the other four (dialectic,
sophistic, rhetoric and poetic) are appendages and tools which are more or
less useful to the process of "judicative logic" which induces necessity and
truth. These arts (dialectic, rhetoric and poetic) relate to the process of "dis
covery" in which something more or less true is achieved but without having
the logical necessity of scientific truth."

It is worth noting that this logical hierarchy has obvious analogues
in Avicenna's epistemological theory, for these various types of logical
argumentation correlate rather precisely with the linguistic modes of ex
pression typical of the individual psychological faculties. Rational dem
onstration is thus the responsibility of the theoretical intellect, while
dialectic, which employs arguments based on generally accepted belief,
is the natural domain of cogitation. The practical intellect then mixes
these two cognitive realms by deploying rational criteria to evaluate or im
prove upon everyday ethical or political beliefs. Similarly, one directs rhe
torical arguments toward the instinctual reactions of estimation and uses
poetic discourse in order to appeal to the pictorial sensuousness of the
imagination.

This comparison between logical categories of argumentation and
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psychic faculties of perception highlights a further tension existing among
the internal faculties of the soul.5 On the one hand, the lower internal
faculties, common sense and representation, are primarily preoccupied
with the internal reception and the proper storage of exact replicas of ex
ternal sense perceptions. Constricted in their capacity for self-expression,
they synthesize or store information but are unable to create it. On the
other hand, the higher faculties-imagination, estimation, and the intel
lect-handle more abstract ideational functions in ways that are inherently
active and creative. It is they who construct our understanding of the ex
ternal world and it is through them that we are able to engage in self
expression and social interaction. It is they, therefore, who create and then
utilize the peculiarly human systems of abstract signs and signals whose
typical, although certainly not exclusive, means of representation is lan
guage. From this perspective, Avicenna's concept of the purview of logic
widens beyond a concern for methods of syllogistic proof to the overall
study, and hierarchical ordering, of all the possible forms of creative lin
guistic self-expression.6

Avicenna assumes rather than explores this point, however. For him,
the primary purpose of logic is to serve as a preparatory tool for serious
philosophical investigation and only secondarily to engage in the compre
hensive study of language. Students become philosophers by learning ap
propriate technical terms and understanding prerequisite categories of
thought in order to master the rules of syllogistic demonstration and so to
distinguish truth from falsehood. Even philosophers, however, must rec
ognize that nonscientific language can serve the aims of philosophy;
hence, logic must encompass the study of persuasive or aesthetic forms of
speech as well. Such inquiry is more than academically relevant to philo
sophers, because beyond their primary assignment of discovering the truth
they need to develop the appropriate political styles of conveying it to
audiences with no training and little interest in the science of rational dem
onstration. Within the context of Avicenna's thought, the most notewor
thy example of such a situation is the case of revelatory apostleship."

Apostleship

We have seen that the task of theoretical philosophy is to ascertain truth,
while the goal of practical philosophy is to promote virtue, whether indi
vidual, familial, or civil. The endeavors of each branch of philosophy pre-
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sume a thorough mastery of the techniques of logic, but its relevance
to each differs. If the logical treatises leading up to and including Demon
stration ensure that philosophers will be able to discover truth, those that
follow enable them to promulgate it. Scientific proofs may guide a Zara
thustra up the mountain, but when he comes down again to interact with
his fellow humans, he must have mastered dialectic, rhetoric, and poetics
as well, or else his descent will be in vain (as Ibn Tufail's character, Hayy
ibn Yaqzan, discovered). Humans vary in their capacities to comprehend
philosophical truths; each class of intellect responds to specific types of
argument. For philosophers content to promote virtue on an individual
level, the diversity of human nature does not present a significant barrier
because they instruct only those who are willing and able to study directly
with them. More ambitious reformers, however, who yearn to promote
civil virtue, must be able to inspire assent in all types of humans, and they
therefore face a more complex set of problems. Such reformers, whether
they be philosophers or, in the case of religious proclamation, prophets,
must be able to master forms of discourse that can appeal to different
types of audience, regardless of whether they are guided by intellect,
imagination, or bodily appetites. They must be able to comply with words
of the Qur'an, which urges prophets to "summon to the way of your Lord
by wisdom and by good preaching, and debate with them in the most
effective manner.?" Or, as the hadith quoted in the Mi(raj Nama puts it,
"We, the band of prophets, He commanded us to speak to people accord
ing to the capacity of their intellects."? The Mi(raj Nama, in fact, suc
cinctly sums up the basic problematic when it states that

It is thus the condition of prophets that they arrange every intelligible that
they perceive as a sensible and put it into speech so that the community can
follow that sensible. They perceive it as an intelligible, but make it sensed and
concrete for the community. They thus increase (its usefulness) for threats
and promises and foster good beliefs, so that its provisions become perfect,
and so that the basis and code of religious law [shar'J and the foundation of
religious devotion not be dissolved and disordered and that which is the in
tention of the prophet not remain concealed. When it reaches intellectuals,
they perceives it with their intellects. They know that the prophet's words are
all symbols, filled with intelligibles. When it reaches ignoramuses, however,
they look at the external speech. Their hearts are satisfied with non intelligible
concrete forms and sensibles. They are enveloped by the imagination and do
not pass beyond the doorway of estimation. They ask, unknowing, and listen,
uncomprehending. 10
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Avicenna makes the same point in Pi ithbiit an-nubuwwiit, this time
suggesting the different obligations that the philosopher and the prophet
face:

It has been said that it is incumbent upon the prophet that his speech be
symbolic [ramz] and his expressions be hints [ima)]. As Plato states in the
Laws: whosoever does not understand the meaning of the apostles' symbols
[rumuz] will not attain the Divine Kingdom. Similarly, the foremost Greek
philosophers and prophets employed symbols [maramiz] and signs [isharat]
in their books through which they hid their secrets-men like Pythogoras,
Socrates, and Plato. Plato even so blamed Aristotle for divulging wisdom and
making knowledge manifest that Aristotle said, "Even if I have done so, I
have still left in my books many a pitfall which only the initiate among the
wise and learned can comprehend." And how else could the prophet Muham
mad (may God's prayers and peace be upon him) have brought knowledge to
the uncouth nomad, not to mention the whole human race, since he was sent
a messenger to all of them? As for political guidance, it and the imposition of
obligations on people is an easy matter for prophets. 11

Finally, at the end of the Metaphysics Avicenna argues the matter from the
opposite point of view. There he warns about the dangers that the
prophet/apostle incurs if he attempts to explain rational truths to the
masses.

This will simply confuse the religion [din] they have and involve them in
something from which deliverance is only possible for the one who receives
guidance and is fortunate, whose existence is most rare. . . . The rest would
inevitably come to deny the truth ... fall into dissensions, and indulge in
disputations and analogical arguments that stand in the way of their political
duties. This might even lead them to adopt views contrary to the city's wel
fare, opposed to the imperatives of truth. 12

His admonition continues:

Nor is it proper for any man to reveal that he possesses knowledge he is
hiding from the vulgar. Indeed, he must never permit any reference to this.
Rather, he should let them know of God's majesty and greatness through
symbols and similitudes [rumuz wa-amthila] derived from things that for
them are majestic and great .... But there is no harm if his addresses contain
symbols and signs [rumuz wa-isharat]that might stimulate the naturally apt
to pursue philosophic investigation. 13

These quotations mark the boundaries of Avicenna's doctrine of alle
gorical interpretation. Recapitulated, this doctrine is as follows:
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(I) Human beings have different intellectual aptitudes, depending on
which psychological faculties dominate their everyday behavior: intellect,
cogitation (understood here as a combination of intellect, estimation, and
imagination), or a combination of lower faculties comprising imagination,
irascibleness, and concupiscence.

(2) In order to convey truth, legislators, whether they be political
leaders, philosophers, or apostles, must select types of argumentation that
appeal to the specific types of minds being addressed. Even more efficient
(and thus preferable) is to provide a formulation that in itself encompasses
all forms of argument (demonstration, dialectical, rhetorical, or poetic) so
that diverse types of mind instinctively assent to it. Because the majority
of humans are ruled not by pure intellect but rather by their lower passions
and the representational faculties of the animal soul, such a means of ad
dress perforce utilizes symbols, suggestive allusions, and similitudes that
can simultaneously impart the husk of the message to the masses and its
gist to the intellectual elite. 14

(3) Conversely, the apostle or political leader must refrain at all costs
from attempting to communicate directly the intellectual import of reve
lation to types of minds unfit to receive it. First of all, it is a fruitless
exercise of casting pearls before swine. Second, it is a practice that prior
experience has revealed to be clearly hazardous to the health and well
being of those who engage in it. Third and most important, however,
reckless direct communication of philosophical truths to the unqualified
can be socially destructive in that instead of increasing apprehension of the
truth, it provokes intellectual confusion and social discord. Nevertheless,
some "sensible," imaginatively tangible, formulation of truth must be at
tempted, or otherwise society will destroy itself due to a lack of imposed
social consensus. For this reason, Avicenna holds that prophecy is a social
necessity, for given the diversity of human temperaments no other type of
legislation can guarantee civic harmony. 15

(4-) Imparting philosophical truths directly to those of prerequisite
intellectual aptitude is, of course, both proper and necessary, for it is this
class of individuals who will advance knowledge as well as discern, and
thereafter appropriately interpret for others, the scientific truths that un
derlie the symbols and similitudes promulgated by past prophets and
sages. In this regard, symbols and similitudes can also serve a more spe
cialized purpose by "stimulating" the philosophical interests of the "natu
rally adept beginner." 16

Understanding this theory of rhetoric does much to explain Avicen-
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na's wariness and equivocation when he interprets religious texts or treats
sensitive points of theological doctrine, such as the true nature of the af
terlife, the miCraj,or the secrets of destiny. Moreover, it justifies the air of
caution with which he confronts such a task even when addressing a sym
pathetic audience, as is the case with the MiCrajNama. Even among
friends, secrets must be protected from those unqualified to receive
rhem.!? Conversely, however, explicitly expostulating such hermeneutical
principles in texts is an integral part of the rhetoric itself. Displaying wari
ness about revealing "hidden" truths, or warning others against doing so,
helps to mystify-and thus to elevate the significance of-the text at hand,
because it signals that reading it provides access to the inner "truths" of an
esoteric tradition. In this regard, such a hermeneutical stance closely re
sembles the posturing of love poets who celebrate their "secret love" by
publicly reciting poems in which they enumerate the charms and favors of
the beloved.

Coherent and time-honored as this rhetorical theory is, the question
remains as to whether it suffices to explain why Avicenna composed his
allegories and undertook his allegorical interpretation. It is to this issue
that we now turn.

The Function of Allegory

Dimitri Gutas has argued that Avicenna's adoption of a "symbolic"
method of discourse, examples of which include the "notorious I;Iayyibn
Yaq~an and The Bird," should be understood precisely on the basis of the
rhetorical theory outlined above. On the one hand, symbolic narratives
convey to the masses such elements of basic philosophical and ethical
knowledge as are necessary for their "social and eschatological well-being."
They also aid in identifying and attracting prospective adepts at philoso
phy, as well as giving advanced students training in deciphering allegories.
On the other hand, symbolic discourse conceals from the common people
aspects of doctrine that they would be unable to understand and hence
exposure to which would be detrimental to themselves and society, while
also allowing philosophers to convey their ideas to one another without
placing themselves in danger from the literal-minded fanaticism of the
masses.18

Founded as it is on the philosopher's own doctrines, this explanation
for Avicenna's turn to allegory certainly merits consideration. Moreover,
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it has much to recommend it over that proffered by A.-M. Goichon. Al
though Goichon makes an important contribution to our understanding
of Avicenna's allegories by demonstrating the clear doctrinal equivalence
that holds between logos and muthos in I;Iayy ibn Yaq~an, her answer to
the question of why the philosopher composed the treatise-namely that
Hayy ibn Yaq~an is the playful result of the leisure time that Avicenna
enjoyed during his four-month imprisonment in the castle of Farda
jan-leaves much to be desired. 19 The composition of the allegory should
naturally be understood within the context of the particular place and his
torical circumstances in which it was written, but it is difficult to imagine
how being imprisoned under threat of death is conducive to "leisurely" or
"playful" allegorical renderings of philosophical ideas." Furthermore,
such an interpretation hardly accords with the tone, texture, and import
of the narratives themselves. A careful reading of Hayy ibn Yaq~an or Ris
tdat at-tair yields few signs of playfulness or frivolity.

Gutas, on the other hand, rests his interpretation on firmer ground
by combining his thorough grasp of Avicenna's hermeneutical theory with
the fruits of Goichon's demonstration of the doctrinal parity of Avicenna's
muthos and logos representations. This latter is significant because it ob
viates the necessity for either positing or searching for esoteric elements in
the philosopher's thought, an enterprise that Gutas himself has termed a
"scholarly hoax, or non-issue, of immense proportions." However harsh
such a characterization may be, the point is crucial, for it means that there
is no need to mourn too deeply the loss of the vast bulk of !(itab al-in$af
or any other of Avicenna's lost or never-composed works that supposedly
might portray the full details of his "Eastern Wisdom." Avicenna's extant
works, we must conclude, suffice to inform us fully of the framework and
details of his thought. 21

As well-founded as Gutas's interpretation is, however, it does not
completely account for Avicenna's resort to allegory. A full explanation
must take into consideration two additional bodies of evidence. The first
is biographical. It is extremely important that we notice the precise stage
in his career at which the philosopher turned to muthos as an independent
form of self-expression, for this enables us to place Avicenna's composition
of allegory within the context of the evolution of his overall attitude to
ward his.philosophical enterprise. The second type of evidence emanates
from careful exploration of the exact nature of the practical relationship
that holds between logos and muthos in Avicenna's writings. The philo
sopher's own theory of allegory is certainly pertinent in this regard, but it
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does not in itself provide a complete explanation of the varied ways in
which these two representational forms interact.

Biographical Evidence

According to al-Iuzjani, Avicenna spent his last months in Hamadhan,
before moving to Isfahan in 415/1024, hiding from his political enemies at
the house of Abu Ghalib the Druggist. Prodded on relentlessly by al
[uzjani, he worked intensively on completing vital sections of ash-Shifa/.
In al-Iuzjani's words:

The Master wrote down the main topics in approximately twenty quires of
one-eighth (octavo?) size, continuing on it for two days, until he had written
down the main topics without the presence of a book or source to consult,
but entirely from his own memory and by heart. Then he placed these quires
before him, took a sheet of paper, examined each problem and wrote a com
mentary on it. He would write fifty pages every day, until he had finished all
of the "Physics" and "Metaphysics," with the exception of the book on
Animals.22

At this point Avicenna was seized by his royal erstwhile employer and
imprisoned in the fortress of Fardajan, His prison conditions during the
next four months could hardly have been onerous because he continued
to write. Nevertheless, he was obviously not living in the most relaxed of
circumstances. Indeed, the verses he reportedly uttered on entering prison
indicate that the philosopher was seriously concerned about his future:

As you can see, my entering is a certainty,
but doubt remains on the question of my emerging."

At this unsettling juncture in his career, when he had just completed
those parts of ash-Shifa/that embody the heart of his system, and when he
faced prolonged incarceration or even death, Avicenna shifted the focus of
his writing in ways that were to resonate throughout the remainder of his
career. In the first place, he wrote a summary of his system dedicated to
his brother (al-Hidaya); in the second, he wrote Hayy ibn Yaq~an. It is
tempting to attribute both of these events to the dire personal straits in
which Avicenna found himself. Al-Hiddya could thus be regarded as a final
philosophical testament intended to guide his brother. And Corbin has
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insinuated that the personal dilemma of imprisonment did affect the phi
losopher during his composition of /fayy ibn Yaq~an. 24 I believe, however,
that such an interpretation seriously misreads the situation. Avicenna's dis
comfort concerning his future prospects is much less important for under
standing his writings at this point than the fact that his enforced hiding
prior to incarceration had compelled him to work through the main parts
of ash-ShifaJ

•

At this point it is necessary to recall the distinction we previously
drew between the philosopher's program and his selected modes of rep
resentation. In his autobiography Avicenna contends that

when I had reached the age of eighteen I was finished with all of these [philo
sophical] sciences; at that time I had a better memory for learning, but today
my knowledge is more mature; otherwise it is the same; nothing new has
come to me since."

This statement must naturally be taken with a grain of salt, but it also
deserves serious attention. Although it is clearly presumptuous to claim
that Avicenna had worked out all the details of his philosophy at this early
age, this statement nevertheless indicates that he later believed that he had
attained at this early stage a comprehensive vision of how all the pieces of
his philosophical puzzle fit together. Once this overall conception was in
place, it only remained to develop the specific arguments needed to con
firm it. The natural medium for such confirmation was the tradition of
philosophical discourse inherited from the late Hellenistic synthesis of Ar
istotelianism and Neoplatonism, as worked out in Alexandria and later
incorporated into Muslim culture. The completion of ash-Shifa/thus rep
resents the culmination of this process of logos expostulation. But the full
actualization of this particular medium's elucidatory potential does not
necessarily mean that all the dimensions of Avicenna's philosophical pro
gram had found full expression. Indeed, the more detailed and developed
Avicenna's logos exposition became, the more conscious he doubtlessly
became of the ways in which it failed to express the full emotive scope of
his philosophical vision.

For Avicenna learning the rules of philosophy was not an end unto
itself. Rather, it served as a heuristic device that enabled practitioners to
move toward psychic perfection, defined as a complete as possible attain
ment of theoretical knowledgc.> More significant than the issue of specific
genres of discourse, therefore, is that of the particular purpose to which
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each generic format is put and how these purposes fulfill the overall goal
of explicating Avicenna's philosophical program. If he came to feel that
logos exposition was unable to represent all aspects of his program, the
philosopher would naturally begin to experiment with other means of
expressIon.

This is not to say that Avicenna came to reject his logos doctrines in
favor of "esoteric" tenets of one kind or another. On the contrary, the
concentrated period of intense creative activity that wrought ash-Shifa/
marks the culmination of Avicenna's coming-of-age as a philosopher. Gu
tas has carefully traced this evolution from philosophical student through
mature adherent to a philosophical school to independent master.F A
crucial part of this process, I would argue, was Avicenna's writing out the
text of ash-Shifa/"without the presence of a book or source to consult,
but entirely from his own memory and by heart." Ash-Shifa/ is no sec
ondary scholarly commentary on Aristotle; it is Avicenna's independent
formulation of his chosen intellectual tradition, "synthesized into the sys
tematic scholastic philosophy ... which was forever to replace Aristoteli
anism in Islam."28At this moment the philosopher crossed the boundary
between disciple and master.

No longer compelled to duplicate the Aristotelian corpus in either
the detail or the range of subjects covered, Avicenna subsequently ad
dressed only those subjects pertinent to his own concerns. Thereafter he
confined his Peripatetic writings to brief sketches of his own system, as in
al-Hidaya,an-Najat) 'Uytcnal-hikma,and Danish-nama-yi 'AlaJi.And even
in these he only treated subjects central to his interests-logic, physics,
and metaphysics. Sciences of peripheral importance, such as mathematics
or biology, were ignored. Moreover, Avicenna's whole attitude toward
Peripateticism underwent a sea-change. The nature of this change is best
revealed in remarks Avicenna made in his after-the-fact introduction to
ash-ShifaJ.

I also wrote a [later] book ... in which I presented philosophy as it is in itself
and as required by an unbiased attitude which neither takes into account . . .
the views of colleagues in the discipline, nor takes precautions here against
creating schisms among them as is done elsewhere; this is my book on East
ern philosophy. But as for the present book [i.e. ash-Shifa/J, it is more elabo
rate and more accommodating to my Peripatetic colleagues. Whoever wants
the truth without indirection, he should seek the former book; whoever
wants the truth in a way which is somewhat conciliatory to colleagues, elabo-
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rates a lot, and alludes to things which, had they been perceived, there would
have been no need for the other book, then he should read the present book.>

This extraordinary statement cannot be explained by Avicenna's
avowed rhetorical theory, for here he is not addressing the "masses." Nor
can not it be interpreted as being the philosopher's rejection of Peripate
ticism as so fully elaborated in ash-Shifa/,for as we have seen, Avicenna's
logos and muthos writings do not differ in regard to points of doctrine.
Rather, this statement is Avicenna's admission that he had exhausted Per
ipateticism's potential as a medium of exposition. Having mastered and
internalized its modes of expression, he strove to transcend them. 30

This interpretation is close to that proposed by Henry Corbin, who
argues that we must differentiate between the situative and situated aspects
of Avicenna's thought. Avicenna's thought is situative when "its premises
and their applications themselves define a particular situation of human
life in relation to that cosmos," whereas it is situated when "the task of
mediation is to understand and define its situation in respect to all the
spiritual universes that the human being has borne within him, has devel
oped in the form of myths, symbols, or dogmas." Corbin continues

Now, in the case of Avicennism as in the case of every other system of the
world, the mode of presence assumed by the philosopher by reason of the
system that he professes is what, in the last analysis, appears as the genuinely
situativeelement in that system considered in itself. This mode of presence is
usually concealed beneath the tissue of didactic demonstrations and imper
sonal developments. Yet it is this mode of presence that must be disclosed,
for it determines, if not always the material genuineness of the motifs incor
porated in the philosopher's work, at least the personal genuineness of his
motivations;it is these that finally account for the "motifs" that the philoso
pher adopted or rejected, understood or failed to understand, carried to their
maximum of meaning or, on the contrary, degraded to trivialities. But it is
not very often that the philosopher attains such a consciousness of his effort
that the rational constructions in which his thought was projected finally
show him their connection with his inmost self, so that the secret motivations
of which he himself was not yet conscious when he projected his system lie
revealed. This revelation marks a rupture of plane in the course of his inner
life and mediations. The doctrines that he has elaborated scientifically prove
to be the setting for his most personal adventure. The lofty constructions of
conscious thought become blurred in the rays not of a twilight but rather
of a dawn, from which figures always foreboded, awaited, and loved rise
into view."

As is the case with many of Corbin's observations, brilliantly percep
tive insights are intermixed with idiosyncratic hermeneutical assumptions
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that require their own deconstruction. What he proposes is that Avicenna's
allegories are one result of the philosopher's emergence from a detailed
internal formulation of his philosophical system, as a situative dimension
of his understanding of the cosmos, to attaining a vantage-point from
which he regards and evaluates his philosophy from an external perspec
tive, as a coherent system, now complete, that needs to be situated within
the more comprehensive realm of multitudinous spiritual possibilities,
which initially motivated, and now have forged into an articulated repre
sentation, the philosopher's logos system.

Rather than speculate about or, as Corbin appears to do, presume to
know the exact reasons for this "turn" to allegory, it is more fruitful to
examine the evidence presented by the texts themselves. For surely the best
way to understand why the philosopher became attracted to initiating
innovative muthos forms of discourse is to examine closely the relative
advantages and disadvantages of muthos and logos as compared to the
specific purposes Avicenna wishes to fulfill.

The Advantages of Allegory

Let us begin by considering the extent to which Avicenna's own theory of
allegorical interpretation serves to explain his muthos writings. In regard
to the philosopher's attempts at allegoresis, it can be argued that this
theory works well. Such texts as the Mi(raj Nama) Pi ithbat an-nubuwwat,
or his various commentaries on Qur'anic verses do more than simply agree
with the details of his hermeneutic theory; they are prominent sources of
its elaboration, since Avicenna often outlines his theory before proceeding
with allegorical interpretation of specific texts.P Any attempt to use Avi
cenna's hermeneutic theory to explain his allegory is, however, unconvinc
ing. Although it helps to contextualize how we should understand these
narratives, the theory hardly suffices to explain them. This becomes clear
when one considers more closely the question of the identity of the works'
intended audience.

Avicenna begins Hayy ibn Yaq~an by stating that he is composing it
at the "insistence" (i$riir) of a company of his "brothers." Even if, for the
moment, we take this conventional epistolary formula at face value, we
must still inquire as to who precisely these "brothers" are. They are cer
tainly not members of the masses, from whom the philosopher would be
at pains to conceal his true beliefs. Nor is the suggestion that he wrote
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the treatise to "stimulate the naturally adept to pursue philosophic investi
gation" convincing. For one thing, we have seen that neither Hayy ibn
Yaq~an nor at-Tair can be understood without expert prior knowledge of
Avicenna's system; philosophical novices would have little chance of glean
ing correct knowledge from treatises so difficult and enigmatic. Moreover,
Avicenna composed both elaborate (ash-Shifa)) and succinct t al-Hiddya,

'Uyun al-I;ikma) renditions of his philosophy precisely for audiences com
prised of generally educated readers and prospective students.

On the whole, it seems more likely that if Avicenna wrote a work as
complex and indirect as Hayy ibn Yaq~an for any public audience, it would
be composed solely of his most advanced students; only they would pos
sess sufficient knowledge of his philosophical system to have any hope of
benefiting from, or even deciphering, the treatise. But even this suggestion
seems doubtful, since in at-Tair Avicenna adopts toward his so-called
brothers a vehemently disparaging tone that alternates between utter de
spair and biting sarcasm in regard to their being either willing or able to
hearken to his message." .Moreover, even here the question arises of how
exactly such students would profit from study of Hayy ibn Taqzdn. What
benefits would they derive beyond those already attained from perusal of
the philosopher's logos writings?

More convincing, I think, is the conclusion that Avicenna composed
the allegories for himself, and that he did so in order to express aspects of
his philosophical program now viewed, as Corbin has suggested, as situ
ated from without. In other words, having finally finished his masterful
contribution to the tradition that shaped him, Avicenna compared it to
his inner philosophical vision and found it in some way wanting. In an
attempt to compensate for these inadequacies, he turned to new modes of
expression-whether through enigmatic references to Eastern Wisdom
and oblique glosses on Aristotle, or by assembling isolated teaching notes
later collected in such works as al-Mubal;athat and at- Ta(liqat, or by ex
perimenting with technical terms developed by the Sufis, as in al-Isharat
wa-t-tanbihtu; or, finally, by exploring the symbolical narrative potential of
allegory.

But even here the question still remains: What particular gaps in the
philosopher's logos presentation does allegory redress? For an answer, we
must examine more closely where the concerns of muthos coincide in the
philosopher's thought with those of logos.

Avicenna's allegories do not encompass, or even attempt to encom
pass, the whole range of his philosophical inquiry. On the contrary, they
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confine themselves to issues pertinent to the subject of the "metaphysics
of the rational soul." As we have seen, this area of investigation focuses on

the knowledge of divine governance, universal nature, primary providence,
prophetic revelation, the lordly Holy Spirit, the supernal angels, arriving at
the reality of the transcendence of the Creator above polytheism and anthro
pomorphism, and arriving at the knowledge of what rewards befall the vir
tuous and what chastisement befalls the sinful, and the pleasure and torment
which souls undergo after they leave the body.34

In other words, it explores questions of cosmic beginnings and ends
and the parameters within which individuals realize their place in the cos
mos among the array of existential decisions and moral choices that we all
face: who are we, why are we here, toward what end do we-or should
we-journey? Avicenna is not a disinterested observer in regard to the
answers of these questions; indeed, they form the underlying impetus that
motivates his whole philosophical program. Morality, understood as an
intellectual framework that directs the actions of the individual, is not an
ethical but rather a metaphysical, even an anagogic, concern for Avicenna,
hence his lack of interest in the area of practical philosophy and the paucity
of his explicitly ethical writings. Nor is this concern relegated only to the
arena of pure intellectual inquiry; instead it is a joint venture of intellect
and passion, caqland Cishqcombined, for as Avicenna makes quite clear in
his "Epistle on Love" (Risala fi-l-(ishq), all cosmic movement is impelled
by the naturally inherent desire of existents to attain their proper final
ends. Philosophy's first purpose is to clarify these ends so that correct
choices can be made, but its second purpose is to motivate individuals to
move toward these ends, to inspire them to "polish the rust and filth of
doubt from their inner hearts" in order to enable them to actualize their
human potential. 35

Achieving the first of these goals requires rational introspection. One
learns how to think correctly (logic) and then intellectually internalizes the
outer world to determine its categories of organization and structure
(physics). Only on the basis of this abstract construct can specific final ends
be discerned (metaphysics). Initiating the process of moving toward these
ends, however, requires reentry into the concrete external world and rein
habitation in it as now newly ascertained. And for Avicenna the essential
dimension of this now-descried realm is not sublunary but supernal, not
sensible but intelligible, not material but spiritual.

Avicenna's Physicsconcludes by examining the nature of the human
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soul, a subject that lies at the nexus of the sensible and intelligible do
mains. We have seen that the vegetable and animal souls perceive only
sensory apprehensions and thus dissipate at death. The rational soul, how
ever, partakes of the intelligible world, and, as such, is intrinsically im
mortal and potentially divine. If the Physicsconcludes by examining the
boundaries between the human and the divine, the Metaphysicsends by
addressing the same question from the opposite perspective, that is, how
does the eternal intelligible world impinge on the ephemeral sensible one
in regard to human beings? Perfecting society through the medium of
prophetic revelation is one such area of concern; such matters as predesti
nation and divine providence are a second; a third is the question of the
afterlife, ma'dd.

Explication of the interaction between the human and the divine
realms is by nature problematic, because it entails surmounting the intrin
sic logical contradictions that exist between such concepts as motion as
opposed to stasis, the particular versus the universal, the sensible as op
posed to the intelligible, and the mortal versus the immortal. 36 In regard
to the afterlife, for example, the philosopher must explain the conundrum
of how the imperfect).particular rational soul is able to move through di
verse levels of psychic perfectionwithin the static realm of the transcen
dently universalGodhead. Avicenna's philosophical discourse can state this
problem and argue for certain solutions, but in doing so it also relegates
the inquiry to the domain of academic abstraction rather than crucial
moral choice. This, in turn, intensifies the contradictory tension between
the particular subject requiring portrayal and the representational capa
bilities of the available form of discourse.

Philosophical discourse could represent, indeed was the best repre
sentational mode for, the first and greater part of Avicenna's philosophical
program: logic and most of the physics and metaphysics. But it could not
adequately portray the crucial climax of his program, ma(dd,as understood
not in terms of conventional Muslim eschatology but in the specific Plo
tinian sense of "journey of the alone to the alone." Both the subject in
volved and the parameters of Avicenna's tradition of philosophical
discourse rendered it impossible for him to represent concretelythe abstract
progressof the individual human soul in the motionlesshereafter. And yet,
as I have argued, this is not some minor academic interest involved here,
but rather one of immediate urgency whose investigation is, in Avicenna's
view, the very raison d'etre for pursuing the study of philosophy. Al
though it is doubtful that any form of discourse can adequately depict such
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a journey, Avicenna was nevertheless impelled by his own intense vision
of it to seek, or at least experiment with, more precise, more immediate,
and more evocative forms of expression.

Paul de Man has observed that "the difficulty of allegory is [that
its] ... emphatic clarity of representation does not stand in the service of
something that can be represented." 37In other words, allegory has no
tangible, objective correlative. Conversely, however, it is the genre's major
virtue that it possesses the power to depict certain realms, belief in which
is notionally or emotionally overpowering but whose adequate portrayal
is inherently beyond the limits of empirical representation. Although phi
losophy can describe the human condition within the confines of sublu
nary existence and can to some degree even transcend these boundaries,
there comes a point in elucidating the interaction between humans and the
intelligible realm at which philosophical terminology and modes of dis
course are stretched beyond their structural and semantic limits. To pursue
further the insights of his philosophical intuition, the philosopher is com
pelled to leave off logical demonstration and to resort to the creative, sug
gestive powers of metaphor. As Avicenna remarks in his Poetics:

Mimetic imitation [mu/jaka] has an element of wonder [ta1·ib] that truth
[$idq]lacks, because a known truth is evident and devoid of novelty while an
unknown truth is neglected. When a truthful utterance is turned from the
commonplace and attached onto something congenial to the soul, however,
it may combine both demonstrative assent [t~diq] and imaginative appeal
[takhyil].38

In other words, poetic utterance has the potential to fashion demon
strative intelligibles and ontological realities into representational scenes
and embodied entities. To this extent it can provide for a philosopher so
motivated the tools to depict concretely an abstract spiritual cosmos that
is invisible to the senses but is known by him or her to be more real than
the physical world that surrounds us. Indeed, poetic discourse is uniquely
suited to such a task, for "if the imitation of a thing which is untrue moves
the soul, then it is no surprise that the depiction of a true thing as such
moves the soul, too. Indeed, the latter is even more necessary!"39In such
fashion, "something which cannot be represented" finds portrayal.

This interpretation suggests the role that the philosopher's allegorical
treatises serves in his corpus. They neither espouse esoteric or mystical
knowledge as some scholars have proposed nor represent mere "symbolic"
renditions of low-level philosophical truths expressed as stories, intended
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for either advanced students or the masses. Rather, embodying dimensions
of Avicenna's philosophical program that Peripatetic discourse cannot sat
isfactorily express, they serve a heuristic function correlative to that of
Avicenna's philosophical discourse itself. As such, they fulfill a specific
function in Avicenna's communication of his thought that encompasses
neither greater nor lesser truth-value than the philosopher's technical logos
compositions."

Careful examination of both Hayy ibn Yaq~an and at-Tair supports
this hypothesis. Through their use of symbolic equivocation, these treatises
evoke a measure of representational animation, emotive concentration,
and experiential immediacy that Avicenna's logos renditions lack. For one
thing, the level of didactic address turns inward (or upward). In his logos
writings, Avicenna is positioned squarely in the sublunary realm as the
teacher who introduces students to the elevated domain of the intelligible
universe. In Hayy ibn Yaq~an and at-Tair, however, it is the Active Intel
ligence who is the instructor, and it addresses not Avicenna's students, but
the philosopher's own narrative persona; speech now emanates directly
from a lofty resident of the intelligible universe rather than from the
depths of sensible, terrestrial existence."! This ascent in level of discourse
is further revealed by Hayy ibn Yaq~an's depiction of cosmic geography.
The narrator has left the corporeal "city" and moved to the level of rational
abstraction that is Hayy's natural habitat. Hayy, in turn, describes the
cosmos not in terms of the vertical directions of up and down, but rather
in terms of the horizontal coordinates of East and West, right and left.

In regard to the subjects of instruction, the logos stage of learning
has been transcended. The study of logic is at this point moot, while the
innumerable arguments and proofs that fill Avicenna's Physicsand Meta
physicsare now assumed as postulates. The narrator is instead confronted
with a compellingly vivid description of the intelligible cosmos rendered
not as abstract ideas requiring demonstration but as direct encounters with
individual celestial beings. Having attained the goals of logos and achieved
immediate contact with the Active Intelligence, the narrator now aspires
to move along the chain of heavenly ascent toward direct intercourse with
the exalted inhabitants of the intelligible universe. 42

Another advantage of allegory is that its powers of externalized mi
mesis permit individuation. The rational soul is extricated from the mass
of other human faculties and appetites that Avicenna surveyed in his Psy
chologyand becomes crysralized into a pure daemonicagent. Similarly, each
member of the echelons of the cosmic hierarchy that the philosopher
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wishes to foreground is assigned an individual mien, a distinctive garb,
and a specific personal identity. 43

Inducing movement through the noetic levels of the cosmological hi
erarchy is intrinsic to Avicenna's concept of the purpose of philosophy.
Correct "becoming" is for the individual soul a matter of fateful magni
tude. But the Scholastic pronouncements of philosophy seem woefully dry
and sadly inadequate as a means of portraying the soul's momentous plight
as it stands poised between earth and sky, beastliness and angelicness, hell
and heaven. Allegory, with its capacity for mimetic evocativeness, meta
phorical resonance, and dramaturgical intensity, enables Avicenna to por
tray more vibrantly the kinetic progress/regress of the rational soul within
the motionless realm of the intelligible world. 44

Any shift from demonstration to metaphor implies a transfer from
intellect to imagination. Contrary to Samuel Taylor Coleridge's assertion
that allegory initiates a "disjunction of faculties," however, its mimetic
powers actually serve to integrate intellect and imagination. Avicenna's al
legories do not displace, undermine, or duplicate his philosophy; rather
they portray, embody, and highlight its crucial areas of concern. In their"
capacity to reflect accurately the aesthetic dynamics and open-ended spiri
tual flux that constitutes so fundamental a motivation for Avicenna's
philosophical inquiry, they enliven its expressiveness and vitalize the sig
nificance of its conclusions. In Avicenna's case allegory does not compete
with philosophy but shares its basic task in depicting and justifying the
path that each of us, as spiritual entities, should pursue.
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8. Allegory and Allegoresis

Until now we have examined Avicenna's allegories mainly in terms of their
relationship. to his philosophical writings, muthos in conjunction with
logos. But his formulation of allegory itself deserves attention since it con
stitutesonly one of the many possible expressions that the genre encom
passes, whether in terms of general theoretical potentiality or in regard to
specific historical manifestations appearing in premodern Islamic litera
tures. In this chapter we will situate Avicenna's allegories and allegoreses
more precisely within the realm of the praxis of allegory per se by inves
tigating in greater detail their modes of description and metaphoric
structure.

Descriptional Imagery

We have seen that Avicenna conceives of the cosmos as a graduated onto
logical hierarchy running between the two antithetical poles of pure Form
(the Necessary Existent) and primary Matter (Non-Being), whose most
important divisions demarcate the borders among the material (sensible),
the spiritual (intelligible), and the supra-intelligible (purely Divine) realms.
The directional coordinates of Avicenna's allegories mirror this conceptual
structure, although each emphasizes different aspects of cosmic geography.
Hayy ibn Yaq~an organizes its description along a longitudinal, West-East,
axis. Risdlat at-tair adopts an ascending latitudinal perspective: the bird
escapes from its cage and flees over the nine mountain ranges of the ma
terial spheres before it finally arrives at the palace of the Great King. Sala
man and Absdl concentrates on the earthly portion of the scheme in its
depiction of the tempestuous struggle between the animal and rational
souls for control over the human psyche. Finally, the MiCrajNama portrays
Muhammad's journey as combining the terrestrial, horizontal isra from
Mecca to Jerusalem, during which the prophet surveys the lower psychic
faculties, with the celestial, vertical miCraj,during which he is introduced
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to the spheres, Paradise, and the divine Presence. Despite such differences
in detail and emphasis, the overall cosmological paradigm remains con
stant, as can be seen from the chart below, drawn primarily from Hayy ibn
Yaq~an but also with reference to at-Tair, Salaman and Abstd, and the
Mi'ra} Nama.

The West (Matter) The East (Form)

The Necessary Existent
(The Great King, situated above

Form and Matter)

The Ten Intelligences
(Cherubim or Angels Drawn-Near)

The Ten Celestial Souls

The Material Celestial Spheres
Fixed Stars
The Zodiac
Saturn
Jupiter
Mars
The Sun
Venus
Mercury
The Moon

Human Beings
The Rational Soul

The TheoreticalFaculty
(The Ordering Angel)

The Acquired Intellect
The Habitual Intellect
The Material Intellect

The PracticalFaculty
(The Recording Angel)
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The Animal Soul

The FiveInternal Senses
Memory
Estimation
Imagination (Cogitation in humans)
The Retentive Imagination
Common sense

The FiveExternal Senses
Sight
Hearing
Smell
Touch
Taste

TheAppetites
Irascibility
Concupiscence

Matter for Natural Species

Animal
Plant
Mineral

Primary Matter
(Privation, Non-Being)

Forms for Natural Species

Animal
Plant
Mineral

The Forms of the Four Elements

Fire
Air
Water
Earth

Human beings, of course, hold a unique position in this cosmogra
phy because of their ability to journey throughout its disparate realms.
Although few actually take full advantage of this opportunity, those who
do precipitate a momentous personal transformation. Avicenna empha
sizes the impact of this initiation by rendering it as a direct encounter with
a representative of the intelligible world. The narrator of Hayy ibn Yaqzdn
meets the attractive and beguiling Hayy; the reader in at-Tair is chal
lenged and confounded by the "herald of God"; and in the Mi(raj Nama
Muhammad is accompanied on his heavenly ascent by the Archangel Ga
briel, the embodiment of the sacred divine Command. Since Muhammad
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holds the exalted rank of legislative Apostle, the Active Intelligence is re
duced here to the figure of the heavenly mount, Burdq.'

In regard to external mimetic representation, Idea dominates Image
in Avicenna's allegories.' Close adherence to the structure of his cos
mology lends his narratives an abstract, "visionary" quality. General direc
tional coordinates are given, but details of time and place are ignored.
Instead space and time are condensed, divested of commonplace particu
lars and everyday events. Similarly, characters are "flat," stripped of exter
nal mimetic features and unencumbered by nuances of psychological
complexity. This minimalist approach to shaping a narrative world makes
Avicenna's allegories initially difficult to understand because the signposts
and guides one relies on to proceed are submerged in an abstract idea
tional system. But such minimalism also has a positive emotive impact; it
creates an atmosphere of symbolism and mystery of enormous potency.
Faced with such a beguiling, enigmatic realm, captivated readers willingly
follow where Avicenna leads.

Avicenna builds his description around conceptual dichotomies.
Typical of this tendency is his use of the antithesis of light and dark. The
realm of Form is the luminous East, the Orient, while that of Matter is
the "Perpetual Darkness" of the West, the Occident. Knowledge is the
"rising sun" (ash-shariq);ignorance is the "Darkness around the Pole" (al
qutb) .3 The general phenomenological associations of lightness-darkness
and East-West are common literary and religious motifs, so it is not sur
prising that Avicenna adopts them. Nevertheless, he does not emphasize
them; with the obvious exception of Hayy ibn Yaq~an, Avicenna is more
attracted to the vertical axis of ascent-descent than to an East-West orien
tation. Even his famous concept of "Eastern Wisdom" is based on mun
dane considerations of human geography (he resided in the East, his rivals
in Baghdad in the West) rather than on numinous evocations inherent in
the directional axis."A century and a half later, Shihab ad-Din as-Suhra
wardi would greatly develop the symbolic potential of the East-West,
light-dark, knowledge-ignorance metaphorical complex; but Avicenna
himself is no proponent of a Suhrawardian, "Ishraqi" illuminationism.

The most important source for the imagery that Avicenna employs is,
in fact, the social environment in which he lived. The domain of the far
West is more than just dark. Avicenna portrays it as a wild, desolate, un
civilized, and inhospitable region bounded by a "hot, muddy sea," with
soil that is impossible to cultivate or settle. Crops fail as soon as they are
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planted; buildings crumble as soon as they are raised. The West is "a place
of devastation, a desert of salt, filled with troubles, wars, quarrels, tu
mults," infested with creatures who are ferocious and horribly mutated. 5

Its.human inhabitants are rapacious barbarians, among whom reigns

perpetual quarreling or, rather, mortal battle. Any group that is strongest
seizes the homes and goods of the others and forces them to emigrate. They
try to settle; but in their turn they reap only loss and harm. Such is their
behavior. They never cease from it.s

He describes the region of the distant East in quite different terms.
Its inhabitants are "a most pure people, who respond to no solicitation of
gluttony, lust, violence, jealousy, or sloth," who are ruled justly and wisely
by a Great King to whose service and honor they devote themselves
completely. (Interesting, given Avicenna's own position at court, is his
description of the chief minister, who is portrayed as the closest associate
of the ruler, through whom "the King's word and order cmanate.?") The
people of the East

live in cities; they occupy lofty castles and magnificent buildings, whose ma
terial was kneaded with such care that the result is a compound that in no
wise resembles the clay of your clime. Those buildings are more solid than
diamond and jacinth, than all things that require the longest time to wear
away. Long life has been bestowed upon that people."

Avicenna's terms of description embody the social values of his age
and class. From this perspective his allegories represent paeans to the vir
tues of civilization, in which the chaos and unending civil strife of the
material world are counterpoised with the innate tranquility and social
harmony of the intelligible realm. The West is filled with ecological tur
bulence and political turmoil to the extent that any attempt to establish
sedentary prosperity is rendered impossible; its inhabitants are doomed to
lives that are inexorably "nasty, brutish, and short." It is only at the pin
nacle of this plane of existence, on the level of the Material Spheres, that
civilization finally emerges. But it does so hand-in-hand with social strati
fication; each sphere contains monodimensional groups that reduplicate
shared traits of appearance and temperament: swiftness of movement, love
of knowledge, physical beauty, and so on. Peace exists only because each
group is internally homogeneous and externally autonomous, each resides
in "its own fixed domain, into which no other comes to inflict violence."?

In contrast, the lives of inhabitants of the spiritual world are perme-
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ated by an atmosphere of social harmony and personal piety. Citizens are
well-mannered and industrious, cities are well-organized and adorned
with beautiful buildings, and daily existence is peaceful and serene. While
the inhabitants of the West suffer the continual strife that political anarchy
breeds, those of the East are blessed with the peace and prosperity that
only the wise and beneficent administration of an enlightened monarch
can foster.

The same descriptive matrix recurs when Avicenna describes the hu
man soul. On the left (i.e., the western) side of human nature dwell
"troops of demons," one of which comprises two further tribes (the iras
cible and concupiscent appetites), who exhibit, respectively, "the ferocity
of beasts of prey" and the "the bestiality of quadrupeds," and between
whom "there is perpetual war." The other troop of demons is composed
of the transmutable form-changers of the imagination, some of whom
have "two natures, others of three, others of four," while others are "re
duced to a half, or a fragment of a nature."

Adjoining this region is a city, but it is not a center of peace and
prosperity. Instead it is an armed camp outfitted for war. "Men at arms"
guard "fortified bulwarks" and capture all who travel the "five great roads"
of the kingdom." Despite such precautions, the troops of demons some
times overrun and capture this city and enslave its inhabitants. To the right
(East) of this city, however, lies the peaceful dominion of the terrestrial
angels (the rational soul), and those who manage to safeguard themselves
from the assaults of the western attackers discover there the gateway to
the realm of pure spirit.

For Avicenna, an inhabitant of the "mid-arid region" of "the Nile to
Oxus zone" (as Hodgson terms it), the competition between desert or
steppe and city is an obvious source of imagery. And there is no doubt
that as a city-dweller he would value the political order and social harmony
of settled life over the seeming physical desolation and political chaos of
desert or steppe society. But Avicenna does more than note this frame of
reference in passing; he invokes it to fashion the warp and weft of his
descriptive tapestry. We remarked in connection with Avicenna's logos
doctrines that his psychology represents a highly developed bureaucracy
of the soul; such socially derived imagery is even more forcefully articu
lated in the dramaturgical description of his allegories."

Of comparable importance is another descriptive polarity, that of soli
tude versus society. Avicenna appears to harbor a natural, although per
haps unconscious, distrust of groups. 12 This sentiment is obvious in his
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allegorical rhetoric where he constantly warns of the ignorance of the
masses, but it is just as apparent in the imagery of his narratives in which
the disorderly throngs of the West, whether those that belong to the ex
ternal cosmos or those that lurk hidden within human nature, are con
trasted with the peaceful solitaries of the far reaches of the East.

For Avicenna isolation is a precondition for spiritual progress. The
narrator of Hayy ibn Yaq~an removes himself from the crowds of the city
by visiting a pleasure garden, where he meets the solitary traveler Hayy,
who informs him that if he wishes to obtain further happiness he must
first subdue and then abandon even his three remaining companions. Sal
amanends his life by relinquishing the rule of his kingdom and the plea
sures of society to devote himself completely to solitary contemplation of
God. And when Muhammad embarks on his journey in the still of a night
when "no animal made a sound, no bird chirped, no person was awake,"
he encounters groups and individuals, but in the end he leaves them all
behind, even Gabriel. 13

This is not to say that solitude is unequivocally positive, or that as
sociation with groups completely negative. The caged bird is in a state of
lonely misery until it is rescued by a passing flock of birds. And Muham
mad begins his ascent in Jerusalem by meeting an assembly of "prophets
and angels." But the virtues of communal association are ultimately unre
liable. The narrator of at-Tair meets only ridicule from his audience. And
although Muhammad greets the prophets and angels, he does so "one by
one" as a preliminary to proceeding toward intimate colloquy with his
Lord.!" The social order of sedentary life may provide an initial basis for
intellectual/spiritual wayfaring, but completion of the process, it seems,
requires seclusion and solitude.

Metaphoric Structure

From ancient times allegory has been defined as "an extended metaphor,"
so it is hardly surprising to find that Avicenna relies on metaphor to create
the polysemous referential matrices of his own allegories. IS But he does so
in a particular way. To clarify this point we must recall the distinction
between metaphor and simile. The first expresses direct equivalences (X is
Y), while the second denotes indirect ones (X is like Y). Although rheto
ricians usually differentiate between the two, classical literary theorists
from Aristotle on-commonly consider the distinction between them to
be "slight" and include both figures under the general category of meta-
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phor." For Avicenna, however, the difference is not so slight. Let us con
sider an example.

In Ristda: at-tair the "herald of God" (munadi /lah) invokes the
"Brothers of Truth" to

Shed your skins as snakes do! Crawl as worms crawl! Be scorpions whose
weapons are in their tails! For Satan deceives human beings only from be
hind. Gulp down poison and you will live! Prefer death and you will attain
life! Fly! Do not take a nest to which you constantly return, for the hunting
grounds of birds are their nests. And if want of wings hinders you, then
become a thief, and you will snatch success. The best of the vanguard are
those strong of flight. 17

This passage, like others in which "God's herald" offers advice, creates
an ambiance that combines emotive passion with semantic obscurity to a
degree unusual even for Avicenna. Nevertheless, it is typical in that it be
gins with similes but ends with metaphors. Although initially one is in
structed to "crawl as worms crawl," by the end of the passage one is
directly told: "Fly!" This move from simile to metaphor marks a semantic
transition of crucial significance for Avicenna. The simile still maintains
the sensible, material world as its standard for comparison ("Shed your
skins as snakes do!"). But Avicenna does not judge reality by the criterion
of the transient material world. On the contrary, it is the eternal, intelli
gible realm that he considers to be truly real. Hence, one of his basic goals
is to invert our empirically based sense of reality so that we come to regard
the abstract realm of the intellect as more vivid and more genuine than
that formulated by sensual apperception. To do this he relies on the meta
phor. Rather than being invited into a world that is clearly derived and
dependent upon the sensible realm, we enter one that has a parallel, if
abstract, existence of its own, a world in which we are not urged to be like
a bird, but to become one.

Engagement in such a world is, of course, voluntary; not everyone
will accept such a reversal of priorities; indeed, many will certainly refuse.
At the end of at-Tair, Avicenna himself complains:

How many a brother, when my story struck his ear, then said, "I see that
your mind is touched; you have become slightly deranged. No, by God, you
did not fly! Rather, your mind flew. Nor were you hunted! Rather, your heart
was hunted. How does a human being fly? Or a bird speak?" 18

But such literal-minded rejection is not a universal response. Some readers
agree to accept the terms of Avicenna's metaphorical construct and, by
doing so, gain admission to his semantic world.
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This world is complex, both because of the intricacies of Avicenna's
philosophical system and, more pertinently, because of the various ways
he structures his use of metaphors. For instance, Avicenna often heightens
our sense of semantic depth and emotive richness by superimposing new
layers of metaphor on the first. If it does not suffice, for example, that you
are the bird, "then become a thief!" Or once a bird, then become a specific
type: "Be ostriches who gulp down hot stones" or "bats who do not
emerge in the day." After all, "the best of birds are bats." 19 This technique
adds to the polysemous texture of Avicenna's allegories, although it does
little to increase their lucidity. But then lucidity is not one of Avicenna
goals. Aristotle's statement that "metaphors imply riddles" is a principle
that Avicenna frequently embraces."

Much of the enigmatic quality of Avicenna's allegories stems from the
nature of metaphor itself. Metaphor is a figure of speech that is founded on
a contradiction. It equates subject and predicate on the syntactic level but
juxtaposes disparate concepts on the semantic level. Hence, to succeed, a
metaphor must forge harmony from incongruity; it must create a situation
in which one continues "to identify the previous incompatibility through
the new compatibility." 21 To coin metaphors thus requires no small talent;
Aristotle calls mastery in the creation of metaphors "a sign of genius" since
it "implies an intuitive perception of the similarity of dissimilars." 22

Metaphors vary in their transparency. They can juxtapose dissimilar
terms to form images that are strikingly clear or darkly enigmatic. Simi
larly, allegories differ in how explicitly they reveal to readers both terms of
the metaphorical equations upon which they are based. Most provide
some measure of help. The author of a naive allegory gives characters
names such as "Hope" or "Sloth" to clarify the nature of their personalities
and significances. Even a sophisticated allegorist like Dante provides well
marked signposts along the way to alert us to where we have come in our
journey through the cosmos. But Avicenna supplies few such clues. He
rarely names his characters, and those he does, he gives names whose
meanings are oblique. In Hayy ibn Yaq~an only Hayy is identified by
name, and in Hayy and at-Tair only titles (such as the "Great King") or
succinct descriptions provide an idea of a character's position and function.
Even in the family melodrama of Salaman andAbsal, only the protagonists
have names, and these would have symbolic significance only to the few
persons who were familiar with the obscure Hermetic version of the tale
that Hunain ibn Ishaq translated from Greek.

Moreover, Avicenna obscures the meaning of his allegories in another
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way. Metaphors do not exist in isolation; crucial for their effect is their
relationship with the semantic dimension of general referential context.
Hence, Avicenna's allegories remain closed books to anyone unfamiliar
with his cosmology and psychology. A good example of this is the passage
of the "herald of God" quoted above. Anyone can understand its literal
meaning, but only someone familiar with its referential context, that is,
Avicenna's conception of the relationship between the material and ratio
nal souls, will understand what it signifies. Even the meaning of such
simple statements as "the rational soul is a bird" or "Hayy ibn Yaqzan
symbolizes the Active Intelligence" remain a mystery without prior knowl
edge of what a rational soul or an Active Intelligence in fact is.

A final way that Avicenna mystifies his allegories is that he consis
tently omits the first term of his metaphorical constructs. Risalat at-tair is,
once again, a good example of this practice. The central metaphor for this
narrative is "the rational soul is a bird." But the allegory never mentions
the first term of the metaphor, rational soul. Instead, it only provides an
unexplained second term, bird. The same is true in Hayy ibn Yaq~an.

Readers are expected to know, either through prior knowledge or by in
tuitive presentiment, that, for instance, the narrator symbolizes the ratio
nal soul, that the guarded city is the animal soul, and that the "Spring of
Life" refers to the study of logic. Without such knowledge, the narrative
is reduced to a conundrum.

The Principle of Equivalence

We can sum up Avicenna's technique for constructing allegories as con
sisting of five separate steps.

I. He begins with his vision of the structure of the cosmos and the
place of humans within it.

2. He selects the particular aspect of this vision that he wishes to
focus on.

3. He weaves together a series of metaphorical equivalences in order
to express it in allegorical form.

4. He pares from his allegories general contextual references.
5. He drops the first terms of the metaphors around which he struc

tures his narrative.
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To some degree, this is the procedure every philosophical allegorist
uses. But three points are unusual in Avicenna's use of this technique. He
begins with an exceptionally detailed and systematic cosmological model.
He accentuates the opaqueness of his allegories through the use of meta
phor discussed above; while most allegories are enigmatic to some degree,
Avicenna pushes this inherent tendency to the extreme. And finally and
most important, he embraces the principle of semantic equivalence with
extraordinary stringency. This last point warrants further consideration.

The principle of equivalence is intrinsic to metaphor and, by extension,
to allegory. But the degree to which Avicenna relies on it is, in the context
of Islamic allegory, quite exceptional. For contrast, let us compare his ap
proach to that of the Ikhwan as-Safr' (the Brethren of Purity);"

In their Treatises (Rasa/it), the Ikhwan as-Safr' undertake an intellec
tual enterprise that on the surface resembles Avicenna's in significant ways.
Like Avicenna, they claim to offer a complete and coherent theory of the
universe, whose study, they believe, should be founded on philosophical
inquiry. And they espouse a theory of rhetoric, based on a differentiation
among the levels of understanding of which the elite and masses are ca
pable, that is akin to that proposed by Avicenna. Finally, cosmology and
psychology are central foci of concern for them, as they are for Avicenna.
But once we move from superficial to close comparison of the two sys
tems-and the ways in which they are depicted-we notice considerable
differences. Disregarding for the moment tenets of philosophical doctrine,
the main methodological distinction that distinguishes Avicenna from the
Ikhwan as-Safi' is that while he grounds his arguments on the concept of
equivalence, they found theirs on the notion of correspondence. Avicenna
thus employs the equations of the syllogism in.his logos writings, and he
emphasizes the equivalences of metaphor in his muthos works. In contrast,
the Ikhwan as-Saff depend on a combination of dialectical argument (ar
guments based on preconceived opinions), analogy, and extended similes.
A brief quote will help illustrate this point. At the beginning of their dis
cussion of the relationship of the body and the soul, the Ikhwan as-Saff
state:

Know that the name "human being" [insan] refers to this body, which is like
a constructed house, and to the soul, which lives in this body. They are both
together two parts and the human being is their combination and constituted
from them. But one of the two parts is nobler, and it is like the kernel, and as
for the other part, the body, it is like the husk. And the human being is their
combination and constituted from them. But one of the two parts, the soul,
is like the tree and the other like the fruit. From another perspective, one of
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them, the soul, is like the stirrups, and the other, the body, is like the mount,
and the combined human being is like the rider. [my emphasis] 24

And this is only the beginning. The Ikhwan then proceed to compare,
point by point and with great elaboration, the constitution of the body
with (I) the various building materials used to construct a city, (2) the
parts of a house and the accoutrements of a household, (3) the tools and
utensils of a craftsman, and (4-)the various parts and facets of a flourishing
city.25Nor do they end here, for this is only the body; their discussion of
the soul is equally permeated with analogy and simile. Their entire ap
proach to philosophy, in fact, is based on a theory of correspondence
whose major premise is the assertion that human beings are microcosms
(al-insan a$-$aghir)who in all essential features replicate the structure of
the cosmic macrocosm (al-insan al-kabir).26In pursuing the implications
of this premise, the Ikhwan as-Safa' reveal an intense infatuation with the
powers of analogy.27

Quite in contrast is Avicenna's approach. In his logos writings he uses
metaphor infrequently and eschews simile altogether, while in his muthos
narratives he relies almost totally on metaphor. The descriptive imagery
analyzed in the previous sections, for instance, is completely based on
metaphorical equivalence. That Avicenna was undoubtedly well-ac
quainted with the ideas of the Ikhwan as-Safr' and other Isma'ili and Sufi
thinkers makes his avoidance of analogy and simile all the more notable. 28

Once observed, Avicenna's preference for equivalence over analogy is
worth considering in itself. Is it an innate mental trait? If so, it may explain
why he favored philosophy over speculative theology (also dependent
upon qiyas,analogy), or why his "soul would not accept" the Isma'ili doc
trines that both his father and brother espoused." At any rate, this pref
erence also finds reflection in his incorporation of religious terminology
into his logos writings. We have seen that Avicenna is fully aware that
most people are unable to recognize, and hence will forever disagree
about, the stratum of truth that underlies successive dispensations of di
vine revclation.!" Nevertheless, he also believes in the inherent congruence
of this stratum. As he states in Pi ta'bir ar-ru~'Ya, any "group of people who
have intellect, deliberation, reflection, and the sum of investigative knowl
edge" will discern the same pertinent forces at work in the world, although
"each group will give it a different name." Hence, the ancient Sabians
call it

the Nearest Ruler (al-mudabbir al-aqrab), the Greek sages the Divine Ema
nation (alfayt(l al-ilahi) and the Divine Providence (alJinaya al-ilahiyya); the
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Syrians (al-suryaniyyun) call it the Word (al-kalima); it is this (force) which
is called in Arabic the Indwelling (al-sakina) and the Holy Spirit (ruJ; al
quds). The Persians (al-Cajam)call it the Amesha Spentas.The Manicheans (al
manawiyya)call it the "Good Spirits" (al-arwaJ;al-tayyiha);and the Arabs call
it the "angels" (al-malaJika) and the "Divine Strengthening" (al-tayid al-il
ahi). All these different names indicate one force."

Avicenna's belief concerning the essential equivalence of such con
cepts probably explains the liberty with which he began to include religious
terminology in his own mature writings. Part of the science of prophetic
revelation is

how revelation is effected so that it becomes visible and audible after having
been spiritual ... and what the Faithful Spirit [ar-ruJ;al-amin] and the Holy
Spirit [ruJ;al-qudus] are, and that the Faithful Spirit comes from the ranks
of the Fixed Spiritual Substances while the Holy Spirit comes from the
ranks of the Cherubim. 32

In such passages, the philosopher does not just align religious and
philosophical terms on a superficial level, or allegorize the former in terms
of the latter; here religious and philosophical terminology are equivalent,
interchangeable. For Avicenna the Intelligences are not like Cherubim;
they are Cherubim, and one of their members is the Holy Spirit.

This is a moment of singular importance for the development of later
Islamic religion and culture, for it marks a large step toward the termino
logical integration of religion and philosophy and hence the creation of
what over time was to become a new religious-philosophical-mystical lan
guage. For sophisticated theologians, mystics, and poets in the centuries
after Avicenna, the Necessary Existent, the First Cause, and God are syn
onymous terms; the Cherubim do not symbolize the Neoplatonic Separate
Intelligences, they directly signify them, and Ptolemy's spheres and orbs
have become the Seven Heavens of the Qur'ari."

Allegoresis

It is on the basis of his convicnon concerning the essential semantic
equivalence of fundamental concepts that Avicenna was able, perhaps even
compelled, to interpret verses from the Qur'an and religious traditions
such as the story of the miCra}.From the perspective of the five-step para
digm of allegorical creation suggested above, Avicenna's approach is quite
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simple: he is reversing the last step (5) of the recipe to reinstate, through
allegoresis, the "dropped" first term of the metaphor. In part this process
is quite straightforward, as is clear from the way that he interprets several
brief chapters from the Qur'an, "Surat al-Ikhlas" (Sincere Religion), for
example, states

In the name of God) the Merciful) the Compassionate
Say: CJ[eis God) One)

God) the Everlasting Refuge)
who has not begotten) and has not been begotten)

and equal to Him is not anyone?"

The subject of this sura is obviously God's Unicity, Eternity, and In
comparability. Avicenna responds by providing an eight-page analysis (in
the printed Arabic version) of such divine attributes as understood from
the perspective of his concept of the Necessary Existent." In interpreting
"Surat al-Falaq" (Daybreak), which begins: "Say: 'I take refuge with the
Lord of the Daybreak) from the evil of what he has created," Avicenna dis
cusses his theory of predestination and his explanation for the existence of
evil.36 Similarly, "Surat an-Nas" (Humankind) states:

In the Name of God) the Merciful) the Compassionate
Say: 'I take refuge with the Lord of humankind)

the I(ing of humankind)

the God of humankind)
from the evil of the slinking whisperer

who whispersin the breasts of humankind
ofjinn and humans/ 37

This passage provokes a brief commentary from Avicenna on the relation
ship that holds between God and human beings and how differences in
human physical temperament and intellectual aptitude affect it. In regard
to specific glosses, he identifies the "slinking whisperer" as the faculty of
imagination, while he sees symbols for the external and internal senses,
respectively, in the the final words "jinn" and "humans." 38

Avicenna's willingness to equate philosophical concepts with
Qur'anic imagery is most apparent in his reading of the lovely "Light
Verse" (ayat an-nur).
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Godis the Light ofthe heavensand earth;
the likenessofHis Light isasa niche

whereinisa lamp)
the lamp in aglass

theglass as it wereaglittering star,
kindledfrom a BlessedTree)

an Olive that is neitherof theEast nor of the West
whoseoilwellnighwouldshine)even if nofire touchedit;

Light UponLight;
Godguides toHis Light whomHe will.39

Avicenna interprets this verse in accordance with his theory of intel
lection and prophecy. God is "light" because He is "Good" and the "Cause
of Good." The "heavens and earth" are the cosmos. The "niche" is the
material intellect; the "lamp" is the acquired intellect; between the two
stands a "glass," in other words, the habitual intellect. The blessed olive
tree is cogitation (al-fikra), which, although not itself part of the intellect,
serves as the basis for intellectual apprehension; for this reason it is re
ferred to as being "neither of the East nor of the West," that is, foreign to
the intelligible world (East) and yet somehow beyond the sensible world
(West). "Fire" is the Universal Intelligence (al-Caqlal-kulli) or the Sancti
fied Faculty (al-quwwa l-qudsiyya).Cogitation would "shine" even if one
was never touched by this faculty; but when the acquired intellect comes
into contact with it, the result is splendid "Light Upon Light."40

Such an extended gloss appears to lend credence to the assertion that
allegoresis is indeed simply the process of reinserting the missing "first
term" of an allegorical metaphor. And yet other factors are at work here,
and "Surat an-Nut," of which the "Light Verse" constitutes only a few
lines, is an apt example of the limitations of this way of thinking about
allegory and allegoresis. Most of the sixty-four verses of "Surat an-Nut"
deal not with the metaphorical splendors of the "Light Verse" but rather
with mundane questions of social propriety and legal code. These may be
prosaic in nature, but they are also of indisputable consequence for Islamic
doctrine and history. It is in "Surat an-Nur," for example, that one finds
the legal criteria according to which the crimes of fornication and adultery
are to be judged and punished, as well as the penalties to be exacted for
false accusations of such crimes. The sura also provides general guidelines
for proper dress inside and outside the house, including the verse that
some Muslims interpret as stating that women must wear veils outside of
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the house. Moreover, in true.Qur'anic fashion it contains verses that warn
unbelievers of the suffering they will encounter in the hereafter while en
joining believers to perform faithfully their religious duties.

Avicenna would doubtlessly argue that such verses deal with religious
corollaries rather than with fundamentals and therefore would consider
them to be unfit for allegorization. And yet such a view highlights the
essential point that Avicenna is successful at interpreting verses only be
cause he preselects those on which he wishes to comment. Interpretation
is easy when the commentator fully controls the choice of material to be
interpreted.

At this point we can begin to appreciate the naivete of the five-step
allegorical paradigm we proposed above. Although it outlines the mechan
ics of formulating allegories or allegoreses, it ignores the idiosyncratic im
pulses that underlie what is in essence a creative process. Both allegories
and allegoreses are fully subject to such forms of authorial control as pre
selection of topics and images and the degree to which some parts of nar
ratives or commentaries are emphasized and others ignored. Furthermore,
the creation and interpretation of allegories constitute a historical occur
rence. Avicenna's interpretation of the miCraj,for example, is particular to
the philosopher, but it is also unique to a certain period in his career, and
perhaps even to a particular personal mood within this period. Can one
say with certainty that another interpretation composed a decade earlier,
or later, would be exactly the same? And just as Avicenna himself could
vary his choice of materials or points of emphasis, later exponents of his
doctrines did the same, either by interpreting a passage differently or by
choosing a different passage to interpret, or by using Avicenna's ideas or
practices as a springboard from which to develop new lines of approach.
Such later allegorizers as al-Ghazali, Ibn Tufail or, in a different way, as
Suhrawardi started with Avicenna but ended by moving in radically new
directions.

More important than the simple principle of preselection is the cre
ative power of metaphor itself. On one level the metaphor is a figure of
speech used to enhance the expression of meaning; but on another level it
is a creative act. Linking two incongruent concepts can produce forms of
thought that become more than the sum of their parts and, as a result,
transform the way we think. Or, to put it another way, metaphors can
create new habits of thought. Encountering the Active Intelligence in the
guise of an attractive and sprightly sage can alter how we, and Avicenna,
visualize it thereafter. Similarly, exposure to Avicenna's interpretation of
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the "Light Verse" transforms the way we understand it now and also en
hances the range of connotative referentialitythat we bring to succeeding
readings of it. Apt metaphors and artistically effective allegories transfigure
how we think about previously abstract concepts, just as new concepts
often alter the way we visualize the world. As such, metaphors can create
new bases upon which similar .transformations are enacted in the future.
From this perspective, the metaphor is a linguistic figure of extraordinary
potency. Once its powers have been successfully invoked, it is impossible
to return to the way things were before.

Avicenna's Legacy

A full investigation of the influence that Avicenna's logos or muthos writ
ings exerted on later generations or the permutations that they underwent
in succeeding centuries is an enterprise requiring further detailed inquiry,
for which this book is intended to serve as a preamble. One final point
does deserve mention, however. In his study of the "licit magic" of artistic
expression in the later centuries of premodern Islamic culture, J.Christoph
Burgcl observes that at a certain point "Islam, its culture and its spirit,
took a turn in [the] particular direction" of mysticism. Concomitant with
this "turn" was a cluster of operative theories and principles. One of these
was the adoption of the theory of emanation. Another was the espousal of
the ideal of the "Perfect Human Being" (al-insan al-kamil). A third was
the pursuit, at least by some thinkers, of the overarching theory of corre
spondences based on analogical styles of thought that we noted above in
our discussion of the Ikhwan as-Safa', Intertwined throughout all of these
trends was a hermeneutic perspective based on dividing understanding
into exoteric-esoteric (:;,ahir-batin) levels of thought. 41 Burgel himself ac
knowledges that this schematization of the intellectual mind-set of the
later premodern era is highly generalized. But it is nonetheless useful to
adopt it temporarily for the purposes of initially evaluating the contours
of Avicenna's influence in later Islamic thought.

The results of such an evaluation are mixed. Although it is true that
Avicenna's elaborate theory of emanation became a major source and
model for all later theorists, his own reaction to the other trends Burgel
highlights would have been less than accommodating. Whatever termi
nology he might have borrowed from sufism in his later years, Avicenna
was no adherent of the concept of supernatural mysticism. Such an ap-
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proach goes against the rationalism upon which he founded his whole
philosophy. Similarly, his vision of human perfection was different in em
phasis and generally less ambitious than the all-encompassing theory of
the "Perfect Human Being" as developed in the aftermath of Ibn 'Arabi.
Finally, Avicenna would have solidly opposed any theory of cosmic cor
respondence or any persistent reliance on the hermeneutical dichotomy of
exotcricism-esotcricism.v It is one of the ironies of Avicenna's legacy that,
antagonistic as he was to these trends, his thought (both logos and mu
thos) was nonetheless adopted, adapted, and subsumed by their later ex
ponents. In fact, it would be possible to argue that it was only this process
of assimilation and incorporation that kept the philosopher's ideas alive
through the ensuing centuries.

But to put the matter so negatively is misleading. The equation can
also be reversed. Any later thinker of serious intellect had, at one point, to
come to terms with Avicenna's philosophical system. Avicenna's concept
of the soul, for example, remained the standard psychology for centuries
to follow, and as such became an essential source from which most alle
gorists, from Sana'i and Rurni on, would draw. Moreover, his narratives
continued to be read, commented upon, and translated and thus continued
to exert a potent influence on later composers of allegories. Such writers
might accept, modify, or reject this influence, but they could not avoid the
encounter.

Notes

I. See Corbin's discussion of this phenomenon, in the section of Avicenna
titled "The Cosmic Crypt: The Stranger and the Guide" (16-28); however, his
comparative approach, despite the immense erudition he brings to his discussion,
clouds as much as it elucidates Avicenna's ideas. The problem here, which is of
some complexity and requires further investigation among texts that predate and
postdate Avicenna, concerns the relationship that holds in Avicenna's thought
among the Active Intelligence (Buraq here), the prophetic dimension of the First
Intelligence (represented by Gabriel), and the revelatory dimension of the Neces
sary Existent with which, it seems, only prophets can come into contact (the Holy
Spirit, rub al-qudus). For al-Farabi, a human being perfects him- or herself by
coming into contact with the Active Intelligence. Avicenna posits that one achieves
intellectual (and thus spiritual) perfection by coming into contact with the First,
orUniversal, Intelligence. But the MiCrajNama (trans. 119, para. 2), supported by
Avicenna's interpretation of the "Light Verse" in al-Isharat wa-t-tanbihdt (see
above, 185), suggests that there is a degree of knowledge above this that results
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from direct contact with the prophetic-cosmogonic aspect of the Necessary Exis
tent, a faculty that Avicenna appears to denote (at times, at least) when he uses the
term "Holy Spirit." I suspect that in these instances Avicenna has moved away
from a purely Neoplatonic understanding of the potential connection between God
and human being, in which any individual of appropriate temperament, intellec
tual capability, and education can aspire to perfection, but certainly not to direct
contact with the "One" (his standard position), toward a more prophetological
oriented strain of thought that awards a special status to legislative apostles, who
alone are granted direct contact with the divine (we disregard Sufi interpretations
for the moment). This whole subject is admittedly controversial and requires fur
ther independent examination, which I hope to undertake in the near future.

2. Cf. Graham Hough's discussion of the poles of Idea and Image in alle
gory in his A Prefaceto the FaerieQueen (New York: W. W. Norton, 1962)105- II.

3. Hayy ibn Yaq~an, 8-9; Corbin, Avicenna, 14-2,324-,327-28. Cf. also Hayy
ibn Yaqzan, 14-;Corbin, Avicenna, 14-6,34-6,for the "sun rising." Quotes from Hayy
ibn Yaq~an in this chapter are from Corbin's translation in Avicenna.

4-. See S. Pines, "La 'Philosophie orientale' d'Avicenne et sa polemique
contre les baghdadiens," Archives d'Histoire doctrinale et Litteraire du MoyenAge 19

(1952)5-37; also Gutas, Avicenna and theAristotelian Tradition, 60-64-, 66-72.
5. Hayy ibn Yaq~an, 9- 10; Corbin, Avicenna, 14-3,331.
6. Hayy ibn Yaq~an, 9; Corbin, Avicenna, 14-2,327-28.
7. Hayy ibn Yaq~an, 20; Corbin, Avicenna, 14-9,364--65.
8. Hayy ibn Yaq~an, 18- 19; Corbin, Avicenna, 14-8, 363.
9. Hayy ibn Yaq~an, 10; Corbin, Avicenna, 14-3,334-.

10. That is, the five external senses capture sensory impressions and convey
them to common sense. Hayy ibn Yaq~an, 14--16;Corbin, Avicenna, 14-6,34-6-4-7.
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Appendix A: On Allegory

Allegory, Northrop Frye has observed, is less a literary genre than a "struc
tural principle of fiction" that establishes close referential correlation be
tween the events of a fictional narrative and some "simultaneous structure
of events or ideas, whether historical events, moral or philosophical ideas,
or natural phenomena."! Frye purposely keeps his description broad in
order to emphasize, on the one hand, that allegory utilizes various
genres-epic, romance, drama-to serve its literary purposes and to indi
cate, on the other hand, that political and social satire represents a refer
ential correlative that is just as "allegorical" as the religious, moral, and
philosophical ideational structures traditionally associated as allegory's in
tellectual counterpart.

Allegory is thus by definition polysemous, designed to be both inclu
sive and exclusive in semantic accessibility and audience appeal. While its
literal levels are intended to be comprehensible and attractive to a broad
spectrum of readers, its symbolic levels direct restricted levels of meaning,
whether political, moral, or anagogic, to select groups or individuals. Thus
aiming to be simultaneously democratic and elitist; the genre rests on an
aesthetic contradiction. But such a stance is not duplicitous, for allegory
offers truth to everyone, each according to his or her capacity for appre
hension. Indeed, for exponents of allegory, the enigmatic ambivalence of
its polysemous nature is one of the main virtues of the genre.

Ever-present to some extent, allegory is exceptional in the degree to
which it undergoes alternate periods of critical favor or rejection. It is
generally a technique favored by practitioners of elite literature (creators
of popular literature tend to use brief forms, such as the moralistic fable
or the proverb), and its popularity alternates between periods in which
almost all sophisticated literary works are saturated in the indeterminacy
of its ambiguous referentiality (the Islamic world from the 5th/11thto 13th!
roth centuries, Europe from the high Middle Ages through the Renais
sance) and intervals of such severe critical animosity that the technique is
thoroughly rejected-if mentioned at all (roth- and early zoth-century
world literature). Sophisticated authors and audiences alike, it seems, em
brace or forswear allegory with extraordinary totality.
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The ebbs and flows of allegory as a literary fashion are important for
literary and intellectual historians to notice, because they reflect the pre
dominance of certain intellectual paradigms within a particular culture. As
Edwin Honig has remarked: "At certain points in cultural development
allegory is an indispensable instrument of thought and belief" that "re
veals a fundamental way of thinking about man and the universe."> Most
broadly expressed, allegory is popular in periods that are dominated by an
intellectual episteme(to borrow Foucault's term) that combines philo
sophical idealism with cultural sophistication. The idealism of the age as
sumes the form of a monolithic world-view that aspires to dominate as
many cultural spheres-religious, cosmological, and political-as pos
sible, in both public and private realms of life. By explicitly working on
interpreting and even promoting such monolithic intellectual systems, al
legory can be accused of being a reactionary form of literature, in both the
literal and political senses of the term.

Nevertheless, allegory cannot exist in societies in which intellectual
totalitarianism has completely taken hold. The ambiguities upon which it
thrives signify maturity rather than callowness, and it only flourishes in
societies that have achieved a certain level of sophisticated intellectual po
lyphony. Hence, it begins to flourish when alternative intellectual currents
emerge to compete with the dominant episteme. It is the goal of allegory
to create a harmonic balance among the competing tensions of such cur
rents. The most sophisticated examples of allegory thus arise not in an
atmosphere of ideological dichotomy in which idea and symbol relate on
a one-to-one basis but rather in an environment of intellectual polyphony
in which competing doctrines coexist as major and minor leitmotifs.
Dante's Divine Comedy, for example, is just as much concerned with re
publican politics, courtly love, and ancient philosophy as it is with Chris
tian theology. This acceptance of ideas that run counter to the tenets of
the dominant episteme has led to charges of allegory being a radical and
subversive form of literature.

Writing allegory is by definition dangerous. Authors conceal secrets
(the solutions to their enigmas or ambiguities) in their texts because they
(ostensibly) deem their disclosure hazardous for intellectual, social, or po
litical reasons." For this reason, allegory especially flourishes in environ
ments in which the boundaries of freedom of expression or action are
explicit; indeed, the aura of peril evoked by writing-and reading-it is a
major allure of the genre. Correspondingly, allegory atrophies when the
borders that impinge upon free expression fade and the danger of trans-
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gression disappears. The genre's decline in critical favor in modern times
may thus be attributed to the demise of a firm belief in concepts of
Absolute Truth and the attendant polemics or disputes over how this one
Truth should be understood. In open-ended intellectual environments, the
puzzles that allegory offers lose their fascination while the effort required
for their solution becomes irksome rather than rewarding, an exercise in
irrelevance."

When a social environment conducive to allegory exists, however, and
the genre thrives, authors must cultivate an appropriate hermeneutical
program. The task of this program is twofold. On the rhetorical level, it
effects a sirenic call regarding the respective pleasures or dangers of enter
ing the maze of allegory, a call that is simultaneously evocative to prospec
tive initiates and menacing to those unfit to be exposed to the secrets of
the text. On the substantive level, it must serve as an interpretative conduit
that guides the wayfarer through allegory's esoteric mysteries. Allegory
demands interpretation, and yet it also must offer clues as to the ways in
which such interpretation should proceed. Here we refer not to the ex
plicit guides who lead travelers through allegories-Avicenna's Hayy ibn
Yaqzan, 'Attar's hoopoe bird, or Dante's Virgil-but rather to a more
comprehensive interpretive framework that continuously contextualizes
and explains to readers how they should appreciate the various levels of
the narrative. In western literature, for example, from Origen and St. Au
gustine through Aquinas and Dante and into the Enlightenment, the her
meneutical paradigm for composing and interpreting allegory stemmed
from the patristic model of multilayered levels of meaning. As concisely
formulated in Dante's famous letter to Can Grande, allegory embraces
four levels of meaning: the literal, the typological, the moral, and the ana
gogic. 5 This interpretive model is not historically relevant to Islamic texts
(although there is no reason it cannot be used to good effect if judiciously
employed by modern critics), but analogous Islamic models ofhermeneu
tical analysis do exist.

One such model is the standard approach of traditionalist Qur'anic
commentary (tafsir), which assembles materials of a historical and philo
logical nature to help clarify and explain the meaning of the text. More
radical hermeneutical approaches assume a semantic bifurcation between
exoteric (~ahir) and esoteric (batin) levels of meaning. The Qur'an itself
provides a foundation for this stance when it states that its text consists of
"verses whose meaning is clear [al-muhkamat], which are the heart of the
book [umm al-kitab], and others whose meaning is ambiguous [al-mutash-
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abihat]." The text goes on to say that such a distinction might allow those
so inclined to create dissension among the believers and, as a result, affirms
that indeed "Only God knows its true interpretation."> Nevertheless, an
opening for esoteric interpretation of Qur'anic "ambiguities" had been
breached, and the distinction between exoteric and esoteric significances
came to thrive in succeeding centuries.

At variance, of course, were the particular bases upon which such
two-layered interpretation would be founded. Philosophers such as al-Par
abi, Ibn Rushd, and Avicenna held that only those with philosophically
trained intellectual capabilities could ascertain the true import of texts;
Shi'is believed that only the Imam, or those guided by him, were qualified
to interpret; while Sufis felt that those who had achieved mystical aware
ness would best understand the inner meanings of religious works. Each
group naturally disputed the claims of the others. 7

The modernist criticism of allegory (as opposed to the postmodernist
approach, which has been more sympathetic) comes from two sides. Phi
losophers disdain it as "a form of literature," while exponents of imagina
tive fiction decry its apparent reliance on doctrine rather than imaginative
creativity, or distrust its simplistic use as "a philosophical or rhetorical
weapon.?" The stance of each of these schools of thought is revealing.
Contrary to Coleridge's well-known adage, allegory "presumes no dis
junction of faculties" between imagination and intellect, but is in itself a
form of symbolic writing that aims at uniting them." Indeed, it is the main
function of allegory to synthesize the operations of these otherwise hap
pily disparate groups; while periods in which it suffers most acutely from
critical disdain are those in which the separation between intellect and
imagination is most severe.

Allegory avowedly represents a particular method of creating or read
ing narratives, significant parts of whose literary constituents-plot, char
acter, structure, style, and meaning-correlate with one or more specific,
explicitly formulated belief systems. But because these systems exist in a
state of competition, the creation of allegory is less a static or "mechanical"
act than, as J.Stephen Russell has noted, a dynamic process of compo
sition and/or reading. In fact, often "the 'encoding' and 'decoding' pro
cesses are far more interesting and mysterious .than the decoded messages
(if any)." 10 In general, the practice of allegory runs along two complemen
tary lines: compositional allegory, the creation of narratives intended to be
read on two or more levels, and interpretive allegory, or allegoresis, the
exegesis of a narrative according to a specific, explicit belief system, regard-
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less of whether or not such interpretation was intended by the text's origi
nal author (s). The infusion of external belief systems as a driving force
within the structural, semantic, and aesthetic levels of narrative is an essen
tial feature of both aspects of allegory, and it is assumed in both that the
reader is conscious that the process of decoding is a fundamental aspect of
the experience of reading. 11

Frye has observed that "all literary commentary, or the relating of the
events of a narrative to conceptual terminology, is in one sense allegori
cal." 12 Allegory assumes generic characteristics, however, rather than be
ing merely a structural principle, when the expectation of systematic
hermeneutical decoding according to one or more belief systems becomes
a continuous and controlling feature of the reader's experience of the text.
Herman Melville's Moby-Dickand Nizami's Kbusrau u Shirin, in this re
gard, can be read allegorically because of their rich textures of symbolic
connotation. But they are not allegories per se, because narrative event,
character development, and detail overshadow allegorical allusion and be
cause each lacks a readily identifiable and consistently foregrounded ideo
logical program. Such works as Dante's Divine Comedyor 'Abd ar-Rahman
Jami's Y usuf u Zulaikha, on the other hand, belong to the genre of allegory
because such an explicit program comprehensively controls semantic di
mensions of the texts. Although it would be possible to experience these
narratives on a purely literal level, such an approach seriously distorts each
author's intent and greatly lessens the readers' enjoyment of and edifi
cation from the text.

An essential feature of texts that belong to the genre of allegory,
therefore, is that they demand a specific framework of allegoresis. There
are historical instances, however, when texts that objectivereaders (an ideal,
of course, but at times a necessary heuristic construct) would not consider
as predominantly allegorical in character are, for various historical or cul
tural reasons, subjected to what Rosemund Tuve has termed "imposed
allegory." Examples of this phenomenon are Stoic readings of Homer,
Christian exegeses of the Old Testament, or, more recently, reductionist
Freudian or Marxist interpretations of literary works. In such instances, a
large measure of reductionist coercion is involved in the hermeneutical
process. 13

This initial definition of the genre of allegory, therefore, assumes the
following points : (I) that it must involve a narrative, that is, have a story,
although whether the narratives take the form of prose or poetry, or are
epic, romantic, or mythic in tone is irrelevant; (2) that the narrative is to a
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great extent hermeneutically prescriptive, that is, the reader is somehow
explicitly "informed" that it is intended to be understood within the inter
pretive framework of one or more distinct belief systems; and (3) that the
correlation between narrative elements and particular points of the belief
systems is generally, if not totally consistently, maintained. Whether these
belief systems are theological, mystical, gnostic, philosophical (rationalist),
aesthetic, historical, political, or some combination of them all, is irrele
vant to our definition. 14

As stated, allegory's inherent demand for interpretation requires that
the author alert readers to the fact that the narrative should be read inter
pretively as well as indicate the particular interpretive perspectives needed.
This rhetorical dimension of allegory runs along a continuum whose two
extremes are hermeticism, that is, conspiratorial invocations for concealing
the "true" significance of the secrets concealed in the narrative, on the one
hand, and self-confident openness in regard to the real meaning of the
story, on the other. The latter alternative is mostly clearly evident in works
that fall in the category Graham Hough (partially following Northrop
Frye) has termed "naive" allegory, while narratives that are avowedly ob
scurist, so that their meaning is clear only to those already initiated, he
calls."symbolic" and "emblematic." 15 Where the rhetoric of allegory in a
particular text falls along this continuum says much about the social status
(i.e., degree of orthodoxy) of the particular belief systems being espoused
in the historical period in which the allegory is composed.
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Appendix B: On the Attribution
of the Mi'ra] Nama

The Mi(raj Nama is not a prominent or famous treatise, nor does it have
a well-established textual tradition that proves beyond doubt that Avi
cenna composed it. So it is perhaps not surprising that several modern
scholars have disputed the authenticity of its attribution. I will argue,
however, that, although the issue of attribution may be such that it can
never be settled irrefutably, there is enough external and internal evidence
pointing to Avicenna actually being the tract's author that the burden of
proof falls to those who would argue otherwise.

It is worthwhile here to raise the general problem of the textual his
tory of Avicenna's writings (not to mention similar problems regarding
writings attributed to such other major thinkers as al-Ghazali and Ibn
'Arabi). The authenticity of Avicenna's major works is not in question.
One may desire critical-or revised critical-editions of such treatises as
an-Najat) al-Aej/;Jawiyya,or A/;Jwalan-nafs, but there is no doubt concern
ing the correctness of their attribution to the philosopher. The situation
differs in regard to Avicenna's opera minora. Here we find many treatises
whose authenticity modern scholars have generally accepted, such as all of
the treatises in the collection known as Tis' rasaJil (including Pi ithbat an
nubuwwat), as well as such treatises as Pi ta'bir ar-ruya) Pi s-sa'dda,and
al-'Arshiyya, whose names fail to appear in the bibliographies of Avicenna's
early biographers and whose textual history has yet to be studied in any
detail. Obviously, much more basic philological work of a historical and
analytical nature is required before a clear picture of Avicenna's writings
emerges.'

It may be that even after such investigations have been carried out
doubts will remain concerning the authenticity of certain works, even
though they closely follow Avicenna's thought in doctrine and tone. One
may in fact have to resort to creating a category of Avicennian writings that
falls between those writings that are incontrovertibly authentic and those
that are demonstrably pseudonymous.
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The testimony of both external and internal evidence on the question
of the Mi'raj Nama's authenticity is as follows.

External Evidence

External evidence concerning the identity of the author of the Mi'raj
Nama is conflicting. The treatise is not mentioned in al-Iuzjani's short list
of Avicenna's works, or in the longer lists provided by al-Baihaqi (d. 565/

1169-70), Ibn al-Qifti (d. 646/1248), or Ibn Abi Usaibi'a (d. 668/1270).2

Hajji Khalifa [Katib Chelebi] (d. 967/1557) does attribute such a work to
Avicenna." The lack of such citation in the case of the Mi'rajNama is not
in itself sufficient to disprove its genuineness, since many treatises (includ
ing those referred to above) whose authenticity are generally accepted also
fail to appear in these lists.

Among modern bibliographers, Osman Ergin fails to mention the
treatise, while Georges C. Anawati and Yahyi Mahdavi doubt its au
thenticity." Father Anawati appears to base his opinion on Charles Rieu's
rejection of the genuineness of the work. In his Catalogue ofPersianManu
scriptsin the British Museum, Rieu comments that

The author, who does not give his name, states at the beginning, that he had
written this tract in answer to the repeated questions of a friend, and with
the permission of a spiritual guide designated as majlis-i (ala (ala/iand further
on as dhat-i sharif (alaJ ad-daula. No work of this kind is mentioned among
the writings of Ibn Sind, either by 'Abd ul-Vahid ]fizjani, or by Ibn Abi
Usaibi'ah, Its attribution to the celebrated philosopher rests on the doubtful
authority of Raj. Khal., vol. iii. p. 443, on the heading in the present MS. in
risdlaist dar mi'raj ki shaikh ar-ra'isAbi 'Ali Sina sakhtah ast, and on a similar
title in another copy, Add. 16839, art. XXV. It was probably suggested by the
'Ala ud-Daulah mentioned in the preface, who, however, as a religious
teacher, has nothing but the name in common with the prince to whom the
Danish Namah was dedicated. A celebrated saint of that name, 'Ala ud-Dau
lah Simnani, died A. H. 736. [sic]5

Rieu gives no reasons for distrusting Hajji Khalifa's testimony. More
over, comparison of his remarks with the beginning of the Mi'raj Nama
itself casts doubt on his assertion that the work was written for a spiritual
rather than temporal authority. The treatise specifically states, for example,
that the author was asked to explain the mi'raj "in a rational way" (Mi'raj
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Nama, 79; trans., III). Hence, there is no apparent reason to suppose
that the mention of ,Ala' ad-Daula in the treatise's introduction refers to a
religious mentor instead of Avicenna's Kakuyid patron 'Ala'ad-Daula Mu
hammad; the use of the term majlis-i (ali (alaJirather than shaikh or pir
hardly connotes that the work was written for a spiritual guide. Further
more, the interpretation of the mi(raj that the author offers is thoroughly
philosophical and hardly accords with the tenets of mainstream Islamic
mystical theology. Since Rieu provides no real evidence for his judg
ment, Anawati's doubts concerning the treatise's authenticity also lack
foundation.

Mahdavi doubts the work's authenticity because the question of au
thorship in the manuscript tradition is not clear-cut. One early manuscript
(dated 727/1326-27, see Appendix C, no. 4) attributes the work to an
anonymous Murshid al-I(ifayah (Guide of Sufficiency). But this title could
easily refer to Avicenna; the hermetic rhetoric that the author invokes in
the treatise might be one way to explain why a latter scribe would omit
explicit reference to the philosopher's name."

Another manuscript (dated 659/1261, see Appendix C, no. 2) attrib
utes the treatise to Shihab ad-Din as-Suhrawardi, This attribution was
put to rest, however, when Mahdi Bayani discovered the earliest known
manuscript of the Mi(raj Nama. The scribe of this manuscript (dated
584/1188, Appendix C, no. I), which Bayani published in facsimile, uses
the phrase qaddasAllah sirrabt; (may God sanctify his secret) in the colo
phon when referrning to the author, signaling that the latter had already
died. Bayani deduces from this that the work could not be as-Suhrawar
di's, since the latter died in 587/1191,three years after the manuscript was
transcribed. 7

This scribe, by the way, identifies himself as Muhammad ibn 'Umar
ar-Raz], whom Bayani assumes to be the famous Ash'ari theologian, Fakhr
ad-Din ar-Razi (d. 606/1209). As Bayani says, it is unlikely that there
would be two contemporaneous Muhammad ibn 'Umars from Rayy who
were sufficiently interested in philosophical texts to transcribe them in
their own hands." In 584/1188 ar-Razi would have been forty-one years old,
still in the midst of his travels and just beginning to make a name for
himself. According to Fathalla Kholeif, ar-Razi returned to Rayy from
Transoxiana in 582/II86 and shortly afterwards set off for the court of Shi
hab ad-Din al-Ghuri in Ghazna. In 584/1188 he would, therefore, either
have been in Rayy or on his way to or in Ghazna. In any case, one can
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easily imagine that, encountering a manuscript of the Mi'raj Nama, he
would have wanted to make a copy for himself. 9

A third attribution was made by M. Minovi and Ghulamhusain Yu
sufi, who suggested that the work's author was Abu l-Muzaffar Mansur
ibn Ardashir 'Abbadi (d. 547/1153),presumably on the basis of such an
attribution in a late manuscript currently in the Faculty of Law Library at
Tehran University (11thl16century, see Appendix C, no. 16).10N. Mayel
Heravi disputes this claim on both textual and doctrinal grounds. Only
one manuscript makes this attribution, and it seems extremely doubtful
that 'Abbadi, who wrote on Sufism, would write a work so patently philo
sophical and one that also embraces the idea that the prophet's ascension
was spiritual rather than corporal. The Mi'raj Nama by Shams ad-Din
Ibrahim Abarquhi (late 7thll3th-early Sth/rath century)-published by
Heravi with his edition of Avicenna's Mi'raj Nama-is, for example, a Sufi
recasting of the text that explicitly rejects the idea that the mi'raj was only
a spiritual phenomenon. Abarquhi's work, in general, is modified to be
more in tune with mystic ,rather than philosophical beliefs, and its exis
tence is a good argument against the idea that the Mi'raj Nama under
discussion was written by a Sufi. 11

Henry Corbin devotes a chapter to the Mi'raj Nama in his Avicenna
and the VisionaryRecital in which he refers to the problem of attribution,
but he offers no conclusions concerning it. M. Achena also mentions but
does not discuss the treatise in his EncyclopediaIranica article on Avicenna's
Persian works, stating that he did not have an opportunity to examine it.'?

In sum, although the external and textual evidence is not sufficiently
strong to be considered conclusive, the cases that have been made against
attributing the treatise to Avicenna are not, once examined, based on ei
ther firm or extensive evidence. On the other hand, the large majority of
manuscripts do cite Avicenna as the treatise's author. Moreover, those who
have examined the work most closely, its modern editors-i-Ghularnhusain
Sadiqi, Mahdi Bayani, and N. Mayel Heravi-unanimously concur that
the work is by Avicenna.

Internal Evidence

Internal evidence regarding the treatise's authenticity may be divided into
five categories: stylistic, terminological, expressional, structural, and doc
trinal (see also the notes to the translation).
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I. Achena, in the aforementioned article on the Persian works of Avi
cerma in EncyclopediaIranica, accepts the authenticity of only two Persian
works attributed to Avicerma, Andar danish-i rag (On the Science of the
Pulse) and the Danish-nama-yi 'AlaJi,without, it must be remembered,
having seen the MiCra}Nama. Achena points out that Avicenna's Persian
works were not intended for specialists. They were

manuals written for the use of an uninitiated person and possessing appro
priate qualities: Clear language, near-colloquial phraseology . . . choice of
themes and questions which give access to relatively elementary knowledge
in each field, exclusion of subjects which could only be of interest to special
ists, reduction of chapter length, and frequent use of explanatory description
rather than logical definition. 13

This, one could argue, is a fair description of the style of the MiCra}
Nama. The language is early Persian, with frequent use of such forms as
andar,mar, and hami. Sentences are short; their meaning is clear but their
phrasing could hardly be called elegant. A comparison of this style with
that of Avicenna's main philosophical work in Persian, the Danish-nama
yi 'AlaJi,reveals that the MiCra}Nama lacks the terminological consistency
and clarity of expresson that marks the former. It must be remembered,
however, that the Danish-nama-yi 'AlaJibelongs to a genre that Avicenna
had honed to perfection by the time he arrived at 'Ala' ad-Daula's court in
Isfahan, that of. philosophical compendium, the concise handbook that
summarizes the author's philosophical views. The Dtinish-ndma-y: 'AlaJi,
therefore, is less an independent treatise than a Persian version of such
congruent Arabic works as an-Na}at)al-Hiddya,and 'Uyun al-hikma. The
MiCra}Nama, on the other hand, is an original work rather than a formu
laic abridgement, and one would expect that its composition entailed a
creative struggle in order to mold the still inchoate and unsophisticated
philosophical language of early Modern Persian into the required form.
Furthermore, the treatise belongs to a symbolic genre that occasionally
values allusion and opacity over lucidity; as such, its style is not unlike that
which one would expect Avicenna to use.!"

2. The terminology of the MiCrajNama is throughout Avicenna's.
One may register surprise that the psychological terms initially used to
describe the three parts of the soul (tabi'i) Ijayavani,and nafsani) are not
those found in his philosophical works. On the other hand, Avicenna does
employ these terms in nonphilosophical treatises, such as Pi ta'bir ar-ruya
and al-Qanun fi t-tibb," In the latter, Avicenna expressly states that he is
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not writing for a philosophical audience. If Avicenna therefore wrote the
Mi'raj Nama with a sympathetic but nonspecialist court audience in mind,
he might very well be less consistent in his use of terminology, especially
if he composed the work when he first arrived in Isfahan, before he com
posed the Danish-nama. At any rate, all the terminology used in the Mi'raj
Nama does have correlates in Avicenna's other works.

3. There are places in the Mi'raj Nama where one finds echoes or
duplications of expressions or descriptions from other works by Avicenna.
The portrayal of the rational soul facing both upward and downward, for
example, is standard for Avicenna, appearing in ash-ShifaJ

, an-Najat, and
elsewhere. The description of the spheres and their natures is very close to
that found in Hayy ibn Yaq~an and Pi l-ajram al-'ulwiyya.

4. In general structure, that is, philosophical introduction followed
by allegorical interpretation, the treatise is in accord with the form found
in other works by Avicenna, such as Pi ithbat an-nubuwwat or Pi ta'bir ar

ruya.
5. Finally, in terms of doctrine, the chapters of this book should amply

demonstrate that the psychology and epistemology presented in the Mi'raj
Nama and the theory of prophecy that stems from them are pure Avi
cenna. If prophethood is not presented in terms of an intellectual as
cension through the various ranks of the intellect, as is the case in ash
ShijaJ or Pi ithbat an-nubuwwat, it is depicted in terms of celestial ascent,
as is the case with Hayy ibn Yaq~an and Risdlat at-tair. On the other hand,
there are places where the doctrines expressed in the Mi'raj Nama go be
yond those that Avicenna presents in other works. A major example is the
depiction in the work of the ru/;Jal-qudus as an intermediary between the
First Intelligence and the Necessary Existence. Even in such places, how
ever, the doctrines of the Mi'raj Nama do not contradict ideas Avicenna
expresses elsewhere."

In summation, if one cannot prove the attribution of the Mi'raj Nama
to Avicenna conclusively, the bulk of the evidence suggests that the work
is indeed his and that he wrote the treatise soon after his arrival at Isfa
han.!? The style fits, the terminology is appropriate, one finds echoes of
expressions and descriptions from his other works, and the doctrines
clearly accord with those of Avicenna. Finally, the topic of the treatise also
rings true. Psychology and prophethood are near the core of Avicenna's
philosophical interests. What better way to combine them for the purpose
of instructing his new patron and his court than to compose a rational
interpretation of the prophet Muhammad's mi'raj?
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Appendix C: The Manuscripts

Anawati (pp. 321-22), Mahdavi (pp. 297-98), and Ahmad Munzavi, A
Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts, 5 vols. (Tehran: Regional Cultural Insti
tute, .1970-73) 2: 846-48 cite a total of thirty-seven manuscripts of the
Mi'raj Nama. The following lists them in chronological order.

I. Sana 219 [6: 481], Tehran (Munzavi 7866). Date, 15Safar 584/1188.
Scribe, Muhammad ibn 'Umar ar-Razi. This is the text that Ba
yani printed in facsimile. [Used by Heravi, Ba).]

2. Milli 992/5, Tehran (Mahdavi 227). Date, 659!I26I. Attributed to
Shihab ad-Din as-Suhrawardi,

3. Ridavi 1013IJikmat [4: 248], Mashhad (Munzavi 7867). Date,
6th to 7th/12th to .rjth century. Attributed to Avicenna in the
fihrist. [Used by Heravi, Ra).]

4. Patih 5426, Istanbul (Munzavi 7868, Mahdavi p. 297). Date, 727/
1326-27. Attributed to Murshid al-J(ifaya. [Used by Hcravi, Fa/.]

5. Koprulu 1589/67, Istanbul (Munzavi 786Q). In a daftar dated 753
54/1352-53.There is a microfilm in Danishgah, no. 462 (Micro
films I :484). [Used by Heravi, J(af]

6. MajIis 1226 [4: 15and 5:503], Tehran (Munzavi 7870). Date, 845/
1441-42. The scribe was "reportedly Husain the son of Muham
mad, known as Qavvam-i Kashi' (Munzavi).

7. Danishgah 4732/5 [14: 3682], Tehran (Munzavi 7871). Date, 962/
1554-55.Attributed to Avicenna at its beginning. Titled Ristda-yi
nubuvvat.

8. Malik 4196!I9, Tehran (Munzavi 7872). Date, 1016!I607-8. Writ
ten in Ahmadabad, Gujarat.

9. Malik 4694/14, Tehran (Munzavi 7873). Date, 1024/1615-16.
Scribe, 'Abd al-Qadir Ardubadi, Written in Shiraz.

10. MajIis 2381/14[5: 163], Tehran (Munzavi 7874). In a daftar dated
1061/1650.

II. MajIis 3321/8 [10: 983], Tehran (Munzavi 7875). Date, 1067/

1656-57·
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12. Majlis 5180/8,Tehran (Munzavi 7876). Date, 1069/1658-59.

13. Yazd 1342/5[6: 630] (Munzavi 7877). Date, 1070/I659-70. Scribe,
Shah Muhammad son of Muhammad Zaman. Written in Yazd.

14. Danishgah 253/19,Tehran (Munzavi 7878). Date, 1086/1675-76.
Scribe, Haidar Kurki,

15. Sipahsalar 2911/23[5: 604], Tehran (Munzavi 7879). Date, 1092/
1681-82. Written in Ajmir.

16. Huquq 62b./2 [199], Tehran (Munzavi 7880). Date, nth/roth cen
tury. Attributed in the fihrist to Abu l-Muzaffar Mansur ibn Ar
dashir 'Abbadi Marzavi (d. 547/I153).

17. Danishgah 1035/6 [3: 387], Tehran (Munzavi 7881). Date, 1101/
1689-90. Attributed to Avicenna at the text's beginning.

18. Majlls 1807/13 [5: 212], Tehran (Munzavi 7882). Date, 1102/
1690-91. No attribution in the text, but in a collection of Avicen
na's treatises.

19. Majlis 1807/12 [9: 399], Tehran (Munzavi 7883). Date, 1102-1107/

1690-95·
20. Ilahiyyat 209/2 AI Aqi [1:735], Tehran (Munzavi 7884). Date, I

Shawwal, 1177/1763.Attributed to Avicenna in the fihrist.
21. British Library Add. 16659/4, London (Anawati 275, Mahdavi

227). Date, 1182/1768.Attributed to Avicenna in the work's title.
22. Ilahiyyat 14j.117[I: 152], Tehran (Munzavi 7885). Date, rzth/rxth

century. Scribe, Ibn Ghiyath ad-Din 'Ali al-Khidim Muhammad
Baqir Sharif for Siraj ad- Din Maulana Qasim, At the end, the
date 9, Iumadi al-Awwal, 751/1350appears.

23. Danishgah 2731/1[1:1603], Tehran (Munzavi 7887). Date, rzth/
rxth century. Scribe, Mahmud son of Muhammad Taqi Shirazi.

24. Danishgah 2731/2[10: 1603], Tehran (Munzavi 7887).
25. Majlls 3256/5[10: 1387], Tehran (Munzavi 7888). Date, rzth/rxth

century.

26. Majlis 631/7 [2: 392], Tehran (Munzavi 7889). Date, 1268/I851-52.
Titled Ithbd: an-nubuvvat in the fihrist.

27. Ridavi Hikmat 1014 [4:248], Mashhad (Munzavi 7890). Date,
1273/1856- 57·

28. Danishgah 761/11,Tehran (Munzavi 7891). Date, 1283/1866-67.
29. Majlis 1923/3[424], Tehran (Munzavi 7892). Date, 1294/1877.
30. Majlis 4126/3 [5: 199], Tehran (Munzavi 7893). Date, 1294/1877.
31. Ridavi Hikmat 700 [4: 145],Mashhad (Munzavi 7894). No date.

Attributed to Avicenna at the work's beginning.
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32. Sulaimaniyya, Mehmed Murad Efend1209 (71), Istanbul (Mun
zav17895). No date. A microfilm is in Danishgah, no. 199.

33. Bodlian, Persian 1904-/15,Oxford (Mahdavi zzz).
34-. Asiatic Society of Bengal, Curzon Collection 4-87, Calcutta

(Mahdavi zzv).
35. Nur 'Uthmaniyya 4-894-/4-0,Istanbul (Mahdavi zzz).
36. Paid Allah 1216,Istanbul (Anawati 275).

37. Juliana 14-22/2(Anawati 275).



Appendix D: The Text of'Avicenna's
Versionof the Mi'raj (without
hisattendant commentary)

The best of creatures, upon him be (God's) blessing and salvation, said:
I was sleeping one night in the house. It was a night with thunder

and lightning. No animal made a sound, no bird chirped, no person was
awake. I was not asleep, but lying between sleep and wakefulness. Sud
denly Gabriel descended in his own form with such beauty, splendor, and
majesty that the house was alit. I saw him whiter than snow, fair of face,
curly of lock. On his forehead was written in light, "There is no God but
God, and Muhammad is the Apostle of God"; fairly large of eye, delicate
of brow, with seventy thousand locks of red ruby dangling down; and six
hundred thousand feathers of lustrous pearl opened up. When he reached
me, he embraced me and kissed me between my two eyes and said, "0
Sleeper, arise! How long you slumber!

I was afraid and leapt up from my place because of that fear. He said
to me, "Be still, for I am your brother Gabriel." I said, "0 Brother, an
enemy has taken control of me (before)." He said, "I will not hand you
over to the enemy." I said, "What are you going to do?" He said, "Arise!
Be observant and take heart." I was amazed, andI followed Gabriel. Be
hind Gabriel, Buraq caught my eye. It was larger than an ass and smaller
than a horse. Its face was like a human face. It is long of arm and long of
leg. I wanted to sit on it, (but) it shied away. Gabriel helped me until it
was tamed.

When I had started on the road and passed the mountains of Mekka,
a traveler came after me and called out, "Stop!" Gabriel said, "Do not
speak, go on!" So I went on. A woman, alluring in (her) beauty, called
from behind me, "Stop! So I can reach you." Again Gabriel said, "Go on,
don't stop!" When I went on, Gabriel said, "If you had waited for her
until she reached you, you would have become a lover of the world."

When I went away from the mountains and left those two persons, I
traveled to the Sanctified Abode, and I entered it. Someone came forward
and gave me three goblets, one wine, one water, and one milk. I wanted
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to take the wine. Gabriel did not allow (this). He pointed to the milk, so
I took (it) and drank.

I arrived there and entered the mosque. The muezzin gave the call for
prayer. 1was in front, and 1saw the group of angels and prophets standing
to the right and left. One by one they greeted me and renewed the cove
nant. When 1 was finished, 1 faced aloft. 1 found a ladder, one rung of
silver, one rung of gold.

When 1 reached the lowest heaven, a door opened. 1 entered and saw
Isma'il seated on a chair, and a group was placed, face to face, in front of
his eye. 1greeted (them) and went on. When 1 reached the second heaven,
1 entered. 1 saw an angel nearer than the former, with perfect beauty. He
had a wondrous form, half of his body was of snow, half of fire. Neither
mixed with the other, nor were they antagonistic toward one another. He
greeted me and said, "Good tidings to you to whom goodness and fortune
belong." When 1 reached the third heaven, 1 saw an angel whose like in
beauty and goodness 1 had never seen, joyful and glad and seated on a
chair of light with angels gathered around. When 1 reached the fourth
heaven, 1 saw an angel, complete in statesmanship, seated on a throne of
light. 1 greeted (him), he responded properly but with complete arro
gance. Due to pride and haughtiness, he (usually) spoke to no one. (But)
he smiled when he answered (my) greeting and said, "0 Muhammad, 1
see complete goodness and felicity in your royal splendor. Good tidings to
you!" When 1 reached the fifth heaven, I entered. I learned of heI!.1 saw a
dominion full of darkness and fear. 1 saw the proprietor seated at its edge
busy torturing and tormenting sinful people. When 1 reached the sixth
heaven, 1 saw an angel seated on a chair of light, busy with praising and
sanctifying (God). He had wings and tresses set with pearls and rubies. 1
greeted him. He responded, greeted (me), and gave tidings of goodness
and happiness. He said to me, "1 continually sent blessings to you." When
1 reached the seventh heaven, 1 saw an angel sitting on a chair of red ruby.
Not everyone finds a way to him, but when someone does reach him, he
is cherished. 1 greeted him. He responded and blessed me.

When 1went on, 1 reached the Lote Tree of the Far Boundary. It was
a world full of light and brightness so brilliant that the eye was dazzled.
When 1 looked to the right and left, I sawall the spiritual angels busy at
worship. 1 said, "0 Gabriel, who are these people?" He said, "They never
do anything except worship and praise God. They have specified oratories
from which they never depart. As it is said in the Qur'an, 'Each of us has a
known station.'" I saw the Lote Tree, larger than all things, roots above
and branches below, for its shade falls on heaven and earth.
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When I passed by I saw four seas, each one a (different) color. I saw
many angels busy praising God and affirming His unity, all immersed in
grace. When I went by this group, I reached a boundless sea. However
much I gazed, I could not even perceive its middle. At the lower part of
that sea, I saw a large stream, and I saw an angel who was pouring water
from the sea into the stream. From the stream, water reached everywhere.
At the bottom of that sea I saw a great valley, larger than any I had ever
seen. However much I gazed, I found neither its beginning nor its end;
nor could I define it by anything. In the sea's valley I saw an angel, of
complete augustness, majesty, and beauty, who was gazing tranquilly at
each of the two halves (of creation). He called me to himself. When I
reached him, I said, "What is your name?" He said, "Michael. I am the
greatest of the angels. Whatever is difficult for you (to understand), ask of
me. Whatever you desire, seek of me so that I can show to you the in
tended aims of everything."

When I was finished with greeting and questioning him, I said, "1
have suffered much pain and trouble to reach this place where I am. My
goal in coming here was that I attain knowledge and direct vision of
Absolute Truth, may He be exalted. Guide me to Him so that I attain my
desire and partake of the full benefit, and so return to my house." That
angel took my hand, transported me through several thousand veils, bore
(me) to a world in which 1 saw nothing like what I had seen in this world.
When he brought me to the Presence of Glory, the command came to me:
"Draw nearer!" 1 did not see sensation or movement in that Presence. I
only saw tranquility, stillness, and sufficiency. From being in awe of God,
I forgot everything that I had seen and known. Such unveiling, grandeur,
and pleasure from proximity was produced that you would say that I
was intoxicated. So affected was I by (divine) proximity that I began to
tremble. The command was coming, "Draw nearer!" When I drew nearer,
He said, "Fear not, be calm!"

When I drew nearer, God's greeting came to me through a voice the
like of which I had never heard. The command came, "Praise!" I said, "'I
do not enumerate Your praises, for You have praised Yourself.' I am unable
(to say) the like of what You Yourself have said." The command came,
"Desire something!" I said, "Give permission that whatever (problem) I
encounter, 1 (can) ask until its difficulties are solved."

When I did all this, I returned to the house. Because of the swiftness
of the journey, the bedclothes were still warm.
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'Aql awwal. See Intelligence, First
~ql 'amali. See Intellect, practical
'Aql bi-l-malaka. See Intellect, habitual
'Aqlfaecal.SeeActive Intelligence
'Aq! hayulani. See Intellect, material
~ql kulli. See Intelligence, universal
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'Aql muktasab. See Intellect, practical
'Aql mustafad. See Intellect, acquired
'Aql naeari. See Intellect, theoretical
'Aq! qudsi. See Intellect, holy
Arabs, 182

~rif(seeker, gnostic), 92, 97
'Arifi (d. ca. 853h4-4-9), 6

Aristotle, 8, 26, 36, 55,68, 73 n. 13, 147, 148,

151,157,160, 178
Aristotelianism, 25, 67, 156, 157
Aristotelian-Neoplatonic tradition, 4-4-,147
al-'Arshiyya (Avicenna), 201
'Asabiyya(feeling of group solidarity), 9
Ascension (mi'raj), 109, II2, 122, 123,124,

125, 138n.z, 153,170, 182, 185,202, 203, 204,
206; Avicenna's version of, 2II-13
(Appendix D)

Ash'ari (theological school), 20
'Asbiq(lover), 36
Astrology, 41, 43; astrological nature of ce

lestial bodies, 46
~l. See Fundamental point

'Attar, Farid ad-Din (d. between 617-27/
1220- 29), 5, 6, 195.

Augustine of Hippo, 7
Averroes. See Ibn Rushd
Avicenna (Ibn Sina, d. 980h037): first cita

tion, 3; bibliographies of works, 28 .n.c;
chronologies of works, 28 n.z; composi
tional approach, 43; as courtier, 21-23;
influence of, 25-26, 30 n.28 and n.30,
186-87; intellectual development, 21,
28 n.s, ISS-59; life, 20-21; as philosopher,
24-27; as physician, 23-24, 29 n.18;
sources on his life, 14- IS n.20; as theolo
gian, 29 n.ro; theory of and approach to
allegory, 147- 90

Avicenna and the VisionaryRecital (Corbin),

204
Ayyat an-nur. See Light verse
'Azm (determination), II6

Baghdad, city of, 19, 26, 123,173
Baihaqi, Abu l-Fadl Muhammad (d. 565/

n69-70),202
Bait al-muqaddas. See Sanctified Abode.
Bantasiya. See Common sense
Barzakh (intermediate state), 68
Basira. See Insight
Bayan (dear exposition), 6
Bayani, Mahdi, 203, 204

Bidpai,4
al-Bistami, Abu l-Yazid Bayazid (d. 261/

874), 109
Body: celestial (jirm), 37, 39, 96, 131, 134,

135;human, material (jism, tan), 53, 55,58,
67, 70, 96, III, II2, II9, 120, 123, 124, 125,
129, 133,134, 150, 161,180; as instrument of
the soul, 59-60, 71, 73 n.34, II2, II3, II5; as
mount of the soul, 59-60, 75 n.32, II2

Browne, E. G., 4
Bukhara, city of, 19, 21, 23, 24
Burdq, 90, 127, 173,187n.r, 2II
Burgel, J.Christoph, 186, 189 n.27
Burhdn. See Rational demonstration
Buyid dynasty, 9, 21, 22, 23

Can Grande, 195
Catalogue of Persian Manuscripts in the Brit

ish Museum (Rieu), 202
Categories (al-Maqulat, Avicennai.ra», 148
Celestial Intelligence. See Intelligence,

celestial
Celestial Soul. See Soul, celestial
Cahar Maqala (Four Treatises, Nizami-yi

'Arudi), 29 n.13
Cherubim, 42, 171,182. See also Intelligences
Cogitation (mufakkira, cogitative faculty),

89, 113,II4, II6, 124, 129, 130, 138,14-8,152,
172, 184-;defined, 63, 82; functions of, 82
84; jikr Latif, 97. See alsoCompositive
imagination

Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, 165,196

Command, Divine (amr ilahi, izadi), 43,

46, II9, 120, 121,125,134, 141 n.4-4-,172
Common sense (IJissmushtarak or banta

siya), 172; defined, 62-63, 81
Compositive imagination (khayal, mutak

hayyila,mukhayyila), 4,83, 85, 86, 93, 94,
II8, 120, 121,122, 124, 128, 130, 136, 148,
149, 150, 165,172, 175,183; defined, 62-63,
81- 82. See also Cogitation

Concupiscence (shahwa), 93, 94, 95, II3, II4,
129, 134, 152, 172, 175;defined 61

Connection, conjunction (itti$al), 87, 90,
96, 97, 129

Corbin, Henry, 56, 99, ISS,158, 159,160, 187,
204

Corollaries (furu"'), 27, 40, 41, 185
Correspondence, 72, 91, 180, 181,186
Cosmogony, 38
Cosmology, Avicenna's, 36, 37, 38, 39, 179,



180; al-Farabi's, +3-44-; Neoplatonic
theory of, 39, 71

Cosmos, Avicenna's logos description of,
+0, +2; Avicenna's muthos description of
in Hayy ibn Yaqf>an,44--+8; unity and
multiplicity in, 39, +0

Daf' (expulsion), II3, II+
Dahiyat, Ismail, 1+8
Danish ( = 'ilm). See Knowledge
Danish-nama-yi YllaJi (The Book ofKnowl-

edge ofYlla Jad-Daula, Avicenna), 60, 157,
205, 206

Dante Alighieri, 19+, 195,197
Da'wa. See Summons
Debate. See Munaf>ara
de Bruijn, J.T. P., 6
de Man, Paul, 163
Demons (jinn), +7, 175,183
Demonstration (al-Burhan, Avicenna), 1+8,

150.As form of argument, see Rational
demonstration

Descartes, 10
Destiny (qadar), +6, 152,162
Dhdt. See Essence
Dhikr, Dhdkira. See Recollection
Dialectic (Pi l-jadal, Avicenna), 1+8; as form

of argument, 1+8, 150,152,180
Discernment (tamyiz), 82, II3, II+, II5, II6,

129, 130
Discourse (kalam) sukhan), II3, II6, 120, 121,

136
Discursive reasoning ('ilm jikri), 86, 87, 88,

89
Divine Comedy (Dante), 19+, 197
Dodd, E. R., 9
Dreams, interpretation of, +1, 10+ n.az

East. See Orient
Eastern Wisdom tal-hikma l-mashriqiyya), 7,

1+- 15n.2I, 15+,157,160
Ego, 56, 91, 92, 173
Egypt, 19
Elements (arkan), the Four Elements

(Earth, Water, Fire, Air), 38,+1, 48, II2,
13+,1+0 n.I9, 172; material, bodily, 53,5+

Elite, Select Few (khti$$),45, 152, 180, 193
Emanation (faitj), 37, 38, 39, 86,9 0,10+ n·39,

II7, 120, 121,126, 131,181,186; process of,
II9,I7 I

EncyclopediaI ranica, 20+, 205
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Entelechy: first and second, 60, 75n. 33;of
soul, 37, 38, 39, 5+, 56, 66, 67, 68, 70, 130;
of the natural or the vegetable soul, 50,
60; of the animal soul, 61; of the rational
soul, 89, II5; of prophets, 90

Episteme, 36, 19+
Epistemology, 67, 99, 100; Avicenna's

theory of, 80-100
Equivalence, 179-82
Ergin, Osman, 202
Eschatology (ma'ad), +2; Avicenna's con

cept of, 67- 69
Esoterism, 15+,157;versus exoterism, 7, 167

n.32, 186,190 n.az, 195
Essence (dhat), 39, +0, 85
Estimation (wahm), 83, 86, II3, II+, 120, 121,

122,127,128,130, 1+8, 1+9, 150,152,172;de
fined, 63, 81-82

Ethics ('ilm al-akhlaq), +0, 6+, 71, 161.See
also Practical philosophy

Europe, 193
Exegesis (taftir), 3, 6, 195
Existent (maujud): particular existents, +0,

+1, 161;external existents, 81
External senses. See Senses, external
Eve, 13+

Fable, 3; beast fable, +
Faculty (quwwa, pI. quwa), 57, 70, II3, 1+8,

1+9, 152; animal, (/;Jayawani), 57,58,59,
II3, II+, II5, 205; Holy, 126, 127;natural
(tabi'i), 57,58,59, 60, 61, II3, II+, 205; of
the natural and vegetable souls, 61; psy
chic (naftani), 57,58,59, II3, II+, 170, 205;
of the soul, 60-6+; in relation to the
whole soul" 73n.I2

Failure of nerve (in Hellenistic culture), 9
Faithful Spirit (ru/J amin), +2, 182
Palak. See Sphere
al-Falsafa.See Philosophy
al-Farabi, Abu Nasr (d. 339/950), 9, 20, 25,

26, +3, 187n. I, 188n.II, 196; style of com
position, 44-

Fardajan, castle of, 2+, 15+,155
Fatimid dynasty, 19, 20
Fattahi (d. 852!I44-8-+9), 6
Pi ithbat an-nubuwwat (On the Proof of

Prophecy,Avicenna), 27, 151,159,201, 206
Pi kalam 'ala n-naft an-natiqa (Discourseon

the Rational Soul, Avicenna), 27
Pikr. See Cogitation
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Fi l-ajram al-'ulwiyya (On Supernal Bodies,
Avicenna), 201

Fi l-quwa l-insaniyya wa-idrakatiha (On H u
man Faculties and Their Perceptions,Avi
cenna),27

Firasa. See Physiognomy
First Intelligence ((aql awwal). See Intelli

gence, First
Fi s-sa'iida(On Happiness, Avicenna), 201
Ft ta'bir ar-ruya (On the Interpretation of

Dreams, Avicenna), 27, 57, 58, 181,201, 205,
206

Fura (innate nature), 4-5,176
Form (sura), 4-8,66, 67, 68, 84-,88, 96, II9,

120, 133,150, 170, 172, 173
Foucault, Michel, 194-
Frye, Northrop, 193, 198, 200
Fundamental point (a#), 27, 4-0, 185
Furu(. See Corollaries
FutCt/:Jatal-Makkiyya (The Mekkan Revela

tions, Ibn 'Arabi), 109

Gabriel, Angel of Revelation, 90, II8, II9,
126, 127, 128,132,172, 176, 187,2II, 212

Galen, 73 n.13
Genus (jins) and species (nau(), 55,73 n.12
Ghadab. See Irascibility
Ghaib (invisible, spiritual world), 133
al-Ghazali, Abu Hamid (d. 505IIIl), 5,

78 n·59, 109, 185, 199, 201
Ghazna, city of, 28 n.2 and n.6, 203
Ghaznavid dynasty, 19, 28 nn.z, 6
Ghulat (extremist Shi'ism), 5
Ghur], Shihab ad-Din (d. 601!I204-), 203
Gibb, E. J.W., 4-
Gnosticism, 5, 66
God, 97, III, II2, II8, 120, 121,122, 125,126,

131,133,136, 162, 176, 177, 179, 182, 183,184-,
188n.r, 196, 2II- 13. See also Necessary
Existent

Goichon, A.-M., 6, 4-8,154-
Greeksand the Irrational) The (E. J.Dodd), 9
Gurginj, city of, 21
Gutas, Dimitri, 6, 24-,25, 26, 27, 153,154-,157

Habitual intellect ((aql bi-l-malaka). See In-
tellect, habitual

Hadith (prophetic tradition), 109, 150
Hadm (digestion), II3
Hads. See Intuition

Hafiz (d. 792!I390), 4
Haft. See Memory
Bajji Khalifa (Katib Chelebi, d. 967!I557),

202
Hamadhan, city of, 21, 28 n.6, 30 n.25
al-Hamadhani, 'Ain al-Qudat (d. 525/II31),

168-69 n.4-4-
Hanafi (legal school), 20
Hanbali (legal school), 20
Haqiqa, pI. haqa)iq (truth, true nature, re

ality, fact), 4-0, II5, II6, II9, 121,122, 125,133
Haqq (absolute truth, reality, God), 90, II2,

II3, 120, 129, 132, 133,134-,135,213
Hayy ibn Yaq~an (Treatise of), by Avicenna,

3, 24-,4-4-,60, 91, 93, 94-, 96, 98, 109, 153,
154-,ISS, 156, 159,160, 164-,170-7 6, 195,
206; as character, 93, 98, 172,176, 178, 179;
commentaries on, II n.s; later influence
of, 12n.s; summary of, 4-4--4-8; by Ibn
Tufail, 13n.ro; as character, 150

Heravi, N. Mayel, 204
Hermeticism.x
al-Hiddya (The Guidance, Avicenna), 24-,27,

60, ISS, 157,160, 205.
Hierarchy, 70, 71; ontological, 171-73
Hikaya (imitation, tale, story), 8
Hihma ( = khirad). See Wisdom
al-Hikma I-mashriqiyya. See Eastern Wisdom
Hiss. See Sense
Hiss mushtarak. See Common sense
Hodgson, Marshall, G. S. 174
Holy Intellect ((aql qudsi). See Intellect,

holy
Holy Spirit (rub al-qudus), 4-2, II4-, II8, II9,

120, 121,125,135,161,182,187-88 n.r

Homer, 197
Homology, 55,71; defined 73 n.z.; between

celestial and human souls and bodies, 37;
between cosmos and philosophical cur
riculum, 4-2

Honig, Edwin, 194
Hough, Graham, 198
Human soul. See Soul, human
Humors (akhlat), 53-54-, 57, II2

Ibn 'Abbad, as-Sahib (d. 385/995),28 n.2
Ibn Abi U saibi'a (d. 668!I270), 202
Ibn al-'Amid (d. 360/970), 28 n.2
Ibn 'Arabi, Muhyi d-Din (d. 638!I240), 3,5,

109, 168-69 n.4-4-,187,201



Ibn al-Athir, 'Izz ad-Din (d. 630!I233), 29 n.I1
Ibn Bajja, Abu Bakr Muhammad (d. 5331

I139), 20, 23·
Ibn Baruta (d. 7701I368-69), 10 n.r
Ibn Ishaq, Hunain (d. 260/873), II n.j, 178
Ibn Khaldun, 'Abd ar-Rahman Abu zaid

(d. 808II4-06), 9

Ibn al-Muqatfa', 'Abdallah (d. 1391756),4

Ibn an-Nafis, 'Ali' ad-Din 'Ali (d. 6871

1228),5
Ibn al-Qifti (d. 64-6II24-8), 202

Ibn Rushd, Abu 1-Walid Muhammad (Aver
roes, d. 595/I189) 9, 196

Ibn Sina, Abu 'Ali l-Husain (d. 4-28!I037).
SeeAvicenna

Ibn Tufail, Abu Bakr (d. 581/I185-86), 5, 7,
23, 150, 185

Ibn Umayl, Muhammad (fl. first half of 4-thl

roth century), 21 n.o
Ibn Zaila, al-Husain ibn Tahir (d. 4-4-01

104-8), II n.s, 4-8
Ifriqiya, province of, 19
Ikhwan as-Safa' (Brethren of Sincerity or

Purity, fl. last half of 4-thlioth century),
RasaJil (Treatisesof), 4--5, 180-81, 186,
188n.I1., 189 n.26

Ilham. See Inspiration
'Ilm ( = danish). See Knowledge
'Ilm al-akhlaq. See Ethics
al-Tlm al-basit.See Simple knowledge
al-Tin: al-jikri. See Discursive reasoning
al-Tln«an-nazari. SeeTheoretical

philosophy
Imagination. See Compositive imagination;

Retentive imagination
Imsak (retention), I13
al-Insdn al-kamil. See Perfect Human
Insight (b~ira), I16, I17, 122, 125,126
Inspiration (ilham), divine, 86; prophetic,

104-n.4-2; saintly, 4-2, 104-n.4-2
Instinctual disposition (jibillaghariziyya),

83, 89, 90 .
Intellect, human «(aql), 36, 57, 82, 88, 89, 96,

I12, I14-,I15,I16, I17, I18, I19, 120, 121,122,
123, 125, 127, 128, 129, 130, 134, 137,138, 149,
150, 152,161,165,181,183; acquired«(aql
mustafad) 71, 90, 171,184-;defined, 65; ac
tual «(aqlbi-l-ji(l), defined, 65; habitual
«(aqlbi-I-mqlqkq),71, 171,184-;defined, 65,
87; holy,angelic, «(aqlqudsi, (aqlmalaki) ,

Index 241

90, 103 n.29; material ((aqlhayulani) , 71,

84-,86, 90, 126, 171;practical taql 'amali;
muktasab), 82, 83, 91, 93,I15,14-8,171; de
fined, 63-64; theoretical«(aqlna~ari), 63,

84-,85, 86, 87, 91, 93, 95, 103 n.23, 14-8, 171;
defined, 64-, 67; divisions of, 64--65·

Intelligence, Separate, Celestial «(aql,pl.
(uqul), First) Universal,37, 90, 95, 96, 98,
103 n.29, I17, I18, I19, 121,133,134-,183,
187n.r, 190 n.ao, 206; as essence, 39; as
First Existent, 36-37; as Father, 4-7; realm
of, 92, 93, 95, 162, 163, 164-,170, 171, 174-,
177; Ten CelestialIntelligences,37, 39, 4-1,

4-2,4-3,4-8, 64-, 66, 68, 87, 88, 89,I17, 127,
134-,171,182. SeealsoActive Intelligence

Intelligible (ma(qul), 36, 82, 83, 85, 86, 88,
89, 104-n.39, I15,I19, 120, 121,122, 123,124-,
125,128, 150, 161,163; primary, defined 65;
68, 85, 86, 87, 89, 104-n.30; secondary, de
fined, 65; 85, 86. SeealsoUniversal

Intuition (hads), 90, 104-n.34-; defined, 87
I rdda. SeeWill
Irascibility (ghat;lab),93, 94-,95, I13, I14-,125,

129, 133,152, 172, 175;defined 61
(Iifan (philosophical mysticism), 15n.22, 167

n.26
Isfahan, city of, 21, 22, 25, 28 n.6, 30 n.25, 155,

205
Ishiira. SeeAllusion
Isharat wa-t-tanbihitt (Allusionsand Admo

nitions, Avicenna), 60, 91, 94-, 97, 160,
187n.r

'Isbq. See Love
Ishrdqt (illuminationalism), 173
Islam, 5, 157,182, 186
Ismd'il, the angel, 130, 14-2n.70, 212
Isma'ilism, 5, 68, 181,189 n.4-2
Isogoge(al-Madkhal), of Avicenna, 42,14-8;

of Porphyry, 14-7
Isrd' (Muhammad's nocturnal journey), 170
Isti'dad. SeeAptitude
I ttisdl. See Connection

Jaeger , Werner, 9
Jim!, 'Abd ar-Rahman (d. 898!I492), 5, 197
] an. See Spirit; Animate soul
[aeh, jadhb (absorption), I13
Jerusalem, city of, I13,170, 176
Jibillaghariziyya. See Instinctual disposition
] inn. See Demons
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Jins. SeeGenus
J irm. SeeBody, celestial
[ism. SeeBody, human
Joseph, 95
Jupiter, 132, 171
Iurjan, city of, 21
Juz)i. SeeParticular
al-Iuzjani, Abu 'Ubaid 'Abd al-Wa1).id

(fl. first half of the 4-thlioth century),
II n.s, 20, 24-,25, 26, 28 n.o, 29 n.19, 4-8,
155,190 n.4-2, 202

Kakuyid dynasty, 21, 22, 29 n.II
[(alam ( = suhkan). SeeDiscourse
Kalila and Dimna, The Bookof (Ibn al-

Muqaffa'),4-
Kant, Immanuel, 9, 10
Kasbf. SeeUnveiling
Katbra. SeeMultiplicity
Kh~$ SeeElite
Khati».SeeThought
Khayal. SeeCompositive Imagination
Khirad ( = lJikma).SeeWisdom
Kholief, Fathalla, 203
Khurasan, province of, 19
al-Kindi, Abu Yusuf Ya'qub (d. ca. 258/870),

20
Kirmani, Shams ad-Din Muhammad Barsiri

(d. before 61811221),109
Kitab al-lJudud(The BookofDejinitions,Avi

cenna),5 6
Kitab al-israila maqarnal-asrd.(Bookofthe

NocturnalJourneyto the Far Sanctuary,
Ibn 'Arabi), 109

[(itab al-mi'raj (The Bookof theAscension,al
Qushairlj.uoc

Knowledge ('ilm) danish), 88, II3, II4-, II5,
Il6, Il7, 122,125,126, 132,134-,135,136, 137,
14-1n.4-7, 156,173,187n.r; simple (al-'ilm
al-basit), 87, 88, 89, 90. SeealsoDiscursive
reasoning; Epistemology; Intellect,
habitual

Kullt. SeeUniversal

Lami'i (d. 938II531-32), 6

Ladhidh (enjoyed), 36, 37
Laws (Plato), 151
Light verse (ayat an-nur) , 183,184-,186,

187n.r
Logic, 4-2,#, 100, 14-7,14-8, 14-9,150,157,

161,162, 164-

Logos, #, 4-8,56, 99, 154-,158,170, 175,180,
181,186, 187;defined, 8, 9, 10; as system,
35-36, 159;as form of representation, 40,
100, 156-57, 160, 164; levels of knowledge
of as presented by Avicenna, 80-90.

Lote Tree of the Far Boundary (sidratal
muntaha), II2, 132,14-0n.46, 212.

Love, passion ('ishq), as motivating force in
the cosmos, 37-38, 161,39; 'ishq'afifi, 97;

Avicenna's TreatiseonLove, 161

Ma'ad. SeeReturn
Mabadi)ara)ahl al-madina lfat;iila (Prin

ciplesof the Viewsof the Citizensof the Vir
tuousState, al-Farabi), 4-3

MablJath'an al-quwan-nafsaniyya(Inquiry
concerningPsychicFaculties,Avicenna), 83

Macrocosm, 181
Mahdavi, Yahya, 202, 203
Mahdi, Muhsin S., 43
Mahmud, Sultan of Ghazna (d. 42111030) 28

MalJsus.SeeSensible
Majlis (court, cultural soiree), 25, 140 n.II,

203; majlisan-nazar (learned discus
sion),25

Ma'qul. SeeIntelligible
Ma'na (meaning, concept, truth, idea), 6,

III, II5, II8, II9, 128,130
Manicheanism, 182
Mars, 131,171
Ma'shuq (beloved), 36
Mas'ud, Sultan of Ghazna (d. 433!I041),

28 n.6
Material intellect ('aql hayulani). See Intel-

lect, material
MathaI. SeeSimilitude
Mathematics, 4-1,157;parts of, 41
Mathnavi (a form of narrative poetry), 5
Matter (mada), 66, 67, 68, 84, 85, 86, 82, 96,

170, 172,173
Maujud. SeeExistent
Mecca (Mekka), city of, 109, 127,170
Mehren, A. F., 7
Meisami, Julie Scott, 189n.27
Melville, Herman, 197
Memory (lJaji:?>a)l;7aft),defined, 63, 82; 83,

86, II3, 114-,II6, 126, 129, 130
Mercury, 131,171
Metaphor, 99, 100, II9, 163,164; for the

soul, 59-60; in the structure of allegory,
176-86



Metaphysics, 4-1,4-2,#, 157,161,162; parts
of, 4-1.;the Metaphysicsof Avicenna, 4-8,
151,ISS,157,162, 164-;of the rational soul,
91, 105n.51, 161

Michael (Mikhti,Jil), the angel, 134--35,213
Middle Ages, 193
Miracle, 4-2,121
Microcosm, 181,189n.26
Mi(ra}. See Ascension
Mi'rajNama (The Book ofthe Heavenly As

cent, Avicenna), 4-,4-0, 4-1,4-2,53,58, 59,
60, 62, 66, 82, 83, 86, 88, 90, 100, 109, no,
rn, ISO,152,159,170, 171,172,187n.r; au
thenticity of no, 201-7 (Appendix B);
editions ofn n. 4-; manuscripts of, 208
10 (Appendix C)

Minovi, M., 204-
Mi$bal; al-arval; (The Lamp ofSouls, Kir-

mini), I09

Miztii See Temperament
Moby-Dick (Herman Melville), 197
Moon, 131,171
al-Mubabathat (The Discussions,Avicenna),

160
Mufakirra. See Cogitation
Muhammad, the Prophet, 86, 90, 109, no,

III, n8, 121,123,124-,125,126, 127, 131,137,
151,170, 172,176, zn - 13

M ukhayyila) mutakhayyila. See Compositive
imagination

Multadhdh (enjoyer), 36, 37
Multiplicity (kathra), 36, 38,4-1,n6, 135,

14-1n.4-7
M uruizara.(debate), 3
Munzavi, Ahmad, 208
M urid (novice), 97
Murray, Gilbert, 9
M usawwira. See Representation
Mutasarrit' (governor, manager), 127
Mu'tazila (theological school), 20
Muwabbiodun (Almohad) dynasty, 23
Mysticism. See Sufism
Mythos, 36, #, 98, 158,160, 170, 186, 187;

defined, 8-10; as form of representation,
+0, #, +8, 100, 15+,159;levels of knowl
edge as presented by Avicenna, 91-99

Nabi. See Prophet
Nafi. See Soul
an-Nafi al-bayawani. See Soul, animal
an-Nafi al-malaki. See Soul, angelic
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Nafi muqaddas, qudsi. See Soul, sanctified
an-Naft an-nabiti. See Soul, vegetable
an-Naft an-niuioqa. See Soul, rational
Nail (attainment), 97
an-Najat (The Salvation, Avicenna), 27, 54-,

60, 157,201, 205, 206
Nailino, C. A., 7
Nau' (species). See Genus
Necessary Existent (wajib wujud), 36, 4-1,

4-2, 4-8, 58, 64-,96, II8, II9, 135,136, 137,138,
170, 171,182,187-88 n.r., 206; nature of,
36-37, 39,4-0; as Great King, 4-7-4-8, 98
99, 170, 174-,178

Neoplatonism, 25, 36,4-3,55,66, 71, 75n·32,
156,182,188n.r

Nietzsche, Friedrich, 10
Nile River, 174-
Niyya (intention), II6
Nizam al-khair (virtuous system), 37. See

alsoProvidence
Nizami, Ilyas ibn Yusuf (d. 600!I203), 4-,5
Nizami-yi 'Arudi as-Samaraqandi, Ahmad

iobn 'Umar (fl. mid-oth/rzth century), 23,
25, 29 n.13, 29, n.18

Nubuwwa. See Prophet
Nub ibn Mansur as-Samani (d. 3871997),23,

24-
Nutq (rationality), 58, 60, II3, n6, II9, 120,

121;as speech, 121

Occident, 4-5,4-8,164-;description of in
lfayy ibn Yaq~an, as metaphor, 170-76,
184-

Occult, 5; sciences of, 4-6
"Ode on the Soul" (al-Qa$ida al-(ainiyya of

Avicenna), 66, 91, 92, 97; editions and
translations of, n n. 3; commentaries on,
12n.;

Old Testament, 197
On Interpretation (Pi l-(ibara, Avicenna),

14-7,14-8
Ontology, 88, 96
01l/anon (Aristotle), 14-7,14-8
Orient, 4-5,164-;description of in lfayy ibn

Yaq~an, +7-+8; as metaphor, 170-76, 18+
Oxus River; 17+

Paideia (Werner Jaeger), 9
Particular (juzJi), 80, 82, 83, 84-,85, II8, 120,

136,137,162. See alsoSensible
Perfect Human (al-insan al-kamil), 186
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Perfection. See Entelechy
Peripateticism, 157,158,164
Persians, 182
Peters, F. E., 25
Philo Judaeus, 7
Philosophy (falsafa), 8; parts of, 41; practi

cal, 40, 140 n.23, 149, 153,161;purpose of,
40, 41, 43, 99; theoretical, 40, 161;study
of, 93

Physics, 41, 44, 161,162; the Physics of Avi-
cenna, 48, 155,161,162, 164

Physiognomy (firasa), 41, 45, 73 n.I5
Plotinus, 36, 66, 68, 162
Plato, 7, 8, 10, 36, 151,188n.II
Platonism, 55,71
Poetics, 42, 147, 148, 150,152,163,189 n.29;

the Poeticsof Aristotle, 8; of Avicenna,
148,163

Politics, as branch of practical philosophy,

41,43
Porphyry, 147
PosteriorAnalytics (Aristotle), 148
Potentiality. See Actuality and potentiality
Potiphar, 95
Practical intellect ((aql (amal£). See Intellect,

practical
Practical philosophy. See Philosophy,

practical
Prior Analytics (al-Qiyas, Avicenna), 147,

148
Prophet, prophethood (nabi) nubuwwa) ,

90, 100, II8, II9, 120, 121,122,123,129, 134,
141n.47, ISO,151,176

Providence, 90, 162, 181.See also Ni:;,am al
khair

Psychology(Avicenna), 48, 164, 179; of Ikh-
wan as-Safr', 180

Ptolemy, 182
Pythagoras, 151
Pythogoreanism, 5

Qadar. See Destiny
al-Qanun fi t-tibb (The Canon of Medicine,

Avicenna), 23, 53,57, 59, 60, 205
al-Qa$ida al-iainiyya. See "Ode on the Soul"
Qaul. See Speech
Qiyas. See Analogy; Prior Analytics
Qudus al-Jaburut (Holiness of Divine Om

nipotence), 97
al-QulanJ (On Cholic, Avicenna), 24

Qur'an, 4, 69, II8, II9, 120, I2II, 132,182;
Avicenna's commentaries on, II n.a, 159,
182- 86, 195,196, 212

al-Qushairi, Abu l-Qasirn 'Abd al-Karim
(d. 465/r073), 109

Quwwa, pl. quwa. See Faculty
Quwwa l-musawwira. See Retentive

imagination

Ramz. See Symbol
Rational Assent (ta$diq), 148, 163
Rational demonstration, proof (burhan), 8,

99
Rationalism versus mysticism, 7-8, 186- 87
Rationality. See Nutq
Rational soul (nafs natiqa) ravan). See Soul,

rational
Ravdn. See Soul, rational
Rayy, city of, 21, 23, 203
ar-Razi, Fakhr ad-Din Muhammad ibn

'Umar (d. 606/r209), 203
Recollection (dhakira) mutadhakkira), 86,

II3, II4, II6, II9, 120, 121,129, 130; defined,
65

Representation (mu$awwira), defined, 62;
83. See also Retentive imagination

Retentive imagination (quwwa mu~awwira),

63, 83, 149, 171;defined, 62, 81
Return (ma(ad, afterlife), 39, 89, 92, 122,153,

162
Revelation, 42, 90, 141n.47, 149, 161,162,

166 n.z, 182;Angel of, 90; saintly, 42
Rhetoric (al-I(h#aba), 148; as form of argu-

ment, 148, ISO,152,153,180
Rieu, Charles, 202
Risdla. See Apostleship
Risalafi l-(ishq. See Love, Avicenna's Treatise

on
Risala fi n-naft (Treatise on the Soul, Avi-

cennar.x«
Risdlat at-tair. See at-Tair, Risdlat
Ritter, Helmut, 6
Romance, 3, 5
Rul; (soul) spirit) life principole),57)58

Rul; amino See Faithful Spirit
Rul; al-qudus. See Holy Spirit
Rumi, Ialal ad-Din (d. 672/r273), 3, 5, 10 n.z,

187
Russell, J.Stephen, 196
Rypka, Jan, 4
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(d. 691/I292), +
Saffarid dynasty, 19
Sair al-'ibad ila l-madd (The Journey ofWor

shippersto the Hereafter, Sana'I), 109
Salaman, 9+-96, 176
Salaman and Absal, Treatise of (Avicenna), 3,

91, 9+, 170, 171, 178; summary of, 9+-96;
versions of, II n.j

Samanid dynasty, 19, 23, 2+

Samarqand, city of, 123
Sana'I, al-Haakirn (525!II30-31), 5, 6, 10 n.z,

109, 187
Sanctified Abode (bait al-muqaddas) , +5, 128
Sanctified soul (nafs muqaddas or qudsi). See

Soul, angelic
Satan (Iblis), +6
Sartre, Jean-Paul, 7
Saturn, 132,171
Sawaji, 'Umar ibn Sahlan (fl. 5+0!II+5),

12n.5
Scholasticism, +9 n.r, 165
Science, natural, +1
Senses, Sensatio~ (hioss, pl. lJawass):exter

nal, 61, 62, 76 n.ao, 80, 81, II3, II+, II5, II7,
II8, 121,123,12+, 127, 129, 136,1+9, 172,183;
internal, 61-63, 80, 81-82, II+, 130, 1+9,
172, 183

Sensible (malJsus), 82, 83,85,II+, II5, II7, II9,
120, 121,122,123,12+, 126, 129, 150,152,161,
162; defined, 61-62. See also Particular

Shafi'i (legal school), 20
Shahwa. See Concupiscence
Shaikh Ra'is (Chief Master, Avicenna), 25.

See alsoAvicenna
Shaikh Ghalib (d. 1213/I799),6, 10 n.2
Shams ad-Daula al-Buvi (d. +12/I021), 22
Share (religious legislation), 90, II8, II9, 121,

150
Shauq (yearning), II7
ash-Shifa) (The Healing, Avicenna), 2+, 25,

27, 55,60, 82, 1+7, 155,156,157,158,160, 206
Shi'iosm, 20, 196
Shiraz, city of, 24
Sidrat al-muntahd. See Lote Tree of the Far

Boundary
Simile, 176-77, 180- 81
Similitude (mathal), 69, 151,152
Simple knowledge. See Knowledge, simple
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as-Siyasal-madaniyya (The PoliticalRegime,
al-Farabi), +3

Socrates, 151
SophisticalRefutation (as-Safsata, Avicenna),

1+8
Soul (nafs, sometimes ri't1J),celestial,+1, +2,

+3, +8, 96, 98, 13+,171; emanation of, 37,
38, 39, II9; First, World Soul, 38, 13+; hu
man, +1, 56, 58, 66, 67, 70, 85, 96, 100, II2,
II+, II5, II8, II9, 121,122, 12+, 129, 133,13+,
161,162, 175,180, 181,187,2°5; defined, 57
58; angelic) sanctified (nafs malaki, muqad
das or qudsi), 56, 57, 58, 68, 73 n.23; animal
(nafs lJayawani), 5+, 55,57, 58, 59, 60, 6+,
69, 70, 71, 80, 82, 83, 8+, 85, 88, 91, 92, 95,
96, 97, II3, 128, 129, 136, 152, 162, 170, 179;
rational (nafs natioqa), +8, 5+, 55,56, 57,
58, 59, 63, 67, 68, 70, 71, 80, 82, 83, 8+, 85,
86, 91, 93, 95, 96, 97, II3 (ravan), II+, II5,
II6, 125,128, 129, 136, 162, 165,170, 171, 175;
vegetable (nafs nabati), 5+, 55,57, 58, 59,
60-61, 63, 6+, 70, 71, 80, 96, 128,129, 136,
162; final end of, 67-69, 98, 99; immor
talityof, 67-68, 78 n.oa; metaphors for,
59-60; origin of, 65-67; perfection of,
80, 86, 89, 92, 156;progress of, 92-99; re
lation between physical and spiritual, 55
59, 92, 102 n.15 and n.2I, 166 n.j, 179; as
rider of the body, 59, 60, 75n.32, II2; as
splendor of the body, 59-60, 70, 75n.32,
II2, 120; unity of, 73 n.12, 8+, 101n.II.
See also Spirit; Faculty, animal, natural,
psychic

Species. See Genus
Speech (qaul), II6, II9, 120,121 (nutq), 122,

136, 137,1+1n.+7
Sphere (falak), 37, +3, 86, III, 131,132,171,

17+, 182; emanation of, 37, 38
Spirit, animate soul (jan) ruh), 58, III, II2,

II3, II9, 139n.o, See also Soul
Stoics, 7, 55,197
Substance (jauhar), material, +1, 55;spiri

tual, +1, +2, 55,56, 57, 67, 71,; 85, II6, II9,
120, 123,133,13+,135,136, 182

Sufism (mysticism), 5, 7, 98, 105n.61, 160,
181,186, 188n.r, 196, 20+

as-Suhrawardi al-Maqtul, Shihab ad-Din
(d. 587!II9I), 5, 109, 168-69 n.+4, 203

Sukhan ( = kalam). See Discourse
Summons (da'wa), II8, II9, 120
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Sun, 131,171
Sura. See Form
Sur«: al-Falaq(Daybreak), 183

Surat al-Ikhla$ (Sincere Religion), 183

Surat an-Nas (Humankind), 183

Surat an-Nur (Light), 184

Syllogism, 86, 87, 147, 148, 149, 189n.29
Symbol (ramz), 6, III, 121,124, 138,ISO, 151,

152, 153,158, 173
Syrians, 182

Tafsir (exegesis, commentary) 6; studies on,
14n.6

Taghayyur(change),3 6

Tahirid dynasty, 19
at-Tair, Risalat (The Treatise of the Bird, Av

icenna), 3, 60, 66, 89, 91, 92, 93, 98, 109,
IIO, 153,154,160, 164, 170, 176-79, 189
n.19, 206; commentaries on, 12n.j; com
position of, 30 n.2S; al-Ghazali's version
of, 109; translations of, II n.j, 12n.;

at-Ta'liqat (Comments, Avicenna), 160
Tamyiz. See Discernment
Tan ( = jism). See Body, human
Tarbiyya (management, instructionl.urs, 127
T~diq. See Rational assent
TaYwu (interpretation), 5, 6; studies on, 13

n.16
Teleology, 39, 70
Telos, 98, 99

Temperament (mizaj), 53,86, 152,183,188n.r
Tenth Intelligence. See Active Intelligence
Theology ofAristotle (Pseudo-Aristotle), 66;

Avicenna's commentary on, 66
Theoretical Intellect (al-'aql an-naf>ari). See

Intellect, theoretical
Theoretical Philosophy (aJ-'ilm a.n-na$ari).

See Philosophy, theoretical
Thought (kha#r), II6, 120, 123,131,138
Tis' rasa/il (Avicenna), 201
Traites mystique d'Abou 'Ali Hosain b. 'Abdal

lah b. Sina ou dJAvicenne (Mehren), 7
Transoxiana, province of, 203
Treatises of the Brethren ofSincerity) The. See

Ikhwan a$-Safa~ RasaJil

Truth. See Haqiqa; Haqq
Tulunid dynasty, 19
at-Tustari, Sahl (d. 283/896), 199

at-Tusi, Nasir ad-Din (d. 672h274), II n.j,
94,95

Tuve, Rosemund, 197

'Ulum (sing. 'ilm, sciences, knowledge). See
Knowledge

Universal (kulli), 80, 82, 83, 84, nx, 136,137,
162. See also Intelligible

Universal intelligence ('aql kulli). See Intelli-
gence, First, Universal

Unveiling (kashf), 121,126
'Uqala', pI. of 'aqil. See Intellect
'Uyun al-bihma (Springs ofWistWm, Avi

cenna), 27, 60, 157,160, 205

Vegetable soul (nafs nabati). See Soul,
vegetable

Venus, 131,171
Virgil, 195
Visionary recital, 3, 99

Wahib as-suwar(Giver of Forms), 37. See
alsoActive intelligence

Wahm. See Estimation
Wajib al-wujud. See Necessary Existent
Water of Life, 45
West. See Occident
Will, Desire (irada), 61, 94, 97, II7
Wisdom (al-lJikma) khirad), 4, II3, II4
Word (kalima), 135,182
World Soul. See Soul, World
WU$ul (union) 97, 106 n.66

Yarshater, Ehsan, 4-
Yusufu Zulaikha (Jami), 197
Yusufi, Ghularnhusain, 204

Zahid (ascetic), 97
Zarathustra, 150
Zodiac, 132,171
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